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Preface

FinandaJ Statistics is a monthly publication that brings together the key financial and 
monetary statistics of the United Kingdom. This Explanatory Handbook provides background 
notes to the many tables in Financial Statistics, ft explains their purpose, how they are com
piled, and shows the relationship between tables and provides further references. Togeth
er, the two publications are major reference documents for people and organisations con
cerned with the flow of investment funds, saving media, government income and expendi
ture, institutional investment, company finance and financial markets generally.

To foster a full appreciation of the value of the financial accounts the Introduction 
places them in the context of the national accounting system as a whole and the diagram 
on page 7 gives a birds-eye view. Although the standardised capital and financial accounts 
in Section 1 are in a sense the cornerstone of the publication, tables in other sections 
which are either derived from the financial accounts or from the current and capital ac
counts are often more useful to those interested in particular sectors of the financial scene

IN THIS HANDBOOK TABLE NUMBERS RELATE TO THE TABLES AS THEY AP
PEAR IN ISSUE N0.338 FOR JUNE 1990. Any subsequent changes to table numbers, 
and notes on new tables which are introduced after February 1988 are included in Supple
mentary Information a cumulative supplement to the Handbook at the back of each month
ly Financial Statistics publication.

Many of the figures in Financial Statistics are available on the CSO Databank. This is a col
lection of macro-economic time series which is sold to the public in computer-readable 
form. The Databank contains longer runs of data than appear in Financial Statistics, in many 
cases starting in 1963. and the latest figures are available about a week earlier. Details of 
the service are given in the Supplementary Information section of Financial Statistics.

The Central Statistical Office shares responsibility for financial statistics with several 
government departments and in particular the Bank of England, and is very grateful for the 
help given by colleagues in these organisations in preparing this Handbook.

Central Statistical Office 
Great George Street 
London SW1P3AQ

June 1990
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Layout of Handbook
This handbook cbsely follows the layout of the 

fourteen sections which appear monthly in Financial 
Statistics. Typically, each section opens with general in
troductory information (including, in the case of Sec
tions 2-10, a definition of the coverage of the sector of 
the economy in question). This is followed by expla
natory notes on each table or, when appropriate, each 
group of tables, numbered as in the June 1990 issue.

These sections follow this introduction which ex
plains the relationship between the national accounts 
and financial accounts. Series shown in the summary 
table at the front of Financial Statistics are described in 
the appropriate section. In addition there are two 
annexes covering:

(1) explanatory notes to the supplementary 
tables which appear regularly in Financial 
Statistics

(2) a table showing the codes by which the 
series in the financial accounts matrix 
(tablel.1) may be identified in the CSO 
Databank. (See Preface.)

The national accounts
The financial accounts together with the income 

and expenditure accounts are compiled using the prin
ciples of the national accounts. A broad appreciation 
of the national accounts and their breakdown into sec
tor accounts is helpful in gaining an understanding of 
the financial accounts and financial statistics general
ly. Most sector accounts are included in Financial Statis
tics, but the national income and expenditure accounts 
are not — they are found in United Kingdom National Ac
counts — and in regular features in Economic Trends. In 
spite of their absence from Finandal Statistics we 
thought it helpful to include the following general out
line of the national accounts in this handbook. For a 
more definitive and far more comprehensive descrip
tion of the national accounts it is necessary to refer to 
United Kingdom National Accounts: Sources and Methods 
(HMSO, 1985). For an alternative introduction to the 
national accounting system, The National Accounts: A 
Short Guide {HMSO, 1981) is recommended.

No discussion or analysis of the nation’s economic 
health can get very far without resort to the national 
accounts, but the layman turning, for instance, to the 
Blue Book, is often daunted by the apparent complexi
ty of the information that he finds there, and is per
plexed by much of the terminology. For instance, take 
gross domestic product at constant factor cost — one of the 
most frequently quoted statistics. In what sense is it 
gross rather than net? Why domestic product — is na
tional product the same? What does product actually 
mean, and what is constant factor cost? This section 
tries to set out in relatively simple terms what such 
statistics as this are actually trying to measure, and to 
show that the system of national accounts is in princi
ple both simple and logical. In the process we deal 
with those parts of the national accounts which need 
to be understood in order to make proper use of the 
financial accounts.

Three measurements
The national income can be thought of as the total 

of all incomes earned by the residents of the United 
Kingdom — whether by way of wages, salaries, 
profits, rent or whatever — from productive activity in a 
given period. By productive activity we mean the pro
duction of goods, like cars or shirts, and the produc
tion of services, like bus rides or medical care. We can 
also arrive at the same total figure by two other routes; 
firstly by aggregating the value a d d ^  in each industry 
producing goods and services; secondly by adding to
gether all the expenditure on final purchases of goods 
and services (i.e. excluding intermediate purchases 
which are for use in productive activity) and deducting 
imports of goods and services and taxes on expendi
ture, and adding back subsidies (the distinction 
between final and intermediate expenditure is ex
plained below). In other words, the total value of the 
nation's output is equal to

(a) the total of all incomes earned in producing It,
(b) the sum of the value added in all industries, 

or (c) the total of all spending on the finished or
final goods and services produced 
tessthe cost of imports 
/ess taxes on expenditure 
plus subsidies.

To appreciate what this means, and to understand the 
framework of the national accounts as a whole, we 
need to look in turn at each of these ways of measur
ing the nation’s productive effort.

National Income and total domestic Income
As already stated, the national income is the sum of 

all incomes of UK residents, whether individual or cor
porate, which are derived from the current production 
of goods and services. Such incomes are termed ’fac
tor incomes’, being incomes received by the so-called 
’factors of production’ — land, labour and capital 
goods i.e. rent, income from employment and profits. 
Other forms of income, like retirement pensions, family 
allowances, cannot be regarded as payments for 
current economic activity. They are described as 
’transfer’ incomes, being paid for from the proceeds of, 
for example, national insurance contributions or taxa
tion. In other words, they amount to a redistribution of 
income earned from economic activity. Transfers are 
excluded from the calculation of the natbnal income, 
for to include them would be to count the same in
come twice.

Again, as already mentioned, the national income 
of the United Kingdom is the income of UK residents. 
Some of this income arises from property held abroad, 
including interest as well as profits earned abroad. In 
the same way some of the income arising in the Unit
ed Kingdom is earned by non-residents. What in prac
tice is done to arrive at a figure for national income is 
to calculate the total of all income earned in the United 
Kingdom by residents and non-residents alike (total 
domestic factor incomes), and then add property in
come from abroad, and subtract property income 
earned here by non-residents. The difference between 
these two last items is net property income from abroad.
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Domestic product and national product
As domestic income is the sum of all incomes from 

productive activity, it can provide a basis for valuing 
that production. For example, the total value of the 
output of a firm making shirts must be income to 
someone — whether to managers, shareholders, em
ployees, suppliers or whatever. From this point of view 
it can be seen that the same total is obtained by ad
ding up the contribution to domestic product of each 
producing unit in the country. But, as in the case of in
come, we cannot arrive at total domestic product sim
ply by adding up the value of production by every in
dustry in the country. To do so would be to count the 
same output more than once. For example, if we in
clude in our calculation of domestic product not only 
the total value of the sales of suits by a tailor, but also 
the output of the weaver who supplies him with cloth, 
and the output of the spinner who provides the neces
sary yarn, then we have counted the value of the yarn 
three times over. What we need is a measure of the 
value added at each stage of production. In this 
sense, the value of the product of the weaving indus
try consists of the value added in the process of 
transforming yarn into cloth, and the value of the 
tailor’s output consists of the further value added by 
turning cloth into suits. It is worth noting that, since the 
domestic product includes only the value added within 
the country, it must exclude the value of imported 
goods and services, which are part of the domestic 
products of other countries. Domestic product of 
course Includes goods and services exported, also 
the additions to work in progress and goods in stock.

The domestic product is the sum of value added by 
all industries in the United Kingdom and is the coun
terpart of the total of domestic factor incomes. As in 
the case of incomes, the national product is derived by 
adding net income from abroad.

National expenditure
Since the national income is equivalent to the value 

of goods and services which are produced by the 
economic activity of the nation, it can be measured not 
only as the sum of factor incomes, or the total value 
added in production, but also as the sum of expendi
ture on the goods and sen/ices produced. Broadly 
speaking, national expenditure can be divided 
between consumption and adding to wealth. Con
sumption is taken to comprise all kinds of current ex
penditure on goods and services, whether by private 
individuals or by collective bodies, including the 
government. Adding to wealth is taken to mean the 
net additions to the stock of capital assets. Assets in 
this sense comprise both physical assets — the stock 
of factories, machinery, houses and so on — and 
financial assets in the form of holdings of securities 
and other claims, and in the form of currency or bank 
deposits. But every financial asset or claim is neces
sarily a liability of someone else (including currency 
which is regarded as a liability of the issuing authority). 
Hence, within the nation, financial assets must be 
offset exactly by financial liabilities. Adding to wealth, 
or investment, by the nation as a whole thus means 
net additions to the nation’s stock of physical assets 
together with any net addition to the total claims by 
residents of the nation on residents of other nations, in

the form of gold, foreign exchange, holdings of shares 
in non-resident enterprises, trade credit, etc.

The net addition to claims on non-residents will 
result from the difference between the value of goods 
and services we sell abroad and those we import and 
from property income earned abroad less property in
come paid abroad.

Just as the national income is not simply the sum of 
all incomes, the national expenditure is not the sum of 
all purchases. It is defined to exclude the transactions 
that occur, for example, when a commodity (yarn for 
weaving) or a service (the carriage of yarn from 
spinner to weaver) is sold for the production of a suit. 
This amounts to drawing a distinction between 
final and intermediate purchasers and transactions. 
The suit Is a final product; its purchaser, the consu
mer, is a final purchaser; and his purchase from the 
tailor is a final transaction, and a part of final expendi
ture. The transactions conducted between the tailor 
and the spinner, the spinner and the weaver, the 
weaver and the transporter, and so on, are all inter
mediate purchases reflected in the final price of the 
suit and must be excluded. Thus all purchases of 
goods and services for use in current production and 
subsequent resale are intermediate purchases. Note 
the difference between this treatment from the expen
diture point of view and the treatment from the product 
side. We calculate total domestic product by summing 
the value added by each industry, but total domestic 
expenditure by summing only final purchases.

There is one exception in the expenditure accounts 
to the exclusion of intermediate transactions: goods 
added to stock and additions to work in progress dur
ing the period, for example a year, must be regarded 
as additions to wealth within that year, and are accord
ingly treated as final expenditure.

National expenditure is thus another aspect of the 
national income and national product, and in a closed 
economy, that is to say, an economy having no inter
national trade, the total of all final expenditures— total 
final expenditure — would equal the domestic product 
and would relate to the same collection of final goods 
and services. In these circumstances, too, final expen
diture would consist solely of final expenditure by 
residents of the nation — total domestic expenditure. In an 
open economy, however, final expenditures also in
clude expenditure on goods and services by residents 
of other countries (i.e. expenditure on exports), so that 
total final expenditure comprises not only total domes
tic expenditure but also exports of goods and ser
vices. Moreover, many final goods and services con
tain imported materials: final expenditure on such 
goods and services therefore generates income and 
product not only in the domestic economy but also in 
the overseas countries from which the imports are 
bought. Thus total final expenditure also equals 
domestic product plus imports of goods and services.

In estimating national expenditure it is not in fact 
practicable to eliminate the import content from each 
kind of expenditure, for example, from consumers’ ex
penditure. The statistics from which the estimates of 
consumption and investment are derived relate to the 
total value of the final goods and services concerned, 
including their import content, and the estimate of na
tional expenditure is arrived at by subtracting from this 
total value of final products the total value of imported
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goods and services. Thus, national expenditure is cal
culated from total expenditure by residents of the na
tion on all final goods and services, including their im
port content — in other words total domestic expendi
tu r e  — plus exports of goods and services less imports 
of goods and services, plus net property income from 
abroad. It is identical with the value of goods and ser
vices becoming available as a result of the nation’s 
economic activity, and thus with the national income 
and the national product.

In practice there are errors and omissions in the 
measurement of all three approaches to gross domes
tic product. The series shown In the summary table of 
Financial Statistics is a simple average of the income, ex
penditure and output measures of gross domestic pro
duct at current market prices.

it were, estimates of income and product before 
deducting it would still be needed for some purposes. 
The statistics accordingly give precedence to meas
urements of gross income, product and expenditure, 
before making allowance for depreciation.

To preserve the true significance of the expressions 
national income, national product and national expen
diture, the terms used to describe the estimates be
fore deduction of capital consumption are national in
come plus depreciation, gross national product and 
gross national expenditure. The estimates after 
deduction of capital consumption are described as na
tional income, net national product and net national 
expenditure. In published tables the terms generally 
used are gross national product for the gross concept 
and national income for the net concept.

:l
3

Gross versus net national product: 
allowance for capital consumption

To each of the three identical aggregates described 
above there corresponds a gross and a net concept. 
The process of production and the passage of time In
volve a gradual using up of the nation’s productive as
sets ------ its buildings and machinery. This capital
consumption, or depreciation, should clearly be taken 
into account in calculating the net annual additions to 
the nation's stock of wealth, and should accordingly 
be regarded as a deduction from income, product and
expenditure------from Income and product, because
the using up of assets is a necessary cost of earning 
the income or producing the output; from expenditure, 
because depreciation of capital represents a reduction 
in national wealth. But the main aggregates are shown 
before deducting depreciation, mainly because esti
mates of it can be made only on the basis of conven
tion or of some arbitrary principle of calculation. The 
difficulty arises from the fact that the cost of using up 
fixed capital cannot be measured directly: it is not 
represented by actual transactions. In business ac
counting, this unrecorded element in current costs of 
production is met by provisions for depreciation. 
These provisions are generally not of the kind needed 
for national income accounts because in the past they 
have usually been made in terms of the original cost 
of the asset; in other words, they provide for the set
ting aside of the original money outlay during the as
sumed life of the asset. For the national accounts the 
current charge for the use of assets must be calculat
ed in terms of current prices------the prices, that is, at
which other transactions in the accounts are meas
ured. Capital consumption allowed for in the national 
accounts should be related to the current value of 
resources used up in production as this is the only 
way both of securing internal consistency between the 
cost of using capital and other current costs of produc
tion, and of treating ins is ten tly  the uses of different 
kinds of capital assets. The estimates of capital con
sumption are based on broad assumptions about the 
expected lives of capital assets and their pattern of 
utilisation. Assets are assumed to render their ser
vices in equal amounts in each year of their life ------
the 'straight line' basis of depreciation.

What all of this amounts to is that the allowance for 
capital resources used up in production is not a 
unique or readily measurable quantity, and that even if

Stock appreciation
A special problem in measuring additions to the na

tional wealth arises when allowing for changes in 
stocks. The concepts adopted for the measurement of 
national income and wealth require a measure of the 
change in stocks valued in the same way as other 
transactions in the system, that is at the prices of the 
period concerned. Business accounting methods, 
which provide most of the statistics actually used for 
reckoning incomes and changes in stocks, adopt a 
convention which results in a rather different valuation 
in times of substantial changes in prices. By this 
method, profits earned by a trading enterprise in a 
given period are calculated by treating stocks taken 
over from the preceding period as a purchase, while 
stocks handed on to the following period are treated 
as a sale. As a result, any increase in the value of 
stocks between the beginning and the end of the 
period will enter into the accounting profit, together 
with the excess of sales to outsiders over the sum of 
purchases from outsiders, payments for labour and 
depreciation charges. Expenditure during the year in 
purchasing materials is allowed as an operating ex
pense, entering the calculation of profit only to the ex
tent that the money value of stocks and work in pro
gress at the beginning of the year is maintained. Any 
increase in stocks resulting from purchases In excess 
of this will appear as a form of investment, in other 
words, as a use of profits.

If this definition of profit were accepted in national 
income measurement, it would mean that any in
crease over a year in the money value of stocks would 
be treated as adding to wealth, even if the physical 
volume of stocks remained constant or declined. But 
for a measurement of income and stock changes con
sistent with the other flows dealt with in the system of 
national income statistics, it is desirable that additions 
to wealth should include only additions arising from 
the economic activity of the period; any increase in the 
physical volume of stocks should be included, but not 
an increase in the money value of stocks due to a rise 
in the prices at which stocks are valued. The effect of 
traditional accounting methods is that in times of rising 
prices the money value of stocks increases by more 
than the physical volume valued at the prices of the 
year, and book profits thus incorporate an amount 
which from the present point of view must be regarded 
as a capital gain, not as income. The difference is
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described as stock appreciation. In reckoning the na
tional income, product and expenditure, the estimated 
amount of stock appreciation is subtracted from the 
estimate of incomes and stock changes derived from 
accounting data. The stock change after this adjust
ment is described as the Value of the physical in
crease in stocks'. If prices are rising, stock apprecia
tion is positive; if prices are falling, it is negative. In the 
sector accounts, consideration of stock appreciation is 
most important in the appropriation account of industri
al and commercial companies (table 8.1) where it is 
distinguished within the figures of gross trading profits. 
See also page 86.

Market prices and factor cost
From the point of view of the purchasers, it is most 

appropriate to value the various forms of final output 
at the prices which are actually paid for that output. 
But, notwithstanding the equality between expenditure 
and Income, the aggregate value of goods and ser
vices calculated in this way will not in general be equal 
to the sum of factor incomes arising from production. 
This is because the price paid by the purchaser often 
includes an Indirect tax or a subsidy which accrues to, 
or is paid by, the government and cannot be identified 
with any specific goods or services which the govern
ment provides, or receives, in return.

There are, therefore, two different ways of valuing 
national expenditure and the national product: at 
market prices, including all taxes on expenditure, and 
excluding all subsidies; or at factor cost, representing 
only the sum of the incomes of factors of production.

In the official statistics of the United Kingdom, the 
national product is usually expressed at factor cost. In 
the case of national expenditure, the components are 
shown at market prices (the basis on which the statis
tics are naturally compiled), and total national expen
diture at factor cost is derived by summing the com
ponents in terms of market prices and then deducting 
indirect taxes and adding subsidies.

Expenditure and output at constant 
prices

For many purposes, the comparison of estimates of 
gross domestic product over time is of more interest 
when the effects of changes in prices are eliminated. 
Accordingly, estimates of the gross domestic product and 
its components are made not only in 'current prices’, 
(the prices of the period concerned) but in 'constant 
prices', that is to say, the average prices of some 
selected base year. Estimates of gross domestic product 
at constant factor cost or constant market prices in 
principle show the growth of the volume of output over 
some period. It should be noted that most tables in 
Fir)ar)cial Statistics are in current price terms.

Accounts by sector and type of activity
If national income and national expenditure are by 

definition equal, then it follows that the statistics can 
be presented in the form of a balanced account, 
showing for example the various kinds of national ex
penditure on one side of the account and the forms of 
income on the other, the two parts adding to the same 
total. A natural extension of this is to show balanced 
accounts summarising the transactions of particular 
groups or entities within the economy. The principal 
advantage of such a framework Is that It displays the 
relationships between the different parts of the econo
my and the different forms of economic activity In a 
way which the statistics of aggregates cannot do. The 
division of the economy into sectors is accordingly a 
primary feature of a national accounting system and 
this is the main emphasis in Financial Statistics.

The national income and expenditure accounts and 
the financial accounts are organised in terms of a few 
consolidated sectors. In principle, these sectors are 
defined in such a way that economic units in each one 
can be expected to behave in broadly similar ways 
and transactions between the sectors have special 
economic significance. The choice of sector boun
daries is crucial, for alt flows within sectors are omit
ted. in practice, limitations in the available data res
trict, to some degree, the definitions used. The de
tailed definitions of sectors are given in the respective 
sections of this publication.

Such a system also requires a method of classify
ing transactions which can be applied consistently to 
the various forms of economic activity. There are two 
points of view from which transactions are classified. 
First, all economic activity can be grouped under three 
headings: production, consumption and adding to 
wealth. A production account records the transactions 
involved in the production and supply of goods and 
services. A consumption account (or income and ex
penditure account) records the current expenditure 
out of the income generated in production or received 
by transfers. An account for adding to wealth (or capi
tal account) records the use of savings derived from 
an income and expenditure account.

Secondly, all transactions can be divided between:
(a) payments made for the supply of goods 

or services
(b) other payments, i.e. transfer payments

such as taxes, grants, gifts, interest and pay
ment for the acquisition of financial assets.

Only the first are relevant to the national product. 
Transfer payments to and from abroad affect the na
tional disposable income and the balance of pay
ments.

The production account corresponds roughly to the 
trading account of a firm. The main elements on the 
expenditure side are the current costs of production 
such as materials, rent, wages and salaries and so on 
and the receipts side comprises principally the reve
nue from current sales, together with any subsidies re
ceived and any additions to the value of stocks and 
work in progress. The balance is trading profits. In the 
United Kingdom national accounts a production ac
count is compiled for only one sector, public corpora
tions, and is found only in the Blue Book.
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The system of sector accounts
Table numbers in cells relate to the June 1990 issue of FinandaJ Statistics

Sector

Account

Public sector

Central government

Central
government

Local
authorities

Income and expenditure 
(balance: saving)

Capital
(balance; financial 

surplus/deficit)

Rnancial accounts

Capital and financial transactions; 
receipts and expenditure

Holdings of financial assets 
and Ibilities

2.1“ J

Banks & 
building 
societies

Public
corporations

Private sector other than 
banks & building societies

Other
financial

institutions

1.2.2.;

1.2.32 1.2,42

5.1(b)

Industrial
and

commercial
companies

8.1(b)

1.2,5.2

1.10

1.3,3.3,3.4 1.4,4.3.4.4 1.5,5.3,5.4
1.7,1.8,6.1 1.9,

(c). S7D<9’

3.9<»
3.11<̂ 10.3,
S7A<fl»

4.5-4.8 
S7B«9‘ S70»>

6.1,62.
6.8 - 6.10
14.2
S70fl»

(7.4, 7.6.7.9, 
7.8-7.12)t*> 
14.3, S7H‘fl>

Personal
sector

8.2«i)

8.4«)
14.4. S7l<fl)

1.12

9.2'̂ )

9.3-9.5<'» 
14.5, S2'9) 
S7Jf8»

11.2<‘>.14.1«. S7(F+G)«9«i)

Overseas

10.3-10.6«'’»
S7K<9»

(a) described as a current account
(b) described as appropriation account
(c) holdings of public sector debt (at nomial values) are published annually as table SI
(d) sources and users of funds presentation
(e) selected assets and liabilities of groups of institutions only 
(0 selected assets and liabilities only
(g) annual balance sheets

(h) selected assets and liabilities only. A fuller statement of assets and li^ lit ie s  is given annually in 
United Kingdom Balance o f Payments - Pink Book

(0 assets defined as 'money* (tables 11.1 -112 ,11 .4 )
(j) includes building societies

The surplus (or trading profit) derived from the pro
duction account of a trading enterprise is carried into 
its income and expenditure account. In the case of 
corporate enterprises this is described as an appropri
ation account. The receipts of income, both from its 
own production account and from other sources, such 
as investments, are shown as distributed to the share
holders, the debt-holders, or in taxes to the govern
ment. What remains, the undistributed income, is the 
enterprise's saving. Sectors consisting wholly of pro
ductive enterprises (the company sector and the pub
lic corporation sector) show no current purchases of 
goods and services on income and expenditure ac
count since they are not regarded as final consumers. 
Their spending consists either in the distribution of in
come by transfer payments of interest and dividends 
or grants, or by taxes. The purchases of goods and 
services of a productive enterprise are wholly on pro
duction account or capital account.

The analogous income and expenditure account of 
persons contains items some of which are. in general.

basically similar. Income includes the trading profits of 
unincorporated enterprises (income from self- 
employment and rent) and the factor income of em
ployed persons (income from employment), and 
current transfers, mainly grants from the government. 
There is a big difference on the expenditure side be
cause persons are final consumers and the bulk of the 
sector’s outlay is devoted to consumers' expenditure. In
terest payments are much less important and are not 
shown as part of expenditure, but are netted off from 
interest income. The other important expenditure 
items are taxes on income and national insurance 
contributions. As in the case of other sectors, what 
remains after accounting for all expenditure is saving, 
and is carried forward to the capital account. (Sectors 
can of course, spend more than their income in some 
periods and in these cases a negative item, dis
saving. goes to the capital account.)

The sum of the saving of each sector represents 
the total of national saving available for adding to 
wealth.
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The capital account for the nation as a whole 
shows this sum of domestic sectors’ saving as a re
ceipt, together with any net capital transfers from the 
rest of the world. These total receipts are balanced by 
spending on additions to wealth, both in the form of 
physical assets (fixed assets or stocks) and financial 
assets, in the form of financial claims on the rest of the 
world. (UK residents’ financial claims on each other 
cancel out as far as the nation as a whole is con
cerned.)

The capital account for each sector shows as re
ceipts the saving on its income and expenditure ac
count, capital transfers received both from other domes
tic sectors and from overseas and financial liabilities 
contracted to other sectors. This is baianced on the 
expenditure side by capital transfers paid, the in
crease in the sector’s physical assets and financial 
assets acquired as claims on other sectors. It is often 
convenient to restrict the capital account to the ac
quisition of physical assets and to show only one net 
item for financial assets acquired less liabilities con
tracted. This financial surplus or financial deficit is the bai- 
ance of capital receipts over capital payments and has 
been termed the net acquisition of financial assets. Finan
cial transactions are then shown separately in a finan
cial account. For some sectors both capital and finan
cial transactions are also shown in a combined ac
count, showing sources and uses of funds and in this 
form of presentation, the intermediate balance financial 
surplus or deficit does not appear.

Conceptually, the sum of the financial surplus or deficit 
by the domestic sectors is equal to the net acquisition 
of financial claims on the rest of the world, although in 
practice estimation errors obscure this equality. Physi
cal assets held abroad are regarded as financial as
sets (in the same way as physical assets in the United 
Kingdom owned by non-residents are regarded as 
financial liabilities), and the sum of the net acquisition 
of financial assets for all domestic sectors is then 
equal in concept to net investment abroad.

The financial surplus or deficit is the balance carried 
forward from the sector capital account to the sector 
financial account. Conceptually, the sum of each 
sector’s transactions in financial assets and liabilities 
is equal to this balance. The financial account shows 
the changes in various financial liabilities, such as bor
rowing and the Issue of securities and in various finan
cial assets, such as loans made, deposits with banks 
and holdings of stocks and shares.

The location of the various types of accounts and 
presentations for each sector is displayed in the previ
ous table.

The theoretical relationship between the financial 
accounts and the national accounts can be expressed 
symbolically, as shown in the diagram at the end of 
the Introduction. In practice this has to be modified to 
take account of deficiencies in the available data, 
which brings about a residual error in the national ac
counts and the balancing item in the sector accounts 
(see page 27).

8

summary analysis by sector
The table opposite summarises the current, capital 

and financial accounts for 1988 appearing in the vari
ous sector accounts throughout the Blue Book. Three
groups of transactions ------inter̂ sector transfers, capital
transfers and financial transactions ------ balance out to
zero as they represent transactions between sectors. 
The other items of Income and expenditure which ap
pear in the Total column combine to produce the 
income-based and expenditure-based measures of 
gross domestic product at factor cost or market prices. 
Thus the income-based measure at factor cost comprises 
the sum of the first five entries in the total column (see 
box A). Adding taxes on expenditure and deducting 
subsidies converts this to a market price basis. The 
expenditure-based measure of gross domestic product at market 
prices is shown in box B. Deducting taxes on expendi
ture and adding subsidies converts this total to a fac
tor cost basis. The estimates of gross national product can 
be derived from gross domestic product by adding net re
ceipts of interest, profits and dividends from the rest of 
the world ------this appears in the overseas sector
column (see box C, with arithmetic signs reversed).

The summary analysis highlights many of the other 
important economic aggregates, ft enables the inter
relationships between the economic aggregates to be 
seen. Boxes D and E show personal disposable in
come and personal consumption respectively, both of 
which contain elements contributing to the income and 
expenditure measures of gross domestic product. 
The current balance in the balance of payments ac
counts appears on the saving row in the overseas 
sector column. In the financial accounts the PSBR 
and money supply M4 are shown in boxes F and G 
respectively. The trade balance is shown in box H.

Balance sheets
Earlier in this chapter we saw how the flow of funds 

accounts provided a framework for the analysis of 
financial flows and for helping to identify some of the 
links between the different categories of transactions. 
But the accounts are insufficient for a satisfactory 
understanding of the behaviour of the various sectors 
of the economy. In many cases the reasons for finan
cial flows between sectors include a desire to alter the 
composition of a balance sheet. For example, a tran
saction is often undertaken to change the owner’s 
stock of some asset or other------perhaps as a reac
tion to, for instance, a change in the value of that as
set ------and must be interpreted in that light.

The analysis of the flow transactions of a particular 
sector in terms of its balance sheet accordingly re
quires additional data on the levels or stock of its as
sets and liabiifties. In these terms, the cash transac
tions of a sector over a particular period will depend 
not only on the amount of new funds flowing in and on 
such influences as actual or anticipated shifts in the 
relative yields of the various competing investment 
outlets, but also on the overall pattern both of the 
sector’s asset portfolio and of its total liabilities.
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Summary analysis by sector 1988

r

Personal
sector

Industrial and 
commercial 
companies

Banks and Other 
building financial

societies institutions
Public

corporations
Central Local Overseas 

government authorities sector TOTAL

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS

Factor Incomes:
Income from employment 
Income from self-employment 
Gross trading profits, etc 
Rent
Imputed charge for capital consumption 
less stock appreciation

Inter-sector transfers:
Earnings on direct 

investment overseas 
Earnings due abroad 
Dividends and interest:

receipts 
payments 

Taxes on income 
Social security contributions 
Social security benefits 
Ofrier current grants by government:

receipts
payments

Other current transfers:
receipts
payments

Royalties and licence fees on oil and 
gas production

Factor cost adjustment:
Taxes on expenditure 
Subsidies

ExpendHure:
Consumption
Exports of goods and services 
Imports of goods and services

Balance^ Saving^

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS
Gross domestic fixed capital formation 
Value of physical increase in stocks 

and work in progress^
Taxes on capital 
Other capital transfers;

receipts 
payments

Balance »  Financial surplus or deficit

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS  
Notes and coin 
Sterling treasury bills and 

government securities 
National savings and tax instruments 
Issue Department’s transactions in 

commercial bills
Other government domestic transactior 5 
Government overseas transactions ~  
Local authority debt 
Public corporations’ debt 
Deposits with banks:

Sterling sight 
Sterling time 
Foreign currency 

Deposits with building societies
Bank lending (excluding public sector) 
Other ler>ding
Trade and retail credit 
UK and overseas securities and 

unit trust units 
Other domestic instruments 
Other overseas instruments 
Accruals adjustments

Total financial transactions

B A U N C IN Q  FTEM

249 775 
42 617

19513
514

-722

45 339 
-28 767 
43 923^ 
-31 686 
43 331

10 876

1 836 
-2 316

2 003 
-81

-14336

-20 215

1 Figures as published in the 1989 CSO Blue Book
2 Excluding tax credits.

¥

73 033 
3 052

•5 165

11 341 
-6 565

7 285 
28 914 
14 941

-161

-820

1 020 
-131

•6 636

1 164 -124

-2 1 1 8 -587
1 437 -324

. -618
-6 -63

-638 -66
-13 -

8 139 1 f l g /
8 390 4 405

177 216
\ 20163 -90 1

-12 689 -30 356
-41 242 -1 232

-284 1 403

99 5616
21 612 -4 984

-8 6 623
1 680 818

5 879 -17 469

-2 791 
1 099

7 286 
583

-229

-506 
152 

1 265

436 
3 065 
1 629

249 775 
42 617 
77 458 
27 464 

3 408 
-6 116

1 295 
-805

81 826 
62 734 
-2 143

966 
-2 953 

-116

9 140 
-17 351 
61 123 
31 686 

-43 787

2 1 1 9  
-34 334

382

1 099 
-4 644

-12 705 
7 378

42 529 
-42 821

188 184 
-188 184

23 376 
-4 850

-47

456

4 932 
2 1 1 9

1 963 
1 657

41 303 
-41 303

4 181 
-4 181

820

20 
3 987

949
•580

4 926 
-4 926

3 020 1 395 3 990 -175 14617 1 875

390

553
687

12178  
36 259 
23 047 
20 747 
73 137 
35614

11 715

■3

629

-1 476

3 595 
-545

434
-768

3 283
4 871 

716

1 117

200

45

894

181

3 997 
174 

-610 
-533

9514

-10 587 
6 926 

300

12 860 
-21 562 

1 975 
•2 060

3 904

-273

83 
13 463 
20 301 

474 
19 505 

•259 
-318

•8 428 
5 554 

-7 799

805 3 401

277

-560 2 334

10 833 -2 590 590 589 385 12 283 1 875

3 After providing for stock appreciation but before providing 
for addditions to dividend and tax reserves.

4 A positive figure indicates a decrease in stocks.
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Introduction

For such analysis we clearly require estimates of 
the levels of important assets and liabilities for every 
sector of the economy, and covering not only financial 
items but also physical assets. Such comprehensive 
sector balance sheets need to be integrated as far as 
possible with the cash flow figures in the flow of funds 
accounts by dividing the changes in levels between 
cash flows, changes In market values, and other 
changes (in sector boundaries, for example).

Provisional balance sheets for all sectors of the 
economy, covering both financial items and physical 
assets, were presented in an article by C W Pettigrew 
in November 1980 issue of Economic Trends.

Sector and national balance sheets for end-years 
1975 to 1986 were published in United Kingdom National 
Accounts, 1987 edition. Updated figures of the sectoral 
distribution of financial assets and liabilities are pub
lished in supplementary tables S5, S6 and S7 in Finan
cial Statistics. Quarterly estimates of financial assets 
and liabilities of the non-bank private sector are given 
in Section 14. Where other figures of stocks of finan
cial assets and liabilities appear in Financial Statistics 
they have been included in the diagram on page 7.

Quality of data
Among the thousands of series published in Finan

cial Statistics \he quality of the data varies considerably. 
The Handbook endeavours to give for each table or 
group of tables an indication of the reliability of the 
constituent series. For economic and financial series 
in general the statistical measures of standard errors 
and variances do not apply. For national accounts 
series compiling statisticians have assessed subjec
tively the margins of error in recent annual estimates 
and assigned series to one of three groups:

A -f or - less than 3 per cent (good)
B + or - 3 per cent to 10 per cent (fair)
C + or - more than 10 per cent (poor)
(United Kingdom National Accounts:
Sources and Methods (HMSO, 1985) 
paragraphs 3.37 et seq.)

For financial transactions, which can fluctuate 
between large positive and negative flows, such per
centage assessments are inappropriate, and a 
classification based on methods of estimation is used 
(see Section 1. page 18).

Some series (principally foreign exchange rates, in
terest rates and security prices) are completely accu
rate at the time and place at which they are measured, 
but users should remember that they vary at inter
mediate dates or in other markets.

Other publications
Quarterly sector income and expenditure and capi

tal accounts are also published in Economic Trends, 
both as supporting tables to the quarterly national in
come article and, in certain cases, in the regular 
tables, at about the same time as this information is 
published in Financial Statistics. Only a very limited 
amount of information on financial transactions is, 
however, included in Economic Trends.

Sector accounts, including financial accounts and 
balance sheets, for a long run of annual periods are 
published in United Kingdom National Accounts.

Summary capital accounts and financial accounts 
are published in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin 
shortly after they appear in Finandal Statistics. Whilst the 
financial transactions matrix and that in Financial Statis
tics are now in the same format, the Quarterly Bulletin 
includes somewhat different sector time series tables.

In the Quarterly Bulletin both the financial transac
tions matrix and the sector time series tables are sea
sonally adjusted. An explanation of the Bank of 
England’s seasonal adjustment process is given in the 
Bank's publication, United Kingdom flow of funds accounts: 
1963-76, which also includes general information on 
flow of funds (financial) accounts and a description of 
international presentations. There are historic runs of 
quarterly statistics covering fourteen years in the for
mat used by the Bank until March 1981 in which there 
was rather more aggregation of the various types of 
financial transactions than in the format used at 
present. The Bank publishes an article in the August 
Quarterly Bulletin each year commenting on sector 
financial transactions in the previous year together 
with a full set of the Bank’s sector time series tables. 
In the other three issues of their Quarterly Bulletin the 
Bank publishes seasonally adjusted figures for the 
matrix and the sector time series for the public, per
sonal and industrial and commercial companies sec
tors only.

As well as being the only vehicle in which the CSO 
presents UK quarterly financial transactions accounts, 
Financial Statistics is also a general digest of financial 
statistics. Nearly all these statistics are published else
where. often in more detail, or more quickly. Refer
ences to these other media are given in the notes to 
individual tables.

t
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Section 1
Financial accounts

The financial accounts set out the transactions in 
financial assets and liabilities which accompany each 
economic sector’s current and capital transactions. 
They provide a statistical framework for the analysis of 
financial transactions and enable those of one sector 
to be directly related to those of other sectors. Many of 
the tables in the remaining sections of Financial Statistics 
provide raw material to compile these accounts.

A summary of the financial accounts is given in 
table 1.1. This shows a two-way classification of finan
cial transactions, analysing them by type of transac
tion and by sector for the latest quarter for which data 
are available. This makes it possible to relate a 
sector’s transactions in a particular financial instru
ment to its transactions in other instruments and to the 
transactions by other sectors.

The first five lines of table 1.1 are a summary of 
the sectors' capital accounts, starting with each 
sector’s saving from its current account. The table 
therefore provides an outline statistical framework for 
a complete system of accounts, covering the financial 
and non-financial transactions of the different sectors.

The matrix presentation in table 1.1 is necessarily 
restricted to a single time period. Table 1.2 gives the 
summary capital account information for a run of 
periods and tables 1.3 to 1.13 give details of financial 
transactions of individual sectors for a run of periods. 
Line numbers against types of transaction in table 1.1 
are repeated in column headings in tables 1.2 to 1.13 
to help show how the tables are connected.

A feature of the financial accounts is that transac
tions in a particular financial instrument, or group of in
struments, by all sectors sum to zero. The sum across 
sectors for each line in table 1.1, for example, is zero. 
This is because each purchase of a financial asset or 
lending is matched by another sector’s sale or borrow
ing. Tables which exemplify this principle can be 
drawn up for a run of periods for particular financial in
struments. Tables 3.5,3.7 and 3.11 are on these lines 
for three types of central government instrument. Simi
lar tables are also given for UK company securities, 
overseas securities, loans for house purchase and 
SAVE contracts.

An alternative format of each sector’s financial ac
count is included in the relevant section of Financial 
Statistics. The relationships between the categories of 
financial transaction in Section 1 and those in other 
sections are set out in the table on page 30.

The CSO and Bank of England are jointly responsi
ble for the financial accounts and their matrix 
classifications are the same. The Bank, however, pro
vides rather different time series for each sector, akin 
to tables appearing in the other sections of Financial 
Statistics. The Bank seasonally adjusts all its data and 
some of its seasonally adjusted figures are used in the 
other sections of Financial Statistics.

Use of financial accounts
The financial accounts show how each sector’s 

financial transactions are related to its saving and 
capital expenditure and how financial transactions 
generally are related to each other within and between

sectors. The accounts are therefore a basis for exa
mining the financial effects of economic policy and for 
helping to decide future policy. They can be used, for 
example, to investigate factors influencing the money 
supply or other holdings of financial instruments, In 
particular effects of changes In interest rates. They 
can also help companies and others to understand 
the financial surroundings in which they are operating, 
for example by helping them to assess competition in 
the market for funds.

The figures for financial institutions give details of 
the large amounts which are channelled through them 
as financial intermediaries. The scale of this activity 
makes it important to know changes in their sources of 
funds and in how the funds are used, for example, 
how much Is used to take up government debt, lent for 
house purchase, purchases of overseas securities, 
etc. The transactions of the financial institutions affect 
the liquidity, current and capital expenditure of other 
sectors, and the financing of the public sector borrowing 
requirement.

The financial accounts are helpful to anyone who 
wants to link together the mass of otherwise disjointed 
economic and financial developments reported In the 
press. They also help in assessing the relative impor
tance of particular kinds of institution and financial in
strument.

Underpinning these uses, the accounts provide a 
discipline which requires the constituent statistics to 
be defined and compiled consistently. Aggregates 
within the accounts such as the public sector borrow
ing requirement, consumer credit, and measures of 
the money supply are consistent with each other and 
with all the other transactions in the accounts.

The current, capital and financial accounts provide 
a complete set of flow accounts for each sector. In 
principle, flows into and out of each sector should ex
actly balance. In practice, a balancing item is needed, 
reflecting errors and omissions anywhere in the three 
types of account. The sizes of the balancing items 
and their variation from period to period are helpful In 
assessing the quality of the statistics and may indicate 
need for new sources of data or improvements in 
methodology.

Forecasting
The accounts are particularly useful in forecasting, 

for they permit one not only to discern past relation
ships between economic and financial variables, and 
extrapolate them into the future, but also to assemble 
the various elements of such a forecast in a frame
work which allows them to be tested against each oth
er for consistency and plausibility.

Since the early 1960s official financial forecasts 
have been constructed in financial accounts form, in 
association with the forecasts of income, expenditure, 
saving, the current account of the balance of pay
ments and so on. A description of these was given in 
an article in the June 1977 issue of the Bank of Englemd 
Quarterly Bulletin. The financial accounts forecast shows 
the possible implications of the other forecasts for the 
system, and allows financial factors to be considered 
when drawing up the other forecasts. During this pro
cess, the financial forecasts provide a consistency
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Financial accounts

and plausibility check on the other forecasts
for example, it appears from the financial forecast that 
there will be insufficient funds available to finance 
predicted investment by companies, then the national 
income forecasters may have to adjust their predic
tions accordingly. The financial forecast can then be 
used as a background against which policy decisions 
can be taken ------if the financial prospects are un
palatable, the government may make a policy change, 
and all the forecasts would be reworked to take ac
count of it.

The great merit of the financial accounts matrix in 
this process is that it keeps the various elements of 
the forecast in touch with each other and compels the 
forecaster to take explicit numerical account of all the 
implications of a change. A rise in the public sector 
borrowing requirement for example, must be ex
plained in the public sector columns by some increase 
in the combined financial deficit for the three com
ponent sectors and/or lending to other sectors. At the 
same time, the increased borrowing necessary to 
satisfy this higher public sector borrowing requirement 
must be found from other sectors, and the forecast 
has to allow for funds being made available by them. 
Perhaps they lend less for other purposes, in which 
case the ripples spread even further, for the borrowers 
thus deprived will have to find funds elsewhere or cut 
back their own activities. The matrix pushes all the im
plications of the original impulse into the open, where 
they have to be considered explicitly. Developments in 
this area are described in GovBrnment Economic Sen/ice 
Working Paper No. 17: A Financial Sector for the Treasury Model.

Classification of assets
Financial assets have several attributes which can 

be used as a basis for classification. Among these 
are:

(a) type of instrument, i.e. loan, security.
deposit, etc.

(b) marketability — possible, e.g. with a listed 
security but nearly impossible with a 
building society deposit

(c) capital certainty — the ability to recover the
full amount advanced at least in money 
value terms

(d) liquidity — the remaining maturity,
irredeemable, long, medium or short, at the 
time (as well as original maturity — the 
period for which an instrument is to stand 
from the time it is created)

(e) terms of payment of interest — periodicity:
whether optional, fixed or variable

(f) terms of repayment of capital — instalment,
variable or fixed

(g) type of record — registered or unregistered
(h) issuing sector — the sector for which the 

claim is a liability

It would be helpful to classify on all of these attri
butes but this would mean a very detailed 
classification, which would absorb too many 
resources, both private and public.

The UK classification is based mainly on three cri
teria and then is not fully rigorous. These are the insti
tutional sector upon which the asset is a claim (h), the 
type of instrument (a), and the relative degree of

12

liquidity of the assets (encompassing the characteris
tics (b), (c) and (d) above). The most liquid assets are 
notes and coin and the least liquid are long-term as
sets such as loans and mortgages. But it is not al
ways easy to decide on the relative liquidity of dif
ferent assets; an asset may have a long period to ma
turity but be a liquid asset in the sense that it is readily 
marketable, although at some risk of capital loss. A 
classification by issuing sector is particularly con
venient for financial accounts because many assets 
are the liability of only one sector.

In the UK system, the liquidity detail is incomplete, 
thus British government securities are not divided accord
ing to their period of maturity, which varies from less 
than a year to irredeemable. Also, transactions in 
company and overseas securities are not divided 
between debenture, preference shares and ordinary 
shares. Overseas assets are generally classified on a 
sector basis because of their importance in consider
ing international capital movements. Liabilities of the 
three components of the public sector are also dis
tinguished in order to help to show how the public sector 
borrowing requirement is financed. Even with these limita
tions, nearly forty categories are shown in the financial 
accounts. The main purpose of this amount of detail is 
to provide building blocks for users to adapt to their 
own needs.

Net presentation
The presentation in the financial accounts is ’net’ in 

several respects. This involves some loss of informa
tion but makes for simpler presentation, and gross 
data are not always available.

First, all transactions within a sector — for exam
ple between one bank and another, or one person and 
another — are, as far as possible, consolidated; that 
is they are netted out and not included in the ac
counts. Only those transactions crossing sector boun
daries are recorded. Obviously the greater the aggre
gation of sectors, the fewer transactions are recorded 
in the accounts.

Secondly, the level of aggregation in the 
classification of assets affects the presentation of the 
accounts. More information is revealed if fifty asset 
categories are identified rather than twenty. In particu
lar, more information would be revealed If primary tran
sactions (i.e. new issues) were shown separately from 
secondary transactions (i.e. those in existing assets), 
but virtually no data of this kind are available.

Thirdly, for each type of asset identified in the ac
counts, the total shown for each quarter is the net 
flow — i.e. the overall effect of a large number of
transactions in offsetting directions. For example, in a 
particular quarter the figure in the accounts for depo
sits by the personal sector in building societies might 
be £500m. This net figure summarises a very large 
number of deposits and withdrawal transactions by 
many individuals. Typically it hides the fact that gross 
flows are very much larger i.e. the £500m could well 
have been the outcome of £2,800m deposits less 
£2,300m withdrawals. It so happens, that for building 
societies’ deposits (and loans) these gross figures are 
available (table 6,8) but this is the exception rather 
than the rule. Other examples where gross figures are 
available are national savings instruments (table 
3.10) and instalment credit granted by retailers (table
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Financial accounts
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7.5). Figures of gross flows are rarely available 
analysed by sector and for most types of financial as
set gross figures are not available at all. Gross data in 
this sense are not particularly important in the case of 
assets which are characterised by large numbers of 
highly reversible transactions, such as for short-term 
financial assets in the money markets. They would be 
useful when new borrowing and redemptions are 
determined by different sets of underlying forces, or in 
describing the behaviour of borrowers.

Lastly, the financial transactions are aggregated 
over a period, usually one quarter, and only the out
come of many individual transactions during that 
period is shown. For example, large purchases of a 
particular kind of security by sector in the first month of 
a quarter, foltowed by sales of these securities in the 
third month are not recorded in a quarterly system of 
accounts.

Sources and uses of funds
Tables 1.1, 1.3 to 1.13, do not put any emphasis 

on the distinction between a sector’s transactions in its 
financial liabilities and transactions in its financial as
sets. The accounts are rearranged in this way in table 
7.1 (for other financial institutions), table 8.2 (industrial 
and commercial companies) and table 9.2 (personal 
sector). The last two are extended to include the capi
tal account. These tables are described as sources and 
uses of funds accounts. In these tables transactions in 
liabilities (i.e. net borrowing) of the sector are regarded 
as sources of funds, and transactions in assets of the 
sector (i.e. net lending, including investments in liquid 
assets) are regarded as uses of funds.

The terms sources and uses in this presentation are 
somewhat ambiguous. No attempt is made to allow 
for the fact that repayment of borrowing on the 
sources side Is actually an outflow and that run down 
of assets on the uses side is actually an inflow.

A similar presentation for the banks’ sector is 
shown in table 6.2, where transactions are split 
between deposits and lending, and in tables 3.3, 4.3 
and 5.3 for central government, local authorities and 
public corporations, where transactions are split in 
broad terms between those in financial liabilities (in
cluding the borrowing requirement) and those in finan
cial assets. The relationships between these tables
and those in Section 1 are shown in the table on 
page 30.

Sign convention
A sector’s balance on its current and capital ac

counts, i.e. its financial surplus or deficit, is matched by the 
balance of its total financial transactions. The conven
tion is to give these balances the same sign. Net 
financial surpluses are shown with positive sign, and 
so are net purchases of assets and net reductions in 
liabilities. Conversely, net financial deficits are nega
tive and so are net sales of assets and net increases 
in liabilities.

Valuation
In the UK financial accounts, the object is to value 

each transaction at the price at which the asset is ex
changed, which means that when an asset is sold, the 
value recorded is the amount received from the sale

and when an asset Is acquired, the value is the 
amount paid by the purchaser. These recorded 
transactions are then consistent with, for instance, any 
corresponding changes In bank balances. Transac
tions are thus recorded on a cash value basis.

Unrealised capital gains and losses are not record
ed in the financial accounts, and realised capital gains 
and losses are not distinguished. A person may sell a 
block of shares for £1,000 after having paid, say £900 
for them at an earlier date and so make a capital gain 
of £100. The financial accounts will record only the 
cash transactions — the purchase of stock for £900, 
and the sale of stock for £1,000. Some unrealised 
gains and losses are included unavoidably because, 
in a few cases, it is not possible to obtain figures for 
transactions directly and estimates are entered as 
changes in the value of holdings.For short-term ster
ling assets this is not serious because their value 
does not change, or moves only within narrow limits. 
For securities and foreign currency items changes in 
holdings will often be very different from the cash tran
sactions. In practice most of the figures for securities 
are reported transactions and estimates are made of 
valuation changes in most foreign currency items.^

Timing of transactions
The current, capital and financial accounts are in

tended to be on a common time base. This involves 
the problem of recording transactions between sectors 
in the same account period for both sectors and of 
recording accompanying transactions within sector in 
the same account period.

Within sector accounting is, in principle, a double 
entry system with timing arranged as follows. Tran
sactions in the current and capital accounts are gen
erally recorded when change of ownership takes 
place and/or amounts become due. These transac
tions where completed in the account period (i.e. pay
ment made) and transactions which are entered as 
payments are accompanied in the financial account 
by transfers of bank deposits, notes and coin, or other 
means of settlement. Transactions which are not 
completed in the account period are accompanied in 
the financial account by entries in trade credit (for items 
which derive from the production account) or in accruals 
adjustment (for other items, such as interest which has 
accrued but not yet been paid). When these transac
tions are completed in later time periods, the timing 
adjustments are reversed and the amounts included in 
bank deposits, notes and coin, etc.

Timing consistency therefore depends on con
sistency between measurements of change of owner
ship, payment, timing adjustment and settlement. 
These span a wide range of data sources whose con
sistency is difficult to assess. For example, the financial 
surplus or deficit of industrial and commercial companies 
includes their profit figures derived ultimately from tax 
assessments. Their trade credit entries include data 
drawn from export credit guarantees. Figures for their 
bank deposits are obtained from data provided by 
banks. It is unlikely that these sources will always 
measure associated transactions in the same account 
period. Timing consistency of the trade credit figures, 
however, is overshadowed by their poor coverage.

Bank deposits are measured, in principle, at the 
time cheques are banked, standing orders and giro 
transfers deducted and direct debits credited. When
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the measurement is made, some of these transactions 
are not yet cleared through the banking system and 
appear as ’items in transit' in the aggregate banks 
sector balance sheet. These are approximately allo
cated to deposits and lending to produce data as 
though clearance had been instantaneous. (On the 
basis of occasional studies, the net excess of debit 
over credit Items is allocated to the industrial and com
mercial companies sector; 60% is deducted from Its 
deposits and 40% added to its advances.) The effect 
of this, for cheque payments for example, is that re
ceipts in the current account are probably recorded a 
day or two later than payments because of postage 
time and associated movements of bank deposits are 
probably recorded a little later again, since not all 
cheques will be banked on the day they are received.

In the financial accounts, transactions in instru
ments other than timing adjustments and means of 
settlement, are recorded broadly when ownership 
changes, but the distinction from when payment is 
made is less sharp than in the current and capital ac
counts. Many loans, for example, come into existence 
only when the amount is paid. For many other instru
ments settlement is quick if not instantaneous. Tran
sactions in government securities, for example, are 
settled the following day.

Much of the data for company securities are directly 
reported by ’other financial Institutions’. They are 
asked to measure their transactions according to con
tract date. Payments may be awaiting settlement day, 
so the institutions are also asked to report amounts 
due to or from stockbrokers, which are included in the 
financial accounts in miscellaneous domestic instruments 
and which provide the required timing adjustment.

Timing consistency between sectors is affected by 
similar measurement problems. Where the sources 
differ for accompanying entries they are unlikely to be 
completely consistent. Timing inconsistencies 
between measures of income and expenditure contri
bute to the residual error in the national accounts. In
consistencies between sectors in other items contri
bute to the balancing items of the two sectors immedi
ately concerned and of any residual sector. For many 
entries, particularly in the financial accounts, incon
sistencies between sectors are avoided by estimating 
both ends of a transaction from the same source. For 
example, deposits with building societies are estimat
ed from building society data for both the other finan
cial institution sector and the personal sector.

Timing discrepancies, can cause distortions in 
gross flows over a shorter (eg monthly) account 
period but are less important the longer the account 
period. They are likely to be small compared with 
gross flows during a quarter. This is not always quite 
so likely for the net flows measured in the financial ac
counts. Timing discrepancies, nevertheless, tend to 
even out over successive periods, and care is taken 
to ensure that specific large transactions, such as 
arise when there is a major privatisation, are entered 
consistently.

Timeliness
Figures for the central government’s financial tran

sactions are available a few days from end-of-quarter 
and for the local authorities and banks sectors within 
about a month from end-of-quarter. Figures for the

balance of payments accounts become available dur
ing the second month, as do returns from building so
cieties. nationalised industries and some other public 
corporations. Accounts for the public, banking, build
ing societies and overseas sectors are then produced. 
Many of the results from ’other financial institutions’, 
notably insurance companies and some pension 
funds, do not become available until the third or fourth 
month. Only when returns are complete can the finan
cial accounts for the quarter be put together and all 
the figures for the personal sector and the industrial 
and commercial company sector be derived. Full 
financial accounts for the quarter appear four months 
in arrears, although certain information is issued by 
press notice as it becomes available.

A general outline of sources and 
methods for the financial accounts

The sources and methods for estimating sector 
transactions in each kind of asset identified in the 
financial accounts are described separately on pages 
17 to 27. However, It is useful first to consider these 
details against a background of general principles, be
ginning with an entirely theoretical ideal system of 
data collection and then explaining how for practical 
reasons it is necessary to depart from this ideal in a 
number of ways, all of which reduce the comprehen
siveness and accuracy of the accounts.

An ideal system of data collection — involving 
scarcely any estimation and assuming no cost con
straints — could be envisaged as follows.

The system would be mandatory, quarterly or more 
frequent reporting by every economic unit (including 
every individual person) of details of every financial 
transaction in a period, giving details of the other party 
to the transaction in each case. All reports of these 
transactions would be made to a single central author
ity, which maintained a continually up-dated register or 
list of all economic units, each classified to a sector. 
Given the full co-operation of respondents the compi
lation of statistics would thus be a gigantic arithmetical 
operation. Because financial accounts are a subsys
tem within the national accounts, ft is likely that such a 
system would operate as part of a comprehensive 
system of data collection of details of current account 
and capital investment transactions (including balance 
of payments statistics), thus pushing the onus for es
tablishing full articulation between various parts of the 
accounts down to the level of the reporting unit.

In practice such a system is not feasible because 
the reporting burden and administrative costs would 
make ft completely impractical to operate. Neverthe
less, envisaging such a system provides a useful con
ceptual starting point to discuss problems that arise 
over departures from this ideal system, all of which are 
at risk to increase the size of the balancing item in the 
accounts. A brief list of these departures on the finan
cial side (but not on the national income side) is given 
below, together with problems that are likely to arise in 
each case.

1. No two-way check.
The ideal system outlined would involve reporting 

by each party to the transaction, thus providing a two- 
way check in each case, and providing an opportunity

2.
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to resolve discrepancies with the economic unit con
cerned. tf for a sector there is no direct reporting then 
one is dependent on reporting by counterpart sectors 
only and this check cannot operate.

2. Sampling.
Sampling is usual in some areas and introduces er

rors, particularly where it is not possible to select and 
operate a properly representative sample or to 
develop a good grossing up method. The departure 
from 100% coverage reduces the opportunity to em
ploy a two-way check on the individual transactions.

3. Non-coincident periods.
Error arises when economic units report in respect 

of periods which are not exactly coincident with the 
calendar quarters used in the national accounts. This 
tends to occur when reporting units draw up their 
books for dates other than calendar quarter dates and 
it is not possible for them to make returns for the prop
er dates.

4. Timing errors.
As noted above, timing errors occur — and might 

do so even with our ideal system — when the two par
ties to a financial transaction do not regard their in
volvement in the transaction to be on the same day. 
This arises, for example, as explained earlier, be
cause there is a delay between the initiation and com
pletion of transactions through the banking system. 
Thus at the end of the period there are 'items in tran
sit’. In some cases, transit items are roughly allocated 
by sector.

5. Inconsistent sector classification.
In cases where reporting units classify other parties 

to financial transactions to sectors there are strong 
possibilities of error; the reporting unit may misclassify 
the counterpart unit because it does not know its 
correct sector or, for example, where funds are bor
rowed through an agent, it is not sure of the 
counterpart’s identity. The fact that the information is 
then returned in aggregated form means that the op
portunity for checking individual transactions is re
duced.

6. Non-coverage of some financial transactions.
This occurs when there is no direct reporting from 

two or more sectors, for there is then no means of 
knowing about transactions between these sectors; 
this is most acute in respect of the personal and in
dustrial and commercial company sectors. It can also 
happen in the case of direct reporting when respon
dents are unable to give details of certain financial 
transactions or cannot do so without excessive wor1<.

Sources and methods in practice
In setting up a system of financial accounts the first 

source of data for an official statistician is naturally the 
central government itself, which can provide informa
tion on its own transactions and often on the counter
part sectors. Generally, information from central 
government records is of high quality, although not 
ideally suited necessarily for use in the national and 
financial accounts. Information for tho rAet r\4

public sector is slower and less complete; not all pub
lic corporations report their financial transactions, for 
example. Much use is made of counterpart sources 
and a number of estimates have also to be made.

Another very important source is the balance of 
payments statistics, which, with a certain amount of 
adjustment and rearrangement, are used in the finan
cial accounts (see Overseas sector below).

For those transactions which take place entirely 
between the private domestic sectors, undoubtedly 
the most cost-effective way of capturing many of them 
is to send forms to the banks and other financial insti
tutions, for them to provide analyses of the sector 
sources of the funds they borrow and receive, the sec
tor recipients of the funds they lend and their holdings 
of different types of securities. But these methods do 
not of course capture the transactions that by-pass 
the financial system, that is those between the per
sonal sector and industrial and commercial company 
sector. Transactions in marketable securities by those 
sectors are one example; issuing institutions have little 
or no information about transactions in the negotiable 
securities which they issue, which have to be indirect
ly estimated. Some other transactions between these 
sectors (e.g. trade credit) are left unrecorded. All this 
is because, with the exception of some minor en
quiries to industrial and commercial companies, there 
are no direct statistical enquiries to these sectors that 
produce results which are comprehensive and usable 
in the financial accounts. For a number of reasons 
published accounts cannot be used as a source. For 
individuals, experience suggests that direct enquiries, 
even sample sun/eys, on financial flows are unlikely to 
be fruitful in the context of the financial accounts. The 
following is a sector by sector outline description of 
statistical sources; there are more detailed descrip
tions in the notes to Sections 2 to 10.

Central government
Details of financial transactions of central govern

ment are based on quarterly returns by government 
departments and the accounts of the Treasury. These 
returns are generally supplementary to various de
tailed statistics which are available, such as the ac
counts of the Consolidated Fund and National Loans 
Fund, the Estimates, appropriation accounts. Northern 
Ireland government accounts. National Insurance 
Funds accounts. Exchange Equalisation Account 
(EEA) transactions and a host of other mostly minor 
accounts. These accounts are generally prepared an
nually and relate to years ending 31 March. They 
form the basic sources for information on central 
government transactions but few of the figures used in 
the national accounts are readily identifiable in these 
sources. The national income accounts present the 
results of a fairly elaborate process first of consolida
tion, to eliminate many types of internal transactions, 
and then of rearrangement. But most of the calendar 
year figures and quarterly figures are derived from the 
special quarterly returns mentioned above although in 
some cases interpolation of financial year figures 
have to be used. For the latest year or quarters some 
figures are based on provisional estimates and may 
be revised later.
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Local authorities
The best source of information for local authorities 

is the statutory annual returns for fiscal years which 
are summarised for England in Local Government Financial 
Statistics (there are similar publications for Scotland, 
Wales and Northern Ireland). These have two draw
backs however; first, they do not provide calendar 
year or quarterly data and secondly they are returned 
well in arrears. To make estimates for quarters and the 
most recent periods, special quarterly returns have 
been established, of which those most relevant to the 
financial accounts are returns for loans for house pur
chase and monthly returns of borrowing and lending. 
Loans to other local authorities are netted out in the lo
cal authority accounts. Figures for direct transactions 
with central government, for example loans from cen
tral government, are taken from the central govern
ment account. Changes in bank deposits are obtained 
from figures supplied in returns from the banks sector 
(see below).

Public corporations
A certain amount of information is available from 

published accounts but these do not provide data for 
quarters or the latest periods, so quarterly returns from 
the larger public corporations have been established 
to cover their financial transactions. Other information 
in the public corporation account comes from counter
part sources e.g. central government loans from cen
tral government accounts and bank advances and 
changes in bank deposits from information supplied in 
returns by the banks sector. Statistics of borrowing 
under the exchange cover scheme are derived from 
administrative records maintained for the scheme in 
the Treasury and from Bank of England data, on the 
Exchange Equalisation Account.

Banks sector
Statistics of assets and liabilities of the banks sec

tor are compiled by the Bank of England from returns 
made by recognised banks and licensed deposit
taking institutions. The returns provide details of as
sets and liabilities at the end of calendar quarters, in
cluding sector analyses of deposits and of advances 
and loans. An extensive reform of banking statistics 
was implemented in 1975, the sector was enlarged at 
the end of 1981, and the statistics were reviewed 
again in 1982, For further information see articles in 
Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin for June 1975 New banking 
statistics and Money and banking figures: forthcoming changes 
in December 1981. A further article was published in 
the March 1983 bulletin. (See also Section 6.)

Building societies
Data for building societies are compiled from quar

terly returns to the Building Societies Commission and 
the Bank of England.

Other financial Institutions
Figures of transactions in financial assets and liabil

ities by the main groups of other financial institutions 
are compiled from quarterly returns to the Central Sta
tistical Office and the Bank of England, as listed 
below.

Groip of ftnanckl insliulk>n$ ResponsbiBly for tnquiry

TnistM Savings Banks 
(up to 31 December 1981) 

ContraJ Trustee Saving Bank 
(up to 31 December 1981) 

Natrona! Savings Bank 
(investment account up 
to 31 December 1980) 

Finance houses and other 
credit grantors*

Property unit trusts 
Unit trusts 
lr>vestment trusts 
Insurance companies

National Investment and Loans 
Office

Bank of England and 
Central StatrsticaJ Office 

National Investment and Loans 
OHice

Central Statistical Office

Pension funds
Special finance agencies and 

miscellaneous institutions

Bank of England 
Bank of England 
Bank of England 
Association of British Insurers, 

Association of collecting Friendly 
Societies and 
Central Statistical Office 

Central StalisticaJ Office 
Bank of Englarut

* Many finance houses became part of the banks sector at 
the end of 1961.

Other institutions which should in principle be record
ed in this sector are not covered in general, but from 
the beginning of 1982 returns by the banks’ sector in 
respect of its borrowing and lending classify them 
correctly. See the introduction to Section 7.

Industrial and commercial companies
Very little direct information is available for financial 

transactions of indusrial and commercial companies 
and estimating methods are very similar to those for 
the personal sector (see below). Direct returns on 
some overseas finanacial transactions received for 
the balance of payments accounts are also used in 
the financial accounts and retailers report their instal
ment credit lending. The Central Statistical Office sur
vey of company liquidity (see table 8.6), is restricted to 
a selection of large companies and the results are not 
used for the financial accounts except where no other 
information is available. An alternative direct source is 
the published company accounts. These are analysed 
and aggregated by the Central Statistical Office and 
the results published in Business Monitor MA3. There are 
objections to using this source for the financial ac
counts; for example the mixture of accounting years, 
the inclusion of overseas branches and subsidiaries, 
the lack of detail on transactions in financial assets, 
and the lack of timeliness. The analysis has, however, 
to be used to estimate certain transactions in securi
ties. For further information see article entitled Statistics 
on industrial and commercial companies in Statistical News, 
May 1977 and two articles on the analysis of pub
lished accounts in Statistical News, February 1979.

Personal sector
No direct returns are received from the personal 

sector and estimates of its financial transactions are 
generally based either on information provided by oth
er sectors or on assumptions about the sectoral distri
bution of particular financial assets. Details of how the 
estimates are made are given later in this section, 
which describes how estimates are made for each as
set. There seems no prospect of introducing direct 
sources of information on financial transactions by the 
personal sector as a whole. Sample surveys of 
households asking about their transactions are costly
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and are not very reliable; one difficulty is the need to 
include a relatively large number of households in the 
higher income groups, where response to a voluntary 
sun/ey is usually particularly low. Figures are obtained 
on assets and liabilities held by persons from the ad
ministration of capital transfer tax and capital gains tax 
by Inland Revenue, but for varbus reasons they are 
not suitable for estimating transactions over a period.

Overseas sector
The items appearing in the financial account for the 

overseas sector are mainly taken from the balance of 
payments capital account described in Section 10, 
and set out in detail in the annual ’Pink Book’ — United 
Kingdom Balance of Payments. A substantial part of this ac
count is compiled from sources used for other sectors’ 
accounts also, namely the banking statistics, statisti
cal inquiries to other financial institutions and central 
government records together with information avail
able within the Bank of England on various other 
official transactions. Other statistics, specifically re
quired for balance of payments purposes, are derived 
from inquiries into the overseas direct investment of 
companies (with separate inquiries to oil companies); 
inquiries into international portfolio investment transac
tions by dealers in securities; various sources of inter
national trade credit information including the Export 
Credits Guarantee Department, public corporations 
and companies; data on United Kingdom non-banks’ 
transactions with banks overseas, available from the 
Bank for International Settlements; and various 
sources for minor transactions. Data on transactions 
in the latest quarter between the non-bank private 
sector and banks overseas are not available from the 
Bank for International Settlements. As a conse
quence, lines 37, 39 and 40 of section 1 are incom
plete, and in table 10.1 as in the Balance of Payments 
press notice the transactions fall indistinguishably into 
the balancing item. A reconciliation between the finan
cial accounts and the balance of payments accounts 
is published as a supplementary table and last ap
peared, with figures for 1988. in the September 1989 
issue of Financial Statistics..

Table 1,1
Transactions in financial assets

This table presents financial transactions analysed 
in matrix format by type of financial asset and which 
all estimates are available. The sum of each sector's 
transactions over all financial assets is shown in the 
line fota/ financial transactions and the arithmetical differ
ence between it and the sector’s financial surplus or deficit, 
as measured from the current and capital accounts, is 
described as the balancing Hem. The nature of the 
unidentified transactions is discussed separately on 
pages 26 and 27.

The list of assets running in rows down the page is 
ordered first generally by liability sector, beginning 
with those financing the public sector borrowing re
quirement (lines 6 to 21 of the matrix) and secondly

broadly from the more liquid to the less liquid assets.
As the financial assets are classified in uniform way 

for each sector, it is possible to relate the acquisition 
of a particular financial asset by one sector to the as
sociated changes in the assets and liabilities of each 
of the other sectors. Financial accounts time series for 
each of the sectors are given in tables 1.3 to 1.13.

Annex 2 gives the four diget identifiers for table 1.1. 
Similar codes appear on all tables in Financial Statis
tics, showing the relationships between the series and 
enabling ease of reference.

Table 1.2
Financial surplus or deficit: 
summary analysis by sector

This table brings together the sector capital ac
counts in summary form. For each sector the balance 
on the current or appropriation account and any net 
capital transfers are treated as receipts, against which 
capital expenditure on physical assets is set off to ar
rive at the financial surplus or deficit which is the balance 
on capital account. For the overseas sector a finan
cial surplus is the counterpart of a deficit on current 
account in the UK balance of payments {plus, from the 
first quarter of 1973, capital transfer payments). In principle 
the sum of the financial surpluses and deficits of all 
sectors should equal zero; this expresses no more 
than the fact that total national income equals total na
tional expenditure or, to look at it from another angle, a 
change in one sector’s financial liabilities is matched 
by an opposKe change in another sector’s financial 
assets. Although factor incomes should be the same 
as the sum of their expenditures, in practice there are 
discrepancies between the various sources on which 
the estimates are based and there is an unexplained 
difference. The sum of the financial surpluses and. 
deficits as compiled from the national income and ex
penditure statistics equals this difference, which is 
called the residual error (see also the description of the 
balancing Hem on pages 26 and 27).

The financial surplus or deficH of a sector is not neces
sarily the best key indicator of changes in that sector’s 
financial position and alternative Indicators are shown 
elsewhere — e.g. the borrowing requirements in Sections 
2 ,3 ,4 , 5 and 8.

The sources and methods of estimating the sector 
capital accounts are described under the notes for the 
respective sectors in Sections 3,4, 5, 8, 9 and 10.

Tables 1,3 to 1.13
Sector financial accounts

These tables are concerned with each of the nine 
sectors identified in the matrix table 1.1, which 
presents the various financial transactions in the form 
of time series. There are also extra tables for the pub
lic sector and financial companies and Institutions sec
tor as a whole. The tables provide a summary of each 
sector’s financial activities over time. The asset 
categories are consistent with the matrix and are 
broadly comparable from one table to another, though 
more detail is shown for individual financial instru
ments where the transactions are particularly
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Reliability gradings in the financial accounts

Central Local Public 
government authorities corporations Banks

Building
societies

Other
financial

institutions

Industrial
and

commercial
companies

Persor^ Overseas 
sector sector

Financial surplus or deficit............................

Notes and coin................................................
Market Treasury bills.....................................
British government securities.......................
National savings.............................................
Tax instruments..............................................
Net government indebtedness

to Banking Department..............................
Northern Ireland central government debt.. 
Government liabilities under

exchange cover scheme...........................
other public sector financing:

Non-marketable debt.................................
Short-term assets.......................................

Issue Department transactions in bills........
Government foreign currency debt.............
Other government overseas financing........
Official reserves..............................................
Local authority debt:

Temporary...................................................
Foreign currency.........................................
Sterling securities.......................................
Other sterling debt......................................

Public corporations debt:
Foreign currency.........................................
Sterling..........................................................

Deposits with banks:
Sterling sight................................................
Sterling tim e.................................................
Foreign currency.........................................

Deposits with building societies....................
Deposits with other financial institutions......
Bank lending (exc. public sector);

Foreign currency.........................................
Sterling..........................................................

Credit extended by retailers...........................
Identified trade credit:

Domestic.......................................................
Import and export........................................

Loar\s for house purchase:
Building societies.........................................
O ther..............................................................

Other public sector lending............................
Other lending by financial institutions...........
Unit trust units..................................................
UK company securities...................................
Overseas securities........................................
Life assurance and pension funds................
Miscellaneous domestic instruments............
Direct and other investment abroad..............
Overseas direct and other investment in UK 
Miscellaneous overseas instruments...........

Accruals adjustment........................................

Total financial transactions.................

B

B

B

D

The table is intended to give rough assesments of reliability of estimates 
for transactions in the various asset categories by each sector.

Four gradings have been used but. unlike those in United Kingdom Na- 
Oonai Acounts: Sources and Methods (HMSO, 1985) there is no attempt to 
qualify margins of error. The gradings primarily describe the nature of the 
estimation process, although progressively greater margins of error are im
plied. The gradings are:

A = Accounting-type figures, relating to individual institutions 
mainly in central government.

B ■ Reliable figures, obtained by aggregating statistical 
returns (and thus prone to coverage or reporting errors).

c C D D D D
B B D D D

B c B B B D CB c B B B D D C
A 8 B A A A

c B B B C B
A
6 C D D

A A A

A A A
B C C C C C

A A
A D A

A
A

B D C B B 0 D CB B D BB C B B B D D cB D C B B c
B B D B

C B B C C D C

C C C B C C C c
B B B B B B B B
C C B C C C C

B B B C B B
B B 6 B B

B C C C C
B B C C C C

B C C

D D D D
C B C c

B B B
6 B C B C
B B C B C C B

C C C C
B B

B B C B D D D
B B D D 0

D 0n C C C C C C B
B C C D C
B C C D D

C B D D 0
D D C C C 0 D

C B B C D D 0

C = Reliable figures, based on returns but with some degree of 
estimation, e.g. sampling.

D = Figures involving a substantial amount of estimation, or where 
the coverage is known to be significantly incomplete.

The table refers to the reliability of quarterly figures, which are ger)erally less 
reliable than the annual figures; later periods are subject to greater revisions 
than earlier periods. The notes to tables 1.3 to 1.13 contain some further gui
dance on certain items, especially where the grading is particuarly debatable. It 
should be noted that while two sectors may each report a transaction between 
them accuratly, the timing may differ and figures for other sectors estimated by 
the residual method may be affected.
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important to the sector. The line numbers in the matrix 
are repeated in the headings of the time series tables 
to show how the asset categories correspond.

a ,

B

lyless

ledty

Tables 1.1 and 1.3 to 1.13
Scope of headings: by line of 
matrix

In the notes which follow, the number in each head
ing relates to the line of the matrix. Some information 
atout the reliability of estimates Is Included in the 
notes, but an overall guide to reliability Is shown on 
page 18.

6 Notes and coin
Because the issue department of the Bank of Eng

land is classified as part of central government, the is
sue of Bank of England notes is a source of finance 
for the central government, as is the issue of coin by 
the Treasury. The figures for the central government 
relate to net issues of notes and coin less changes in 
the amounts held by the Bank of England banking 
department, the latter being included in the item net 
government ind^tedness to the banking department, 
described on page 20.

The figures for the banks sector (which here ex
cludes the Bank of England banking department as far 
as issue department notes are concerned) relate to 
changes in Ks holdings of notes and coin less changes 
in notes issued by the Scottish and Northern Ireland 
banks plus changes in banks’ holdings of Scottish and 
Northern Ireland bank notes. The figures for the over
seas sector are estimated from balance of payments 
data.

Changes in holdings of notes and coin of the 
remaining sectors are divided in the ratio of 1:5 
between industrial and commercial companies and 
the personal sector, with special adjustments. One ad
justment allows for the fact that the amount of notes 
and coin held by companies is high Thursday and the 
amount held by persons is high on Fridays. In addition 
to these day-of-week adjustments, another adjustment 
reflects the build-up of persons’ notes and coin over 
the Easter period.

There are no figures as yet for local authorities and 
other financial institutions.

7 Market Treasury bills
These comprise Treasury bills other than those 

held by the National Debt Commissioners, the Ex
change Equalisation Account, central government 
departments and the Bank of England. The counter
part of most transactions between central banks in 
support of the reserves in the form of swaps against 
sterling is included in other government debt to overseas. 
Bills held by the Bank of England as the sterling coun
terpart of foreign currency deposits arising from cen
tral bank assistance are excluded, but the foreign
currency deposits are included in government foreign 
currency debt.

Net sales by central government constitute the in
crease in market Treasury bills outstanding.

Information is available about transactions by public 
corporations, banks, other financial institutions and 
non-residents. The figures for the overseas sector ex
clude the sterling counterpart of inter-central bank 
swap transactions. As holdings by the personal sec
tor are known to be relatively small, all the residual 
difference between identified sales and purchases is 
attributed to industrial and commercial companies.

The reliability of total net offical sales is graded A. 
Local authority transactions are graded B,though they 
are generally zero. Because the coverage is incom
plete public corporations are graded C. Other financial 
institutions are graded C because the figures for 
private sector pension funds are based on an un
representative sample and many of the less important 
groups of institutions are not yet covered by returns.

8 British government securities
These comprise British government securities and 

sterling government-guaranteed marketable securities 
of nationalised industries. The figures for central 
government sales comprise total cash issues less 
redemptions, (Including the purchases by government 
sinking funds) and less net purchases by the Bank of 
England and the National Debt Commissioners. (Net 
purchases by the banking department of the Bank of 
England are included in the deduction since they are 
brought in at line 11 of the matrix net government indebt
edness to the banking department.) The figures for the rest 
of the public sector comprise identified purchases by 
public corporations and local authorities.lssues and 
redemptions analysed by individual stocks are shown 
in table 3.6; an analysis of net purchases by maturity 
and by sector is shown in table 3.5.

The figures for the banks’ sector and for other 
financial institutions are derived from the quarterly re
turns made by each of the various groups of institu
tions. Figures for industrial and commercial com
panies are grossed-up estimates based on changes in 
holdings (at book value) reported by large companies 
in the Central Statistical Office’s survey of company 
liquidity (see table 8.6). The figures for the overseas 
sector come from balance of payments statistics. Ad
justments are made when necessary to convert the 
figures of external liabilities from a nominal to a cash 
transactions basis. The residual difference between 
government net sales and identified transactions of 
other sectors is attributed to the personal sector.

The reliability grading of net official sales is A; the 
figures for local authority, banks and other financial in
stitutions are based on surveys and are graded B; the 
less complete figures for public corporations are grad
ed C.

9 National savings
This is defined in the same way as in table 3.4 and 

comprises the following items:
(a) D^srts Changes in outstanding deposits, 

including estimated accrued interest, with 
the ordinary departments of the National 
Savings Bank, the NSB investment ac
count from January 1981 and Trustee sav
ings banks up to third quarter 1979. Note: 
The deposits with the NSB investment
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account up to December 1980, the new 
department of the Trustee savings banks 
up to third quarter 1979 and the whole of 
the Trustee savings banks from fourth 
quarter 1979 to the end of 1981, when they 
joined the banks’ sector are included under 
deposits with other financial institutions.

(b) Certificates and bonds. Net sales or
repayments of income bonds, deposit 
bonds, premium savings bonds, British 
savings bonds (removed from sale on 31 
December 1979), national savings stamps 
and gift tokens, national savings 
certificates SAVE contracts and Yearly plan 
agreements, plus increase in accrued in
terest and index-linked increase on nation
al savings certificates, deposit bonds, 
SAVE contracts and Yearly plan agree
ments. Ulster savings certificates are not 
included here but under Northern Ireland 
central government debt.

Most national savings instruments are treated as 
financial claims by the personal sector on the central 
government, but National Savings Bank investment 
accounts, income bonds and deposits bonds are also 
taken up by other sectors, in particular other financial 
institutions and industrial and commercial companies. 
Figures for public corporations are included from 
second quarter 1982 which reflect changes in the 
working balance held by the Post Office on account of 
its national savings business.

More detailed national savings figures are shown in 
tables 3.9and 3.10.

10 Tax instruments
These are certificates of tax deposit and, in earlier 

periods, tax reserve certificates, and tax deposit ac
counts. An analysis of issues and surrenders is shown 
in table 3.11. Transactions not identified by sector are 
entered under industrial and commercial companies. 
For further information see the notes to table 3.11 .

11 Net government Indebtedness to the 
banking department

All transactions between the central government 
and the Bank of England banking department, which 
is included in the banks sector, are recorded under 
this heading. The central government debt held by the 
banking department includes ways and means ad
vances, Bank of England notes, tax instruments, Brit
ish government and government-guaranteed securi
ties, Treasury bills and Treasury interest-free notes. 
Netted off against these instruments are changes in 
Paymaster General and National Loans Fund depo
sits with the department, including money market bal
ances held by the NLF under Section 12 of the Na
tional Loans Act.

12 Northern Ireland central government 
debt

This item consists of transactions in Northern Ire
land government securities. Northern Ireland treasury 
bills, Ulster savings certificates and Ulster develop
ment bonds, together with bank and savings bank ad
vances to the Northern Ireland central government. 
Northern Ireland borrowing from the European

Investment Bank, however, is included in government 
foreign currency debt. Transactions other than those 
identified as by financial Institutions are allocated to in
dustrial and commercial companies (Treasury bills) or 
the personal sector.

13 Government liabilities under the 
exchange cover scheme

Repayments of foreign currency borrowing under 
the exchange cover scheme are recorded at current 
conversion rates, as are the corresponding transac
tions in the official reserves. However, the local au
thorities and public corporations which make the 
repayments purchase the foreign currency from the 
Exchange Equalisation Account at the original conver
sion rates. The difference between the repayment and 
the actual cost to the authorities and corporations is 
entered as a change in central government liabilities 
under the scheme. A more detailed description of the 
scheme is given on page 100.

14.1 Other public sector financing: 
non-marketable government debt

Various central government liabilities, namely ways 
and means advances by the National Coal Board (up 
to fourth quarter 1980). the National Savings Bank in
vestment account, repayments by the Fund for the 
Banks for Savings to the Trustee savings banks, and 
deposits by public corporations with the National 
Loans Fund and the Paymaster General.

14.2 Other public sector financing: 
short-term assets

For local authorities, from second quarter 1979, the 
figures comprise short-term assets other than 
Treasury bills as measured by the financial inquiry to 
local authorities. The results of this are shown in table 
4.8. Before second quarter 1979 only figures for local 
authorities’ short-term assets with some other financial 
institutions are included, as measured by inquiries to 
these institutions. For public corporations the figures 
comprise transactions in commercial bills and over
seas short-term assets identified by the inquiry to na
tionalised industries and some other public corpora
tions. There Is no central government component in 
this series.

15 Issue department’s transactions In 
bills, etc

Market purchases and sales of commercial bills 
and shipbuilding credit promissory notes by the issue 
department of the Bank of England are treated as in
creases or decreases in central government claims on 
industrial and commercial companies. Also included 
(formerly in line 17) are transactions in Export Credits 
Guarantee Department backed promissory notes 
which are treated as central government claims on the 
overseas sector. These transactions are broadly 
matched by reductions or increases in banks’ claims 
on companies or overseas, which are included 
against bank lending.
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16 Government foreign currency debt
Includes foreign currency borrowing by HM govern

ment under bank euro-dollar facilities from govern
ments and central monetary authorities abroad (in
cluding foreign currency deposits), issues and 
redemptions of British government foreign currency 
bonds, drawings from the IMF and borrowing by the 
Northern Ireland central government from the Europ
ean Investment Bank under the exchange cover 
scheme.

17 Other government overseas financing
Covers all central government transactions with 

overseas not elsewhere included (n.e.i.), which 
finance the CGBR, such as sterling borrowing from 
governments or from central monetary authorities in 
the form of assistance with a sterling counterpart in
vested in Treasury bills (aid bills), amounts swapped 
forward into later months against sterling with over
seas monetary authorities in 1971 and 1972, transfers 
from the Government’s dollar portfolio into the 
reserves, gold subscriptions to the IMF, changes in 
IMF holdings of non-interest bearing notes other than 
those arising from drawings or subscriptions, alloca
tion of SDRs, the Exchange Equalisation Account’s 
loss on forward commitments entered into before de
valuation in 1967 and part of Official short-term capita! trar)- 
sactior)s in the balance of payments.

18 Official reserves
Transactions in gold and convertible currencies and 

IMF Special Drawing Rights by the Exchange Equali
sation Account (a central government account) togeth
er with, from July 1972, changes in the UK reserve po
sition in the IMF. From July 1979 reserve holdings in
clude european currency units (ECU) acquired from 
swaps with the European Monetary Co-operation 
Fund. From 23 August 1971, total official reserves are 
valued in sterling at end-period market rates of ex
change; therefore from the third quarter of 1971 the 
sterling valuation of the transactions is not the same 
as the difference between the opening and closing 
levels. (The revaluation on devaluation of sterling in 
1967 is excluded.)

Table 10.3 shows the composition of official 
reserves and the relationship between figures for 
holdings and the transactions figures used in the 
financial accounts and the balance of oavments.

19 Local authority debt
The figures relate to all borrowing by local authori

ties. Borrowing in total is taken from returns made 
quarterly by local authorities in the United Kingdom 
(see notes to tables 4.4-4.8), and this is sectorised by 
using a combination of local authority and counterpart 
sources, with borrowing from persons the residual 
category. Local authority debt is divided between:

(a) temporary borrowir)g, which covers
money originally borrowed for less than 12 
months, including borrowing on bills, bank 
overdrafts and longer-term borrowing 
repayable within one year by invoking a 
break clause;

(b) foreigr) currencyborrowmg, directly
from overseas and from UK banks, both 
under the exchange cover scheme and 
non-guaranteed borrowing, including 
bonds;

(c) sterling securities, which are stocks
and sterling negotiable bonds listed on the 
Stock Exchange:

(d) other sterling debt, which includes 
borrowing from local authority pension 
funds, ’over-the-counter’ bonds, mort
gages, syndicated loans and borrowing 
from the Public Works Loan Board.

Borrowing from central government mainly 
comprises long-term loans by the Public Works Loan 
Board and transactions in local authority bills, tem
porary deposits and sterling securities by the Bank of 
England issue department and, through the National 
Debt Commissioners, certain central government 
funds, particularly the National Insurance Fund. The 
figures are taken from central government accounts.

Borrowing from public corporations — mainly tem
porary deposits — is that identified by local authori
ties, supplemented by certain additional transactions 
identified by public corporations. A correction is also 
made up to fourth quarter 1981, to include temporary 
deposits made by public corporations through the 
agency of monetary sector institutions, thought to be 
classified by local authorities as borrowing from 
banks.

Local authority debt acquired by the banks' sector 
comprises overdrafts, market loans and advances plus 
the sector’s acquisition of local authority bills and of 
listed securities. The figures are based on returns pro
vided by banks. In the matrix table 1.1 the figure for 
temporary debt is built up from: temporary debt (other 
than bills) obtained from the local authorities’ returns; 
and local authority bills identified from the banks’ sec
tor returns; with a correction complementing the one 
described in the previous paragraph for mis-reported 
public corporation deposits. Figures for sterling secu
rities are taken from banks returns and figures for 
foreign currency borrowing from banks and central 
government accounts. Transactions in other longer 
term debt are a residual.

Statistics of lending by other financial institutions 
are taken from their returns and include loans by local 
authorities’ superannuation funds. Figures of tem
porary and other long-term borrowing from industrial 
and commercial companies are those identified by lo
cal authorities on their returns. Figures are not avail
able for transactions in bills and listed securities by in
dustrial and companies.

Transactions in local authority debt by the overseas 
sector are from balance of payments sources. They 
are Included in the balance of payments accounts 
under Overseas portfolio investment in UK and Other external 
liabilities of general government (table 10.2).

The residual between total net borrowing as report
ed on the local authorities returns and identified bor
rowing by other sectors is allocated to the personal 
sector. A separate tem pora l borrowing figure is esti
mate, also by residual. The take-up of foreign curren
cy debt by the non-bank private sector is allocated to 
other financial institutions. Figures for transactions in 
listed securities by persons are not available. Persons’ 
transactions in other longer-term debt are also calcu
lated by residual.
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tn general, the sector splits should be treated with 
caution. For Instance local authorities may enter bor
rowing from companies under banks when these are 
investments of funds by corporate clients of the 
banks.

20.1 Public corporations’ foreign 
currency debt

corporations’ borrowing in foreign currencies from 
UK banks and from banks etc. overseas, both under 
the exchange cover scheme, including foreign curren
cy bonds and bills, and non-guaranteed borrowing.

20.2 Public corporations’ sterling debt
Consists of central government lending to public 

corporations (which includes net Issues of public divi
dend capital), government-guaranteed stock (redemp
tion), other sterling stock issues less redemptions and 
other sterling borrowing, i.e. borrowing in sterling from 
banks and overseas, including loans to finance im
ports (but not other trade credit), borrowing from pen
sion funds and certain other borrowing from persons, 
industrial and commercial companies and local au
thorities.

of payments sources. The residual is allocated to in
dustrial and commercial companies.

Net issues of foreign currency certificates of deposit 
are also obtained from returns by banks. Transactions 
in foreign currency certificates are obtained from re
turns by some public corporations, other financial insti
tutions and some industrial and commercial com
panies operating in the secondary market, with the 
residual allocated to the overseas sector.

The deposits series used in the financial accounts 
are consistent with the series included in Section 6 
(which shows further analyses of bank deposits) and 
Section 11 (which shows the deposits as part of the 
various measures of the money stock). The only ex
ception is that certain public sector deposits placed on 
the inter-bank money market between 1975 and 1978 
have been excluded from the measures of money 
stock in Section 11.

The reliability grading would be B throughout, but 
sterling sight deposits are graded C because of the 
somewhat arbitrary allocation of items in transit, and 
the difficulty of allocating certificates of deposit 
between sectors. Deposits in foreign currency are 
graded C because of the need to estimate an adjust
ment to exclude valuation changes from changes in 
the levels of these deposits.

I.—  r

21 Deposits with banks
These are all deposits held with institutions 

classified to the banks sector (briefly referred to as 
'banks', but from 1982 including recognised banks, 
licensed deposit takers and certain other institutions). 
The figures include:

(a) deposits with the Bank of England banking 
department, other than from banks (intra
sector deposits) and the balances of the 
National Loans Fund and Paymaster Gen
eral (included in net government indebtedness to 
the Bank of England banking department);

(b) deposits from overseas offices of banks;
(c) certificates of deposit, promissory notes, 

bills and other negotiable paper issued by 
banks.

They exclude the institutions’ share capital, internal
funds and all transactions between the institutions.
The increase in the banks’ liability to other sectors is
measured as the increase in other sectors’ deposits
with the sector less 60% of the increase in debit items
less credit items in transit (see notes to Section 6).
The adjustment for items in transit has been assigned
to industrial and commercial companies sterling sight
deposits as it is believed that most of the changes in
the figures arise from transactions between these 
companies.

Figures are compiled by the Bank of England from 
returns provided by the institutions classified to the 
sector since 1963. Only from third quarter 1975 are 
figures available and shown separately for sterling sight 
deposits, sterling time deposits and foreign currency deposits.

Net issues of sterling certificates of deposit are ob
tained from returns by banks. Transactions in the 
certificates are reported by local authorities, public 
corporations and other financial institutions. Transac
tions by the overseas sector are obtained from bal
ance

22 Deposits with building societies
This comprises shares, deposits and (from 1969) 

receipts under SAVE contracts on which building so
cieties pay interest net of tax (i.e. 'retail' deposits) plus 
certificates of deposit (from second quarter 1983) and 
time deposits (from fourth quarter 1983) on which the 
societies pay interest gross of tax (i.e. 'wholesale' 
deposits), less public sector transactions which are re
moved from this line and included in other public sector 
financing: short-term assets (line 14.2). The retail deposits 
include interest credited to depositors’ accounts. The 
figures do not include building society negotiable 
bonds. These are assumed to be entirely taken up by 
the banks’ sector and included in bank lending: sterling 
(line 24.2).

The figures are based on a system of returns from 
the societies operated jointly by the Building Societies 
Commission and the Bank of England and annual sta
tutory returns to the Building Societies Commission. 
(See notes to tables 6.8 and 6.9.) Banks transactions 
in certificates of deposit and time deposits, however, 
are taken from banks returns and the remaining tran
sactions in these instruments allocated to the industri
al and commercial companies sector because the 
available information suggests that transactions by 
other sectors are negligible.

The figures can be reconciled with the sector 
analysis of retail and wholesale deposits shown in 
table 6.9 by removing the public sector element from 
the analysis. The figures are consistent with those in 
table 6.6 and 6.9, but table 6.8 includes only retail 
deposits and the wholesale deposits in table 6.9 in
clude the public sector element.
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23 Deposits with other financial
Institutions

Earlier figures comprise:
(a) deposits with finance houses and other 

consumer credit companies (to the end of 
1981. when institutions which did not join 
the banks’ sector ceased taking deposits). 
Deposits from banks and bills discounted 
with banks were never included in this item 
but in bank lending; other finance house bor
rowing is inc lud^ in miscellaneous domestic in- 
struments. The figures were based on the 
returns to the Central Statistical Office by 
the larger finance houses and a selection 
of the smaller ones, which accounted for 
about nine-tenths of the business of all hire 
purchase finance companies, to which esti
mates were added for companies not mak
ing returns. See notes to table 7.4.

(b) deposits with savings banks. This includes 
deposits and accrued interest with the Na
tional Savings Bank investment account 
(up to the end of 1980, when it was 
reclassified to the central government sec
tor), the Trustee savings banks new depart
ments and, from fourth quarter 1979, 
Trustee savings banks ordinary depart
ments (up to the end of 1981, when the 
Trustee savings banks joined the banks’ 
sector).

(c) deposits with certain other institutions, 
including the Crown Agents (until end- 
1979, when they became a public corpora
tion) and the Central Trustee Savings Bank 
(until end-1981, when it joined the banks’ 
sector), based on returns made to the Bank 
of England.

24 Bank lending
Lending by banks through advances, loans and 

commercial bills. All transactions between these insti
tutions are excluded, as is lending to central govern
ment by the banking department (which is included in 
net government indebtedness to the Bank of England banking 
department), loans for house purchase (which are 
shown separately on line 27), lending to local authori
ties (which is included under local authority debt), 
lending to public corporations (which is included in 
public corporations debt) and lending to the Northern 
Ireland government.

The entries for the banks’ sector and industrial and 
commercial companies for sterling lending are adjust
ed by adding 40% of the net change in transit items 
(see notes to Section 6).

The reliability grading would have been B if it were 
not for the problems of allocation of items in transit 
and the assumption that all sterling acceptances on 
behalf of overseas, public sector, other financial insti
tutions and persons are held in the banks’ 
seclor.There is also the need to estimate an adjust
ment for foreign currency revaluation. Both sterling 
and foreign currency lending are therefore graded C.

Further analyses of bank lending are shown in Sec
tion 6, particularly in tables 6.1,6.2 and 6.6.

25 Credit extended by retailers
The figures include only credit transactions by dur

able goods retailers (including gas and electricity 
showrooms), department stores (including co
operative society stores), general mail-order houses 
and other general stores.The figures relate to hire pur
chase agreements and to certain other forms of credit 
including sales on budget accounts, credit sale agree
ments and personal loans repayable by instalments. 
Credit advanced by retailers in the form of trading 
checks exchangeable only in their own shops is in
cluded, but credit advanced by check traders as such 
is not covered. The figures also exclude monthly ac
counts and sales on bank credit cards such as Ac
cess and Visa (Included in bank lending) as well as 
(probably large) amounts of unpaid bills (included in 
trade credit, in so far as they are identified) and credit 
extended by other types of retailer (see notes to Sec
tion 7).

Estimates are derived from the figures of new credit 
extended and repayments, adjusted to exclude 
charges, taken from regular returns made to the Cen
tral Statistical Office by retailers in the kinds of busi
ness listed above.

The figures for the public sector relate to credit 
given by public corporations through gas and electrici
ty showrooms. The figures for the personal sector re
late to the debt of individual consumers.

The grading B given to these estimates relates to 
restricted coverage described above.

26 Identified trade credit
Domestic comprises public corporations' and central 

government credit. Figures for the former are derived 
from quarterly returns and prior to 1972 the annual ac
counts of the corporations. The personal sector allo
cation represents a proportion of trade debtors of gas 
and electricity boards and British Telecom, i.e. unpaid 
gas, electricity and telephone bills. The residual sector 
is industrial and commercial companies. Transactions 
in connection with advance payment for BNOC oil are 
included from first quarter 1980.

Central government trade credit figures comprise credit 
given by central government trading bodies. These 
figures are derived from annual accounts; the debtors 
are industrial and commercial companies.

Import and export credit comprises suppliers' trade 
credit and associated advance and progress pay
ments on exports and imports, identified in the bal
ance of payments accounts from 1963 onwards other 
than import credit of public corporations, but including 
advance payments by public corporations. Also in
cluded are refinanced export credit. The Central Sta
tistical Office’s inquiry into overseas trade credit given 
and received by non-bank private sector companies 
was discontinued at end-1982 so these data are ex
cluded from 1983.

No estimates are included for other forms of trade 
credit, in particular for credit extended by industrial 
and commercial companies to the personal sector, 
variations in which are probably sizeable. The reliabili
ty gradings given to these estimates relate only to the 
small proportion of trade credit actually identified and 
recorded under these headings.
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27 Loans for house purchase
Building societies comprises mortgage advances 

made by building societies. Figures are based on ac
counting year figures from the Report of the Chief Registrar 
of Friendly Societies and monthly and quarterly returns 
made by a sample of building societies to the Building 
Societies Ck)mmission and the Bank of England.

Of/ier comprises loans by:
(a) Local authorities. Mortgage advances

for house purchase and improvements, in
cluding loans for the purchase of council 
houses by tenants and loans to housing 
associations. Quarterly figures are ob
tained from returns made to the Depart
ment of Environment (England) and the 
Welsh Office (Wales). Figures for Scotland 
are Interpolated from financial year totals.

(b) Other public sector. Loans made by the 
central government under the Housing Act,
1961 and Housing (Scotland) Act, 1962 to 
private housing associations, loans made 
by the Housing Corporation to housing so
cieties and loans by new town corpora
tions.

(c) Banks. Compiled from returns 
to the Bank of England.

(d) Financial institutions. Loans by
insurance companies and pension funds, 
and by the Trustee savings banks (to end- 
1981). Estimates for insurance companies 
and pension funds are taken from quarterly 
returns. Miscellaneous financial institutions 
comprise banking institutions in the Chan
nel Islands and the Isle of Man which are 
not in the banks’ sector and UK companies 
specialising in the provision of mortgage 
finance or in the purchase of extant mort
gages held by other institutions.

Figures of gross advances and repayments of prin
cipal for building societies, central government, local 
authorities, insurance companies and pension funds, 
and of net loans by banks are shown in table 9.4.

Apart from small amounts of building society ad
vances attributed to industrial and commercial com
panies from the third quarter 1978, it is assumed that 
the personal sector received these loans.

The figures are taken from the detailed capital ac
counts of the central government and public corpora
tions. and from balance of payments sources.

28 Other public sector lending
The figures relate to net lending by the central 

government to building societies under the House 
Purchase and Housing Act, 1959 (allocated to other 
financial institutions) and to industry and trade, includ
ing, from September 1972, shipbuilding credits re
financed from voted funds (allocated to industrial and 
commercial companies) and other miscellaneous 
loans for education and other sen/ices (allocated to 
the personal sector). Also included are net lending by 
public corporations to the private sector, other than for 
house purchase (allocated to industrial and commer
cial companies), loans to overseas governments (net) 
and net lending to international lending bodies (allo
cated to overseas sector).

29 Other lending by financial 
institutions

Includes instalment credit, other loans and ad
vances by finance houses and other consumer credit 
companies, other than those included in the banks’ 
sector, (excluding loans for house purchase) and 
loans made to their parent organisation by private sec
tor pension funds. Also included are loans made by in
surance companies and by special finance agencies. 
Loans made by public corporation pension funds to 
their parent organisation are included in public corpora
tions debt: other. Loans made by local authority pension 
funds to their parent authorities are included in local au
thority debt: sterling securities.

Counterpart figures for groups of institutions are al
located to persons or to industrial and commercial 
companies as appropriate.

30 Unit trust units
Sales less repurchases of unit trust units are provid

ed by the Unit Trust Association. Unitisations of invest
ment trusts are excluded. All transactions other than 
those identified on returns from financial institutions 
are assumed to be with the personal sector.

Figures of gross sales and repurchases of units are 
shown in table 7.7.

Total issues have a reliability grading A but the take 
up by other financial institutions has a grading B.

31 UK company securities
This Hern is built up from capital issues in the UK. 

foreign currency issues by UK companies and other 
transactions.

Capital issues in the UK. The estimates are compiled 
by the Bank of England and comprise issues by UK 
companies listed on the Stock Exchange; issues on 
the Stock Exchange’s unlisted securities market (from 
fourth quarter 1980); some figures for issues outside 
the Stock Exchange; and special issues taken up by 
central government and the National Enterprise 
Board. Issues by listed UK companies relate to new 
money raised through ordinary shares, preference 
shares and loan capital (public issues, offers for sale, 
issues by tender, placings, and issues to shareholders 
and employees). Issues to shareholders are included 
only if the sole or principal share register is maintained 
in the United Kingdom. Estimates of issues are based 
on the prices at which securities are offered on the 
market. Subscriptions are included in the periods in 
which they are due to be paid. More detailed figures 
for issues by listed and unlisted companies are shown 
in Section 12.

The figures for issues outside the Stock Exchange 
are partly from returns by financial institutions with 
rough estimates derived from published accounts of 
industrial and commercial companies.

The special issues taken up by central government 
and the National Enterprise Board include issues by 
British Leyland In 1980 which were taken up by the
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National Enterprise Board and issues by British Ley- 
land and Rolls Royce from 1981 which were taken up 
by central government.

It is not possible to provide an analysis of capital is
sues by the sector acquiring them; these acquisitions 
are included with other transactions in company secu
rities.

The reliability grading of capital issues as a whole 
Is influenced by the rough estimates for some unlisted 
issues.

Foreign currency issues by UK companies. These are tak
en from institutional returns and balance of payments 
sources.

Other transactions. These are all other transactions in 
listed and unlisted securities which can be identified. 
They include the take-up of new issues.

Transactions by the public sector are taken from 
the accounts of the central government and public 
corporations. The central government figures include 
privatisations, when these take the form of selling 
company securities. They also include purchases 
from the National Enterprise Board of shares in Rolls 
Royce (£234 million in third quarter 1980) and British 
Leyland (£1,228 million in first quarter 1981), when the 
board repaid the same amounts of public dividend 
capital. The latter is included in line 20.2 public corpora
tions sterling debt. The acquisitions of steel securities in 
exchange for government stock on re-nationalisation 
of companies are excluded.

Figures for banks and other financial institutions are 
net transactions in both listed and unlisted securities 
and those from other financial institutions are, from 
1968, adjusted for estimated costs incurred in share 
transactions. The figures are based on quarterly re
turns of cash transactions.

For the overseas sector, figures are taken from bal
ance of payments statistics. The derivation of figures 
for 1986 is shown in the reconciliation given as sup
plementary table S9 in the November 1989 issue of 
Fmanctal Statistics.

Information about transactions in UK company 
securities by industrial and commercial companies re
lates to their estimated cash expenditure on acquiring 
subsidiaries and unincorporated businesses as going 
concerns (from Central Statistical Office sources), to 
their purchases of trade investments (roughly estimat
ed from published company account statistics), and to 
overseas direct investment in UK company securities 
(from balance of payments sources). When a subsidi
ary is acquired or a trade investment is made by way
of a share exchange, no transaction is recorded in 
these tables.

The estimates of transactions in UK company secu
rities by the personal sector are derived as a residual. 
They are obtained as the difference between total UK 
capital issues and the aggregate of the transactions 
by all the other sectors. Because of this, they are sub
ject to a wide margin of error. In particular, any errors 
in the estimates for the acquisition of securities by in
dustrial and commercial companies, which could be 
large, are reflected in the residual figure for the per
sonal sector and will affect the size of the unidentified 
items for both sectors. Table 8.7 shows transactions 
by all sectors and includes details of capital issues 
which are not shown separately In Section 1.

32 Overseas securities
Transactions by the central government comprise 

the sale of Suez Canal shares in 1976 and 1979. Fig
ures for banks from 1963 to 1978 are taken from 
banks sector returns, but from 1979 are based on bal
ance of payments data. Figures for other financial in
stitutions are net transactions based on quarterly re
turns (involving deduction of estimates of costs in
curred in share transactions) and include estimates of 
direct investment in the form of securities (share and 
loan capital). Figures for industrial and commercial 
companies are for direct investment and oil invest
ment in the form of securities (share and loan capital) 
from the balance of payments statistics. The overseas 
sector figures consist of total UK direct investment 
overseas in share and loan capital plus portfolio invest
ment in overseas securities. The estimates of transac
tions by the personal sector are derived as a residual, 
being the difference between the aggregate of the 
transactions of all other sectors and are therefore sub
ject to a wide margin of error. Table 10.8 shows tran
sactions by all sectors. Further details of other finan
cial institutions' portfolio investment are shown in table 
7.1, and tables 7.2 and 7.3 give details of turnover in 
securities and institutional investment respectively.

33 Life assurance and pension funds
This series consists of:
(a) the net surplus of current income over 

current expenditure of these funds. In the 
national accounts, the life assurance and 
pension funds are regarded as the property 
of the personal sector, but the investments 
of the funds (including purchases of proper
ty) are included in the transactions of other 
financial institutions. The articulation of the 
financial accounts is maintained by show
ing the funds’ surplus as an increase in the 
financial claim of the personal sector on 
other financial institutions. Annual esti
mates of the net increase in the funds are 
taken from their revenue account, which is 
published in table 4.10 of United Kingdom Na
tional Accounts; quarterly estimates are based 
on the quarterly returns of investment by in
surance companies and pension funds, 
which are described in the notes to tables 
7.10 to 7.12.

(b) transactions concerning certain public sec
tor

pension schemes. These are net receipts 
by the central government from those pub
lic sector schemes for which no separate 
pension fund is maintained. These re
ceipts are taken from the financial account 
of the central government, and are regard
ed as part of the personal sector’s claims 
on the central government.

The sectoral treatment of these funds is explained 
in more detail in the notes to Section 9.

34 Miscellaneous domestic instruments
This series Includes the following miscellaneous 

items.
For the public sector:
(a) repayments by nationalised steel

undertakings of a loan from industrial and
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commercial companies made before na
tionalisation;

(b) import deposits. The scheme was 
introduced in November 1968 and the last 
of the deposits were repaid by the end of 
September 1971;

(c) advance payments (net) on oil sales by 
BNOC

(d) compensation payments relating to 
transferred assets (see notes to Table 4.3).

For financial institutions;
(a) increases in certain assets and liabilities 

given in the returns made by financial insti
tutions, including assets due to and from 
stockbrokers (wKh a contra entry in the per
sonal sector), borrowing by finance houses 
other than in the forms of deposits (wKh a 
contra entry in the industrial and commer
cial sectors) and, from 1972 to 1980, their 
special deposits with the Bank of England 
banking department;

(b) property unit trust units sold to charities.
For Industrial and commercial companies:

sales of shares in retail co-operative societies.
The reliability grading given to these estimates re 

lates to the assets identified but there will be other as 
sets that have not been identified.

35 Direct and other Investment abroad
This is equal to the balance of payments account 

figures of private direct mvestment abroad, other than that in 
the form of securities (share and loan capital).

36 Overseas direct and other investment 
In UK

The figures for the overseas sector comprise over
seas investment in the UK private sector other than 
transactions in company securities (which are entered 
on line 31). They include figures for direct investment, 
obtained from the direct investment inquiries, invest
ment by oil companies, obtained from similar inquiries 
to oil companies, and miscellaneous investment, 
which mainly consists of Identified transactions in real 
estate.

The figures for banks are obtained from banking 
sector returns. Those for other financial institutions are 
estimates of overseas borrowing obtained from the in
quiries to other financial institutions. Those for per
sons are the transactions in real estate, which are es
timated by Inland Revenue from stamp duty informa
tion, The figures for industrial and commercial com
panies are estimated by residual.

The transactions in real estate are believed to be 
carried out mainly by individuals resident overseas. 
As well as being treated as overseas financial invest
ment in the personal sector, these transactions are in
cluded indistinguishably in the personal sector’s 
figures for gross domestic fixed capital formation.

37 Miscellaneous overseas Instruments
This covers those transactions from the analysis of 

capital transactions of the balance of payments which 
are not allocated elsewhere in the financial accounts, 
viz.

For the central government:
(a) part of external liabilities of general 

government and official short-term capital.
(b) contributions to the European Coal and 

Steel Community reserves.
For public corporations: long-term net lending and 

investment abroad. (Short-term lending abroad is in
cluded in line 14.2.)

For financial institutions: net short-term assets held 
abroad.

This item also includes discrepancies between 
figures obtained from balance of payments sources 
and those from other sources, the counterpart of 
which is entered under industrial and commercial 
companies.These discrepancies include timing and 
coverage differences.

The reliability grading D of the overseas sector is 
due to this being a residual in the overseas sector 
column. The industrial and commercial companies 
figure is graded D because it is a residual in the line.

38 Accruals adjustment
Several series in the national accounts are on an 

accruals basis (i.e. they are entered when ownership 
changes hands and when amounts become due), 
whereas payments In the financial accounts are en
tered when they occur. The accruals adjustment ac
counts for the difference between these two bases, ft 
represents the difference between accruals and the 
corresponding cash payments for, e.g. income tax, 
value added tax, purchase tax, selective employment 
tax, national insurance contributions, central govern
ment current expenditure on goods and services, 
North Sea oil royalties, local authority rates, and some 
interest flows — including those under the fixed rate 
export and shipbuilding credit schemes — which are 
recorded on an accruals basis in the income and ex
penditure and appropriation accounts. The allocation 
of the difference to other sectors has been made item 
by item but should be considered approximate.

40 Balancing Item
The national income and expenditure accounts are 

the output of a system that attempts to record all tran
sactions adding to gross domestic product. The sector 
accounts also show transfer payments (taxes, grants, 
dividends, interest etc.) and separately, in the financial 
accounts, financial transactions between sectors of 
the economy.

Gross domestic product is estimated in absolute 
terms by two different routes — the sum of factor in
comes, and the sum of expenditure on goods and ser
vices produced. Because the sources upon which the 
income and expenditure measures are based are 
largely independent, the estimates differ by an amount 
termed the residual error.

In the sector accounts a balance is struck between 
current plus capital receipts and current plus capital ex
penditure (including transfer payments on both sides 
of the accounts) and this Is called the financial surplus or 
defidt.Jhe various transfer items net out over all sec
tors so that the sum of the financial surpluses and

Net

Rn;

Bala
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deficits in each sector is equal to the residual error. 
Below the financial surplus or deficit line the financial 
accounts record transactions in financial assets for 
each sector, and the difference between the sector’s

financial surplus or deficit, as found from the income 
and expenditure accounts, and the sum of its transac
tions in financial assets is labelled balancing hem. 
These balancing items arise from errors in both the

Sector balancing items and the residuai error

Domestic 
sector i

Nation plus
Overseas

plus
Errors/

omissions

equals
World

Capital account

T

t

Balance from income and expenditure account (Yi-C.) (Y -C ) (M -X ) RE

(ie saving)

plus:
Net capital transfers Ti T To N il

less:
Gross domestic capital formation li I

equals:
Financial surplus or deficit Fi F Fo RE

equals:
Financial account

Transactions in financial assets and liabilities A i-L i A -L A „-L „ N il

plus:
Balancing item Bi B RE

income including
current expenditure current transfers
physical investment (as opposed to investment in financial assets)
capital transfer receipts /ess disbursements
financial surplus/deficit
changes In financial assets
changes in liabilities
exports of goods and services and other UK credits 
imports of goods and services and other UK debits 
balancing item in account of domestic sector i 
balancing item in balance of payments accounts 
residual error in the national income and expenditure accounts

excluding 
capital transfers

in domestic sector i

lY i= Y  I Q = C  I l i = I  IT .= T  lF i= F  I  (A rL i)= A -L

Balancing items and the residual error relate to all parts of the accounts and are shown below the financial account by convention
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income and expenditure accounts and the financial 
accounts. Like the transfer items above the line, finan
cial transactions net out over all the sectors (since one 
sector’s increase in an asset is another sector’s in
crease in liability and the estimates are constrained in 
this way) so that the sum of the sector balancing items 
also equals the residual error.^

The unidentified entries, however, do not constitute 
allocation of the residual error between sectors. A 
sector's contribution to the residual error is the error in 
the difference between its estimated income and ex
penditure and there Is no firm reference against which 
that can be measured. Current and capital transfers, 
which are liable to error, are taken into account before 
the financial surplus or deficit is struck, and although that 
can be compared with the sum of the sector’s financial 
transactions, they too are liable to error. Since these 
balancing items are needed to make the sector’s inflows 
and outflows sum to zero, it is the net sum of the er
rors in all the identified flows, current, capital, and 
financial. It reflects the results of misallocations by 
sector as well as measurement errors and omissions. 
The balancing item line thus becomes the repository of

1. For a full descriplion of the Bank of England's seasonal
adjustment process and its system of accounts in use until March
1901 see U nited Kingdom  fh w  o f a c c o i^ ts  f963-76, obtainable 
from Economics Division, Bank of England. London EC2R 0AH, at 
an inclusive price of El .50 together with copies of the S tatistica i 
Abstract, No. 2  (1 975) and the report on the Proceedings o f the  S ta
tis tica l U sers' Conference on F n a n c ia l S ta tis tks  K tnunrr^r i qt?

2. In constructing UK national and sector balance sheets,
holdings of securities are. as far as possible, recorded at market 
values. Changes in the holdings reflect capital

all net errors throughout the system of the accounts.
It would be useful to be able to allocate the residual 

error by sector, but this is not possible because the 
difference between the receipts and expenditure for 
each sector is affected by various transfer items.
In addition to:

(a) components of the residual error (i.e. 
wrongly recorded national aggregates of In
come or expenditure or both)

(b) misallocation by sector of recorded nation
al

aggregates of income, expenditure and 
current and capital transfers, or errors in 
the figures

the sector balancing items include:
(c) misallocation by sector of financial 

transactions
(d) any financial transactions which have not 

been identified or for which the sources are
poor.

The place of the balancing herns and the residual error 
and their relationship can be seen symbolically in the 
table on page 27.

Net
othi

gains or losses, as well as transactions. A measure of unrealised 
gains and losses can therefore generally be obtained by netting off 
the net acquisitions of the financial assets during the period from 
changes in the maritet values of holdings over a period (see also 
page 8).

3. On occasions (in particular the March. June. September
and December issues) the accounts for the public and overseas 
sectors are more up-to-date than counterpart data in the private 
sector accounts. On these occasions there will be differences 
between the sum of the sector balancing items and the residual er
ror for the updated periods, reflecting inconsistencies in the ac
counts.
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Net inter sector financial flows
£ billion

i

Net flows to 
other sectors

Net flows from 
other sectors

A  sS’

Net flows to 
other sectors

Net flows from 
other sectors

1984

* * *
* ♦  « * *

» 1% • « 4

» *  *  • * • i
4 »4 >4 4 $ 4*4 *4*4̂

*4 • 4 I * 4̂4
4 4 » 4 •

* 4 $ 44* * 44

* 444 * ^4444  »
4 $ $ * 4 $ $ 4*4

4 $ $ *̂ 4

4 * * $44
4* * 4 4 4 4 * 4$4444444!v!;!v!;!v!vv!ŷ ;.*y!|

» * «  4 4 4*4 * 4*4

1989

4 • 4 4 <

Personal
sector

Industrial and 
commercial 
companies

Banks
and

building
societies

Other
financial

institutions

Public
corpora

tions

General
Government

Overseas
sector

This chart shows the net transactions in financial assets and liabilities (A-L in the table on page 27) for each sector.
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Relationship between asset categories in the financial account and certain other sector tables

Sector tables

Matrix
table
1.1

Line no.

Central
government

3.3

Local
authorities

4.3

Public
corporations

5.3

Other
financial

institutions
7.1

Government liabilities under

Industrial
and

commercial
companies

6 2

Persons
9.2

30

Til'
tionŝ
dal‘
labie'
saci«
sets
lundt

Tt
alltfi

Financial surplus or deficit 5 • • • a,b a.b NotNotes and coin 6 C • •
Market Treasury bills 7 C e c d d
British government securities 8 c e c f • •
National savings 9 c e c d d • 1
Tax instruments 10 c c d d •

Net government indebtedness to
Banking Department 11 c

fNorthern Ireland central government debt 12 c 6 e

exchange cover scheme 13 C g c
Other public sector financing 14

Non-marketable debt 14.1 C c h
Short-term assets 14.2 C d c P k k

Issue Department transactions in 3.
commercial bills 15 C 1 b.Government foreign currency debt 16 C

Other government overseas financing 17 C c.
Official resen/es 18 C

Local authority debt: 19 b .c c d
Temporary 19.1 g d • d.
Foreign currency 19.2 g • e.Sterling securities 19.3 g •
Other sterling debt 19.4 bg.j • 6

f.
Public corporations debt; 20 b .c c e e

Foreign currency 20.1 s
Sterling 20.2 6 h,k g-

•

Deposits with banks 21 c d c • • • h.
4

Deposits with building societies 22 m d • L
Deposits with other financial institutions 23 I d,h,m d • 1

1-
k.Bank lending (excluding public sector] 24 • 1 •

Credit extended by retailers 25 n 0 • L
Identified trade credit: 26 m

Domestic 26.1 1 a p a.o.q k
Import and export 26.2 r n s a.o.q

Loans for house purchase 27 t •t • k b
Other public sector lending 28 b.r.t •t b.n.t •u k k
Other lending by financial institutions 29 k a,h,k k n,
Unit trust units 30 h.v w
UK company securities 31 w w a.b a.b w
Overseets securities 32 w b % w

Life assurance and pension funds 33 • • •
Miscellaneous domestic instruments 34 1 n a.h.p a,h,k a,k.w
Direct and other investment abroad 35 s X
Overseas direct and other investment in UK 36 z y k
Miscellaneous overseas instruments 37 a.b.I.r r a.s,z a,b,k.s
Accruals adjustment 38 a a a • • •

Balancing item 40 • • • • •
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k .w

k

The diagram opposite is intended to clarify the rela
tionship between asset categories used in the finan
cial accounts matrix (table 1.1) and certain other 
tables. It covers those tables in which financial tran
sactions are shown as changes in liabilities and as
sets or as sources (liabilities) and uses (assets) of 
funds.

This treatment differs from that in the matrix where 
all transactions are recorded on a net assets basis i.e.

an increase in assets is shown as positive and an in
crease in liabilities as negative. The sign convention 
differs in the tables illustrated, in these both assets 
and liabilities are shown as increase positive.

The diagram shows where in these tables net as
sets series in the matrix are sub-divided into liability 
and asset categories and also where series from the 
matrix are combined under composite headings such 
as liquid assets or loans and mortgages.

e

Notes to diagram

• Series repeated as in Section 1 
Note: signs are reversed where series is 
shown as a liability or a source of funds.

k Below are the headings under which the categories appear on their respective tables.

e

e

k

Split between assets and liabilities. 
Disaggregated.
hems financing the borrowing requirement - 
shown in more detail for central government 
in table 3.4.

d. Short-term or liquid assets.
e. Transactbns in public sector debt, or public 

sector financial assets.
f. British government securities includes 

Northern Ireland central government debt. 
Borrowing from other sources.
Other financial assets - UK.
Bank borrowing.
Borrowing from central government.
Other loans and mortgages.
Other identified financial liabilities (net) 
Deposits received are shown by institutional 
group, deposits made by other financial insti
tutions are in other liquid assets (short-term) or 
other UK fmandalassets (long-term.
Other assets.

w.

Export and other credit given.
Other liabilities - UK.
Import and other credit received.
Lending to overseas sector or lending and 
investment overseas.
Other financial assets - overseas.
Net lending to private sector.
Described as official loans.
Unit trusts net sales of units less 
unitisations - purchases by other financial in
stitutions are included in other financial as
sets - UK.
Company securities etc., or cash expenditure 
on company securities.

Other investment overseas (uses) net of 
unremitted profits which is included in inter
nal funds.
Other overseas investment (sources) net of 
unremitted profits which is included in inter
nal funds.
Other liabilities - overseas.
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Section 2
General government and public sector
finance

The term general government is used to describe 
the combined central government and local authorities 
sector. The concept of the public sector is wider, and 
includes public corporations as well as general 
government. Much of Section 2 is devoted to 
presenting the transactions leading to the public sector 
borrowirjg requirement (PSBR), which indicates the ex
tent to which the public sector borrows from other sec
tors of the economy and overseas to finance the bal
ance of expenditure and receipts arising from its vari
ous activities. It is the most important of the balances 
of the public sector accounts; another important bal
ance is the financial surplus or deficit.

The main financial flows between different sectors 
of the economy associated with the financing of the 
public sector borrowing requirement are illustrated on page 
37. This diagram is built up from information in tables 
2.5, 2.6 and 3.4 and a more detailed description of the 
flows shown here will be found in the notes to those 
tables.

This section includes some tables which combine 
or consolidate tables appearing separately for sub
sectors: central government (Section 3), local author
ities (Section 4) and public corporations (Section 5); 
reference to tables in these sections is made where 
appropriate. For a detailed definition of the scope of 
general government and the public sector, see 
definitions of the component sub-sectors in Sections 
3, 4 and 5; in particular note that public sector pension 
funds are excluded from the public sector and 
classified as other financial institutions in Section 7.

Consolidation of accounts
In preparing accounts for general government and 

the public sector, transactions within the sector are 
generally eliminated. In principle, all transactions are 
eliminated except those in which the payment by one 
part of the sector falls within a different economic 
category from the receipt by another part. For exam
ple, taxes on expenditure levied by the central govern
ment which fail on local authorities’ expenditure and 
payments by the central government in lieu of local 
authority rates are not eliminated. But all transfers and 
payments which form part of the same economic 
category are, as far as possible, eliminated. Examples 
of transactions eliminated from the accounts in the 
public sector are the grants from central government 
to local authorities and interest payments by local au
thorities to the central government, which are both 
relevant to consolidation at the level of general 
government. In some cases the consolidation is not 
complete because of lack of information. Financial 
transactions within the public sector are also eliminat
ed on consolidation, so that borrowing by local author
ities and public corporations from the central govern
ment does not form part of the public sector borrowing re
quirement.

Public corporations are generally not consolidated 
with central government and local authorities for tran
sactions leading to the financial surplus or deficit. Consoli
dation is continued in the financial accounts, however,

because although public corporations are productive 
enterprises, the products of which are sold commer
cially, their financing is heavily influenced by central 
government. For a discussion of this revised presenta
tion see Government income and expenditure in the national in
come accounts: a change of presentation, Economic Trends, 
March 1977. A consolidated public sector account is 
however given in table 2.7.

Layout of section
The section opens with the current account, table 

2.1 , the capital account, table 2.2 and the financial 
account and balancing item, table 2.3, of general 
government. Table 2.4 shows the link between gen
eral government expenditure shown in tables 2.1, 2.2 
and 2.3 and the definition of the public expenditure 
planning total which is used in the Public Expenditure 
White Paper. Tables 2.5 and 2.6 are devoted entirely to 
the public sector borrowing requirement. Table 2.5 shows 
the contributions by the three subsectors to the bor
rowing requirement, also the large intra-sector finan
cial flows which do not count towards the PSBR total. 
Table 2.6 shows the means by which the PSBR is 
financed, analysed both by financing sector and type 
of asset. Table 2.7 provides a consolidated current 
and capital account for the public sector. It Is in the for
mat to that used in the public sector transactions sec
tion of the Financial Statement and Budget Report and af
fords a direct comparison with the Budget forecasts. 
Supplementary table Si 3 shows the subsector com
ponents of this table for the latest complete financial 
year. Table 2.8 shows the detail and timing of privati
sation proceeds over the most recent years.

Outstanding debt
Section 2 is concerned entirely with transactions 

or flow data; there are no figures of outstanding debt. 
The latter are compiled annually and appear as sup
plementary tables in Financial Statistics. Figures of nation
al debt at the end of financial years appear as supple
mentary table S4 in June Financial Statistics. Figures of 
the more comprehensive aggregate oi public sector debt 
are available much later. They are published as sup
plementary table SI in February Financial Statistics. For 
further Information on the concepts and the relation
ship between figures of outstanding debt and the PSBR 
see article Public sector debt, Economic Trends, May 1977.

Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3
General government current, 
capital and financial accounts

These tables are built up from the current, capital 
and financial accounts of central government and lo
cal authorities. Transactions between the two sectors 
have been eliminated, except where the payment by 
one sector falls within a different economic category 
from the receipt by the other sector (see United Kingdom 
National Accounts: Sources and Methods).
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Notes on the component items in tables 2.1, 2.2 
and 2.3 are given in Sections 3 and 4 dealing with in
dividual current and capital accounts of central 
government and of local authorities. Table 2.3 in
cludes the balancing item of general government. 
Further details of financial transactions are shown in 
tables 1.3 and 1.4.

See Sections 3 and 4 for notes on the quality of 
the data.

Table 2.4
Public expenditure planning total

This table shows a translation from general govern
ment expenditure on a national accounts basis to the 
definitions used for the public expenditure planning to
tal.

The format of this table is currently aligned with the 
new definition of the planning total introduced in the 
1989 Autumn Statement, Cm 879.

General government expenditure comprises the current 
and capital expenditure, net lending and cash expen
diture on company securities of central and local 
government consolidated to exclude transactions 
between the two sectors.

The public expenditure planning total is the aggregate 
used by the Government for control purposes. 
Although it is based on the same fundamental national 
accounts concepts and definitions as general govern
ment expenditure there are a number of differences. 
The planning total excludes gross debt interest and 
non-trading capital consumption, but includes all the 
external finance of most public corporations not just 
the grants and loans they receive from central and lo
cal government. There are a number of other differ
ences in coverage: these are shown in detail below.

The table reconciles the national accounts figures 
for general government expenditure with the public ex
penditure planning total in three stages.

First, the central government contribution to general 
government expenditure is adjusted to reach the plan
ning total definition. The adjustments are as follows:

(a) the imputed value of non-trading capital 
consumption included in the national ac
counts figures of central government is 
deducted.

(b) payments of debt interest by central 
government are deducted,

(c) grants and net lending by central 
government to certain public corporations 
and to Passenger Transport Executives 
and Land Authority for Wales are deducted,

(d) the refunds of VAT paid by central
government on its own expenditure are 
deducted,

(e) notional contributions in respect of pension 
increases for teachers and National Health 
Service workers are deducted. The in
creased pensions payable under the Pen
sions Increase Act is counted in the nation
al accounts as a notional contribution paid 
by the central government to teachers and 
certain central government employees, and 
their capital expenditure added.

General government and public sector finance

(f) the proceeds from privatisation (not offset 
to general government expenditure in the 
national accounts), are deducted,

(g) the adjustments in the national accounts to 
put certain government expenditure on an 
accrued basis, are deducted,

(h) the effect of known differences in timing 
with British Coal, whose accounting year is 
based on a period from the day following 
the last Saturday in March rather than 1 
April to 31 March,

(i) capitalised interest is deducted from central 
government housing grants,

(j) General Practice Finance Corporation
stock

issues are added to central government,
(k) timing adjustment on EC receipts 1985-86 

to 1986-87,
(l) Crown Estates capital expenditure is 

deducted,
(m) the rent received from private contractors 

for HM Dockyards is deducted,
(n) an adjustment is included occasionally in 

other adjustments incorporating known revi
sions to national accounts figures which 
are expected to be included in a subse
quent quarterly update.

Second, the local authority component (central 
government support for local authorities) is calculated 
from:

(a) central government current and capita! grants 
to local authorities. Grants excluded from 
the planning total are largely VAT refunds, 
but also covers dog and gun licences, 
grants for loan charges and EC capital 
grants.

(b) National non domestic rates (NNDR).
These commenced from April 1990. The 
figures used in the table as proxy for earlier 
periods are of non domestic rates.

(c) Credit approvals. These are central 
government permissions for an individual 
local authority to borrow or raise other form 
of credit for capital purposes. They com
menced in April 1990. The figures used in 
this table for earlier periods are the proxy 
measures used in Cm 879.

Finally, the table shows the addition of the capital 
expenditure of certain public corporations and the net 
borrowing by the nationalised industries, and other 
public corporations from the market and overseas.

Differences between general government expendi
ture and the public expenditure planning total are not 
entirely attributable to the differences in coverage 
described above. There are also differences in ac
counting conventions, classifications and sources. 
While the public expenditure planning total figures are 
on the same definitions and classifications for all 
years, namely those current when the latest Public Ex
penditure White Paper was being prepared, in the na
tional accounts, bodies are classified by sector ac
cording to their status in each period of time shown in 
the accounts.
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A supplementary table. S12, Treasury analysis of public 
expenditure , Is included in the November and De
cember issues of Financial Statistics showing the 
analysis of public expenditure by the main spending 
programmes consistent with the definitions used in the 
most recent White Paper. A run of general govern
ment expenditure figures for the latest eleven calen
dar years is given in United Kingdom National Accounts — 
'Blue Book’ — and the totals are analysed in detail by 
functional groups and economic categories. Longer 
runs are given in the Economic Trends Annual Supplement 
for total general government expenditure analysed by 
main economic category for the years from 1946.

For summary accounts showing revenue, expendi
ture and finance of the public sector see supplementa
ry tables S23 and S24 included in the November issue 
of Financial Statistics.

Table 2.5
Public sector borrowing and 
contribution to the public sector 
borrowing requirement

The public sector borrowing requirement 
(PSBR)indicates the extent to which the public sector 
borrows from other sectors of the economy and over
seas to finance the balance of expenditure and re
ceipts arising from Its various activities. The PSBR 
can be defined in terms of the receipts and expendi
ture of the consolidated public sector accounts, but it 
is usually more helpful to consider It in terms of the 
borrowing requirements of the sub-sectors of the pub
lic sector: central government, local authorities and 
public corporations. In practice, the local authority and 
public corporation borrowing requirements are meas
ured from the financing items because this information 
comes to hand more quickly and is regarded as more 
reliable.

A considerable part of the central government bor
rowing requirement is needed to finance central 
government on-lending to local authorities and public 
corporations; table 2.5 shows separately the amount 
central government needs to borrow on own account.

The PSBR can be seen as the central government 
borrowing requirement on own account plus the local 
authority borrowing requirement and the public cor
poration borrowing requirement. Alternatively the 
PSBR may be regarded as the total central govern
ment borrowing requirement plus the local authority 
and public corporation 'contributions’ to the PSBR, 
where ’contribution’ is defined as borrowing (other 
than direct borrowing from central government), less 
net purchases of other public sector debt (i.e. for local 
authorities: central government and public corporation 
debt; for public corporations: central government and 
local authority debt).

A revised definition of the PSBR was announced by 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer on 10 February 
1984. Under this definition changes in public sector bank 
deposits and holdings of other liquid assets are regarded 
as financing the PSBR rather than contributing to it.

These items are included in columns 1. 2, 4 and 10 of 
table 2.5 and add through to columns 7, 8,13 and 14.

Monthly estimates of the PSBR are included in the 
table. An article describing their derivation, their rela
tionship with the quarterly figures and their likelihood 
of revision was published in the November 1983 issue 
of Economic Trends.

Seasonal adjustment
The seasonally adjusted series are constrained so 

that financial year totals are equal to the financial year 
totals of the unadjusted series. Central government 
uses the financial year as its accounting year for plan
ning and control and the forecasts of PSBR and its 
components which are published each year in the 
Financial Statement and Budget Report are for financial 
years. The financial year constrained seasonally ad
justed series should be used when the quarterly out
turns during the financial year are compared with 
these forecasts.

Erratic influences on the PSBR, particularly distor
tions caused by industrial disputes and by the recent 
privatisations have affected the series over the last 
few years, which has made the seasonally adjusted 
series less reliable as an indicator of the recent under
lying trend. Seasonal adjustment seeks to remove 
only the effects of regularly recurrent influences and 
even that is impeded when large erratic influences af
fect the series.

Local authorities net borrowing from other sources Includes 
market transactions of the issue department of the 
Bank of England and National Insurance Fund in local 
authority debt.

Transactions in other public sector debt by public corpora
tions include repayments of loans to regional water 
authorities and passenger transport executives.

Timeliness
Monthly estimates for the borrowing requirement of 

the public sector are released by press notice twelve 
working days in arrears. Figures issued in the PSBR 
press notices are provisional and are subject to revi
sion when published. When available, later PSBR 
figures are shown in table S30 in Finanda! Statistics.

Further references
An article describing the nature of the PSBR and 

how this is measured quarterly was published in the 
August 1980 issue of Economic Trends, ft explains 
how the PSBR is related to the national accounts, ex
amines changes in its composition since 1963 and its 
relationship with the money supply. A further article 
detailing changes appeared in Economic Trends, Febru
ary 1984.

Estimates of the PSBR also appear in the Bank of 
England Quarterly Bulletin. A forecast of the PSBR and its 
make-up for the financial year is published at Budget 
time in the Financial Statement and Budget Report. Another 
forecast of the PSBR for the financial year is pub
lished annually in the Autumn Statement.

Financial accounts for the last 11 years are pub
lished in United Kingdom National Accounts, table 11.12.
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General government and public sector finance

Links between balance of payments financing, external finance of the PSBR and M4 :1988

BANKS aablQ 6.1)

Change in liabilities

Sterling deposits b y :

UK public sector 
UK building societies 
UK private sector

Change in assets

Sterling lending to

Overseas 13,547

UK public sector

UK private sector 
Overseas

56,062
4,259

Foreign currency deposits by : Foreign currency lending to ;
UK public sector 
UK private sector 
Overseas

Non deposit liabilities 

Total

2.633
1

UK public sector 
UK private sector 
Overseas

9,623
]is;a67|

8,026

83.478 Total 83,478

BUILDING SOCIETIES (Tables 1.8.6.9)

Change in liabilities Change in assets

Sterling deposits b y : Sterling lending to :
UK public sector * 75S1 UK putMic sector — B7|
UK banks 403 UK banks 4,591
Other UK private sector ps;27a Other UK private sector 25,271
Overseas 477| Overseas

Other sterling liabilities 8,712 Other sterling assets 849

Total 30,624 Total 30,624

iTil Change in money stock M4

1
-6,383

-4.

14,

1,858
15,018

FINANCING THE PSBR (Table 2.6)

Notes artd coin in circulation with the public 
Other sale of debt to the private sector (2) 
Borrowing from banks and 
building societies ; 

in sterling

in foreign currency

Overseas

-11,612 Total

FINANCING THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
(Table 1.13)

Transactions in assets arKl liabilities (n e t): 
l,53Sj - Financing the PSBR

- Overseas transactions of banks and 
building societies

- Other
Current balance (deficit +ve)

5

'This figure is derived from local authority sources, and differs from the estimate in table 6.9

Tha diagram shows the main elements in the relationship between the financial accounts of banks and building societies and M4, PSBR and the 
balance of payments.
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General government and public sector finance

Table 2.6
Financing of the public sector 
borrowing requirement

This table analyses the PSBR according to the 
sources of the funds borrowed; it shows who takes up 
the net issues of debt whereas table 2.5 shows who 
issues them. The table is in two parts. The second 
part shows the three main ways in which the PSBR is 
financed: by sales of debt to the public outside the 
banks' sector (for example, gilts, national savings, lo
cal authority stocks and bonds); by borrowing from the 
banking system; and by transactions with the over
seas sector, which include not only government bor
rowing but also the effect of changes in the reserves 
on the sterling value of the assets of the Exchange 
Equalisation Account. Financing also includes issue 
department transactions in bills, repurchases and 
sales of ECGD-backed promissory notes and ship
building credit paper. The first part of the table is a 
summary of the second part but includes a breakdown 
of the non-bank private sector financing between oth
er financial institutions, industrial and commercial 
companies and the personal sector. The data for this 
analysis are available one month later than data for 
the non-bank private sector as a whole.

Sales of debt to the public are influenced by a 
number of factors including the level of interest rates 
and expectations about future interest rates. The state 
of confidence can also be important.

The extent of overseas finance is largely the conse
quence of the balance of payments position. When 
an external deficit is financed by a fall in the foreign 
exchange reserves, the central government receives 
an inflow of sterling finance from sales of foreign 
currency. The fall in the reserves appears as overseas 
financing while the inflow of sterling reduces the 
finance that has to be raised domestically. Borrowing 
abroad by public corporations and local authorities

usually increases the reserves since these bodies re
quire sterling for their spending and the monetary au
thorities provide this in exchange for the foreign 
currency. Both the borrowing abroad and the increase 
in the resen/es appear, offsetting each other, as over
seas financing, but the need for sterling to buy the 
foreign exchange increases the amount that the cen
tral government has to borrow domestically.

The diagram on page 35 illustrates the links 
between balance of payments transactions (shown in 
table 10.1), external finance of the PSBR, changes In 
the balance sheet of the banks’ sector and the mone
tary aggregate M4.

Borrowing from banks will tend to increase the mo
ney supply. Some methods of financing the PSBR 
without increasing the stock of money were described 
in the Monthly Economic Assessment — Economic Progress 
Report, No. 56, January 1975.

Table 2.6 is built up from certain of the Herns of 
tables 3.4, 4.4 and 5.4. Notes on these components 
appear in later sections under the relevant table 
number.

Table 2.7 Public sector accounts
A consolidated current and capital account Is given 

for the public sector. The presentation of this table fol
lows that in the 'public sector transactions’ section of 
the Financial Statement and Budget Report — ’Red Book'. 
This table enables the forecast of the components 
leading to the PSBR to be monHored. The format is 
identified to table 6.7 of the March 1988 Budget Red 
Book. The presentation in Financial Statistics will au
tomatically change to accommodate changes in the 
Budget Red Book.

A subsector analysis of these figures for the most 
recent complete financial year is published in supple
mentary table SI 3. More detailed description of the 
data is shown there, and in respect of the relevant 
tables from Sections 3, 4 and 5.

Tables no longer published

Public sector financiai account
This table showed how the financial surplus or deficit of 

the public sector was financed. The entries were 
grouped into transactions in financial liabilities and 
financial assets. This amounted to an alternative, con
densed version of table 1,6.
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Section 3
Central government

The central government embraces all bodies for 
whose activities a Minister of the Crown, or other 
responsible person, is accountable to Parliament. It in
cludes, in addition to the ordinary government depart
ments. a number of bodies administering public policy 
but without the substantial degree of financial in
dependence which characterises the public corpora
tions; it also includes certain extra-budgetary funds 
and accounts controlled by departments, of which the 
National Insurance Fund is the most important. The 
accounts of the Northern Ireland departments are 
combined with those of the government of Great Bri
tain. The issue department of the Bank of England is 
regarded as an agent of the central government and 
its financial transactions on behalf of the central 
government are treated as though they were transac
tions of the central government itself.

The first three tables give the central government 
accounts on a national accounts basis, showing how 
the current, capital and financial transactions respec
tively lead to the central government borrowing requirement. 
Table 3.4 shows how the borrowing requirement is 
financed, by sector and by type of financial instru
ment. The section also includes further details of Brit
ish government securities, tables 3.5 and 3.6, Treasury bills 
tables 3.7 and 3.8, national savings tables 3.9 and 
3.10 and fax/nstn/ments, table 3.11 . It should be noted 
that the investment accounts of the National Savings 
Bank (NSB) up to 31 December 1980 and the Trustee 
savings bank (TSB)(see the introduction to Section 
7) were not part of central government but were in
cluded in other financial institutions. From 1 January 
1981 the NSB investment account is included with 
central government.

The financial account is shown in table 1.3 and 
figures for the latest quarter in the matrix of table 1.1 .

The presentation of the accounts of the central 
government, in terms of the statutory funds and ac
counts, is given in summary form In tables 3.12 to 
3.16. Their relationship to the accounts of central 
government on a national accounts basis is outlined 
below. Further details may be found in United Kingdom 
National Accounts: Sources and Methods, Chapter IX.

All government revenue, other than borrowing and 
certain sums received by government departments in 
the course of their normal activities (known as 
appropriations-in-aid), is ultimately paid into an ac
count with the Bank of England which forms the Con
solidated Fund. With certain exceptions (the main 
ones being government loans and national insurance 
benefits), all expenditure by the government is paid 
out of issues from this fund. AH money raised by the 
creation of debt is paid into a separate cash account 
at the Bank of England — National Loans Fund (NLF) 
— together with receipts representing repayment of 
loans made by the State from the fund and interest on 
those loans. The National Loans Fund is the channel 
through which pass all the government’s borrowing 
transactions as well as most of its domestic lending 
transactions and the servicing (i.e. interest and ex
penses) of the ’national debt.’

The Consolidated Fund and National Loans Fund 
accounts are statements of cash flows through the UK
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government accounts with the Bank of England, and 
show receipts and payments under headings which 
correspond to the requirements of Parliamentary con
trol. Most transactions are with departments and other 
government bodies, and are thus internal to the cen
tral government sector. Examples of Consolidated 
Fund/National Loans Fund transactions with bodies 
outside the central government sector are interest on 
and management expenses of the national debt and 
transactions in marketable securities.

Departments and other government bodies have 
transactions direct with other sectors and although 
their accounts record these transactions in a good 
deal of detail, the accounts are not in a form suitable 
for national accounting purposes. Three principal 
operations have to be carried out to fit the large mass 
of data into the national accounts framework. In 
the first place the various accounts have to be 
consolidated so that only transactions of the govern
ment, considered as a whole with the rest of the econ
omy remain; that is, many transactions internal to the 
central government sector — such as those with the 
Consolidated Fund and the National Loans Fund — 
have to be eliminated. Secondly, the transactions with 
the rest of the economy have to be classified accord
ing to the economic categories used in the national 
accounts. And thirdly, where the information is avail
able, the figures shown in the central government 
funds and accounts, which represent cash flows, are 
adjusted on to a payable/ receivable or accruals basis 
to make them consistent with other sectors of the na
tional accounts.

In the first process of consolidation transactions 
between any two parts of the central government are. 
with certain exceptions, eliminated. In particular, most 
transactions between the Consolidated Fund, National 
Loans Fund and departments disappear. As an exam
ple, we may consider the case of taxes collected by 
the Inland Revenue. The department in due course 
passes the money it collects to the Consolidated 
Fund. On consolidating, the payment by the depart
ment to the Consolidated Fund disappears, so that the 
consolidated central government current account in 
general shows only receipts of taxes by the depart
ment from other sectors. Similarly issues of money 
from the Consolidated Fund to departments to finance 
departmental expenditure {supply services in table 3.12) 
disappear in the process of consolidation, and only 
payments by departments made outside the central 
government appear in the consolidated account. 
Departmental receipts and payments, as recorded in 
the consolidated account of the central government 
constructed for national accounts purposes, may 
therefore differ significantly from the receipts and is
sues as recorded in the accounts of the Consolidated 
Fund and National Loans Fund because of timing 
differences. Internal transactions are not eliminated 
when the economic category of the payment by one 
part of the government differs from that of the receipt 
by the other part; they are recorded twice, as both in
come and expenditure. Thus national insurance con
tributions paid by the government in respect of its em
ployees. although effectively internal, form part of
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government expenditure on wages and salaries and 
are also included in the total receipts of national in
surance contributions. Similarly taxes on expenditure 
forming part of expenditure on goods and services by 
the government are not eliminated in the process of 
consolidation.

The object of the second main process applied to 
the accounts of the central government departments 
and bodies is to present the transactions of the 
government in categories which are economically 
significant and to relate the government’s activities to 
those of the rest of the economy. This calls for a 
reclassification of government transactions, as set out 
in the accounts presented annually to Parliament (i.e. 
by function or programme), into economic categories 
in accordance with the principles adopted for national 
income accounting as a whole. Although the nature 
and purpose of most government transactions is fairly 
clear, in some cases the distinctions are not easy to 
draw. A principal consideration, however, is that the 
classification should be consistent with the treatment 
of these transactions in other sectors of the economy, 
and it may thus be influenced by the data available for 
other sectors.

The third process concerns the basis of recording 
transactions. For reasons connected with the mainte
nance of Parliamentary control, the accounts of cen
tral government departments, bodies and funds are 
recorded entirely on a cash basis. The figures appear
ing in the central government current and capital ac
counts, on the other hand, though based on the cash 
statements presented to Parliament, refer only in part 
to cash payments and receipts; certain items are ad
justed from a cash basis to a payable/receivable, or 
accruals, basis to be more consistent with the figures 
in the corresponding accounts of the sectors con
cerned in transactions with the government, ft is worth 
noting that the difficulties of obtaining consistency 
between the government accounts and those of the 
rest of the economy do not arise in the case of activi
ties for which accounts are prepared on a commercial, 
or payable/receivable, basis. These include the tran
sactions for central government trading activities. 
Further details of the accruals adjustments are given in 
the notes to tables 3.1 to 3.3 . In addition to the accru
als adjustments, the national accounts also include the 
consumption of non-trading capital, which is an imput
ed item not appearing in the cash accounts of central 
government departments, bodies and funds.

Quality of data
A note on the reliability of the data is given in United

Kingdom National Accounts: Sources and Methods, paragraph 
9.188.

Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3
Current, capital and financial 
accounts

The figures are derived mainly from returns giving 
cash payments and receipts for the various funds and 
accounts; but in order to maintain consistency with the 
basis on which certain transactions are recorded in 
other sectors it is necessary to replace some items’

cash figures with accrued figures. These items are 
identified in the notes below.

The transactions in these tables are shown season
ally adjusted as well as unadjusted. The adjustments 
are such that the calendar year totals of the seasonal
ly adjusted series are equal to those of the unadjusted 
series, i.e. the seasonally adjusted series is calendar 
year constrained.

Table 3.1
Current account receipts

Taxes on income covers income tax, surtax, petrole
um revenue tax, supplementary petroleum duty, cor
poration tax less overspill relief and IBA levy. Income 
tax is recorded on an accruals basis consistent with 
the way it is recorded in the accounts of the other sec
tors, i.e. as the tax deductions from income are actual
ly made. The difference between these accruals and 
the actual amounts received by the Inland Revenue is 
included in the financial account as an accruals ad
justment.

Taxes on expenditure consists of taxes which enter 
into costs of production and distribution, such as taxes 
on tobacco, value added tax, selective employment 
tax, national insurance surcharge, etc. Also treated as 
taxes on expenditure are taxes on final buyers associ
ated with the purchase, possession or use of particu
lar goods, for instance motor vehicle licence duties 
and stamp duties on the transfer of property. The 
figures for selective employment tax, national in
surance surcharge, purchase tax, value added tax, 
car tax, gas levy, customs and excise revenue on 
beer, alcoholic drinks, tobacco, hydrocarbon oils, cus
toms duties and EC agricultural levies and Northern 
Ireland rates represent the amount of these taxes ac
cruing during the period rather than the actual re
ceipts. Details of the various taxes are shown annually 
in United Kingdom National Accounts.

National insurance, national health, Redundancy Fund and 
Maternity Pay Fund contributions are the aggregate of the 
estimated employers’ and employees’ contributions 
and premiums associated with the minimum state 
pension scheme. Following the introduction of the sys
tem of earnings-related contributions in April 1975, 
they are shown in the account on an accruals basis. 
Contributions by employers under the Statutory sick 
pay scheme are included from April 1983 and for the 
maternity fund from April 1987. Collectively these con
tributions are shown as Social security contributions

Gross trading surplus is the balance of trading receipts 
over trading expenditure before deducting any provi
sion for depreciation and Interest charges, ft excludes 
the income arising from the ownership and letting of 
land, buildings, and other fixed assets which appears 
as rent , but includes income from the ownership of 
property used for government trading activities.

Rent and royalties, etc. comprises, along with rent, 
licence fees and accrued royalties on North Sea oil 
and gas production.

Interest and dividends etc. comprises interest from:
(a) local authorities i.e. on loans, the premium payable 
under the exchange cover scheme, and the income of 
the National Insurance Fund and the Issue Depart
ment of the Bank of England in respect of their invest-
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ment in local authorities debt; (b) public corporations 
i.e interest on loans, dividends on public dividend cap
ital and the premium payable under the exchange 
cover scheme and (c) interest on loans to the private 
sector, dividends on shareholdings and the invest
ment income of certain extra-budgetary funds re
ceived from outside the public sector. Includes deben
ture receipts by British Telecommunications (Statutory 
Corporation) from British Telecommunications to 
finance its excepted liabilities relating to deficiencies 
in the Post Office and British Telecommunications 
pension funds in respect of service before 1969.

Miscellaneous current transfers comprise receipts from 
driving licences, public service vehicle licence fees, 
passport fees, dog and gun licences, and fines and 
penalties in Magistrates and Scottish courts.

Imputed charge for consumption of non-trading capital. The 
provision of non-trading activities requires the use of 
capital assets. The amortisation of these assets is 
charged to current expenditure as capital consumption 
and generates an equal notional receipt.

Current account expenditure
Final consumption relates to non-trading activities, 

and consists of payments for the service of employ
ees. capital consumption, and purchases of goods 
and services other than purchases of fixed assets and 
stocks. For certain Items cash payments do not accu
rately represent the expenditure being incurred, since 
they are subject to either random fluctuations of timing 
(e.g. military defence purchases of goods and ser
vices) or periodic payments (e.g. rates on government 
property) and are likely to be inconsistent with the 
transactions recorded by other sectors. The method of 
dealing with this problem is to redistribute the cash 
figures over the financial year generally assuming a 
smooth trend of expenditure during the year.

Subsidies are payments to a producer or trader hav
ing the effect of reducing selling prices to final buyers. 
For consistency with the accounts of other sectors, 
certain subsidies are recorded on an accruals basis. 
It also includes receipts and payments from the banks 
of any excess income arising from their fixed rate 
credit scheme lending; this is recorded on an accrued 
basis.

Social security benefits comprise national insurance 
benefits excluding payments to non-residents which 
are treated as current grants paid abroad. Plus redun
dancy and maternity fund benefits and other non- 
funded social security benefits such as war pensions 
and allowances, family benefits and supplementary 
benefits.

Other current grants to personal sector mainly consist of 
grants to universities, colleges etc and various em
ployment benefits such as the Youth Training 
Scheme.

Debt interest relates to central government debt held 
by other sectors.The payments include those made to 
local authorities and public corporations arising from 
guaranteeing interest payments on borrowing under 
the exchange cover schemes; interest paid on public 
corporations’ deposits; from September 1981 the in
dexed additions to principal of index-linked gilts which

are offset by accruals adjustments . Includes payments to 
the Post Office and British Telecommunications pen
sion funds by the British Telecommunications (Statuto
ry Corporation) of interest received by them relating to 
deficiencies in the pension fund in respect of senrice 
before 1969.

Table 3.2 
Capital account

This table shows non-financial capital receipts and 
expenditure leading to the balance, financial surplus 
or deficit.

The receipts consist of:

Current surplus brought forward from the current ac
count.

Taxes on capital. The main items are death duties and 
taxes on capital gains, and in 1981 and 1982, the spe
cial tax on banking deposits.

Other capital receipts comprise mainly receipts from 
certain public corporations on disposal of assets.

Capital account payments comprise:
Gross domestic fixed capital formation is distinguished 

from final consumption in that it creates physical as
sets which will provide services in the future.

Increase in value of stocks including trading bodies, 
mainly the net cost of purchases by the Intervention 
Board for Agricultural Produce, and emergency and 
strategic stocks.

Capital transfers to private sector, local authorities, 
public corporations and to overseas.

Table 3.3
Financial account and balancing 
item

Accruals adjustments. These are the adjustments 
made to the central government cash figures of re
ceipts and expenditure for consistency with the basis 
on which the transactions are recorded in other sec
tors. Accruals series are converted to a cash basis by 
subtracting the accruals adjustment. The accruals ad
justments are shown separately classified as financial 
liabilities or assets as appropriate.

Transactbns concerning certain public sector pension 
schemes are mainly the net receipts of total pension 
contributions less pensions actually paid in respect of 
notionally funded pension schemes. They include no
tional payment in respect of employers' contributions 
under the Pensions Increase Act for teachers and Na
tional Health Service workers. In table 1.3 they are 
shown under life assurance and pension funds.

Other identified financial liabilities (net), which less the 
balancing item was formerly miscellaneous financial receipts. 
Also included are transactions with BNOC in connec
tion with its advance sales of oil, deposits into Courts 
Funds, and compensation payments relating to the 
transfer of fixed assets to the National Health Service 
from local authorities (see notes to table 4.3 ). The 
difference between accrued military defence purchase 
and cash payments are included as identified trade 
credit prior to 1983.
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Borrowing requirement indicates the extent to which 
the government borrows from other sectors of the 
economy to finance the balance of expenditure and 
receipts arising from its various activities.A sizeable 
part of the borrowing Is used to finance central 
government lending to local authorities and public 
corporations.The borrowing requirement is measured 
by reference to the transactions by which central 
government finances its borrowing: details of how the 
borrowing is financed are given in tables 3.4, 3.6, 3.8 
and 3.9.

Net lending to private sector includes refinanced ship
building credits.

Net lending to public corporations excludes transactions 
in connection with writing off debt. Public dividend capital 
which is a form of long-term finance for public corpora
tions, earning dividends rather than interest, and other 
special advances to public corporations are shown 
separately.

Public dividend capital etc. and company securities reflect 
redemption of public dividend capital by the National 
Enterprise Board and purchase from the National En
terprise Board of shares in Rolls Royce and British 
Leyland for the same amount (£234 million relating to 
Rolls Royce in the third quarter of 1980 and £1,228 
million relating to British Leyland in first quarter 1981).

Net lending overseas includes refinanced export 
credits.

Company securities includes receipts from sales of as
sets. The government's main privatisation sales are 
included here.

Timeliness
The statistics are normally published four months 

after the end of the quarter.

Further references
The central government current account with an ac

companying commentary is also published in the 
January, April, July and October issues of Economic 
Trends: a longer run of quarterly data appears in the 
October issue.

Further information is included in Chapter IX United 
Kingdom National Accounts: Sources and Methods and in the 
notes to the United Kingdom National Accounts 'Blue Book'. 
Annual figures for the latest eleven years, giving a de
tailed analysis of a number of the items, are published 
in the Blue Book.

Table 3.4
Financing of the central 
government borrowing requirement

Table 3.4 shows the main financial instruments 
through which the central government borrows to 
finance the central government borrowing requirement 
(CGBR). The table is in two parts; the first gives de
tails of the changes in the financial liabilities and as
sets of the central government which in aggregate 
match the borrowing requirement. The second part 
shows the changes in the net indebtedness of the 
central government to other sectors, changes in the 
official reserves being included in the figure for the 
overseas sector. The estimated changes in net indebt
edness recorded in the second part of the table arise

not only from transactions between the central govern
ment and other sectors, but also from transactions 
between the other sectors. As in the financial ac
counts, notes and coin acquired by Scottish and 
Northern Ireland banks to cover increases in notes is
sued by them, are excluded from the figures for the 
banking sector and included in the figures for the oth
er sectors.

In table 3.4 increase in assets are shown as nega
tive, decreases as positive.

Liabilities
Notes and coin: the Increase in notes in circulation 

(that is the increase in the fiduciary note issue less 
the increase in the holding of notes in the Banking 
Department of the Bank of England) plus the increase 
in issued coin.

Treasury bills. The change in Treasury bills outstand
ing excluding those held by the Bank of England, 
government departments and the National Debt Com
missioners. The change in Treasury bills outstanding 
also excludes changes in those holdings of overseas 
monetary authorities which are the counterparts of 
central bank assistance in support of the reserves in 
the form of swaps against sterling: these changes 
form part of other government overseas financing.

British government securities . Total cash issues of Brit
ish government and government-guaranteed securi
ties less redemptions including the operations of 
government sinking funds, and less net purchase of 
government and government-guaranteed securities by 
the Bank of England (including those under purchase 
and resale agreements) and the National Debt Com
missioners.

National savings comprise the total contribution to the 
financing of the CGBR from national savings as 
shown in table 3.9. See that table for further details.

Tax instruments : These consist primarily of 
certificates of tax deposits — net receipts from depo
sits less withdrawals plus items in transit. These 
certificates were introduced in October 1975 (see 
notes to table 3.11), small repayments of tax reserve 
certificates (whose issues stopped after June 1973) 
are also included and between April 1973 and Oc
tober 1974 tax deposit accounts.

Net indebtedness to the Bank of England, Banking Depart- 
ment. The government usually has a net liability to the 
banking department of the Bank of England, which 
holds government debt of various kinds and at the 
same time has liabilities to the government in the 
shape of the balances of the National Loans Fund and 
the Paymaster General at the Bank of England. Tran
sactions are also classified here when the Banking 
Department has a surplus.

This item comprises the sum of the increases in the 
Banking Department’s holdings of notes and coin, tax in- 
stnjments, British government securities and Treasury bills, less 
increases in the liabilities of the Banking Department 
to the government (i.e. in the balances of the National 
Loans Fund and Paymaster General at the Bank of 
England).

The government’s net indebtedness to the Bank of 
England changes as a result of the Bank’s central 
banking operations. A rise in the government’s net in
debtedness helps to finance the government’s bor
rowing requirement.
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Northern Ireland central government debt. This Item con
sists of net sales of Northern Ireland government 
securities, Northern Ireland Treasury bills, Ulster sav
ing certificates and Ulster development bonds togeth
er with the increase in bank and building society ad
vances to the Northern Ireland central government. 
Borrowing by the Northern Ireland government under 
the exchange cover scheme is included under govern
ment foreign currency debt.

Cost of exchange cover scheme on repayment of princ'pal. 
There are two ways in which borrowing in foreign 
currency can be undertaken, direct from overseas or 
through the UK banks. Certain foreign currency bor
rowers have access to this scheme; these are primari
ly public corporations but also include local authorities 
and some private sector companies (particularly priva
tised former public corporations). If they do, central 
government guarantees to cover any additon to the 
sterling cost of interest payments and repayments of 
the loan arising from a fall in the exchange rate 
between the time the loan is negotiated and the time it 
is repaid (conversely central government would 
benefit in the event of sterling appreciation). Losses 
and gains arising on interest payments are included 
under central government expenditure: debt interest in 
table 3.1 . Only the cost of guaranteeing repayments 
of principal is recorded in table 3.4 .

It is important to note that, in practice, no payments 
as such occur, i.e. the exchange losses or gains are 
purely notional. Under the exchange cover scheme, 
the beneficiary is entitled to purchase the foreign 
currency needed to repay the loan (interest) at the ori
ginal exchange rate from the Exchange Equalisation 
Account. However in the local authorities', the public 
corporations’ and company accounts (tables 4.4, 5.4 
and 8.2) repayments of txjrrowing are shown at the 
current market exchange rate in line with the balance 
of payments statistics. The item cost of exchange cover 
scheme on repayments of principal is needed as an adjust
ment to bring the figures back to an original exchange 
rate basis. A charge is made by central government 
for the guarantee. This is included under central 
government receipts: interest and dividends etc. in table 
3.1 .

Other public sector financing: central government
comprises ways and means advances by the National 
Coal Board, the British Gas Corporation, and the 
Crown Agents Holdings and Realisation Board, and 
repayments by the Fund for the Banks for Savings to 
the Trustee savings banks and deposits by public cor
porations with the National Loans Fund (including a 
repayment to a corporation after it was privatised), and 
balances of certain trading funds (classified as public 
corporations) with the Paymaster General.

Government foreign currency debt includes foreign 
currency borrowing by HM government under bank 
euro-dollar facilities from governments and central 
monetary authorities abroad (including foreign curren
cy deposits), issues and redemptions of British 
government foreign currency bonds, drawings by the 
IMF and borrowing by the Northern Ireland central 
government from the European Investment Bank 
under the exchange cover scheme. HMG's dollar

floating rate note issues are also included here.
Other government overseas financing covers all central 

government transactions with overseas not elsewhere 
included, such as sterling borrowing from govern
ments or from central monetary authorities in the form 
of assistance with a sterling counterpart invested in 
Treasury bills (aid bills), amounts swapped forward 
into later months against sterling with overseas mone
tary authorities in 1971 and 1972, transfers from the 
Government’s dollar portfolio into the reserves, gold 
subscriptions to the IMF, changes in IMF holdings of 
non-interest bearing notes other than those arising 
from drawings or subscriptions, allocation of SDRs, 
the Exchange Equalisation Account’s loss on forward 
commitments entered into before devaluation in 1967. 
Further details are shown in United Kingdom National Ac
counts table 7.4.

Assets
Issue dept, transactions in bills, etc and indirect lending to oth

er public sector. Market transactions by the Issue Depart
ment of the Bank of England, and by the National 
Debt Commissioners. It also includes the purchases 
and resales by the Issue Department of promissory 
notes relating to export credit backed by the ECGD 
and to shipbuilding finance and government- 
guaranteed stock (redemptions). The latter represents 
payments to the central government by nationalised 
industries for the redemption of their government- 
guaranteed stock at maturity. All redemptions of 
government-guaranteed stock held by the public are 
treated as being made by the central government 
which itself may hold (through the Bank of England is
sue department) amounts of stock purchased In the 
market prior to redemption. All transactions with the 
public in government guaranteed stocks (including 
purchases at redemption) are included in the Hern Brit
ish government securities.

Net change in official reserves (other than the increases 
arising from the transfer of the government’s portfolio 
of dollar securities). It excludes the increase In sterling 
value upon devaluation. From 23 August 1971 valued 
in sterling at transactions rates of exchange, and pre
viously at parity.

Deposits with banks. These figures are deposits by 
central government with the banks sector and are ob
tained from the banks sector statistics. Normally bank 
balances are relatively low.

Timeliness
Quarterly figures for the net borrowing requirement 

are published in Financial Statistics one month after the 
end of the quarter to which they relate. The analysis 
by type of instrument is available two months in 
arrears, followed one month later by the sector 
analysis.
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Tables 3.5 and 3.6
Government and government- 
guaranteed marketable securities

Table 3.5 starts with the cash value of net issues of 
British govemmer)t and goverr)ment- guaranteed securities by 
the National Loans Fund (NLF); after deducting nefpur- 
chases by offida} holders one has the value of net offida! 
sales to the market which is split into conventional and 
index-linked stock There follows in the first half a ma
turity analysis of the figure for net official sales of con
ventional stock; figures are distinguished for redemp
tions, net offida] purchases of securities up to 1 year’s residual 
maturity, transactions (of all maturities) under purchases 
and resale agreements (repos) and gross offidal sales which 
are shown in three maturity bands.

Finally the first half shows changes in the maturity 
of holdings of BGS which arise from the exercise by 
market holders of the conversion rights attached to 
certain stocks. The value attributed to the conversion 
is the market value of the newly acquired stock on the 
date of conversion. The transactions are non-cash 
and net out to zero.

The second half of the table analyses by sector the 
net official sales. Details of how this is estimated are 
given in Section 1.

Table 3.6 analyses for each month the net issues 
by the NLF (shown quarterly in the first column of 
table 3.5) into gross issues and redemptions of indivi
dual securities, giving the name of the security and the 
cash amount received on issue or subsequent instal
ment or paid on redemption.

Timeliness
Quarterly figures are published in Finandal Statistics 

three months in arrears.

Further references
This information with some additional detail is pub

lished in the Bank of England Quarleriy Bulletin.

Table 3.7
Treasury bills

The table gives a sector analysis by holder at the 
end of period together with an analysis of transactions 
by sector of holder derived from the financial ac
counts; details are described in Section 1 .

Market Treasury bills are the total of Treasury bills out
standing other than those held by the National Debt 
Commissioners (apart from those held on behalf of the 
National Savings Bank Investment Fund up to the end 
of 1980), other government departments and the Bank 
of England. They comprise bills issued at the weekly 
tenders, other than those issued to the banking 
department of the Bank of England for its own ac
count, plus any bills — including bills originally issued 
outside the tender (tap bills) — sold to the market by 
government departments or the Bank of England less 
any bills purchased from the market by such bodies.

Timeliness
Quarterly figures are published in Finandal Statistics 

three months in arrears.

Further references
Quarterly transactions by holders are also available 

in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin and the Bank of 
England Statistical Abstract.

Table 3.8
Tleasury bill tender

The figures relate to the weekly Treasury bill tender.
Treasury bills are a short-term government liability 

normally having a life of 91 days. They are offered for 
sate by tender on the last working day of each week.

The members of the London Discount Market As
sociation, by long standing agreement, tender each 
week for at least the full amount of the bills on offer.

Treasury bills are one of the instruments which the 
Bank of England purchases in its open market opera
tions.

Tables 3.9 and 3.10
National savings

The figures relate to national savings products 
which are provided by the State, or are under State 
supervision. The main legislation is contained in the 
National Loans Act 1968; the Trustee Savings Bank 
Acts 1969 and 1976; the National Savings Bank Act 
1971; the National Debt Act 1972; and in regulations 
deriving from these acts.

From the November 1979 issue no new figures are 
added to the Trustee savings banks (ordinary or new 
department) columns, with the amalgamation of the 
departments on 21 November 1979; for statistical pur
poses the change is being recorded from 30 Sep
tember. Combined figures for all Trustee savings 
banks are given in table 7.1 thereafter.

Table 3.9 shows the range of products on offer. 
The National Savings Bank (NSB) has an ordinary ac
count and an investment account.

Trustee savings banks figures were included in Brit
ish savings bonds and SAVE until May 1982; under 
other securities on the national savings Stock register (prior to 
21 November 1979) and in Tmstee savings banks'ordinary 
department (prior to 30 September 1979).

From September 1979 the amount of £7.7m is ex
cluded from national savings stamps and gift tokens in 
respect of stamps deemed to be outstanding and writ
ten off on 15 August 1979.

Total contributions to the finandng of the CGBR includes 
accrued interest and payments into NILO.

The financial accounts
The figures shown for national savings in the finan

cial accounts and supporting tables (tables 1.1, 1.3, 
1.6, 1.10 and 9.2) and in the financing of the central 
government borrowing requirement, table 3.4, relate to na
tional savings certificates, SAVE, Yearly Plan, British 
savings bonds, premium savings bonds, national sav
ings stamps and gift tokens; the NSB ordinary ac
count; the NSB investment account, income bonds, 
indexed-income bonds deposit bonds and capital 
bonds. Prior to January 1981 the NSB investment 
account did not form part of the central government
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sector in the financial accounts; it was considered to 
be a financial institution. Consequently, deposits with it 
were not part of national savings as defined here, but 
were included in the other financial institutions as 
deposits with savings banks . Sales of stock from the Na
tional Savings Stock Register are included as public 
sector sales of British government securities to persons 
(tables 1.3,1.6 and 3.5).

Up to the end of the first quarter of 1977, transac
tions are deemed to relate solely to persons. From 
the second quarter of 1977 onv;ards the data take ac
count of holdings by local authorities, building so
cieties, pension funds and certain other non-profit- 
making bodies in the NSB investment account. With 
effect from 1 October 1981 the investment account 
was opened to investment by registered companies 
and other corporate bodies trading for profit. From 1 
January 1990 new holdings are restricted to personal 
savers and trustees for individuals.

Figures for the personal sector (table 9.5), except 
for securities on the national savings register, are split 
into two headings;

(i) certificates, bonds and SAVE — national
savings certificates, British savings bonds, 
premium savings bonds, SAVE, yearly plan, na
tional savings stamps and gift tokens, income 
bonds, indexed-income bonds, deposit bonds 
and capital bonds .

(ii) ordinary and investment account —
National Savings Bank

The public sector figures (tables 1.3 and 1.6 ) are 
those in the central government borrowing requirement 
(table 3.4 ) and consist of the national savings figures, 
defined above for the personal sector. Deposits with 
savings banks, appear as part of the other financial in
stitutions (OFI) sector transactions (tables 1.8 and 
1.7).

Since November 1980 figures provided by DNS are 
a record of purchases and repayments as made by 
the public at post offices and other agencies (mainly 
banks) and not a record of the movement of monies 
into and out of the Director of Saving’s account with 
the Bank of England as previously.

The contribution to the CGBR records the net capi
tal payment into the National Loans Fund in respect of 
certificates, bonds, SAVE etc schemes, NSB deposits 
plus net accrued interest less any increases in ways 
and means advances of the DNS with the Paymaster 
General. The difference between this figure and the 
total national savings contribution to the PSBR is attri
buted to public corporations’ transactions in national 
savings and appears under that heading in Section 1 
and as transactions in public sector (central government) debt 
in tables 2.5 and 5.4.

Definition of Items
Net transactions (table 3.9 ) are the differences in the 

amounts outstanding, including interest between one 
period and the next.

Net receipts (table 3.10 ) are the net differences 
between new purchases plus capital uplift on Yearly 
Plan and repayments (see Yearly Plan below) in the

period. For national savings certificates, SAYEand Yearly Plan 
the amounts of interest/bonus/index-linked increase 
repaid are included in repayments.

Index-linked increase is the amount by which the capi
tal invested, in order to retain its original value, would 
have to be increased by revaluing in line with the Re
tail Prices Index (RPI).

The columns in respect of national savings certificates 
in table 3.10 show purchases; repayments of principal 
and accrued interest/ index-linking/ bonuses/ supple
ments. Table 3.9 shows amounts of principal and 
accrued interest/ index-linking/ bonuses/ supplements 
remaining invested at the end of the period. The spe
cial features of the index-linked issues require 
separate presentation.

A total is given in table 3.9 for the amount out
standing for British savings bonds, other securities on the Na
tional Savings Stock Register as well as for national savings 
stamps and gift tokens deemed to be in the hands of the 
public.

British savings bonds are shown together wKh national 
savings stamps and gift tokens as a net transaction on 
table 3.10.

Premium savings bonds, and income bonds and indexed- 
income bonds combined are analysed by purchases and 
repayments (table 3.10 ) and the amounts remaining 
invested at the end of the period (table 3.9 ).

In table 3.9 data for Yearly Plan are shown together 
with fixed interest issues of SAYE. Data for the index- 
linked issue of SAYE is shown separately. In table 
3.10 Yearly Plan and all issues of SAYE are shown 
together. For both tables capital refers to the amount 
subscribed for SAYE and the amount subscribed or 
the certificate value (the amount subscribed in the first 
year plus the interest earned in the first year) for Year
ly Plans. The capital uplift column in table 3.10 refers 
to the amount of interest earned by monthly subscrip
tions to Yearly Plan which is capitalised at the end of 
the first year and is counted as a net receipt of capital. 
The figures do not include SAYE administered by the 
building societies, see notes to tables 7.6 to 7.8 . 
Figures for repayments of accrued index-linked in
crease up to 31 July 1980 are for sums paid in respect 
of deceased savers’ contracts; the amounts outstand
ing of accrued index-linked increase up to 31 July 
1980 are for deceased savers’ contracts which have 
not yet been repaid. From 1 August 1980 figures in
clude index-linking on all contracts which have 
reached the fifth anniversary of the start date. Details 
of the number of contracts with DNS and TSBs com
bined, in force at the end of the period for the First, 
Second and Third issues, were included until July 
1980.

Statistics for the NSB are split between the ’ordi
nary’ and the ’investment account’ services for each of 
which deposits, withdrawals, accrued interest and bal
ance at the end of the period are shown. The same in
formation appears for deposit bonds and, capital 
bonds in table 3.10 .
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Accruals
The gross accrued interest, Index-linked increase, 

bonus, or supplement on any form of national savings 
is the amount of interest, index-linking, bonus, or sup
plement that the central government could be called 
upon to pay out. K is therefore subject to step 
changes reflecting the terms of issue, and is not 
necessarily calculated according to a constant rate of 
growth at which the amount might be thought of as be
ing gradually earned. Hence for example the index
linking on SAVE contracts (series ACUN and ACVP in 
table 3.9 ) does not begin to accrue until August 
1980, five years after their introduction, in line with 
their terms of issue (see the Annex below); and the 
August 1980 figure represents five years growth in the 
value of the initial contracts.

Accrued interest can be calculated gross and net 
(i.e. after repayment of interest) for most national sav
ings products, but can only be calculated gross for 
savings bank deposits and deposit bonds for which 
repayments of principal and Interest are indistinguish
able.

Publication sequence
The previous calendar month's estimated figures 

are first published in a press notice issued by the 
Department for National Savings (DNS) usually on the 
second or third Sunday In the month. The figures next 
appear, also towards the end of the month, in Financial 
Statistics with revised figures for the earlier months as 
more up to date information becomes available.

At any point in time the most recent figures appear
ing in tables 3.9 and 3.10 are provisional estimates. 
After a few months, firm figures are substituted which, 
until April 1986 were generally on a Post Office ac
counting month basis. Exceptions were data on sav
ings bank accounts, deposit bonds, SAVE and yearly 
plan where the data referred to calendar months. 
From 1 April 1986 all data is on a calendar month 
basis. Revisions to data are part of a continuous pro
cess.

Method of compilation
All statistics are obtained from official DNS sources 

and the Treasury. The figures are collated by DNS to 
provide the entries in tables 3.9 and 3.10 . The 
data series were revised from April 1986 following the 
re-estimation of accrued interest on savings 
certificates which coincided with the adoption of an im
proved transaction accounting system.

Further references
Quarterly figures of both the number and value of 

SATE accounts opened and closed, and balances out
standing, are shown for DNS in a quarterly supple
mentary table in Financial Statistics , together with infor
mation on SAVE transacted through building societies.

The Annual Abstract of Statistics, table 16.9 (1990), pro
vides long annual series (usually covering the last ten 
years) of statistics on a financial year basis.

The Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin includes national 
savings statistics in the table 'Analysis of government 
debt’ and the Bankof England Statistic^ Abstract, No 2 con
tains the same information for the years 1963 to 1975.

The Digest of Welsh Statistics , the Scottish Abstract of

Statistics and the Digest of Statistics, Northern Ireland pro
vide data on investment and repayments relating to 
the three areas.

Annex to Tables 3.9 and 3.10
Terms

Given below a ie  the current terms offered on the main forms of national sav
ings. Further details are available from the Department for National Savings, 375 
Kensington High Street. London W14 8S0.

N a io n & l savings c e rtfic s ts s : interest, index-linked increases, bonuses and 
supplerr>ents are free of income tax and capital gains tax.

F ixed  in le fe s t SSUSS.'details of the terms on individual fixed interest issues 
from 1980 are set out in the tc^le below.

Issue
Period 
of sale

Compound 
interest 

guaranteed 
over 

5 years
Value 
of unit

Maximum
holding

25th 17/11/82-13/8/83
(%p.a)

7.51
(£)
25

(£)
5,000

26th 15/8/83-19/3/84 6.26 25 5,000
27th 5/4/83-7/8/84 7.25 25 5,000
28th 8/8/84-11/9/84 9.00 25 5,000
29th 15/10/84-12/2/85 8.00 25 5,000
30th 13/2/85-9/9/85 8.85 25 5,000
31st 26/9/65-11/11/86 7.85 25 10,000
32nd 12/11/86-10/3/87 8.75 25 5,000
33rd 1/5/87-21/7/88 7.00 25 1,000
34th 22/7/88 7.50 25 1,000

For 34th Issue holders of previous matured certificates may re^invest these
certificates up to the value of £ 10,000 in addition to the £1,000 maximum.

In d e x '& ike d  issues:

flefygffW tf issue : (on sale from 2 June 1975 to 15 November 1980).
Available to people of national retirement pension age in £10 units. Repay

ment value related to the rrxnrement of the UK Retail Prices Index (RPI) 
between purchase date and repayment, except that if encashed within one year 
of purchase repayment at face value only. A bonus of £4% of the purchase price 
was added to certificates on the fifth anniversary of the purchase date and then 
index-linked to the date of repayment. A second bonus of £4% of the fifth an
niversary value will be added to certificates on the tenth anniversary of the pur
chase date and be index-linked to the date of repayment. A supplement of 
£2.4% of the 30 October 1982 value of the certificate was added to certificates 
on 1 November 1983 and index-linked to the date of repayment. Similar supple- 
ments of £2.4%, £3%, £3% . £4% , £3% cind £1.5% were added to certificates 
on 1 Noverrtrer 1984. 1 November 1985, 1 August 1986, 1 August 1967, 1 Au
gust 1988 and 1 August 1989. No further annual supplements will be added. At 
no time will repayment value be less than purchase price. Maximum holding 
£ 1,200.

2 n d index-B fi(ed  issue: (on sale from 17 Noverrfeer 1960 to 29 June 1985).
Terms similar to retirement issue except for age restrictions. Originally res

tricted to persons aged 60 years or over, but minimum age reduced to 50 years 
on 6 April 1961, and age restriction corrpletely removed on 7 September 1961. 
Maximum holding £10,000.

3 rd  in d e x -k lke d issu e : (on sale from 1 July 1985 to 31 July 1986)
Available in £25 units up to a maximum holding of £5,000. Each year the 

certificate value grows by the annual inflation rate as measured by the RPI plus 
the extra interest rate for that year. For this issue the armunt of extra interest 
rises from 2.5% in the first year to 5.25% in the fifth year: overall 3.54% per an
num above the inflation rate if the certrficate is held for five full years.

4th  index-Sr^(ed issue: (on sale from 1 August 1986)
Terms similar to 3rd index-linked issue except for a higher rate of interest. 

The amount of extra interest rises from 3% in the first year to 6% in the fifth year: 
overall 4.04% per annum above the inflation rate if the certificate is held for five 
full years.

B ritish  savings bonds: first issued 1 April 1968. Sold for £5 and multiples of 
£5. Interest payable half-yearly and is assessable for income tax; bonuses are 
free of income tax, capital gains lax and corporation tax. No further sales after 
31 December 1979. Final issue reached maturity in August 1985 and has been 
repaid.

Prem ium  savings bonds: first issued 1 November 1956. Prizes are free of in
come tax ar>d capital gains tax. The minimum purchase is now £100. except for 
parents, grandparents or guardians buying for children under 16, for which it is 
£10. The rate of interest forming the prize fund is currently 6.5% giving approxi- 
nnately 200,000 prizes per month. The odds of an individual £1 bond unit win
ning a prize is about 11,000:1 in any rrranth.
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Income bonds. First issuod 2  August 1982. Th« currer^t terms are: a
minimum initial purchase of C2.000. larger purchases and additions to enisling 
holdings in multiples of £1,000 up to a maximum holding of £26,000. The life of 
the bond initially set a! 10 years. The cash value of the the investment remains 
the same. Interest is taxable but is paid in full without deduction of tax at 
source. Interest is payable rrwnthly. The rate can be varied at six weeks' notice. 
Repayments may be made at three months' notice.

Indexed-incom e bonds. On sale from 11 Noverrtoer 1985 to 28 August 1987.
Minimum initial purchase of £5,000 larger purchases and additions to existing 
holdings in multiples of £1,000 up to a maximum of £100,000. The life of the 
bond initially set at 10 years. The indexed -income bond pays a 'start rate' 
rrwnthly income for the first year: this income is increased at the end of each 
year in lino with movements in the RPI {e.g. start rate 8% then if the RPI in
creased by 5% during the first year, the interest paid in the second year will be 6 
X 1.05 -  8.4%). The cash value of the investment rerrwins the same. Interest is 
taxable but is paid in full without deduction of tax at source. Repayments may 
be made at three months' notice.

Yearly P lan: introduced 2 July 1984. A fixed interest scheme involving 
monthly payments for one year after which the investor receives a certificate 
which has a guaranteed rate of interest for the next four years provided H is not 
encashed during the time. The minimum and maximum monthly payments are 
£20 and £200 respectively. Interest is free of income tax and capital gains tax.

As You Earn scheme. Parallel schemes were operated by the Depart
ment for National Savings and the Trustee Savings Banks, until the introduction 
of the index-lird(ed issue which is administered by the Department for National 
Savings only. Interest, index-linked increase, bonuses and supplements are free 
of income tax and capital gains tax.

First issue was on sale from 1 October 1969 to 30 June 1974; second issue 
from 1 July 1974 to 30 June 1975; details of terms applicable to these issues 
are available from DNS.

Third issue (index-linked) was available from 1 July 1975 to 31 May 1984. 
The terms were fixed monthly payments of £4 to£20 (increased to £50 on 1 May 
1981) contracted for five years. Each contribution separately revalued in line 
VMth movement of the RPI figures applicable to the month of the start dale.No in
terest is paid on savings withdrawn in the first year, but thereafter if contributions 
have stopped, interest is paid at the rate of 6% per annum compounded monthly 
on savings withdrawn up to the end of the seventh year.

Fourth issue (Share Option scheme). Available only in conjunction with an 
approved savings, related share option scheme involving deduction from pay by 
the employer. Terms as follows:

Period of sale 
SeriesA SeriesB

15/11/80- 1/11/83-
31/10/83 31/8/87

SeriesC
1/9/87

monthly 
payments (£s) 10-50 10-50 10-100

5 year bonus 
equivalent 
monthly 
€00101)01100 18 14 12

effective annual 
rate (%) 10.43 7.21

7 year bonus 
equivalent 
monthly 
contribution 36 28 24

effective annual 
rate (%] 10.64 8.6 7.55

interest rate 
if withdrawn 
prematurely after 
one year (pa%) 8

D eposis w ith N ational Savmgs Ba/ifc ordinary accoura and, until 20 November 
1979, Tnjslee savings b a rks  ord inafy departmem. Maximum balance £10,000. 
Tax free concession of £70 on accounts interest. Current interest rate is 2.5% 
on balances below £500. Provided accounts remain open throughout the calen
dar year 5% is paid on the whole balance for each complete calendar month 
wHh a balance of £500 or more. Interest is calculated on a monthly basis and is 
credited gross to accounts once a year on 31 December.

D eoosis  mrft N a lb n ^  Savings Bank investm ent a c c o i^ .
Interest, which is paid gross, is assessable for income tax. Maximum bal

ance £25,000, minimum deposit £5. Interest is calculated daily artd credited to 
accounts once a year on 31 December. Repayments may be made at one 
months notice. For rate of interest see table 13.9.

Depose bonds. On sale from 17 October 1983 to 19 Noverrber 1988. 
Minimum purchase £100; larger purchases and additions to existing holdings in 
multiples of £50 to a maximum holding of £100,000. The life of the bor>d inrtUdly 
set at ten years. Interest is calculated on a daily basts, starting from the date of 
purchase and is added to the capKal value on the anniversary of the purchase 
date. Interest is taxable and is paid without deduction of tax at source. The rate 
can be varied at six weeks notice. Repayments may be made at three months 
notice.

Capita}bonds, introduced 4 January 1985. Minimum purchase £100 ar>d ad
ditions to existing holdings in muHtples of £100 vi/ith no upper limit. The life of 
the bond is set at five years. Interest at a fixed rate is added to the capital value 
on the anniversary of the purchase date. Interest is taxable and is paid without 
deductions at source. Repayments may be made at three months notice. Bor>ds 
repaid in the first year do not earn interest. Bonds are repaid after Five years.

Table 3.11
Tax instruments

Certificates of tax deposit. These certificates were intro
duced in October 1975 and are available to taxpayers 
generally. Minimum deposits of £2,000 are accepted 
by the Inland Revenue and, until further notice, will 
earn interest at varying rates when applied to payment 
of income tax (other than PAYE tax and amounts 
deducted from payments to sub-contractors), corpora
tion tax (Including advance corporation tax), capital 
gains tax, capital transfer tax/inheritance tax, develop
ment land tax, petroleum revenue tax, advance 
petroleum revenue tax, petroleum royalty and the gas 
levy, and at a lower rate when withdrawn for cash. A 
new prospectus (Series 6) was introduced in October 
1982. Under this series interest rates are set accord
ing to both the size of a deposit and the length of time 
for which it is held. Interest rates of existing deposits 
are revised annually. The interest is paid gross and is 
taxable. Table 13.6 gives details of the interest rates.

For deposits held under earlier prospectuses which 
were surrendered in payment of a scheduled liability, a 
bonus was at times payable after six months in addi
tion to the basic rate and a supplement was at times 
payable for the initial period of the deposit. The rates 
of interest paid were revised on each second anniver
sary.

The analysis by sector shows net transactions in 
certificates as identified in the financial accounts. The 
central government’s transactions are the net pay
ments to the National Loans Fund (with sign reversed) 
— the differences between these figures and net is
sues as recorded by the Inland Revenue are due to 
items in transit. From second quarter 1978 figures are 
included for public corporations and are based on 
transactions identified from returns from certain na
tionalised industries supplemented by data from In
land Revenue. Figures for banks are derived from the 
banking statistics, those for other financial institutions 
are mainly from building societies’ accounts, and 
those for industrial and commercial companies are the 
residual item. Personal sector transactions are net is
sues of personal certificates as shown in the Inland 
Revenue accounts in the upper half of the table,
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adjusted for items in transit.
The estimates of holdings by sector included in this 

table are derived from the financial transactions 
figures.

Prior to 6 October 1975 tax instruments consisted 
of tax reserve certificates and tax deposit accounts. To 
present the maximum information available, via the 
Central Database, series codes ACRK to ACRS in
clusive, ascribed to certificates of tax deposit have been 
utilised for an analysis of tax reserve certificates 
between first quarter 1963 and first quarter 1975. 
From 1963, series ACRU contains the total redemp
tions of tax reserve certificates and tax deposit ac
counts. At end-1980 the level outstanding of the form
er was £1.1 million and the amount in respect of the 
deposit accounts was zero. Since then only very small 
amounts of tax reserve certificates have been 
redeemed in any time period.

Table 3.12
Central government funds and 
accounts: transactions

These tables record receipts and payments on the 
Consolidated Fund and the National Loans Fund and 
changes in balances on some other central govern
ment funds and accounts e.g. the National Insurance 
Fund. The net resuK is the amount the central govern
ment needs to borrow i.e. the central government borrow
ing requirement (CGBR). The material is analysed ac
cording to government accounting arrangements and 
may be contrasted with the analysis in tables 3.1 to 
3.3 which is by economic category and in table 3.4 
which shows the financing of the CGBR . Figures in 
table 3.12 are given for calendar months as well as 
for the normal periods of financial years and calendar 
years and quarters.

The basis and manner of operation of the Consoli
dated Fund is governed by the Exchequer and Audit 
Departments Act 1866 (as amended by the National 
Loans Act 1968) which provides that gross tax reve
nue {less repayments) and all other public monies 
payable to the Exchequer shall be paid into The Ac
count of Her Majesty’s Exchequer*. The Consolidated 
Fund is at any point of time the amount standing to the 
credit of this Exchequer Account which is held at the 
Bank of England.

The National Loans Act 1968 provides that all mo
ney raised by the creation of debt is payable into the 
National Loans Fund together with receipts represent
ing repayments of loans made from the Fund and in
terest on those loans. The majority of central govern
ment lending is made from the National Loans Fund 
which is thus the channel through which pass all the 
central government’s borrowing transactions and most 
of it’s domestic lending transactions. (Loans charged
on votes continue to be met from the Consolidated 
Fund).

Consolidated Fund
Revenue

Inland Revenue . Receipts of income tax, surtax, cor 
poration tax, capital gains tax, development land tax 
estate duty, capital transfer tax, stamp duties and

petroleum revenue tax, details in table 3.13.
Customs and Excise . Receipts of duties on beer, 

wines, cider, perry and spirits, tobacco, betting and 
gaming, hydrocarbon oils, customs duties, value ad
ded tax, car tax etc., details in table 3.14 .

Interest and dividends. This includes receipts on loans 
issued from central government votes; dividends on 
public dividend capital of public corporations and trad
ing funds, plus a miscellany of small receipts.

Other receipts. The largest items are National non 
domestic rates (from April 1990) and miscellaneous 
revenue on supply votes. Other sources of receipts 
included here are from the European Community, and 
some of the proceeds of special asset sales (see 
notes to table 2.4 ).

Expenditure
The major item is advances to central government 

departments to meet their requirements arising from 
monies voted by Parliament {supply services).

Debt interest (under standing services ) is the extent to 
which the Consolidated Fund has had to be used in 
order to service the National Debt after the receipts of 
interest etc. accruing to the National Loans Fund have 
been exhausted. The principal and interest on govern
ment stock is a charge on the National Loans Fund, 
with recourse to the Consolidated Fund.

Surplus or deficit of the Consolidated Fund. The Consoli
dated Fund is brought into balance each day by a 
transfer to or from the National Loans Fund and this 
column represents the net difference between receipts 
and payments over the period.

National Loans Fund
Interest receipts and profits of note issue. These receipts 

are mainly interest received on loans repayable to the 
National Loans Fund and payments representing the 
net profits of the issue department of the Bank of Eng
land.

Net lending is the net total of lending by, less repay
ment to, the National Loans Fund. Details are given in 
table 3.16.

Other central government funds and 
accounts

The conventional accounts of the Consolidated 
Fund and National Loans Fund transactions are not in 
a convenient form for the purpose of general financial 
analysis, because transactions are categorised by 
types of debt rather than by sources of borrowing. 
Moreover, most of the transactions of the central 
government are with official funds and agencies which 
are themselves engaged in transactions with the pub
lic. For instance, national insurance payments and 
contributions are brought to account in the National In
surance Fund, all of whose capital is public sector 
debt. As the balance on this fund rises and falls, so 
the central government’s indebtedness to the fund is 
increased or diminished.

In order to arrive at a figure of borrowing by the UK 
central government from the figures given in the ac
count of Consolidated Fund and National Loans Fund 
transactions, it is necessary to include changes in the
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central government’s net indebtedness to these vari
ous official funds and agenciesThese are known col
lectively as other central government funds and accounts 
(which embraces Northern Ireland central government debt). 
The resulting total represents the central government's 
borrowing requirement which is the amount the govern
ment has to borrow less increase (or p/us decrease) in 
its holdings of official reserves and other assets.

National Insurance Fund: the figures included here are
the net totals of the changes in:

(a) investments by the National Investment and
Loans Office on behalf of the Fund

(b) the Fund’s balance with the 
Paymaster General.

Other National Insurance Fund balances are not in
cluded in this item. These are mainly sums due from 
or owing to government departments, the Post Office 
and overseas administrations arising out of the opera
tion of the National Insurance scheme.

Departmental balances and miscellaneous. Among the 
items included are:

(a) changes in balances on the accounts kept
by government departments, mainly with the 
Paymaster General;

(b) changes in the interest accrued on national 
savings securities and other items administered 
by the Department for National Savings (as 
recorded in table 3.9);

(c) changes in valuation of assets held by Bank
of England issue department affecting the 
profits of the note issue;

(d) profits and losses of the Exchange 
Equalisation Account including the profit or loss 
from interest payments on borrowing under the 
exchange cover scheme.

Timeliness and further references
See notes to table 3.16 .

Table 3.13 
Inland revenue duties

Net receipt figures for each period are the gross 
amounts of tax collected, as shown in the accounts of 
the department’s various collecting offices, less 
repayments accounted for centrally in the same 
period. Figures are given for all main heads of duty: 
the total includes small amounts of various obsolete 
duties. Amounts collected by the Board of Inland 
Revenue on behalf of other departments, chiefly na
tional insurance contributions, are excluded.

Remittances are passed to the Consolidated Fund 
daily as the banks pay over the proceeds of cheques 
lodged with them. Differences between the net re
ceipts and the payments into the Consolidated Fund 
for a particular period reflect the differences between 
the amounts ’in transit' at the beginning and end of the 
period.

Income tax. The majority is collected via the PAYE 
system. Tax is deducted by the employer and normal
ly paid over to the Inland Revenue in the month after 
the income has been earned. Schedule D income tax 
from the self-employed is due in two instalments — on 
1 January and 1 July. The composite rate tax on in
terest paid by building societies was also due on 1

January up to and including the 1985-86 tax year. 
From 1986-87 it is mainly due fourteen days after the 
end of the 3 month periods ending 31 May, 31 August. 
30 November, and 28/29 February in which the 
relevant interest was paid or credited.) Composite rate 
was extended to banks and other deposit takers from 
1985-86. Tax is normally due fourteen days after the 
calendar quarter in which the relevant interest is paid 
or credited. Schedule C tax on interest paid on British 
government securities is paid over directly the Bank of 
England, normally when the interest is paid. Regular 
monthly repayments are made to mortgage lenders 
under the MIRAS scheme, and to life offices under the 
Premium Relief by Deduction Scheme.

Surtax was abolished in 1973, when the unified sys
tem of income tax was introduced.

Corporation tax was introduced in 1965 (prior to this 
date companies were liable to income tax on their 
profits).

Advance corporation tax (ACT) is payable by the com
pany on any qualifying distribution of profits (normally 
a dividend). The ACT rate is equivalent to the basic 
rate of income tax and serves as a tax credit to the 
shareholders. It is due 14 days after the end of the 
quarter in which the distribution was made. Thus most 
ACT is paid on or around 14 January, 14 April, 14 July 
and 14 October.

Mainstream corporation tax is payable nine months after 
the end of the company’s accounting period or within 
one month of the issue of an assessment, whichever 
is the later. However, companies which have been 
carrying on the same trade since before April 1965 
keep the due date of 1 January in the year following 
the financial year in which their accounting periods 
end. Hence a large proportion of corporation tax is due 
to be paid on 1 January each year.

Capital gains tax. Capital gains realised on the dispo
sal of assets by individuals and trustees are charged 
to capital gains tax. (Realised capital gains of companies 
are charged to corporation tax.) Tax In respect cf gains 
accruing in any tax year is payable on 1 December 
following the end of that year, or one month after the 
date of assessment, whichever is the later.

Development land tax was introduced by the Develop
ment Land Tax Act 1975, and abolished by Finance 
Act 1985.

Estate duty was replaced by capital transfer tax in 
1975.

Capital transfer tax was imposed by the Finance Act 
1975 as a successor to estate duty, it is levied on as
sets transferred by way of gift or death. Most of the lax 
arises on transfers on death, and CTT Is normally pay
able before a grant of probate is made. The Finance 
Act 1986 abolished the tax on most lifetime gifts which 
took place more than seven years before death. The 
remaining tax on transfers on death, transfers in the 
seven years before death and on assets in trust was 
renamed inheritance tax.

Stamp duties are charged on various documents, in
cluding many used in legal and commercial practice. 
The bulk of receipts from:

(i) sales and gifts: mainly conveyances of land,
and buildings

(ii) transfers of stocks and shares
(iii) grants of new leases on land, buildings and 

other property.
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(jv) capital duty: an ’ad valorem’ duty at 1%,
imposed in accordance with EC directives, on 
the raising of capital by companies

(v) life insurance policies.
From 1974 to 1984, the rate of duty on land and 

shares was generally 2%, subject to reduced rates 
below certain limits for transfers other than shares. 
From March 1984, the rate was reduced to 1%, sub
ject to a nil rate up to £30,000 for transfers other than 
shares. The rate of stamp duty on share transactions 
was reduced from 1 per cent to 0.5 per cent from the 
end of October 1986.

Petroleum revenue tax and supplementary petroleum duty. 
PRT is charged on profits arising in six-month charge
able periods (January to June and July to December). 
The charge, currently 75%, is on the landed value of 
oil and gas less royalties, expenses incurred in ex- 
ptoration and production, and various other reliefs. 
PRT is charged on each field separately and, in gen
eral, a company cannot defer paying tax on the profits 
of one field by off-setting the development costs of 
another field. Supplementary petroleum duty (SPD) was 
charged from 1 January 1981 until 31 December 1982 
when it was replaced by advance petroleum revenue tax 
(APRT) which was itself phased out by the end of 
1986.

The nature of the regime for oil taxation and the tim
ing of the various payments has changed several 
times since its introduction in 1975.

Chargeable periods ending on or before 30 June 1979,
PRT assessed was payable four rronths after the end of the chargeable period 
(CP), i.e. on 1 Noven^er and 1 May.

For all subsequent CP's, the participators in each field submitted returns 
and made payments on account two months after the end of the CP. arid any 
difference between the payments and assessed tax was paid or repaid within 
six months of the end of the CP or, if later, thirty days after the date of issue of 
the notice of assessment.

Chargeable periods from 1 July 1979 (1979 II) to 31 December 
1980 (1960 II), PRT was payable two months after the end of the CP. usually 
paid on 1 September and 1 March, when the return for the CP was made by the 
corrpany.

Chargeable periods from 1 January 1961 (1981 I) to 31 December 
1962 (1962 II), PRT was payable as before, but in addition an advance pay
ment of 15% of the liability for the CP just ended, or the previous CP if greater, 
was payable. This was treated as an early payment of the PRT for the next CP, 
and offset against the rrext PRT payment. SPD was also introduced from 1 
January 1981. The SPD payable lor 1981 I was paid on 1 September 1901. but 
subsequent payments were based on an instalment system. In each of the third 
to seventh months after the ervJ of the CP, payments usually rr\ade on the first 
day of the following month. 20% of Iho SPD liability for that CP was paid as an 
instalment against the SPD liability of the next CP. In the following rrxjnth, a 
balandng payment or repayment was rrwde.

_Chargeable periods from 1 January 1983. The Finance Act 1982 introduced
APRT. and smoothing for PRT payments, with transitional provisions for pay
ments made in 1983/84.

PRT for 1982 II was payable on 1 March 1983. The 15% instalment was 
also made on that date. In each of the months April to August 1983, a further 
instalment of APRT was paid, based on 20% of the 1982 II SPD liabilHy. These 
six instalments were deemed to be instalments of APRT for 1983 I. A balancing 
payment or repayment was due on 1 September 1983. The net amount of PRT 
payable for 1983 I was defined to be the PRT payable /ess the larger of APHT (or 
1983 I and the 15% instalment paid on 1 March p/ys the five instalments based 
on SPO for 1982 II. It was paid in five equal amounts from 1 September 1983 to 
1 January 1984. Starling with 1983 II. a new system of instalments for 
APRT/PRT was introduced. Each of the instalments in September 1983 to 
February 1984 were one-eighth of the sum of the APRT payable and the PRT 
payable after APRT credit payments for 1983 I. These instalments are deemed 
to be advance payments for 1983 II. Returns for that period wore submitted on 1 
March 1964 and any balance was then payable or repayable. A similar pro
cedure applied for payments in the period March 1984 to February 1985 for 
charsoable periods 1984 I and 1984 II. From March 1985, the instalments are 
caloilated in a slightly diHerent way — as one-eighth of the PRT payable before 
APRT credit in the previous CP.

Timeliness
Receipts of Inland Revenue duties at the 

Department’s two Accounts Offices and various local 
offices throughout the country are balanced each day 
and the totals for each duty are reported weekly to the 
Department’s Finance Division for aggregation and 
reconciliation with the proceeds of cleared remit
tances, etc. Net receipt figures, i.e, after addition of 
amounts received centrally and deduction of repay
ments, are then produced weekly. The monthly figures 
appearing in table 3.13 are based on the weekly net 
receipts, and up to 1986/87 were adjusted as neces
sary when the end of the week and the end of the 
month did not coincide. From April 1987, the two Ac
counts Offices also report monthly figures and such 
adjustments are made to local offices figures only.

Further references
Detailed notes about the individual taxes may be 

found in Inland Revenue Statistics, which also con
tains annual figures of receipts back to 1908/09 (table
1.1) and a breakdown of Income Tax receipts (table
1.2 )  .

Table 3.14
Customs and excise duties
General defin itions and method of 
compilation

The figures show the aggregate amounts of duty 
collected and brought into the department’s accounts 
in the period less drawbacks and other repayments. 
The difference between the net receipts and pay
ments into the Consolidated Fund is due to differ
ences between balances. The balances consist of:

(a) working balances held by collectors
(b) remittances in transit
(c) advances out of revenue to meet 

expenditure under authority of the Exchequer 
and Audit Department Act 1866, Section 10.

Value added tax (VAT). Persons registered for VAT are 
required to make a tax return at intervals, generally 
quarterly. The quarterly tax periods are staggered in 
order to spread the flow of returns and revenue more 
evenly over the year. Thus one group has tax periods 
January to March, April to June etc, a second group 
has tax periods February to April etc, and a third 
group has tax periods March to May etc.

The VAT due is payable not later than one month 
after the end of the period. A taxable person who ex
pects his input tax to exceed his output tax regularly 
(ie who will be claiming net refunds from the Depart
ment) may opt for monthly tax periods.

VAT is chargeable on imported goods, and must be 
paid either at the time of importation or, under deferred 
payment arrangements similar to those in operation 
for customs duties, by direct debit an average of one 
month after importation.

More detailed information about VAT can be found 
in Notice 700: The VAT Guide, a copy of which can be ob
tained from any local VAT office.

Car tax. Most traders registered for car tax have
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tax periods March to May. June to August etc. and the 
tax is due not later than one month after the end of the 
tax period.

Excise duties are charged on hydrocarbon oil, tobac
co products, alcoholic drinks, matches and mechani
cal lighters. They are applied alike to home-produced 
and imported goods.

Alcoholic dnnks. The excise duties on home-produced 
beer, wine, made-wine, cider and perry are collected 
one month in arrears. Accordingly, changes in duty 
rates etc. are not fully reflected in receipts until after 
the month in which they became effective.

Tobacco products. The excise duty on tobacco is 
charged on the finished product and is collected a 
month in arrear.

Betting and gaming. Receipts under this heading are 
collected from the following:

(a) general betting duty
(b) pool betting duty
(c) gaming licence duty
(d) gaming machine licence duty, and
(e) bingo duty

item (c) does not apply in Northern Ireland.
Hydrocarbon oils are receipts from excise duties on 

petrol and derv, i.e. road fuels; and on other charge
able oils e.g. fuel oil. From 15 October 1985 provision 
came into effect permitting deferred payment of excise 
duty for hydrocarbon oils cleared from warehouse. As 
with other deferred duties, changes in duty rates etc 
are not fully reflected in receipts until after the month 
in which they become effective.

Customs duties: these are charged under Section 5 
of the European Communities Act 1972. For conveni
ence, anti-dumping and other duties — excluding agri
cultural levies (see below) — charged under directly 
applicable Community Instruments, are included in 
this heading, e.g. certain generalised system of prefer
ence duties and compensatory levy.

Importers and their agents are allowed a 30 day 
deferment of payment of certain duties, of which the 
major item is customs duty.

Agricultural levies are charged on a wide range of 
basic and processed agricultural products imported 
from outside the European Community. Positive 
Monetary Compensatory Amounts (MCAs) adjust for 
the variation between the value of the pound sterling 
at the spot rate and at the (green) rate fixed under the 
Common Agricultural Policy. Positive MCAs apply in 
addition to agricultural levies when the spot rate 
exceeds the green rate; and these amounts are paid 
to the European Community.

Shipbuilders' relief is authorised under Section 2 of 
the Finance Act 1966. This is a relief from hydrocar
bon oil and motor vehicle licence duties which enter 
directly or indirectly into shipbuilding costs and is pay
able on delivery of a ship.The amount shown in the 
table is the total payment made In the month less the 
contribution due from the Department of Transport in 
respect of the motor vehicle licence duty element in 
the original payments.

Other. This heading consists of receipts of duty on 
matches and mechanical lighters, petrol substitutes, 
and receipts from excise licences.

Timeliness
Payments of VAT and car tax are made directly to 

central units. Revenue from other customs and excise 
duties is collected and accounted for centrally, often 
by direct debit, or at collectors’ offices throughout the 
country with daily balances notified to the central ac
counting officer at headquarters. Monthly figures are 
usually published in provisional form in the issue fol
lowing that of the month to which they relate. Final 
figures are normally published in the following month, 
after audit and adjustment for incorrect and late data.

Further references
A monthly detailed analysis of duty receipts from 

betting and gaming is published on subscription from 
a distributing agent authorised by HM Customs and 
Excise. The address is as follows; Business Trade 
Statistics Ltd., Lancaster House, More Lane, Esher, 
Surrey KT10 SAP. (Telephone: 0372 63121).

The most detailed analyses of the Department's 
financial year receipts, and the commodities and ac
tivities to which they relate, are published in the annu
al Reports of the Commissioners of HM Customs and Excise.

Table 3.15
Departmental revenue and 
expenditure on supply

Motor vehicle duties: net v^ue of licences issued. Gross re
ceipts less refunds from motor vehicle licences and 
driving licences. The figures differ from the amount 
paid Into the Consolidated Fund by:

(i) remittances in transit
(ii) payments to HM Customs and Excise in 

respect of the motor vehicle licence duty ele
ment of export rebates, which are not deducted.

Oil royalties, licence fees, etc.: other. These figures cover 
oil and gas production and exploration licences and 
successful auction bids.

Gas levy: net receipts comprise cash receipts less re
funds from the British Gas Corporation and British Gas 
pic under the Gas Levy Act 1981. The receipt record
ed for the second quarter of 1981 relates to gas pur
chased in 1980/81.

National insurance surcharge: levied on employers 
along with contributions paid in respect to employees 
by secondary Class 1 contributors. The tax base is the 
same as for national insurance contributions. Women 
paying reduced rate and the self-emptoyed are ex
empt. The surcharge was abolished from 1 October 
1984 except for local authorities where the surcharge
remained until 5 April 1985.

Supply services are the amounts transferred each 
month from the Consolidated Fund to Departments’ 
accounts with the Paymaster General, for spending on 
Supply; supply expenditure is the amount paid out by 
departments from these accounts. Supply expenditure 
is usually close to the total of Supply services for the 
financial year as a whole, but there can be timing 
differences between the two during the year.
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Kj Table 3.16
National Loans Fund: net lending

The loans are shown net of repayments. Loans to 
nationalised industries are classified by purpose; thus 
Electricity covers the North of Scotland Hydro-Electric 
Board and the South of Scotland Electricity Board, as 
well as the Electricity Council; Aviation covers the Brit
ish Airports Authority, Civil Aviation Authority and Brit
ish Airways Board, and Transport covers British Rail
ways Board, British Waterways Board, National Bus 
Company and Scottish Transport Group.

Loans are also made to other public corporations 
including new towns, regional water authorities and 
the National Enterprise Board; to trading funds and b- 
cal authorities; to the private sector including housing 
associations and British Nuclear Fuels Ltd; and within

the central government, e.g. advances to the Northern 
Ireland Government.

Timeliness
The figure in tables 3.12 and 3.16 are published in 

the month foltowing the period to which they relate. 
Some of the figures for other central government funds and 
accounts and the figure for the central government borrowing 
requirement will be provisional. Firm figures for these 
items are published in due course.

Further references
Selected figures are reproduced as table 17.1 in 

Monthly Digest of Statistics.
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Section 4
Local authorities

Local authorities are defined in the national and 
financial accounts as those authorities obliged to 
make annual returns of income and expenditure under 
successive Local Government Acts, Local Govern
ment (Scotland) Acts and the District Councils of 
Northern Ireland Acts including residuary bodies set 
up under the Local Government Act, 1985. Before 1 
April 1974 the local authority sector included bodies in 
England and Wales with special functions, such as 
water boards, river and drainage authorities and har
bour boards. Under the Local Government Act of 
1972 these are no longer within the scope of the local 
authorities sector and have been excluded from 1 
April 1974. From the same date statutory harbour 
boards and harbour authorities (public trust ports) in 
Scotland and Northern Ireland have also been exclud
ed. All these functions are now in the public corpora
tions sector.

Local authorities borrow in anticipation of revenue 
to smooth their cash flow (limited by statute to the 
amount of outstanding revenue receivable) and to 
finance capital expenditure, from central government 
(almost entirely through the Public Works Loan Board 
(PWLB)), from other domestic sectors and from over-

Local authorities can borrow only for purposes 
which have been authorised by Acts of Parliament 
and within the limrts of loan sanctions issued by cen
tral government. Foreign borrowing requires Treasury 
consent. Under the Local Government Act 1972, 
which came into effect on 1 April 1974, local authori
ties are allowed to borrow by means of temporary 
loans, bank overdrafts, foreign currency, capita! and 
revenue bills, mortgages, stock issues, bonds and 
through the PWLB.

The tables in this section comprise a current ac
count (table 4.1), a capital account (table 4.2), a finan
cial account (table 4.3) and several tables (4.4 to 4.7 ) 
analysing various aspects of local authority borrowing. 
Table 4.8 shows local authority investments.

The financial account is also shown in table 1.4 and 
figures for the latest quarter in the matrix in table 1.1.

Table 4.1
Current account

Current grants from central government comprises mainly 
the aggregate exchequer grant but also grants for 
specific purposes and repayments of VAT.

Community Charge and Rates are measured as accruals 
rather than payments and are net of rebates. (Com
munity charge replaced domestic rates in Scotland in 
April 1989 and in England and Wales in April 1990).

Gross trading surplus is the balance of trading income 
over operating expenditure before allowing for depre
ciation and interest charges. Housing is excluded 
from this heading and included under rent. Rent is 
defined in the same way as gross trading surplus and is 
therefore not equivalent to the rent charged to tenants.

Dividends and interest includes interest receipts on 
loans for house purchase, on invested balances and

in respect of assets transferred to Regional Water Au- 
thorrties where the local authority retained the debt. 
This heading also includes payments by central 
government under the exchange cover schemes (see 
the notes to Section 3 on page 40).

Imputed charge for consumption of non-trading capital: the 
provision of non-trading activities requires the use of 
capital assets. The amortisation of these assets is re
garded as final (current) consumption with an equivalent 
notional receipt.

Final consumption comprises current expenditure on 
non-trading fund services, VAT and the imputed value 
of capital consumptbn, net of sales and other recoup
ments. Certain elements of expenditure representing 
transfers to other sectors are excluded from this head
ing and treated as subsidies and grants.

Current grants to personal sector comprises mainly edu
cational grants and rent rebates and allowances in
cluding since 1983, payments under the housing 
benefit scheme.

Subsidies comprises local authority support to hous
ing and trading services plus current transfers to 
passenger transport organisations (which are 
classified as public corporations) and to British Rail.

Debt interest payments includes payments to new 
town development corporations for assets transferred 
to local authorities where the corporations have re
tained the debt.

Table 4.2 
Capital account

Gross domestic fixed capital formation is the capital ex
penditure of housing, trading and non-trading ac
counts, net of sates of assets (such as sales of council 
housing) and includes VAT. Transfers and net lend
ing, to other sectors, are shown separately in the capi
tal and financial accounts respectively. Capital expen
diture charged direct to revenue accounts in local au
thorities’ own accounts is included here rather than 
under final consumption.

Table 4.3
Financial account and balancing 
item

Borrowing requirement: see notes on table 4.4.
Accruals adjustment measures the difference for the 

items identified between the accruals figures included 
in the current and capital accounts and the cash flow 
affecting financial transactions.

Balancing item as its name suggests is the residual 
item in the local authority accounts.

Short-term assets consist mainly of changes in bank 
deposits and in identified deposits with other financial 
Institutions.

Transactions in other financial liabilities comprise compen
sation In respect of repayment of debt associated with 
the transfer to local authorities of some new town cor
porations’ assets from 1978.

s
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Transactions in other finanda! assets comprise compen
sation in respect of repayment of debt associated with 
certain assets transferred from local authorities to Re
gional Water Authorities, and to the National Health 
Service in 1974.

Method of compilation
The quarterly returns from other sectors are used 

as the sources for estimates of grants and borrowing 
from central government, purchases of public sector 
debt (mainly returns from certain public corporations) 
and short-term assets (from banks and certain returns 
from other financial institutions). Total net borrowing is 
reported on quarterly returns from the local authorities 
as described in the notes to tables 4.5 to 4.8.

Final estimates for other components of the ac
counts are based on annua! figures published in Local 
Government Financial Statistics (England and Wales) , and 
equivalent publications for Scotland and Northern Ire
land which generally become available a year after 
the period to which they relate. Quarterly estimates 
and provisional annual figures are based on sample 
returns from local authorities.

Quality of data
Annual estimates are based on accounting rnforma-. 

tion and are of good quality. Quarterly estimates of 
capital expenditure which are based on returns cover
ing the whole sector are also of good quality. Quarterly 
estimates of final consumption (which are based on a 
sample return of salaries and wages), gross trading 
surplus, rent, subsidies and current grants to the per
sonal sector (which are mainly interpolations of annual 
figures) are of rather poorer quality.

Timeliness
Figures are published in Financial Statistics three 

months after the period to which they relate.

Further references
For fuller details of the items in tables 4.1 to 4.3

see United Kingdom National Accounts: Sources and Methods, 
Chapter X and notes and definitions in United Kingdom 
National Accounts ‘Blue Book’.

Table 4.4
Local authority borrowing 
requirement

This table provides a broad summary of local au
thorities borrowing, including the latest monthly data. 
The monthly data in the table are grossed-up esti
mates based on a sample survey of about 181 local 
authorities accounting for about half of the total out
standing debt. They are constrained to the quarterly 
totals which are obtained from a survey of all authori
ties. The monthly figures are therefore subject to sam
pling error and are less reliable than the quarterly 
figures.

Table 4.5
This table shows how the local authority borrowing re

quirement is financed by sector and the local authori

ties’ contribution to the public sector borrowing requirement.
The analysis in this table is on a different basis from 

table 4.4 and tables 4.6 to 4.8 which are largely 
derived from returns from the local authorities them
selves. The quarterly data are based mainly on coun
terpart reporting by other sectors because local au
thorities cannot analyse their marketable debt by sec
tor of holder. (In general, local authorities can identify 
accurately only holders of non-marketable debt and 
then only where the loans are direct, i.e. not made 
through banks or institutions acting as agents or 
through nominees.) The total for the quarterly data in 
this part is, however, derived from local authority re
turns, as are the figures for industrial and commercial 
companies, the figures for the personal sector being 
obtained by residual (and therefore including the 
take-up of debt by the other sectors through agents 
and nominees). It is the sector analysis in this table 
which is consistent with the financial accounts in Sec
tion 1.

Borrowing requirement comprises direct borrowing 
from central government plus total borrowing from oth
er sources less transactions in short term assets and 
in other public sector debt.

Direct borrowing from central government comprises net 
advances from:

(a) the Public Works Loan Board
(b) the Northern Ireland Government Loans 

Board
(c) certain government departments, mainly for 

the financing of tunnels and bridges.
Figures are based on returns by the above bodies.
Other borrowing comprises all borrowing other than 

directly from central government. The major com
ponents are described below.

Other public sector comprises payments under the ex
change cover scheme (see notes to table 3.4), local 
authority debt taken-up by the issue department of the 
Bank of England and, from the second quarter of 
1975, by the National Insurance Fund; and borrowing 
from public corporations identified on the returns 
made by local authorities. The payment of claims 
under the exchange cover scheme is shown separate
ly (see notes to Section 3 for a description of the ex
change cover scheme).

Banks and building societies comprises advances and 
loans by the sector and their take-up of local authority 
bills and securities. The figures are based upon re
turns provided by the banks and building societies.

Other financial institutions: figures are obtained from re
turns by the financial institutions.

Industrial and commercial companies: the figures are 
based upon returns from local authorities.

Personal sector is the residual item in the table.
Overseas sector: the figures are as estimated in the 

balance of payments accounts.
Total borrowing comprises direct borrowing from central 

government plus other borrowing. It is obtained from re
turns by local authorities and corresponds to the figure 
for total borrowing in table 4.5.

Transactions in short-term assets comprises lines 14.2 
(other public sector financing: short-term assets) and 
21 (deposits with banks) in the financial transactions 
matrix. Figures are obtained from returns by financial 
institutions.
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Transactions in other public sector debt comprises lines 7 
(treasury bills), 8 (Brrtish government securities), 9 
(national savings) and 20.2 (public corporations debt) 
in the financial transactions matrix. The figures are ob
tained from returns by local authorities.

Contribution to public sector borrowing requirement 
comprises borrowing other than direct from central 
government, less transactions in short term assets 
and in other public sector debt. It is equivalent to the 
borrowing requirement less direct borrowing from cen
tral government.

Timeliness
The quarterly data are published about eight weeks 

after the end of the quarter, i.e. the data for the March 
quarter appear in the May issue of Financial Statistics.

The monthly totals are published about twelve 
working days after the end of the month, first in the 
public sector borrowing requirement press notice, and then 
in either table 2.5 or table S30.

Tables 4.6 to 4.7 
Local authority borrowing

The tables give details of local authority borrowing 
for capital and revenue purposes from all sources out
side the local authority sector, including borrowing 
from authorities’ own pension funds, which are 
classified as other financial institutions in the financial 
accounts. As explained earlier, these tables differ from 
table 4.5 in that they are based on returns from local 
authorities whereas table 4.5 is mainly based on data 
provided by other sectors. The figures exclude bor
rowing identified by a local authority as being from 
another local authority. No allowance is made for the 
possible take-up of one local authority's listed securi
ties or negotiable bonds by another authority.

The quarterly survey on which the tables are based 
is a voluntary one covering all local authorities in the 
United Kingdom.

The survey was initiated by the Central Statistical 
Office but has been administered from March 1977 by 
the Department of the Environment. Response to this 
survey covers about 95% of local authority debt and esti
mates for non-respondents are included based on out
standing debt.

Where more complete or more reliable information 
is available on particular aspects of borrowing from 
other sources, e.g. PWLB, such information is used 
instead of that reported in the survey.

For discussion of pre-reorganisation figures see the 
first edition of Explanatory Handbook.

Net borrowing refers to gross borrowing less repay
ments and is divided into temporary (table 4.6) and 
longer-term borrowing (table 4.7).

Temporary borrowing covers all loans repayable within 
one year of their inception (other than under a stress 
clause or on the death of the lender), including mort
gages repayable by invoking a break clause. Longer- 
term debt with a residual maturity of less than one 
year is not included here but under longer-term borrowing.

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the outstanding debt for 
the latest few years. For longer term debt the esti
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mates are based on changes since a benchmark sur
vey in December 1981.

Revenue bills, usually for three months, are those au
thorised by the Bank of England.

Negotiable bonds are issued through a bank, discount 
house, issuing house or broker. 'Over-the-counter' 
bonds are included under the heading personal sector.

Public Works Loan Board borrowing forms part of direct bor
rowing from central government in table 4.4

Central government comprises borrowing from central 
government sources other than the PWLB; it includes 
the take-up by such sources as the National Debt 
Commissioners and the National Insurance Fund.

Public corporations are defined in the notes to Sec
tion 5 . They include nationalised industries and 
passenger transport executives.

The banks, building societies,and other financial institutions 
are as defined under the notes to Sections 6 and 7.

Industrial and commercial companies include cooperative 
societies.

Persons include non-collecting friendly societies, 
trade unions, churches charities, universities and 
clubs, as well as individuals. 'Over-the- counter* bonds 
are assumed to be held entirely by persons.

Direct borrowing from abroad comprises loans from an 
overseas address or in the name of a person, com
pany or other body with an overseas address. This in
duces borrowing in foreign currency or sterling in 
overseas markets. Amounts repaid by central govern
ment under the exchange cover scheme are not in
cluded.

Other includes borrowing from bank nominees 
where the original lender is unknown to the local au
thority, and unlisted investment trusts.

Timeliness
Data for the March, June, September and De

cember quarters are normally published in the May, 
August, November and February issues respectively. 
Summary figures are included as a table in the public 
sector borrowing requirement press notice, published 
monthly.

Outstanding debt
Details of outstanding debt from 1974 for capital 

purposes are published in Annual Abstract of Statistics , 
table 16.13 (1990).

A residual maturity analysis of oustanding debt as 
at 31 March each year (derived from an annual survey 
conducted by the Department of the Environment and 
the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accoun
tancy) is published periodically as supplementary 
table S10. Issues of Financial Statistics in which they ap
peared were:
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Datafof
31 March FS issue
1975............................. 1977
1976............................. ....................... May 1977
1977............................. 1977
1978.............................. 1979
1979.............................. 1980
I960............................. 1981
1981............................. 1962
1982.............................. 1983
1983.............................. 1983
1964.............................. 1984
1985.............................. 1985
1986.............................. 1987
1987.............................. 1988
1988.............................. ...................... July 1989

Table 4.8
Local authority Investments

This table gives details of local authority lending, 
broken down into lending to banks, other short-term 
assets, and tonger term investments. This information 
has been collected since April 1979 on the same re
turn as the borrowing survey referred to in the previ
ous section. The figures are used to help compile the 
financial accounts of local authorities {tables 1.1, 1.4 
and 4.3) and the national and sector balance sheets. 
The figures for investments in short term assets are 
included in the calculation of the local authority bor
rowing requirement: SQ© table 2.5.

Alternative estimates of bank deposits are available 
from the monetary sector. The latter source is used 
here in the financial accounts and in the local authority 
borrowing requirement.



Section 5
Public corporations

Public corporations as defined in the national ac
counts are public trading bodies, Including the na
tionalised industries, which have a substantial degree 
of financial independence from the public authority 
(central or local government) which created them, in
cluding the powers to borrow and to maintain 
reserves. They are publicly controlled to the extent 
that the public authority appoints the whole or the ma
jority of the board of management and that their bor
rowing is subject to limits laid down by Parliament.

There Is a slight inconsistency in the public cor
porations accounts arising from the treatment of the 
Banking Department of the Bank of of England and 
the Girobank. For these two organisations, their finan
cial transactions are included in the monetary sector 
but their current and capital transactions form part of 
the appropriation and capital accounts of public cor
porations. The Issue Department of the Bank of Eng
land is included in the central government sector.

A list of the bodies comprising the public corpora
tions sector is published in United Kingdom National Ac
counts and in the CSO booklet Sector dassification for the 
National Accounts.

Table 5.1
Appropriation account

This table shows how the Income of public corpora
tions is made up and how it is allocated between in
terest and dividends etc., taxes on income and sav
ings. The presentation is In the same form as the pub
lic corporations appropriation accounts in United King
dom National Accounts, ('the CSO Blue Book’), and in the 
quarterly national income article in Economic Trends.

The tola} gross trading surplus, with rent, Is the balance 
on operating account; it is calculated before making 
any charge for depreciation, stock appreciation, in
terest or taxation.

Subsidies mainly comprise grants by central govern
ment and local authorities to cover revenue deficits of 
the nationalised transport undertakings and govern
ment assistance to the coal industry. Central govern
ment payments to New Town Development Corpora
tions and other corporations concerned with housing 
are shown separately as rent subsidies.

Payments of interest and dividends include interest pay
ments on foreign currency borrowing under the ex
change cover scheme valued at market exchange 
rates; the difference between these amounts and the 
sterling cost to public corporations is borne by central 
government and is included as a receipt of interest 
under rent and non-trading income.

Payments of interest and dividends to general government 
are shown separately and include the interest pay
ments by water authorities to local authorities in 
respect of transferred assets and the charges paid by 
public corporations to central government for ex
change cover guarantees. Also included are royalties

and licence fees from oil and gas production paid by 
BNOC/Britoil until November 1982, and British Gas 
Corporation/ Enterprise Oil (the latter until August 
1984) to central government. They are shown 
separately in the Blue Book.

Payments of UK taxes on income comprises corporation 
tax, and, until mid-1984, petroleum revenue tax and 
supplementary petroleum duty paid by BNOC, the 
British Gas Corporation, and Enterprise Oil.

The balance on this account, undistributed income, is 
calculated before providing for depreciation and stock 
appreciation.

Table 5.2
Capital account

This table shows public corporations transactions 
on capital account, the balance being the finandal 
surplus or deficit.

The table follows the form of, but is less detailed 
than, the corresponding presentation in the Blue 
Book.

Receipts comprise undistributed income brought for
ward from the appropriation account and capital 
transfers.

Capital transfers. The main transfers from central 
government cover investment grants, regional 
development grants, grants to rail and road undertak
ings, water supply and sewerage grants, grants for 
site development and factory construction, grants to 
development agencies and corporations and notional 
amounts of development land tax. Local authority 
grants are made in connection with local transport fa
cilities. Transfers from the private sector are mainly 
contributions by consumers to the cost of connecting 
consumers' premises to the gas and electricity sup
plies.

Expenditure comprises gross domestic fixed capital 
formation, increase in book value of stocks and work 
in progress, capital transfers to other sectors and 
taxes on capital.

Gross domestic fixed capital formation comprises expen
diture within the United Kingdom on the replacement 
of, and additions and improvements to, fixed assets 
less the proceeds from the sale of fixed assets.

Increase in book value of stocks and work in progress in
cludes stock appreciation as well as the value of the 
physical increase in stocks.

Capital transfers to other sectors consists of payments in 
respect of capital work undertaken on behalf of local 
authorities and grants to the private sector.

Taxes on capital was formerly included under the pre
vious item. Taxes consist of payments of development 
land tax, payments by the Girobank of the special tax 
on banking deposits levied in 1981/82, and capital 
gains tax paid by British Gas in 1985/86 arising from 
the sale of Wytch Farm Oilfield.
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Table 5.3 
Financial account

This table shows how the finanda} surplus or deficit of 
public corporations (carried over from the capital ac
count in table 5.2 ) is financed. The entries are 
grouped into transactions in financial liabilities and 
transactions in financial assets. This amounts to a re
presentation of the figures in table 1.5 and, for the la
test quarter, in column 3 of table 1.1 . The presenta
tion is in fairly broad terms; the detailed financing of 
the corporations borrowing requirement, for example, 
is held over for presentation in table 5.4 .

Transactions in financial liabilities (net)
Accruals adjustmer)ts. The difference between accru

als of income tax on wages and salaries, purchase 
tax, selective employment tax, national insurance, na
tional insurance surcharge, etc. contributions and 
value added tax (the basis on which these items are 
entered in the appropriation account or implied from 
the operating account) and the corresponding cash 
payments.

Borrowing requirement: see notes to table 5.4.
Trade creditors etc comprises changes in trade credit 

received by nationalised industries, and advances re
ceived by British Aerospace (from 1977 to 1980), Brit
ish Shipbuilders, and the Royal Ordnance Factories 
(now Royal Ordnance pic) up to April 1987, In connec
tion with future work; and changes in amounts held by 
the Crown Agents as prefunding for the supply of 
goods and services overseas. The transactions by the 
British National Oil Corporation in connection with the 
Corporation’s advance sales of oil in 1980 and 1981 
and compensation payments relating to the transfer of 
fixed assets to Regional Water Authorities from local 
authorities in 1974 are also included here.

Transactions in financial assets (net)
Accruals adjustments. The difference between accru

als of local authorities rates and subsidies (the basis 
on which these Items are entered in the appropriation 
account or implied from the operating account) and 
the corresponding cash payments or receipts.

Lending to private sector comprises mainly loans for 
house purchase {less repayments) by new Town Cor
porations and other housing bodies. Other lending to 
persons and companies by British Coal, British Tech
nology Group and other corporations is also included.

Lending and investment overseas includes net lending 
and investment by the Commonwealth Development 
Corporation together with investment overseas by oth
er public corporations.

Transactions in company securities comprises cash ex
penditure on acquisition of subsidiaries, trade invest
ments and marketable company securities less re
ceipts from the sale of these assets. The figures in
clude the sale to central government by the National 
Enterprise Board of shares in Rolls Royce (£234 mil
lion in third quarter 1980) and British Leyland (£1,228 
million in first quarter 1981).

Trade debtors comprise changes in trade credit ex
tended by nationalised industries and advance pay
ments for goods and services, other than imports.

Other assets comprises credit extended by retailers (gas 
and electricity showrooms), advance and progress 
payments on imports and, in 1980 and 1981, transac
tions in connection with advance payments on BNOC 
oil, and compensation payments arising from the 
transfer of fixed assets to local authorities from New 
Town Corporations (see notes to table 4.3).

Balancing item
This is the difference between the finandal surplus or 

deficit and total finandal transactions. It represents the net 
sum of all the errors In the identified items recorded in 
the appropriation, capital and financial accounts.

Write offs
Transactions arising from writing off debt of public 

corporations are not included in tables 5.2 and 5.3 
since they do not represent actual flows of funds; they 
would be reflected in a balance sheet table. These 
transactions are recorded as a memorandum Kern to 
the public corporations financial account In the Blue 
Book.

Table 5.4
Financing of the public corporations 
borrowing requirement

This table shows how the public corporations borrowing 
requirement is financed by sector and the public cor
porations’ contribution to the public sector borrowing re
quirement.

Borrowing requirement comprises direct borrowing 
from central government plus total borrowing from oth
er sources less transactions in short-term assets and 
in other public sector debt.

Direct borrowing from central government comprises net 
loans from central government plus increases in pub
lic dividend capital (see notes to table 3.3).

The figures for public dividend capital include redemp
tions by the National Enterprise Board of £234 million 
in third quarter 1980 (when central government bought 
shares in Rolls Royce from them for the same 
amount), and £1,228 million in first quarter 1981 
(when central government bought shares in British 
Leyland from them for that amount). They exclude is
sues to the Girobank which are included in the banks' 
sector.

Other borrowing comprises all borrowing other than 
directly from central government. The major com
ponents are described below.

Other public sector borrowing covers central govern
ment payment of claims under the exchange cover 
scheme (see notes to table 3.4), other borrowing from 
central government (mainly the National Investments 
and Loans Office) and borrowing from local authori
ties.

Banks and building societies includes advances, com
mercial bills, market loans, and transactions in public 
corporations sterling securities obtained from the re
turns made by the sector.

Non-bank private sector comprises borrowing from oth
er financial institutions, industrial and commercial 
companies (nil in recent years) and the personal sec
tor.
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Longer-term borrowing from employees pension funds 
and temporary borrowing from pension funds is includ
ed in borrowing from other financial institutions.

Overseas sector includes some direct overseas 
official financing in foreign currencies under the ex
change cover scheme {i.e. other than via banks) and 
other net issues abroad, borrowing abroad from banks 
etc. not under the exchange cover scheme and import 
credit received on purchases of aircraft from overseas.

Total borrowing comprises direct borrowing from cen
tral government plus other borrowing.

Transactions in short-terrr) assets comprise deposits with 
the banks’ sector and other short-term assets.

Transactions in other public sector debt comprises 
identified transactions by the corporations in Treasury 
bills, British government securities, certificates of tax 
deposit and local authority debt, together with net 
deposits with central government funds. Net pur
chases by the corporations have a positive and net 
sales a negative sign.

Contribution to public sector borrowing comprises borrow
ing other than direct from central government less tran
sactions in short-term assets and in other public sec
tor debt. It is equivalent to the borrowing requirement 
less direct borrowing from central government

Method of compilation
The quarterly figures for tables 5.1 and 5.2 and 

certain of the items in tables 5.3 and 5.4 ( trade credi
tors and debtors, net lending and transactions in company 
securities ) are principally based on quarterly data from 
the nationalised industries and other major corpora
tions; the series are adjusted in line with the published 
annual accounts of each corporation when these be
come available (see United Kingdom National Accounts 
Statistics: Sources and Methods , page 110). For transac
tions with central government (interest payments, cap
ital grants and loans) government accounting figures 
are used; estimates of borrowing abroad are based on 
balance of payments information; those of net pur
chases of public sector debt are taken from local au
thorities’ borrowing returns (see Section 4 ), returns 
by nationalised industries and some other corpora
tions and other sources. Figures for other transactions

in financial assets and liabilities e.g. borrowing from 
pension funds, borrowing from banks, and bank depo
sits, are based on counterpart information from returns 
by banks and other financial Institutions; retail credit 
extended by public corporations (through gas and 
electricity showrooms) is ascertained from inquiries to 
retailers.

Quality
The annual data, being based mainly on published 

accounts, are considered to be of reliable quality. The 
quarterly figures must be rated at a lower level of relia
bility even after they have been brought into line with 
the annual accounts since it is not possible to make 
an accurate allocation of annual adjustments over the 
four quarters of the year.

Further references
Annual figures for the public corporations sector 

covering a run of eleven years are published in United 
Kingdom National Accounts; in addition to operating, ap
propriation and capital accounts the sector contribu
tions to gross domestic product by type of income and 
to gross domestic fixed capital formation by type of as
set and broad Industry group are shown.

The annual Public Expenditure White Paper has tables 
showing the financing of the capital requirements of 
each nationalised industry, with estimated outturn 
figures for the financial year just ending and forecasts 
for the following years and texts commenting on the 
investment programme of each industry and its financ
ing figures. (Chapter 21 of the 1990 White Paper, Cm 
1021).

information on the outstanding debt of public cor
porations is not brought together in Fmandal Statistics 
although some items, e.g. lending by banks and own 
pension funds, are shown in the accounts for the 
counterpart sectors. Total debt outstanding is a com
ponent of public sector debt (see page 32) but these 
figures are not fully comprehensive; they comprise all 
lending by central government, banks, own pension 
funds, savings banks and borrowing abroad, both in 
sterling and foreign currency. Government- 
guaranteed stocks of nationalised industries are in
cluded in these statistics with liabilities of central 
government since they cannot be distinguished from 
British government securities in the sector analysis of 
holders. They are of course liabilities of the public cor
porations.
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Banks and building societies
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Banks and other financial institutions are the main 
channels through which funds from economic sectors 
that are In financial surplus are distributed to sectors 
in deficit. These institutions are therefore in many 
ways the focus of the financial accounts. Statistics for 
banks and building societies are also used in compil
ing the monetary aggregates and their counterparts 
(see Section 11).

While the activities of banks and building societies 
are very similar in many ways, and their deposits are 
treated identically in the measures of money stock M4, 
the separate accounts of the two sectors are also of 
interest. In this section, tables 6.1 to 6.7 relate to 
banks and tables 6.8 to 6.10 to building societies.

UK banks
Statistics collected from banks serve a variety of 

other purposes including administration of the system 
of monetary control, prudential supervision and gen
eral economic intelligence. All these needs are met by 
an integrated system of returns, the result of which is 
a wealth of statistical data. These returns were ex
panded and overhauled In the course of an extensive 
review, conducted in 1981/82 by the Bank of England 
in consultation with the British Bankers’ Association.

This section includes considerable detail on sub
groups of institutions as well as breakdowns by finan
cial instrument and by sector. Details of external liabili
ties and claims on banks are included in Section 10.

Definition of the banks sector
The UK banks’ sector (formerly the monetary sec

tor, see Use of the terms ’monetary sector’ and 'private sector' 
on page 353 of the August 1989 issue of the Bank of 
England Quarterly Bulletin comprises the UK offices of all 
institutions authorised to take deposits under the 
Banking Act 1987, the banking department of the 
Bank of England, those institutions in the Channel Is
lands and the Isle of Man which have opted to adhere 
to the monetary control arrangements introduced in 
August 1981 and prior to their recognition as banks, 
the National Girobank and the Trustee Savings Banks. 
A full list of the institutions making up the banks’ sec
tor was published in the February 1990 issue of the 
Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin.A list of additions and 
deletions is published in each successive Quarterly Bul
letin. Before November 1981, the sector (then termed 
the banking sector) comprised the UK offices of all 
banks that agreed to observe a common reserve ratio 
and other credit control arrangements, together with 
the banking department of the Bank of England and 
the institutions which make up the money market deal
ing counterparties of the Bank of England which are 
authorised under the Banking Act 1987.

Monthly figures are generally collected only from 
those members of the banks’ sector with eligible liabili
ties of £10 million or more or total liabilities of £100 
million or more. (Before November 1981, all institu
tions in the sector reported monthly.) At end- 
November 1989, this amounted to 478 institutions out 
of a total of 598 in the sector; however, these institu
tions account for the vast bulk of the sector’s total 
business. All banks’ sector institutions provide quarter
ly figures, including figures from the smallest institu
tions from the end of quarter 1 1983.

Layout
Broadly speaking, the tables have been arranged 

to start with the consolidated banks' sector balance 
sheet and then to show detail relating to groups of in
stitutions. Table 6.3 however, shows the balance 
sheet of the Bank of England as a central bank. 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 give consolidated balance sheet 
levels of liabilities and assets held by the banks' sec
tor. Table 6.1 also shows transactions in the period. 
The emphasis in these tables is on the sectoral 
analysis of deposits and lending; inter-bank transac
tions are excluded and adjustments are made for 
items in transit etc.

Tables 6.4, 6.6 and 6.7 include all monthly reporting 
UK banks, except money market dealing counterpar
ties of the Bank of England, authorised under the 
Banking Act 1987, which are covered in table 6.5. 
The banking department of the Bank of England and 
the Trustee savings banks, which were formerly ex
cluded from tables 6.4, 6.6 and 6.7, were brought into 
them with effect from September 1983 (table 6.4) and 
November 1983 (tables 6.6 and 6.7).

Table 6.4 shows the aggregated balance sheet; in 
contrast to the sector analysis shown in the banks’ 
sector tables, the emphasis here is institutional and 
the main analysis is by instrument. These institutional 
tables are not constructed on a consolidated basis, 
and, besides deposits from and lending to other 
banks, these tables show details of suspense ac
counts and items in transit which do not appear in the 
consolidated banks’ sector tables. An analysis of 
loans, advances and acceptances by Standard Indus
trial Classification at end-February, May, August and 
November is shown in table 6.6.Table 6.5 shows an 
aggregated balance sheet for the discount market.

Statistical sources
The basis of banking statistics is a system of in

tegrated returns to the Bank of England. Until October 
1986 these returns mostly relate to the close of busi
ness on the third Wednesday of each month (second 
Wednesday in December) and the last working day of 
each calendar quarter; from October 1986 the monthly 
returns relate to the end of the month (see below). The 
keystone of the system is a balance sheet return 
which is completed monthly. This return is used to 
compile monthly transactions by UK banks in table 6.1 
and amounts outstanding in tables 6.4 and 6.5. At the 
end of the calendar quarter, further returns are made 
giving sector breakdowns of liabilities and assets 
(used in table 6.1) and details of transactions in cer
tain assets (mainly investments). Also provided quar
terly, but at the end of February, May, August and No
vember (before November 1986 at the middle of these 
months), is an industrial analysis of advances and ac
ceptances used to compile tables 6.6 and 6.7.

From October 1986, the reporting dates for monthly 
reporting institutions moved from mid-months to end 
months. The reasons for the change, and the method 
of construction of calendar monthly statistics from 
mid-1982 to September 1986 (which involves a cer
tain degree of estimation so that the resulting series 
are of less reliable quality), are set out in an article in 
the December 1986 issue of the Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin.
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Details of the seasonal adjustment of banks figures 
are set out in Section 11.

The system of banking returns was substantially re
vised and improved in May 1975 and many of the 
monthly series start at that date. These changes also 
affected the quarterly series for the banking sector as 
a whole and, whereas many of these quarterly series 
can be traced back to 1963, the quality of earlier 
figures is lower and there are changes in coverage. 
An article describing the improvements to banking 
statistics was published in the June 1975 issue of the 
Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin. Following the review of 
banking statistics which took place in 1981-82, a 
number of definitional changes to the statistics have 
been introduced. An article in the March 1983 issue 
of the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin gives details.

Quality of data
The quality of the quarterly series, being based on 

full coverage of the sector is generally high.

Timeliness
The figures shown in table 6.3 are published week

ly on Thursdays in the Bank Return.
The full institutional and monetary aggregate 

figures for the latest month are first issued to the pub
lic in a Bank of England press release, around the end 
of the subsequent month, although provisional esti
mates of the percentage increase in the monetary ag
gregates are published generally seven working days 
earlier. They next appear in Financial Statistics (tables 
6.1, 6.4 and 6.5) and. with the exception of the conso
lidated figures for the banks' sector, in the Bank of Eng
land Quarterly Bulletin (tables 2 and 3.1 to 3.8).

Sectoral figures for calendar quarters are not is
sued by press release, but are first published in sum
mary form in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin (table 6) 
and subsequently in more detail in Financial Statistics 
(tables 6.1 and 6.2).

The quarterly analysis of bank bans, advances and 
acceptances is issued to the public approximately six 
weeks after reporting day and is published in the fol
lowing month’s Financial Statistics (tables 6.6 and 6.7) 
and in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin (table 5).

Further references
Longer runs of figures can be found in the Bank of 

England Statistical Abstract, Number 1 (1970) and Number 2 
(1975). However, there are a number of breaks in 
these series which make consistent series impossible 
for table 6.4. The most important of these was in 1975 
when there was a major revision in the coverage of 
banking statistbs. Further details of this break can be 
found in the June 1975 issue of the Bank of England 
Quarterly Bulletin. An article describing the main features 
of the November 1981 break was published in the De
cember 1981 issue of Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin.

The Economic Trends Annual Supplement, 1990 edition 
shows: bank lending to UK residents (Table 43, pages 
207 and 208) seasonally adjusted quarterly from 1963 
second quarter to 1989 third quarter and summary 
analysis of UK bank advances and acceptances to 
UK residents from February 1977 to August 1989 
(Table 44, page 209).

The Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1990 edition contains 
annual figures from a selection of the Financial Statistics 
series in most cases covering the period 1978 to 
1988.

Tables 6.1 and 6.2
UK banks* sector

The figures in these tables are designed to show 
the position of the banks’ sector as a whole in relation 
to other sectors; transactions between institutions 
within the sector are excluded.

Consolidation adjustments

1. Transit and suspense items
Gross figures for deposits and advances are ad

justed to allow for sterling transit items. These transit 
items appear in an individual bank’s balance sheet 
both as credit Items (e.g.standing orders) and debit 
Items (e.g.cheques in course of collection). When 
figures are aggregated, these items may give rise to 
double counting of deposits received from customers 
outside the banks’ sector or. where overdrawn or loan 
accounts are concerned, to the undervaluing of total 
lending made to such customers. In accordance with 
the treatment originally adopted for the calculation of 
resen/e ratios (see Reserve ratios: further definitions on 
page 482 of the December 1971 issue of Bank of Eng
land Quarterly Bulletin), it is assumed that sixty per cent of 
the total value of debit less credit Items affects depo
sits. This proportion is therefore deducted from gross 
deposKs and the remaining forty per cent is added to 
advances, the adjustment being applied to deposits 
of. and lending to, the UK non-bank private sector 
(specifically, industrial and commercial companies) in 
tables 6.1 and 6.2. From mid-May 1975 sterling 
suspense accounts on both sides of institutions’ bal
ance sheets, which are unclassifiable by sector, are 
added to transit Items and treated in the same way. 
Figures for sixty per cent of net debit transit items are 
shown in table 11.2 (levels) and table 11.3 (changes). 
As for foreign currency transit (and suspense) items, all debit 
Items less all credit Items are deducted from foreign 
currency deposits of the overseas sector.

2. Misclassified accounts
When excluding transactions between banks’ sec

tor institutions, residual errors can arise, i.e. intra
sector transactions as measured on the asset side of 
the consolidated balance sheet do not always equal 
intra-sector transactions measured on the liabilities 
side. Any sterling intra-sector residual errors are allo
cated to non-deposit liabilities (net) in table 6.1; currency 
residuals are included as an adjustment to foreign 
currency deposits of the overseas sector.

Breaks In series
Significant breaks sometimes occur in the series 

after a change in the number of contributors to the 
statistics or changes in the data collected. The stan
dard method of dealing with such breaks in Financial 
Statistics is that, in tables showing amounts outstand
ing, two estimates are given at the changeover date 
i.e. before and after. Where changes in balances (or 
derived net transactions) are displayed, they exclude 
the effect of the difference in coverage in the period in 
which It occurred. In the banks’ sector statistics the fol
lowing changes have yielded significant discontinui
ties in the series:
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Mid-November 1981
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End-October 1986

Mid-July 1989 

End^uly 1989

additional contributors 
additional contributors 
introduction of more 
comprehensive banking 
statistics 
introduction of 
monetary sector 
additional quarterly 
contributors 
start of calendar 
monthly reporting. 
Abbey National 
(see below) 
additional contributors

Other minor breaks have occurred from time to 
time. The transactions figures have been adjusted to 
take account of these breaks but two levels have not 
been shown. Figures were incorporated in table 6 for 
the first time in the June 1985 Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin for those smaller institutions which complete 
less detailed quarterly returns; these figures are now 
included in levels with effect from 1983 first quarter 
and transactions in periods from 1983 second quarter. 
Further details are given in the notes and definitions to 
table 6 in the March 1985 Bank of England Quarterly Bul
letin.

The sectoral classification of securities dealers 
changed at end-September 1986. Prior to that date, 
securities dealers were included within the industrial 
and commercial companies sector, or within 'unincor
porated businesses’ in the personal sector, as ap
propriate. From September 1986 they are included 
within the OFI sector. Banks recorded the amounts 
reclassified at end September 1986 (see the De
cember 1986 issue of the Bank of England Quarterly Bul
letin, page 519, for details) so that the levels of sterling 
deposits from and sterling lending to the OFI, ICC and 
personal sectors can be shown both on the old and 
the new bases. Sterling flows are calculated according 
to the old sectoral definitions up to and including 1986 
Q3, and on the new definitions thereafter. In the case 
of currency lending, estimates had been made of the 
securities dealers’ transactions with the monetary sec
tor from 1984 Q1 onwards. For these series therefore, 
the breaks in the levels series occur at end December 
1983.

The Abbey National Building Society became a 
public limited company on 12 July 1989, and was au
thorised under the Banking Act 1987 from that date. 
As such, it is classified as a bank, rather than a build
ing society. This change of classification involves 
large breaks in most series and for further information 
see details in the August 1989 Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin, pages 352 and 353, Statistical consequences of the 
conversion of the Abbey National Building Society to a public lim
ited company

Valuation adjustments
From the second calendar quarter of 1975, the 

changes in assets and liabilities in foreign currencies 
shown in table 6.1 have been adjusted to exclude the 
estimated effect of movements in exchange rates. To 
the extent that the total of adjustments made to foreign 
currency assets does not equal the total of adjust
ments to foreign currency deposits, a net adjustment 
is made to non-deposit liabilities. From this date.

changes in foreign currency items may not equal the 
differences between the amounts outstanding; they 
will, however, more accurately reflect institutions’ tran
sactions.

From the second quarter of 1975, similar differ
ences between levels outstanding and transactions 
arise in certain sterling items. This applies mainly to 
investments in the quarterly series, where changes 
are reported directly as cash transactions while levels 
reflect changes in the market value of certain assets. 
The counterpart of a change in the value of invest
ments caused by a change in market prices is a 
change In a bank’s reserves; a net adjustment is 
therefore also made to non-deposit liabilities.

Scope of headings
Non-deposit liabilities (net) comprise the banks’ sector’s 

capital and other non-deposit liabilities/ess their invest
ments in UK banks and other non-financial assets 
both in sterling and in other currencies; this Kern also 
includes some residual errors arising from the exclu
sion of transactions between institutions within the 
sector and the valuation adjustments described in pre
vious sections.

Domestic deposits In foreign currencies. Before the intro
duction of the new returns in May 1975, all UK 
residents’ deposits in foreign currencies were allocat
ed to the private sector.

Public sector. Up to mid-April 1978, certain public 
sector funds placed temporarily with banking institu
tions through the inter-bank money market, which 
have been included here within public sector deposits, 
were excluded from the money stock and have given 
rise to differences between these tables and Section 
11.

Personal sector. In table 6.2, the figures for the per
sonal sector are further disaggregated to show 
separately deposits by and lending to persons, households 
and individual trusts. The rest of the personal sector in
cludes unincorporated businesses of sole traders and 
partnerships (e.g. solicitors), farms, universities, trade 
unions, clubs, charities and churches.

Overseas sector deposits. Include estimates of over
seas holdings of negotiable dollar and sterling 
certificates of deposit. The foreign currency figures 
also include some consolidation items.

The allocation of negotiable dollar and sterling 
certificates of deposit by sector is partly estimated. 
Domestic holdings of dollar certificates were identified, 
for the first time, from end-March 1973.

Relationship between table 6.1 and the finan
cial accounts

The banks’ sector statistics used to compile the 
quarterly transactions in table 6.1 are also used in the 
financial accounts (Section 1), but with extra detail 
not shown in table 6.1.

Public, private and overseas sector sterling deposits 
in table 6.1 each agree with the relevant figures in 
lines 21.1 and 21.2 in the financial accounts, though 
the financial accounts show more sector detail and the 
split between sight and time deposits. Public, private 
and overseas sector foreign currency deposits in table 
6.1 likewise, each agree with the relevant figures in 
line 21.3 in the financial accounts.

Sterling lending to the public sector in table 6.1 is the sum
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of the banks’ sector’s lines 6, 7. 8, 10, 11, 12, 14.1,
19.1, 19.3, 19.4 and 20.2 in the financial accounts. 
Foreign currency lending to the public sector in table 
6.1 is the sum of the banks’ sector’s lines 16,19.2 and
20. 1.

The remainder of table 6.1 {lending to the private sector 
and overseas sector and non-deposit liabilities (net)) cannot 
be reconciled with the remaining banks’ sector lines in 
the financial accounts, even in total, because non- 
deposit liabilities (net) include elements of banks’ sector 
lines 31, 34, 35, 36 and 38, as well as the banks’ 
sector’s balancing item and financial surplus or deficit, for 
which no separate quarterly estimate is made. (The 
banks’ sector and other financial institutions are com
bined in the quarterly financial surplus or deficit and 
balancing item estimates.)

Table 6.3
Bank of England

This table provides in summary form the balance 
sheet of the Bank of England, which is divided, for ac
counting purposes, between the issue department 
and the banking department. (The Bank’s activities 
were divided in this way by the Bank Charter Act 
1844, so as to separate the note issue function from 
all other functions.) In the UK financial accounts, the 
issue department is Included in the central govern
ment sector, while the banking department is in the 
banks’ sector.The Exchange Equalisation Account 
(EEA), the government account managed by the Bank 
which holds the official reserves of gold, convertible 
currencies and special drawing rights (SDRs), is not 
included in this table.

Timeliness
The figures are shown at the third Wednesday of 

each month, and are those given in the weekly Bank 
Return published each Thursday and in the Friday ed
ition of the London Gazette. The data are published in 
Financial Statistics one month in arrears.

Issue department
The accounts of the issue department are con

cerned solely with the note issue (which is entirely 
fiduciary) and the backing for it. Thus the department’s 
only liabilities are Bank of England notes in issue — in 
circulation with the public, in commercial banks’ tills or 
held as a reserve by the banking department (through 
which issues and withdrawals of notes take place).

Assets are mainly public sector debt (including ways 
and means advances to the National Loans Fund) 
and commercial bills purchased as part of the Bank’s 
money market operations. Transfers between one 
form of debt and another provide a means for open 
market operations by the Bank in the gilt-edged mark
et and in the money market. In underwriting all new is
sues of government stock, the Bank take into the is
sue department’s portfolio on the day of issue the 
amount of stock not taken up by the market and gra
dually sell it as demand arises. They also regularly 
buy in stocks in the year before their final redemption 
date.

Scope of headings
Government securities include holdings of British

government and government-guaranteed securities. 
Treasury bills, ways and means advances to the Na
tional Loans Fund, the historic Treasury liability of 
£11 m (government debt in the Bank Return; for details 
see pages 56 to 57 of the Bank of England report and 
accounts for the year ended 28 February 1971) and 
any special Treasury liability.

Other securities include:
(i) refinance provided by the issue department

in 1969-72 to the London and Scottish clearing 
banks under the arrangements for medium and 
long-term finance of exports and domestic ship
building (see the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin 
for June 1972). Refinancing of special export 
and shipbuilding credits is no longer carried out 
by the issue department, the last credits held by 
the issue department having matured in March 
1976, although some ECGD-backed promissory 
notes have been acquired from banks as part of 
money market smoothing operations.

(ii) holdings of commercial bills and local authority 
bills, and. on occasion, local authority deposits 
and bonds, acquired in the course of market 
operations; and company securities and miscel
laneous securities.

Banking department
Through the banking department, the Bank con

ducts its operations as a banker to the government, to 
the other UK banks, to overseas central banks and 
international organisations, and to a small number of 
other domestic institutions and private individuals, in
cluding members of the staff. Special deposits (and, 
under the credit control arrangements in force from 
1971 to 1981, supplementary special deposits), called 
for reasons of monetary policy, are held in the banking 
department; advances to the discount market are 
made through the banking department. The National 
Loans Fund also holds deposits with the banking 
department In connection with monetary control and 
money market smoothing operations.

C r^ it items in course of transmission are included 
in the deposits of the banking department, whilst debit 
items in course of collection are deducted.

Scope of headings
Public deposits are the balances held by the central 

government at the Bank of England and include the 
accounts of the Consolidated Fund, the National 
Loans Fund, the National Debt Commissioners and 
H.M. Paymaster General, together with dividend ac
counts, accounts connected with tax collection and 
various other government funds. Deposits held by lo
cal authorities and public corporations are included 
under reserves and other accounts. In tables 6.1 and 6.2, 
however, these deposits are included under public sec
tor deposits.

Special deposits may be called from all UK banks with 
eligible liabilities of £10 million or more. Prior to the in
troduction of new monetary control arrangements on 
20 August 1981, special deposits could be called from 
all banks and the large finance houses observing a 
common reserve asset ratio under the credit control 
arrangements introduced in 1971. Details of the spe
cial deposits scheme, and of the supplementary spe
cial deposits scheme, figures
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for which are included, were last given in the 1981 is
sue of the Explanatory Handbook. No special deposits 
have been called since July 1980.

Articles which were published in the Bank of England 
Ouarteriy Bu^etin between 1971 and 1980 relating to the 
special and supplementary deposit schemes are 
available from the Bank of England. London EC2R 
8AH. An article reviewing the supplementary special 
deposits scheme was published in the Bank of England 
Quarterly Bulletin, March 1982.

Bankers'deposits. Up to 19 August 1981, these consti
tuted the current accounts held at the Bank by the 
banks and discount houses. From 20 August 1981. 
they consist of operational deposits held mainly by the 
clearing banks, and non-operational cash ratio depo
sits for which all banks’ sector institutions with eligible 
liabilities averaging £10 million or more are liable.

Reserves and other accounts Include deposit liabilities to 
overseas central banks, the dividend accounts of 
stocks managed by the Bank other than the direct ob
ligations of the British government, local authority and 
public corporations accounts, and some UK private 
sector accounts.

Total liabilities are shown in column 5 and include the 
Bank’s capital — bank stock oi £14.6 million held by the 
Treasury — which is not included in any of the sub
totals.

Government securities include holdings of government 
and government-guaranteed securities, valued at cost 
less provision for losses, and Treasury bills.

Advances and other accounts include market advances 
to the discount market, loans to customers and sup
port loans to deposit-taking institutions. Provisions for 
losses are deducted.

Until the bank return for 20 July 1977, premises, 
equipment and other securities include all premises and 
equipment and were valued at cost less accumulated 
depreciation. At that date, premises were valued pro
fessionally on an open market value for existing use 
basis as described in the Bank of England Annual Report 
and Accounts. Holdings of other securities, which are re
latively small, include ordinary shares (e.g. those of 
special finance agencies such as the Agricultural 
Mortgage Corporation), local authority bills and bonds, 
and commercial bills. Listed and unlisted securities 
are included at cost less provisions. Further details of 
other securities are given in the Bank of England Annual Re
port and Accounts.

Notes and coin complete the assets of the banking 
department. The holdings of coin and Scottish and 
Northern Irish notes account for the difference 
between this column and column 2.

Breaks In the series
From 20 July 1977 there was a change in the basis 

of valuation of premises (see above).

Further references
The Bank of England Statistical Abstract, Number 1 (1970) 

provides end-year figures for the years 1945-63, and 
monthly figures for 1964-69. Abstract Number 2 (1975) 
provides mid-December figures for 1963-69 and 
monthly figures for 1970-74.

The Bank of England Annual Report and Accounts, pub
lished in July each year, gives a full balance sheet and

further details in the notes to the accounts.
The Annual Abstract of Statistics table 17.1 gives a run 

of mid-December figures.
An article in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, for 

June 1967 — Bank of England liabilities and assets: 1696 on
wards — provides some figures for the years 1696 to 
1845, prior to the regular publication of the Bank Re
turn in September 1844.

Table 6.4
Banks: summary of monthly 
reporting Institutions

This table covers the business of the UK offices of 
those institutions which are UK banks and report 
monthly, other than money market dealing counterpar
ties of the Bank of England which are authorised 
under the Banking Act 1987, whose figures are pub
lished separately in table 6.5. Figures on this basis 
start at mid-September 1983 when the coverage was 
extended to include the Trustee savings banks, the 
banking department of the Bank of England and 
eleven other new contributors which had previously 
reported at end-quarter only. The figures prior to mid- 
September 1983 — which were published in earlier is
sues of Financial Statistics — cover a narrower range of 
institutions. For a description of the background to 
these changes see the December 1983 issue of the 
Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, page 562,

The table is not comparable with table 6.1 and 6.2, 
which cover the whole of the banks’ sector. Also, the 
adjustments made in the banks' sector tables to elim
inate inter-bank transactions and transit items (see the 
notes to the banks' sector tables) have not been made 
in this table. Up to September 1986 reporting day was 
the third Wednesday in each month, except in De
cember when it was the second Wednesday. From 
October 1986 the reporting date is the month end.

Liabilities and assets are reported at the value 
standing in the reporting institutions' books. Liabilities 
and assets in currencies other than sterling are 
translated into sterling at the closing middle market 
spot rate on reporting days. The figures are therefore 
affected by movements in exchange rates.

Deposit liabilities include all credit balances on custo
mers' accounts, including deposits by other banks (ex
cept deposits in connection with syndicated lending), 
overdrawn accounts with UK and overseas correspon
dents and deposits by overseas offices of the report
ing institution (except working capital provided by 
head offices overseas). It also includes certificates of 
deposit and all liabilities in gold (which excludes bul
lion and coin deposited for safe custody).

Sight deposits comprise balances as defined above 
other than certificates of deposit, including interest- 
bearing deposits, which are transferable or withdraw
able on demand without Interest penalty (or interest in
demnity). Also included are money immediately at call 
and money placed overnight.

All other deposit liabilities, (other than certificates of 
deposit which are shown separately) are shown as time 
deposits. Included are promissory notes issued by the 
reporting institution and such instruments as silver and 
other commodity deposit receipts. Also included, up to
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October 1988, before the withdrawal of this conces
sion. bills drawn by the reporting institution under an 
acceptance credit facility provided by another UK 
bank.

Items in suspense and transmission comprise credit bal
ances not in customers’ names but relating to custo
mers' funds rather than to UK banks’ internal funds or 
to shareholders’ funds, together with standing orders 
and credit transfers debited to customers’ accounts, 
and other items for which the corresponding payment 
has not yet been made by the reporting institution. It 
includes credits in course of transmission to the re
porting institutions’ own UK branches, UK branches of 
other banks and to banks and banking offices abroad.

Capital and other funds includes shareholders’ funds, 
working capital provided by overseas offices, together 
with all internal accounts (both lieibility and asset).

Cash ratio deposits. Reporting institutions with eligible 
liabilities of £10 million or more, and/or balance sheet 
footings of £100 million or more, are liable to lodge, 
with the Bank of England non-operational, non- 
interest-bearing deposits of 0.45% of their eligible lia
bilities (0.25% for institutions for which Northern Ire
land is the main place of business in the United King
dom). Adjustments to the amount of the cash ratio 
deposit each institution is required to hold take place 
in October and April each year, based on average eli
gible liabilities in the six months to September and 
March respectively.

Market loans includes all balances (including 
correspondent balances) with, and funds lent to, UK 
banks and to banks overseas, apart from trade or 
portfolio investments. This also includes holdings of 
sterling certificates of deposit issued by, and sterling time 
deposits placed with, UK building societies, and funds 
lent to UK local authorities through the local authority 
money markets. Other funds lent through specialised 
financial markets or through brokers are included as 
advances.

Market loans to UK banks includes promissory notes 
and other negotiable paper (excluding certificates of 
deposit) issued by Uk banks. Prior to October 1988, be
fore the withdrawal of this concession, bills drawn by 
UK banks under acceptance credit facilities and 
discounted by the reporting institution.

Certificates of deposit includes only those issued by 
UK banks, promissory notes, bills and other short-term 
paper.

Market loans to overseas includes bills drawn under ac
ceptance credit facilities opened by overseas banks 
(including overseas offices of the reporting institution) 
which the reporting institution has itself discounted, 
and certificates of deposit, promissory notes and other 
negotiable paper issued by overseas banks.

Bills include bills, promissory notes and other nego
tiable paper (excluding certificates of deposit owned by 
the reporting institution). It excludes bills connected 
with refinanceable lending under the special schemes 
for exports and shipbuilding and bills which the report
ing institution has disposed of by rediscounting. Bills 
and notes are classified as sterling or other currencies 
according to the currency in which they are drawn. 
Also prior to October 1988, before withdrawal of this 
concession acceptances by the reporting institution 
which it has also discounted.

Advances include all balances with, and lending 
(whether against collateral or not) direct to, customers 
not included elsewhere. It includes the reporting 
institution’s own acceptances which it has also 
discounted, except for those drawn by banks over
seas, and prior to October 1988 by another UK bank, 
which are entered under market loans. Own accep
tances discounted are shown as advances to the par
ty that requested the acceptance credit to be opened. 
Provisions for bad and doubtful debts are not deduct
ed. Where the reporting institution participates in (or 
acts as manager or co-manager of) a loan financed by 
more than one institution, it includes only the reporting 
institution’s participation for its own account, the ban 
being classified according to the ultimate borrower.

Advances to UK private sector, as well as instruments 
noted above, also includes all medium- and long-term 
advances (i.e. with an original maturity of two years or 
over) at fixed rates for shipbuilding for UK ownership 
under Department of Trade and Industry guarantee;

less
(i) any amounts refinanced
(ii) the amount of assistance accepted by UK banks 

under the occasional facility to sell to the Bank 
of England for subsequent repurchase, over 
two-year government-guaranteed shipbuilding 
paper.

Both secured and unsecured money with money 
brokers or gilt-edged jobbers on the Stock Exchange 
is included in advances to the UK private sector.

Advances to overseas, as well as instruments noted 
above, also includes all medium- and long-term lend
ing, whether refinanceable or not, at fixed rates for ex
ports under direct ECGD bank guarantee, and all ex
port lending at rates related to base rate under ECGD 
comprehensive bank bills and notes and open- 
account guarantee schemes. 
less

(i) any amounts refinanced
(ii) the amount of assistance accepted by banks 

under the occasional facility to sell to the Bank 
of England, for subsequent re-purchase, over 
two-year government-guaranteed export credit 
paper.

Banking department lending to central government (net) 
comprises its holdings of all forms of central govern
ment debt (including bank notes), less its deposit liabil
ities to the National Loans Fund and Paymaster Gen
eral.

Investments include all securities beneficially owned 
by the reporting institution. It includes securities which 
the reporting institution has lent (or pledged) but still 
beneficially owns, but excludes securities which the 
reporting institution has borrowed and holds or has 
re-lent but which it does not beneficially own.

British government stocks includes all stocks issued by 
the government and stocks of nationalised industries 
guaranteed by the government. On some occasions, 
the Bank of England relieves pressure on banks’ 
liquidity by purchasing British government securities 
from them, for subsequent re-sale. Holdings of British 
government securities reported in table 6.4 will have 
been affected by this assistance.
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Other public sector investments include stocks and 
bonds issued by local authorities which are listed on 
the Stock Exchange.

Other investments include all investments in banks’ 
sector institutions which are subsidiaries or associates 
of the reporting institution, and deposits with overseas 
offices which have been invested in fixed assets such 
as premises and equipment.

Herns in suspense include all debit balances not in 
customers' names but related to customers’ funds 
rather than to the reporting institutions’ own interna! 
funds, for example debit balances awaiting transfer to 
customers’ accounts.

Collections comprise cheques, etc., drawn on and in 
course of collection from other UK banks and debit 
items in transit between UK offices of the reporting in
stitution. It includes cheques that have been credited 
to customers’ accounts but are held overnight before 
being presented or paid into the reporting institution's 
account with another UK bank but excludes cheques 
already passed to other UK banks for collection (these 
are entered as market loans to UK banks), ft includes 
all collections on banks outside the United Kingdom 
and items in transit to overseas offices of the reporting 
institution, where the reporting institution is acting as 
principal and not as an agent for collection and where 
it has already given credit or value for the items.

Assets /eased include all plant and equipment 
beneficially owned by the reporting institution which 
have been leased out under finance leases, including 
any leased to branches, subsidiaries or associates 
overseas.

Other miscellaneous assets include gold bullion and 
gold coin, ft also includes other commodities (for ex
ample silver), land, premises, plant and equipment 
and other goods beneficially owned, including assets 
leased under operating leases.

Acceptances comprise all bills accepted by the re
porting institution which are still outstanding, excluding 
any which the reporting Institution has itself discount
ed (these are included within advances or market 
loans), but including any such discounts which have 
subsequently been rediscounted.

Table 6.5
Discount houses

This table shows the liabilities and assets of the 
group of specialised banking institutions that make up 
the money market dealing counterparties of the Bank 
of England authorised under the Banking Act 1987, 
and which are included in the UK banks sector. Prior 
to November 1981, the discout houses also included 
the money trading departments of five members of the 
banks’ sector (these departments were excluded from 
the returns that are used to compile table 6.4).

The discount houses borrow money mainly in the 
inter-bank market and employ it In a variety of mainly 
short-term financial instruments. Besides guarantee
ing to underwrite the weekly Treasury bill tender (see 
notes to table 3.8), the discount houses make a 
secondary market in various short-term instruments, 
including certificates of deposit and commercial bills.

Banks and building societies

The balance sheet of the discount houses can 
show considerable changes over time, reflecting not 
only changes in interest rate differentials but also the 
effects of monetary control arrangements. Funds 
placed by banks with the discount houses at call and 
on a secured basis were included as reserve assets 
under the credit control arrangements preceding Au
gust 1981; with effect from the introductbn of mone
tary control arrangements on 20 August 1981, each 
banks’ sector institution whose acceptances are eligi
ble for discount at the Bank of England undertook to 
maintain a minimum of 4% of its eligible liabilities in 
secured money with members of the market; with ef
fect from 18 August 1983, the daily minimum was re
duced to 2.5%.

The column Other bills - Other public sector no longer 
appears in this table. However, the series AEKP and 
ATJP are obtainable from the Databank.

Tables 6.6 and 6.7
Analysis of loans, advances and acceptances 
to UK residents by banks In the United King
dom

The analysis was changed in May 1975 along with 
the other banking statistics. The principal differences 
between the old and new series were set out in the 
notes to table 10 in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, 
December 1975. The break in the series in November 
1981 is partly due to the change in the reporting popu
lation and partly due to the reclassification of certain 
borrowers as banks' sector institutions which took 
them outside the scope of this analysis. For details of 
the institutions covered see notes to table 6.4 on 
page 63.

Before November 1983, the analysis was based as 
far as possible on the Central Statistical Office’s Stan
dard Industrial Classification of 1968. Since then, the 
analysis is broadly based on the CSO’s Standard In
dustrial Classification of 1980. The main outlines of 
the analysis remain as before — manufacturing, finan
cial, business and other services, persons — but there 
have been considerable changes in detail, and the 
number of sub-categories has been expanded from 
23 to 30. It is not therefore possible to compare 
figures for like-sounding categories existing before the 
re-classification. The classification is based upon in
dustries, irrespective of owner (that is private, local au
thority or government): loans are classified according 
to the main activity of the borrower. Lending to unin
corporated businesses, etc., is allocated according to 
the trade or profession.

The analysis covers loans, advances and acceptances in 
both sterling and foreign currencies provided by re
porting institutions to their customers but does not in
clude funds placed through the local authority money 
markets.

The figures for changes in loans, advances and accep
tances in foreign currencies have been adjusted to exclude 
the change in the sterling value of existing business in 
foreign currency arising from fluctuations in exchange 
rates.
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Building societies
These tables cover building societies as defined by 

the Building Societies Acts 1962 and 1986. Building 
societies have dominated the housing loans market 
for many years, though they have recently faced in
creasing competition, mainly from the monetary sector 
and mortgage finance vehicles. Their lending is 
financed largely by receipts of shares and deposits 
which they acquire almost entirely from individuals in 
the personal sector in competition with other financial 
institutions, the clearing banks, and national savings. 
Their success in attracting such funds largely 
depends on the relative attractiveness of their share 
and deposit interest rates (see table 13.12 and Sec
tion 13 generally). In recent years these receipts 
have increasingly been supplemented by borrowing in 
the wholesale market.

Compilation
Building society transactions from January 1987 

are derived from figures prepared by the Building So
cieties Commission on the basis of reurns made to it 
by individual societies. The monthly figures previous 
to January 1987 are derived from different returns 
made to the Building Societies Associaton. Although 
the coverage and definitions of these two sources 
should be broadly the same, there may be some 
break In series at end-December 1986; thus any effect 
of the change of source Is incorporated in the January 
1987 flows.

The statistics in table 6.9 are based on monthly re
turns from approximately 50 societies with assets 
amounting to 97% of total balance sheet assets which 
are processed by the Building Societies Commission. 
The sample figures are grossed-up to represent the 
whole populations of societies.

The quarterly statistics in table 6.9 are based on 
the figures from the monthly returns supplemented by 
li.e results of quarterly returns of net acquisitions of 
assets and certain non-deposit liabilities processed by 
the Bank of England for most of the remaining items. 
These figures are the grossed-up results from a sam
ple of 35 societies with assets amounting to over 94% 
of total building society assets. The figures for 
resen/es and other liabilities are the balancing item.

Up to and including 1986, the statistics for assets 
and liabilities outstanding at the end of each year in 
table 6.8 are based on an annual return processed by 
the Bank of England. The returns were issued to the 
same sample of societies as the quarterly acquisitions 
return. Each year the figures for annual holdings and 
quarterly transactions were reconciled with annual sta
tutory returns made to the Registrar of Friendly So- 
ceities by all building societies.

The analysis of new commitments and advances in 
table 6.10 was based, up to end-1980, on a stratified 
sample of 50 societies covering 90% of total assets. 
From the beginning of 1981, the return was 
redesigned and the sample reduced to the largest so
cieties (15 in 1986 covering 88% of total assets). As 
before, the figures are grossed-up to represent all so
cieties.

Quarterly figures of ’save-as-you-earn’ (SAVE) 
schemes entered into with building societies are in
cluded in the figures for shares and deposits.

These are shown shown separately in table S21 each 
quarter, which is based on supplementary quarterly re
turns from a sample of 41 societies with assets 
amounting to over 96% of total building society assets. 
For details on SAVE terms see page 46.

Further references
Long runs of quarterly figures on mortgage ad

vances, repayments of principal and net advances are 
given in table 9.4 - Loans for house purchase. This 
table gives separate figures for loans made by central 
government, local authorities, public corporations, in
surance companies and pension funds, building so
cieties. the monetary sector and miscellaneous finan
cial institutions. Quarterly figures of both the number 
and the value of SAVE accounts opened and closed, 
as well as balances outstanding are shown alongside 
Information on SAVE transacted through the Depart
ment for National Savings and Trustee savings bank 
in table S21.

Housing and Construction Statistics, a quarterly publica
tion by the Department of Environment, contains 
tables showing similar information to tables 7.6 to 7.8 
and, on both regular and occasional bases, a consid
erable amount of statistics on the housing market in
cluding information on the characteristics of mortga
gors. mortgage advances and mortgaged property, in
cluding an index of house prices. Part of the analysis 
of mortgages is based on the 'Five Per Cent Sample 
Sun/ey of Building society Mortgages,' which is 
described in a booklet by Andrew Evans with that title 
published as Studies in Official Statistics. NO 26 (HMSO, 
1975).

The Report of the Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies con
tains selected statistics from the aggregation of build
ing societies’ statutory annual returns, which are for 
various accounting years ending 1 February and the 
following 31 January.

The Annual Abstract of Statistics, table 17.13 in 1990 
provides a long annual series of statistics which are 
also drawn by the Registrar of Friendly Societies from 
the statutory returns, and the Digest of Welsh Statistics 
gives details of the number of mortgages granted an
nually in Wales.

As well as its monthly press release, the Building 
Societies Association publishes the quarterly BSA Bul
letin, which includes detailed statistics on all aspects of 
building society operations. A comperKiium of build
ing society statistics, published by the Association, 
provides a long run of all available building society 
statistics including quarterly financial statistics, unad
justed and seasonally adjusted from 1955.

General Information is provided in The BuMng Society 
Industry, a book by Mark Boleat (published by Allen and 
Unwin in 1982).

Tables 6.8 to 6.10
The material in these tables has been adapted to 

reflect the regime under which the societies have 
operated since the 1986 Building Societies Act. The 
contents of the tables have also been re-ordered: 
table 6.8 now shows the balance sheet (including a 
monthly series which is consistent with the monthly 
monetary statistics in Section 11 and which is first

c
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published in the Bank of England’s monetary statistics 
press release each month, about a month after the 
last observation), table 6.9 shows further detail of re
tail liabilities and commercial assets, together with 
analyses of total shares and deposits (including com
mercial paper) and commercial assets by class and 
sector, and table 6.10 shows lending commitments, an 
analysis of these and of gross advances by purpose, 
and the numbers of commitments and advances in 
each period.

Table 6.8
Building societies

Total liabilkios/assets equals the previous total liabili
ties column (in the previous table 6.9) except for the 
changes caused by the fact that the societies' CDs 
are now deconsolidated in the table (i.e. in 1988 Q4 
old lo ta l liabilities" 7,698 plus the 36 rise in the so
cieties’ holdings of their own CDs equals the new "to
tal liabilities/assets" of 7,735).

Retail shares and deposits. These are shares and depo
sits that are defined as 'retail' by the 1986 Building So
cieties Act, i.e. all shares and deposits that are neither 
transferable instruments (such as certificates of depo
sit) nor funds from corporate bodies, other building so
cieties. friendly societies, trade unions, charities and 
administrators of approved retirement benefit 
schemes, nor large time deposits (over £50,000 and 
repayable within 1 year of deposit). In effect, 'retail' 
deposits are predominantly non-corporate funds 
raised outside the wholesale money markets. The 
series differs from "shares and deposits" in the previ
ous table 6.9 from 1987 onwards by excluding non
retail shares and deposits, which are now included in 
the wholesale section under "deposits and commer
cial paper". There is no substantial break of character 
at end-1986, since the distinction between "retail" and 
non-retail shares and deposits came into being only at 
that date and the great majority of "shares and depo
sits" were previously essentially "retail". Nonetheless 
some £0.7 bn has been reallocated out of "retail 
shares and deposits" column into "deposits and com
mercial paper" in January 1987; this effect is excluded 
from the flows shown.

Certificates of deposit. Now shown deconsolidated 
(see under "total liabilities/assets" above.

Deposits and commerdal paper equals the previous 
"time deposits" plus the non-retail shares and deposits 
referred to under retail shares and deposits above, 
plus commercial paper (which was previously included 
in "reserves, official loans and other liabilities").

Bank borrowing. As in previous table 6.9. Banks also 
lend to societies via take-up of the other non-retail in- 
stuments shown in the table.

Transit and suspense items. Previously included in 
"reserves, official loans and other liabilities", distin- 
guishably from January 1987; before that date transit 
and suspense items are believed to be indistinguish- 
ably included in that item.

Interest accwed but not credited. Indistinguishable within 
"other liabilities and reserves" in the monthly series.

Other liabilities and reserves equals the previous 
"reserves, official loans and other liabilities", less com
mercial paper and liability and asset transit and 
suspense items (which are now included explicitly 
elsewhere).

Liquid assets : total. Consistent with the definition in 
the Building Societies Act 1986. Equals "short-term 
assets and investments" in the previous table 6.9 plus 
building society CDs (see below) less asset transit 
and suspense items (which are now shown separately

Sterling deposits with banks, including CDs equals the pre
vious "bank deposits" and "sterling CDs".

Bank bills. Provbusly included in "other" short-term 
assets.

Building society CDs. Previously netted out against CD 
issues on the liabilities side (see under Total 
liabilities/assets" above).

British government securities. The figures previously 
shown for the latest quarter's gross purchases and 
sales of under 5 years stocks and 5 years and over 
stocks can be deduced from the net transactions here 
and net turnover data in table 12.4. There is no maturi
ty breakdown on a monthly basis. The monthly series 
shows flows for all British Government stocks.

Other equals the previous "other" short-term assets, 
less bank bills and asset transit and suspense Herns 
(which are now distinguished separately). T end-1989 
comprised national savings £1 million, the remainder 
unidentified.

Transit and suspense items. Previously wHhin "other 
short-term assets". Before January 1987 they are be
lieved to have been reported indistinguishably wHhin 
"other short-term assets".

Commercial assets (a technical term from the Building 
Societies Act). Equals the previous "mortgages" 
series: mortgage (i.e. "Class 1" and "Class 2") and 
non-mortgage (i.e. "Class 3") commercial assets are 
now distinguished in table 6.9.

Tables 6.9 and 6.10
The seasonal adjustments are calendar-year con

strained, unlike those applied to the building society 
elements in the monetary series in Section 11, which 
are financial-year constrained.

Table 6.9
The analyses of gross flows now cover refa//shares 

and deposHs instead of total shares and deposits (see 
notes to table 6.8), and Classes 1 and 2 commercial 
assets (i.e. mortgages) and Class 3 lending to indivi
duals. Other Class 3 assets are shown only as a net 
flow. The total "net advances" is the series previously 
entitled "mortgages : net advances of principal".

Under commercial assets, interest earned and interest 
repayments are included idistinguishably wHhin respec
tively gross advances and repayments of principal be
fore 1987.

Commercial assets : other credits/debits includes in
surance premia, fines etc.

The classes of commercial assets are as defined in 
the Building Societies Act 1986. Class 1 assets are 
advances to individuals, secured on land for the 
residential use of the borrower; in addHion, a Class 1 
asset has to be the first charge on the property. Class 
2 assets are advances secured on land which do not 
fulfil all the conditions of a Class 1 asset (e.g. a 
secured loan which is not a first charge on the proper
ty); Class 2 assets therefore include lending to indivi
duals secured other than by a first charge, lending to 
companies, unincorporated businesses and housing 
associations. Class 3 assets are loans (to individuals
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or companies etc.) not secured on a first or second 
charge on land, Investment in subsidiaries and invest
ments in land (other than land mainly occupied by a 
society itself, which is included in "other assets" in 
table 6.8). The business of subsidiaries - other than 
building society offices in the UK offshore islands - is 
excluded from the "building society" statistics shown in 
these tables except to the extent that this business 
results in entries on the parent society’s balance 
sheet. Thus Class 3 lending to individuals is consumer 
credit extended by a society itself; lending by so
cieties’ consumer credit subsidiaries is reflected only 
in "other" Class 3 assets, if the subsidiaries borrow 
from their parents.

Before 1988 all mortgages are classified as "Class 
1" in these statistics, except for mortgage lending to 
industrial and commercial companies. The quarterly 
path of Class 3 lending in the first three quarters of 
1987 is estimated.

Table 6.10
The analyses of new commitments and gross ad

vances now cover just mortgages (i.e. Classes 1 and 
2 of commercial assets) and other lending to individu
als (i.e. Class 3 consumer credit lending), whereas the 
analysis in the previous table 6.10 covered in principle 
also other Class 3 commercial assets.
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Section 7
Other financial institutions

The other financial institutions (OFI) sector 
comprises all the financial companies and institutions 
that are not in the banks and building societies sector, 
apart from certain financial bodies which are deli
berately classified to other sectors. The National Sav
ings Bank and the Exchange Equalisation Account 
are classified to central government, for example, be
cause they are an Integral part of its financial opera
tions. Lloyds underwriters are classified to the per
sonal sector because there is no present prospect of 
collecting data to distinguish them from the rest of the 
personal sector.

The main activity of OFIs is to obtain and redistri
bute funds. The groups of institutions which make up 
the sector are as follows.

Banking institutions in the Channel Islands and 
the Isle of Man which are not in the banking 
sector.

Bank holding companies.
Credit unions.
Factoring companies.
Finance leasing companies.
Financial holding companies.
Financial trusts.
Friendly societies.
Gold dealers which are not in the banking sector.
Institutions not in the banking sector whose 

main activity is to extend credit abroad.
Insurance companies (in the current accounts 

the long-term funds are part of the personal 
sector — see below).

Insurance holding companies.
Investment trusts.
Non-bank credit companies.
Pension funds (in the current accounts they are 

part of the personal sector — see below).
Property unit trusts.
Securities dealers
Special finance agencies.
Unit trusts

- authorised
- unauthorised (including Channel Island unit 
trusts and other open ended funds).

Venture and development capital companies.

Long-term Insurance and pension funds
Current income and expenditure of pension funds, 

and of long-term insurance funds, are included in the 
national accounts under the personal sector, but their 
financial transactions are treated as though the funds 
are OFIs. The balance of the funds’ current income 
over expenditure, which is their net amount available 
for investment, is recorded in the financial accounts as 
an increase in the assets of the personal sector and 
the liabilities of the OFI sector. The funds remain the 
property of the personal sector in the form of this 
financial claim but their transactions in financial assets 
which match this claim are transactions of the OFI 
sector. Friendly societies are, in principle, treated in 
the same way as long-term insurance funds. Further 
explanation is given in the notes to Section 9.

Data collection
Because of their key role in the financial markets, 

samples from the most important groups of OFIs are 
asked to provide returns of their financial activity. For 
non-marketable items, the returns identify the counter
part sectors with which the transactions take place. 
This helps to get round the difficulty of obtaining direct 
information from some other sectors, particularly the 
industrial and commercial companies and personal 
sectors. It is hoped to extend reporting to the remain
ing significant groups of OFIs over the next few years. 
From the beginning of 1982, ail the groups of OFIs 
have been included as OFIs in the sector definitions 
employed by monetary institutions in reporting their 
counterpart analyses of bank borrowing and lending, 
even though some of the smaller groups are not yet 
providing returns. These analyses are also used in the 
financial accounts. The temporary inconsistency has 
been accepted because frequent changes to the 
definitions used for banks' sector reporting are not 
practicable.

The groups of OFIs which provide returns that are 
already used in the financial accounts are as follows:

Total assets at
Number of end of 1986
institutions £ billion

Non-banks' sector 450 5.7
credit companies

Property unit trusts 30 1.2
Authorised unit trusts 928 32.1
Investment trusts 200 20.9

Insurance corrpanies 900 1S2.3
orwhfch-other funds 33.7

long-term funds 158.5

Pension funds 4.350 190.5

1. Gross assets including physical assets.
2. Excludes about 1.500 companies which had each granted 

less than £50,000 credit in 1976.
3. Includes collecting friendly societies.
4. Includes about 3,500 small funds each wKh assets under 

£1 million in 1979.

Information is also used from returns provided by 
non-banks’ sector banking institutions in the Channel 
Islands and Isle of Man; non-banks’ sector gold 
dealers; non-banks’ sector institutions that extend 
credit abroad; securities dealers; special finance 
agencies and Channel Island unit trusts.

Changes of sector
The scope of the OFI sector has varied as a result 

of administrative changes. The most important have 
been:

(a) in November 1979, the Trustee savings banks 
ordinary department was moved from the cen
tral government sector and amalgamated with 
the new department in the OFI sector. (For sta
tistical purposes this change was regarded as 
taking place at the end of the third quarter 
1979).

(b) at the end of 1960, the National Savings Bank
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investment account was moved from the OFl 
sector into the central government sector.

(c) At the end of 1979, the Crown Agents was 
moved from the OFl sector into the public cor
porations sector.

(d) at the end of 1981, the Trustee savings
banks as a whole were moved from the OFl 
sector Into the banks sector.

Table 7.1
Sources and uses of funds of other financial 
institutions

This table is intended to show transactions in OFIs' 
financial liabilities (sources of funds) separately from 
transactions in their financial assets (uses of funds). In 
principle, receipts from all sources including other 
OFIs are included, as are payments for all uses in
cluding payments to other OFIs. Property unit trusts’ 
receipts from sales of units for example are recorded 
as a source. The units are sold mainly to pension 
funds and these transactions are recorded again 
under other financial assets (UK) as a use of funds by 
pension funds. This treatment differs from that in the 
financial accounts (table 1.8) where only the OFIs’ net 
transactions with other sectors are recorded. The 
table is not a completely unconsolidated sources and 
uses of funds account, however, since not all transac
tions within the sector are identified.

The table falls short of the full sources and uses 
presentation in not including saving, expenditure on 
physical assets (except land, property and ground rents, 
see below) and other capital account items. These 
are not estimated for OFIs separately on a quarterly 
basis. There are, therefore, no quarterly estimates of 
the financial surplus or deficit or of the balancing Hem as 
defined in the financial accounts. The residual in the 
table is only the difference between the total sources 
and total uses shown.

This table includes expenditure on land, property and 
ground rents and other fixed assets in the UK, which are 
treated in the national accounts as part of capital ex
penditure. The other items are the financial transac
tions with intra-sector transactions entered on both 
sides of the account. The difference between total 
uses of funds (excluding land, property and ground 
rents and other fixed assets in the UK) and total 
sources of funds therefore equals total financial transact 
tions as shown in table 1.9.

Scope of headings
Other deposits comprises deposits with finance 

houses, deposits with the Crown Agents (to end-1979 
when the Crown Agents became a public corporation 
and deposits with the Central Trustee Savings Bank 
made by the Trustee savings banks. The last are also 
included in ’Uses of funds' under other liquid assets or 
other financial assets according to whether the deposits 
are sight or time deposits. The series terminates at 
end-1981 when institutions which continued to take 
deposits under the terms of the Banking Act 1979 be
came part of the UK banks sector.
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Bank borrowing includes advances and loans, bills 
discounted and from the third quarter of 1975, market 
loans.

Unit trust units comprises the net sales of units as 
shown in table 7.7 adjusted to exclude management 
charges and excluding unitisation of investment trusts. 
The identified transactions in unit trusts of other finan
cial institutions are netted off the figures shown in 
table 1.9.

The heading property unit trust units and LAMIT 
comprises the sum of net sales of units as presented 
in table 7.6, and the net acquisition of Local Authorities 
Mutual Investment Trust units by local authorities pension 
funds as shown in table 7.11. Only the sales of pro
perty unit trust units to charities are included in the 
financial accounts table under miscellaneous domestic in- 
struments.

Net inflow into life assurance and pension funds is the bal
ance which the funds have available for investment as 
a result of their current revenue and expenditure 
operations, which are included in the personal sector 
accounts. The balance is treated as paid by persons 
to OFIs in the financial account and its subsequent in
vestment is accounted for In the OFl sector accounts. 
The annual figures are taken from the estimated reve
nue account of the funds; the quarterly figures are In
terpolations based on the funds' total investment as 
recorded in their direct financial returns (as shown in 
table 7.10 for insurance company long-term funds and 
in table 7.11 for pension funds) with projections for 
quarters during the current year. Any differences 
between the annual revenue account balance or the 
quarterly interpolations or projections and the reported 
investment totals contribute to the OFl sector balancing 
Hem.

Other liabilities includes other lending by financial institu
tions as included in table 1.8 and certain other miscel
laneous liabilities. Short-term borrowing in the United 
Kingdom, and short-term borrowing and intra
company investment overseas, are included under the 
sub-headings UK and overseas respectively.

The accruals adjustment covers tax reserves, the 
difference between the accruals and cash figures of 
interest on bank advances and bank deposits, and 
changes in balances in respect of income tax on 
wages and salaries and national insurance contribu
tions payable by OFIs.

Other liquid assets cover Treasury bills, tax instru
ments, local authority temporary debt, and up to the 
end of 1981, sight deposits by the Trustee savings 
banks with the Central Trustee Savings Bank.

British government securities includes transactions in 
Northern Ireland central government debt.

Local authority longer-term debt includes loans by local 
authority pension funds to their parent authority.

UK company securities and overseas securities. The tran
sactions figures relate to estimates from the returns 
and are shown here after deduction of the costs of 
transactions.

Loans and mortgages for house purchase is the same 
item that appears in table 1.8 and includes bans by 
insurance companies, pension funds and miscellane
ous financial institutions.
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Loans and mortgages: other includes loans by pension 
funds (other than those of local authorities) to the 
parent organisation, loans by finance houses and oth
er loans and mortgages.

Other financial assets comprises the purchase of unit 
trust units by insurance companies and investment 
trusts, net sales of property unit trust units to pension 
funds, deposits with the Crown Agents, up to the end 
of 1979 when the Crown Agents became a public cor
poration, and, up to the end of 1981, time deposits by 
Trustee savings banks with the Central Trustee Sav
ings Bank (all of which are intra-OFI sector transac
tions) short-term assets and other investment in the 
U n it^  Kingdom and, other investment and short-term 
assets overseas, investments in antiques and works 
of art are included under this heading although they 
are not strictly financial assets.

Compilation and timeliness
These are described in the notes to the other tables 

that follow. Figures are entered in this table one 
month, two months or three months after the quarter 
to which they relate, according to when they become 
available. There are also more general notes on the 
derivation of OFI series for the financial instruments 
distinguished in the financial accounts under the notes 
to Section 1 (see page 16).

Further references
Summary figures for institutional investment are 

also given in table 7.3. A press notice on institutional 
investment is published by the Bank of England 16 
weeks after the quarter to which it relates.

The columns Deposits - NSB investment account 
AGQD, Deposte - Tnjstee savings banks AGQC, Other 
deposits AGQE and Offidal loans AAMP no longer ap
pear in this table. However, the series are obtainable 
from the Databank.

Table 7,2
Turnover In securities by other financial Insti
tutions

This table shows turnover (i.e. purchases plus 
sales) for certain financial institutions of:

(a) UK ordinary shares
(b) other UK company securities
(c) overseas ordinary shares
(d) other overseas company securities and 

government securities
Details are shown for pension funds, insurance 

companies (long-term and other funds), investment 
trusts and unit trusts.

The figures comprise listed securities only and may 
be compared with turnover figures for the Stock Ex
change shown in table 12.3, but it should be noted 
that institutions may not transact all their shares on the 
Stock Exchange. Complete figures are available in the 
detail shown only from 1979.

from various tables in Section 7 to analyse total insti
tutional investment in British government securities, 
UK ordinary shares, overseas ordinary shares and 
land, property and ground rents between the various 
types of institution. The second part of the table ana
lyses investment in all the main types of financial as
set between the main groups of institutions.

The figures for other financial assets Include costs in
curred in share transactions.

These tables are published with commentary by 
press notice about two weeks before the figures ap
pear in Financial Statistics.

Table 7,3
Institutional investment

The first part of the table brings together figures

Tables 7.4 and 7.5
These tables give figures for the businesses which 

are traditionally regarded as particularly concerned 
with provision of credit. Table 7.4 gives figures for 
the financial institutions particularly concerned with 
provision of credit where not included in other sectors, 
i.e. it excludes any which are licensed deposit takers 
(LDTs) and therefore in the banks sector, and it ex
cludes unincorporated credit grantors, which are In the 
personal sector. Table 7.4 therefore gives figures for 
a group of OFIs consistent with the sector 
classifications of the financial accounts. Table 7.5 is 
on a wider coverage which straddles sector boun
daries. As well as the institutions covered in table 7.4, 
it includes specialist credit grantors in the banks’ sec
tor and in the personal sector as unincorporated 
businesses, and it includes figures for retailers, which 
are mainly in the industrial and commercial companies 
sector.

Both tables include credit granted to companies 
and unincorporated businesses as well as consumer 
credit (defined, in principle, in the financial accounts 
as lending to individuals for expenditure on goods and 
services). Broader figures for consumer credit only 
(which are intended to be comprehensive in that they 
include estimates of consumer credit granted by other 
groups of OFIs and all banks, not just those specialis
ing in granting consumer credit) are given among the 
tables for the personal sector in table 9.3.

Tables 7,4 and 7.5 cover the two broad forms of 
credit:

(a) loans for fixed sums to finance particular 
purchases

(b) drawings on existing credit arrangements, 
often termed running accounts.

They do not include figures for accounts which 
should normally be settled in full by the end of the ac
count period and where there are no formal credit ar
rangements.

With fixed-sum credit the purchaser normally 
makes a down payment and pays the balance in 
equal instalments, which include interest charges, 
over an agreed period. Fixed-sum credit can be pro
vided by a finance house or other specialist credit 
grantor either directly or with a retailer (or motor 
trader) acting as agent, or it can be provided by a re
tailer from his own resources. H may also be provided 
by a check trader, where the purchaser uses a trading 
check drawn on his account with the check trader, 
though this is becoming less common.
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With running account credit the purchaser normally 
receives his account monthly, when he has the option 
of not paying in full, with interest being charged on any 
balance left unpaid. A common arrangement is for the 
purchaser to pay a fixed amount each month by 
standing order. The purchases may be made in a 
variety of ways. For exampie, the purchaser may sign 
the bill, or he may use some form of credit card (some 
of which are valid only for a particular retailer and 
some more generally), or he may use a special 
cheque book (normally valid only for a particular re
tailer). As for fixed-sum credit, running account credit 
may be provided by the retailer from his own 
resources or it may be provided by a finance house or 
other specialist credit grantor. Credit from specialist 
grantors includes much of the credit obtained by cards 
for use only with particular retailers, because many re
tailers have arrangements for specialist grantors to 
run schemes for them or have set up separate subsi
diary companies to operate their credit schemes.

Credit by means of cards issued by high street 
banks, such as Visa or Access, is not included in the 
figures for retailers or specialist consumer credit gran
tors. It is shown separately in table 7.5 and in table 
9.3.

Table 7,4
Non-bank credit companies

This table was reconstructed in June 1963, using 
rebased data and, from the beginning of 1982, results 
from a new inquiry form.

The main business of non-bank credit companies is 
the direct financing of instalment credit sales of motor 
vehicles, caravans and household goods, mainly to 
persons; together with a substantial amount of farm, 
industrial and building plant and equipment to 
businesses. The main source of funds for these com
panies is from banks.

Coverage
The table covers finance houses and other credit 

companies (including check traders and money 
lenders). They exclude authorised institutions under 
the Banking Act 1987 (which form the banks sector), 
retailers, building societies and insurance companies. 
There is a major break at the end of 1981 when 
several companies joined the banks sector as 
licensed deposit takers under the terms of the Bank
ing Act 1979.

Compilation
The figures are obtained from quarterly returns to 

the Central Statistical Office from a sample of non
banks sector credit companies, grossed up on the 
basis of a 'benchmark’ inquiry to all consumer credit 
grantors conducted in respect of 1976. A new quarter
ly inquiry covering the whole of the balance sheet was 
introduced at the beginning of 1982. The earlier 
figures are rather more approximate. In particular, data 
for some items (footnoted in the table) were collected 
only annually and quarterly transactions for them have 
been interpolated.

The companies report levels (holdings and 
amounts outstanding) of their assets and liabilities. 
Net acquisitions are obtained by subtracting the level 
at the beginning of the quarter from the level at the 
end. When a company comes within or leaves the 
scope of this inquiry, net acquisitions in the quarter are 
estimated on the basis of the new coverage. For this 
reason the figures for net acquisitions during the year 
do not always equal the differences in levels at the be
ginning and end of year.

Scope of headings
Certificates of deposit includes promissory notes and 

any other negotiable paper issued by the banks sec
tor.

Other currer)t assets includes items in suspense and 
debit items in course of collection.

Loans and advances covers all types of lending, includ
ing instalment credit and checks, vouchers, etc. is
sued but not redeemed. It includes loans to unconsoli
dated subsidiary and associate companies of contri
butors to the inquiry. It excludes unearned credit 
charges (which comprise the interest payments due 
over the remaining loan period for fixed-sum agree
ments at fixed rates of interest). From the end of 1985 
amounts outstanding on finance leases are included. 
Prior to this these amounts are included in Physical as
sets in UK.

Block discounts is comprised of finance provided to re
tailers (and occasionally smaller amounts to other 
financial institutions) against the security of credit 
agreements initiated by them.

Persons includes unincorporated businesses.
Company and government securities includes investment 

in other companies in the contributor’s group.
Commercial bills includes promissory notes and other 

negotiable paper.
Borrowing includes borrowing from other companies 

in the contributor’s group.
Short-term borrowing from banks sector excludes depo

sits.
Longer-term borrowing from banks sector includes depo

sits. (From the beginning of 1982, credit companies 
remaining outside the banks sector were no tonger 
permitted to accept deposits as defined in the Banking 
Act 1979).

Other current liabilities includes items in suspense and 
credit items in course of transmission.

Capital issues includes preference shares and deben
tures as well as ordinary shares.

Use In the financial accounts
The figures for loans and advances are included in the 

financial accounts under other lending by financial institu
tions, block discounts being treated as lending to industri
al and commercial companies. The figures for other 
current assets and other financial assets are treated as lend
ing to industrial and commercial companies under mis
cellaneous domestic instmments. The figures for UK company 
and government securities are considered to relate mainly 
to company securities and are included under UK com
pany securities. Investment in physical assets overseas is re
garded in the national accounts as financial

tf
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investment and the figures are included under miscel
laneous overseas instruments.

Other borrowing from UK is treated in the financial ac
counts as coming from industrial and commercial 
companies and persons equally; up to end-1981 the 
figures are included under deposits with other financial insti
tutions; from 1982 they are included under miscellaneous 
domestic instnjments. Other borrowing from overseas is includ
ed under deposits with other financial institutions up to end- 
1981 and. from 1982, under overseas direct and other in
vestment in UK. Other current liabilities is treated as due 
equally to industrial and commercial companies and 
persons and is included under miscellaneous domestic in
struments.

Timeliness
The figures are normally published about three 

months after the quarter to which they relate.

Further references
Statistics of assets and liabilities are also published 

in Business Monitor $D07 — Assets and liabilities of finance 
houses and other credit companies.

Hi

Table 7.5
Credit business

Coverage
The consumer credit survey on which the table is 

based was modified in 1989 to reduce the burden on 
respondents. As a consequence table 7.5 has been 
modified and now covers amounts outstanding and 
changes in amounts outstanding to finance houses 
and other specialist credit grantors, building societies 
in respect of unsecured loans to persons permitted 
under the terms of the Building Societies Act 1986 and 
on bank credit cards on a monthly basis. Also shown, 
on a quarterly basis, are figures for loans by banks 
(monetary sector institutions other than those included 
in finance houses and other specialist credit grantors) 
on personal accounts, where the amount outstanding 
does not exceed £15,000, by insurance companies to 
individuals, excluding loans for house purchase and 
bridging finance and by retailers. The table highlights 
amounts outstanding and changes in amounts out
standing rather than new credit advanced because a 
high proportion of credit advances in certain types of 
agreements is repaid within the month. This reflects 
the use of such agreements as a method of payment 
rather than a way of obtaining credit. The figures in 
table 7.5 differ from the figures in table 7.4 in that 
they include finance houses recognised or confirmed 
as banks before the implementation of the Banking 
Act 1979. finance houses and credit companies which 
became licensed deposit takers under the Act and 
members of the monetary sector from first quarter 
1982, and unincorporated credit grantors.

Strictly, figures for retailers should not appear in 
tion 7 as they are not financial institutions, but they 
are included here since they are added to the figures 
for specialist credit grantors' to give a quarterly indica
tor of non-bank credit business.

The retailers’ credit data are now classified accord
ing to the 1980 Standard Industrial Classification. The 
figures for retailers cover only retailers in food, clothing 
and household goods, mixed retail businesses (other 
than co-operative societies) and general mail order 
houses. They relate to hire purchase and all other 
forms of credit offered by retailers where the immedi
ate finance comes from the retailers themselves, in
cluding agreements which are block discounted with 
finance houses. Credit advanced by retailers in the 
form of trading checks exchangeable only in their 
shops is included under retailers, but credit advanced 
by check traders as such is excluded from retailers 
and included under finance houses. The figures do 
not include accounts which should normally be settled 
in full by the end of the account period and where 
there is no formal credit arrangement.

Compilation
The figures in respect of finance houses and other spe

cialist credit grantors, are based on monthly returns to the 
Central Statistical Office from a voluntary panel of 
credit grantors, comprising virtually all the largest and 
a proportion of the smaller grantors, grossed-up on 
the basis of a benchmark inquiry for 1976.

The figures for retailers are based on quarterly re
turns to the Central Statistical Office. Newport, as part 
of their retail sales inquiry to a voluntary panel of re
tailers, which is treated as a stratified sample and 
grossed-up on the basis of the 1986 retailing inquiry. 
The unadjusted monthly figures relate to periods of ei
ther four or five weeks.

Scope of headings
Amounts outstanding and changes in amounts out

standing cover, where appropriate, both fixed sum and 
running account credit. Charges for credit are exclud
ed throughout putting the table on the same basis, as 
far as charges are concerned, as table 7.4 and the 
financial accounts in Section 1.

Use In the financial accounts
The change in amounts outstanding to retailers is 

included in the financial accounts as lending by the in
dustrial and commercial companies and, where ap
propriate, the public sector. This lending to persons is 
included in the consumer credit aggregate in table 9.3 
as consumer credit: retailers.

Timeliness
The figures in table 7.5 appear two months after 

the period to which they relate.
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Further references
The latest month’s summary figures, seasonally ad

justed, are published in a CSO press notice about five 
weeks from the end of the month. They appear short
ly after in a Business Bulletin. Detailed statistics are pub
lished monthly, about seven weeks after the month to 
which they relate, in Business Monitor SDM6 — Credit Busi
ness. At about the same time the summary statistics 
appear in Finandal Statistics, Economic Trends and in the 
Monthly Digest of Statistics. A longer run of annual figures 
is given in the Annual Abstract of Statistics.

The rebasing of the figures for finance houses and 
other consumer credit grantors was described in Trade 
and Industry ior 13 April 1979). The resuKs of the bench
mark inquiry to consumer credit grantors for 1976 
were given in Trade and Industry, 30 June 1978 and, in 
more detail, in Business Monitor M13.

Tables 7.6
Property unit trusts

The statistics cover all UK property unit tmsts which 
have been given permission by the Department of 
Trade and Industry to distribute circuiars inviting parti
cipation, invitations being restricted to pension funds 
and charities. Property unit trusts invest predominantly 
in freehold or leasehold commercial property, yet may 
hold a small proportion of their investments in the 
securities of property companies. Their assets are 
held in the name of a trusteee and are managed on a 
cooperative basis by a separate committee (elected 
by the unit holders) or company. Some investment is 
financed by long-term borrowing.

Outstanding levels of assets and liabilities have 
been collected only from end-1979.

Scope of headings
Property investments are recorded as acquired or 

sold on the day of completion. They are valued on a 
cash basis and include the commission, etc., charges. 
Holdings of property are at book values.

Compilation and timeliness
Returns are collected and aggregated by the Bank 

of England; there are some 30 property unit trusts and 
most provide returns. The figures do not include esti
mates for any non-respondents. The latest quarter’s 
figures are published about three months after the end 
of the quarter to which they refer, and end-year figures 
up to six months after the end of the year.

Further references
The Bank of England Statistical Abstract, No.2 gives a 

run of figures for March 1966 to 1974 in table 19. The 
Annual Abstract of Statistics (table 17.16, 1985) publishes 
figures for 1979 onwards of end-year holdings of in
vestments in property, other assets, short-term assets 
(net), and longer-term borrowing.

Tables 7.7 and 7.8
Unit trusts

The statistics cover unit trusts authorised by the 
Department of Trade and Industry under the Preven
tion of Fraud (Investments) Act 1958. They do not 
cover other trusts, such as 'in-house' trusts (i.e. funds 
run on unit trust lines by, for example, securities firms 
and merchant banks which are designed for their own 
clients) and those operating in the Channel Islands 
and the Isle of Man. A list of the authorised unit trusts 
is published annually in January by HMSO (and up
dated monthly in a Business Bulletin).

Unit trusts Invest mainly in transferable securities 
through a recognised stock exchange. They are set 
up under trust deeds, the trustee usually being a bank 
or insurance company. The trusts are administered 
not by the trustees but by independent management 
companies. Units representing a share in the trust's 
assets can be bought by the public from the managers 
or resold to them at any time. In the financial ac
counts, all transactions in unit trusts units, other than 
those identified on the returns of other OFIs. are as
sumed to be with the personal sector.

Table 7.7
This table shows the value of units sold by the 

managers of unit trusts to the public, the value of units 
repurchased by managers from the public, total value 
of funds managed by the industry and the total 
number of unit holdings in existence at the month end.

Compilation
The statistics are compiled by the Unit Trust Associ

ation and cover unit trusts authorised by the Securities 
and Investment Board (1,338 trusts operated by 157 
management companies in October 1989).

Scope of headings
Number of unit holdings excludes unit trusts linked to 

insurance policies.
Total funds are at market value plus the cost of buying 

securities for the portfolio, the managers' initial charge 
and accumulated undistributed dividends.

Timeliness
The latest month’s figures are released to the press 

by the Unit Trust Association about the 18th to 20th of 
the following month. The figures are published in Finan
cial Statistics about two months after the month to which 
they relate.

Table 7.8
This table shows the amounts outstanding of liabili

ties and assets at the end of the calendar year and 
quarterly transactions in those liabilities and assets. 
The assets and liabilities are analysed by type, with a 
maturity analysis of British government securities.

1
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Valuation
Holdings of listed securities at end-year are valued 

at market prices. Unlisted securities are at estimated 
current values and bills at maturity values. The 
figures include the investment currency premium 
where appropriate, up to third quarter 1979. Total in
vestments overseas at end-1988 were £14,924m; 
comprising USA and Canada £4,232m, EC countries 
£4,050m. Australia and Far East £5,915m and other 
countries £728m.

Compilation
Since the first quarter of 1975 returns have been 

collected and aggregated by the Bank of England (be
fore then they were collected and aggregated by the 
Unit Trust Association). Returns are received from 
about 1,100 of the 1,370 authorised trusts accounting 
for some 80% of total assets. From the figures for 
end-1979 the statistics are grossed-up to cover all unit 
trusts authorised by the Securities and Investment 
Board.

Scope Of headings; see table 7.9.

Timeliness
The latest quarter's figures are published about 

three months after the end of the quarter to which they 
refer and end-year figures up to six months after the 
end of the year.

Further references
The Bank of England Statistical Abstracts, Numbers 1 and 2 

give a run of the figures of the years 1960 to 1974, 
and the Annual Abstract of Statistics publishes figures 
(table 17.16), for the latest 12 years, of end-year hold
ings of Investment instruments at market valuation.

Estimates of the trusts' overseas income appear in 
'the City’ earnings statistics which are published in the 
UK balance of payments — 'Pink Book’.

Table 7.9
investment trusts

Investment trust companies acquire financial as
sets with money subscribed by shareholders or bor
rowed in the form of loan capital: the public can buy 
shares either on the Stock Exchange or when new is
sues are made. They are not trusts in the legal sense, 
but are limited companies with two special charac
teristics: their assets consist of securities (mainly ordi
nary shares), and they are debarred by their articles of 
association from distributing capital gains as divi
dends.

The table covers investment trusts recognised as 
such by the Inland Revenue for tax purposes and 
some unrecognised trusts — about 190 trusts in all. 
Returns are received from about 120 companies ac
counting for some 75% of the total assets of these 
trusts. Statistics are not sought from a few trusts 
whose assets are less than £5 million (£1 million be
fore 1982).

Compilation
Quarterly and annual returns are collected and ag

gregated by the Bank of England. From the figures for 
end-1979 the statistics are grossed up to include esti
mates for non-respondents.

Valuation
Holdings of listed securities at end-year are valued at 

market prices. Unlisted securities are at estimated current 
values and bills and mortgages at maturity values. 
The figures include the investment currency premium 
where appropriate, up to third quarter 1979. Total in
vestments overseas at end-1988 were £7,499m 
comprising USA £2,722m, Canada £111m, EC coun
tries and institutions £1,124, Japan £2,498m, Australia 
£212m and other countries £832m.

Scope of headings
Short-term assets and liabilities. The quarterly transac

tions figures exclude contingent assets and liabilities 
such as claims on, or sums due to, the Inland Reve
nue and the liability for accrued loan interest and for 
dividends proposed but not yet paid. They include (in 
other short-term assets) sums due from securities firms on 
account of securities sold and still awaiting settlement.

Other short-term liabilities includes sums due to securi
ties firms on account of securities purchased and still 
awaiting settlement.

Reserves, provisions etc. includes dividends payable, 
and minority interest In subsidiaries.

Timeliness
The latest quarter’s figures are published about 

three months after the end of the quarter to which they 
refer, and end-year figures up to six months after the 
end of the year.

Further references
The Bank of England Statistical Abstracts provkie a run of 

figures for the years 1960 to 1974, and an article 
showing integrated balance sheet and flow statistics 
for investment trust companies appeared in the June 
1975 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin. The Annual Abstract 
of Statistics publishes figures in table 17.16, for the la
test 12 years, of end-year holdings of investments at 
market value.

Figures of the companies' investment income from 
overseas and of their payments abroad of interest on 
foreign currency loans appear in ’the City’ earnings 
statistics published in the Pink Book.

Table 7.10
Insurance companies

Insurance companies are active in both life as
surance and non-life (general) insurance and they 
also operate the pension schemes of many other em
ployers. All insurance business consists of a spread
ing of risks. Lor)g-term business (mainly life assurance) 
has an emphasis on the spreading of risks over time, 
whereas general business is mainly concerned with the 
spreading of risks between persons and organisa
tions.
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Within long-term business the major part consists of 
life assurance, a large part of which offers a channel 
for saving that is not greatly different from the busi
ness of a unit trust. Long-term business also includes 
permanent health insurance and capital redemption
business.

Estimates for Lloyds underwriters are not included 
here but in principle are covered in the personal sec
tor.

Coverage
The figures cover insurers and collecting friendly 

societies operating in the United Kingdom and include 
the pension schemes they operate on behalf of other 
companies. The Association of British Insurers (ABI) 
supplies the Department of Trade and Industry with in
formation relating to its members. The department 
also collects information from a sample of insurance 
companies who are not members of the ABI. This in
formation, combined with that supplied by the ABI. al
lows representative estimates of investments and 
holdings of financial assets to be made for all insurers 
operating in the United Kingdom.

Response to the annual balance sheet inquiry is 
very high, particularly in respect of long-term funds. 
The holdings of data are therefore very reliable. The 
samples for the inquiry into net acquisitions are slight
ly lower and the figures not quite so reliable.

The returns prior to 1984 (in respect of holdings), or 
1985 (in respect of transactions), included assets held 
in respect of money remitted by overseas branches 
and subsidiaries, but they excluded direct investment 
by a UK company in its overseas branches or subsidi
aries as well as financial assets held by, or on behalf 
of, these branches and subsidiaries (even if held in 
the United Kingdom). From 1984 (holdings) or 1985 
(transactions) the coverage has been extended to in
clude UK holding companies where insurance is the 
main activity of the holding company and its subsidi
aries. Additionally where a UK company cannot 
separate figures for an overseas branch, such a 
branch is now covered by the figures.

Compilation
The figures of net acquisitions of assets are derived 

from a quarterly inquiry to insurance companies, and 
those of holdings are derived from an annual inquiry.

Valuation
Holdings of assets for calendar year-ends are general

ly at market values. Some items such as mortgages and 
loans and part of other investments, are at book values.

Net acquisitions are quoted at cash values. From 
1965 the annual totals for total net assets are shown 
on an accruals

Scope of headings
British government securities: index-linked were introduced 

in March 1981, but were sold only to pension funds 
and long-term funds of insurance companies prior to 
1982.

Due to problems of disclosure within the individual 
types of British government securities from 1984 on
wards, the following has been done to the figures for

7 6

other than long-term funds:
(i) For the third quarter of 1984, securities over

15 years and undated have been included with 
securities over 5 and up to 15 years.

(ii) From the fourth quarter of 1984 to the
fourth quarter of 1986 and in the third quarter of 
1987, index-linked gilts have been included with 
securities over 15 years and undated.

(iii) For the year 1984, both index-linked giKs
and securities over 15 years and undated have 
been included with securKies over 5 and up to 
15 years.

(iv) For the years 1985 and 1986, index-linked 
gilts have been included with securities over 15 
years and undated.

UK company securities: ordinary shares. For other than 
long-term funds these include unit trust units.

Policy and other loans to persons. Prior to 1985 excludes 
other loans to individuals.

Agents'and reinsurance balances are included in the an
nual but not the quarterly figures. The series consists 
of net agents’ reinsurance and coinsurance balances. 
Prior to 1984, no deductions were made for amounts 
due to reinsurance companies and agents.

Other assets includes overseas loans and mortgages 
and property, UK public corporations securities and, 
from the first quarter of 1985 direct investment, less 
the net increase in balances of overseas branches 
where their transactions are included in other 
columns. From the first quarter of 1986 British 
government securities denominated in foreign curren
cy are included.

Debtors net of creditors are included in the annual but 
not the quarterly figures. The series consists of net 
outstanding and accrued interest, dividends and rents, 
other debtors, provision for taxation and recommend
ed dividends and other creditors. Prior to 1984 the 
series included only amounts receivable from Inland 
Revenue, outstanding interest, dividends and rents 
and other debtors. Because of the definitional change 
data on net acquisitions for 1984 are not available.

Timeliness
The quarterly net acquisitions figures in table 7.10 

are normally published in Financial Statistics about four 
months after the quarter to which they relate. The an
nual holdings figures are normally first published to
wards the end of the year following that to which they 
relate.

Further references
A more detailed breakdown of these statistics ap

pears in Business Monitor MQ5 — Insurance companies’ and 
pension funds' investment, also published about four 
months after the quarter to which the statistics relate. 
A quarterly article describing the statistics more fully 
appears in Business Bulletin usually about three months 
after the relevant quarter.

The annual holdings figures also appear in the third 
quarter issue of Business Monitor MQ5 each year (the 
second quarter issue in 1984 and earlier years). For 
1984 and later years, this monitor also gives informa
tion on liabilities. An annual article describing these
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statistics more fully has appeared in British busifiess usu
ally during November. The Annual ^bsfracf of Statistics, 
table 17.18 (1986) also gives these holdings statistics 
from 1974 onwards.

Tables 7.11 and 7.12
Pension funds

The estimates in table 7.11 and 7,12 cover the 
financial assets of the self-administered funded 
schemes of local authorities, the rest of the public sec
tor and the private sector. These funds are generally 
run by boards of trustees on behalf of their members. 
Self-administered pension funds are distinct from 
those insured with insurance companies, which are in
cluded in the figures for insurance company long-term 
business in table 7.10. The main pension arrange
ments in the central government sector are unfunded 
and therefore excluded from these tables.

Funds of companies which are denationalised are 
included with private sector funds from the beginning 
of the quarter following the date of their denationalisa
tion.

Compilation
The figures for net acquisitions of assets are 

derived from a quarterly inquiry and those for holdings 
from an annual inquiry. These inquiries are conducted 
by the Central Statistical Office. All local authority and 
other public sector funds are asked to complete re
turns and estimates are made in respect of any funds 
that fail to respond. A sample of self-administered 
pension schemes of the private sector are asked to 
respond. The statistics provided by these contributors 
are grossed-up on the basis of information relating to 
the population of the private sector, self-administered 
pension funds at the end of 1978.

Where funds report holdings of assets at a date 
other than 31 December, adjustments are made to the 
data to make them correspond approximately to the 
end of the calendar year.

The series are reliable but subject to coverage, 
sampling and reporting errors.

Coverage — local authority funds
The figures relate to pension funds covering the 

employees of all local authorities in the United King
dom including those funds covering employees of the 
abolished Metropolitan councils and the bodies 
succeeding them. From the second quarter of 1974 
they exclude the funds of water, sewerage and 
drainage boards in England and Wales and trust ports 
whose parent bodies were transferred from the local 
authority sector to the public corporations sector, and 
the funds of local health sen/ices, whose parent bo
dies became part of the central government sector. 
Pension funds for the police and fire services are not 
supported by funds and are therefore excluded from 
the statistics.
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Coverage — other public sector funds
The figures relate mainly to schemes covering em

ployees of the nationalised industries. They include 
some funds which were set up before nationalisation 
and certain other funds.

From the fourth quarter of 1967 the estimates in
clude the funded schemes of nationalised steel com
panies and from the fourth quarter of 1969 the Post 
Office Staff Superannuation Scheme. From the 
second quarter of 1974 they include the funds of wa
ter, sewerage and drainage boards in England and 
Wales, and trust ports whose parent bodies were 
transferred on 1 April 1974 from the local authorities 
sector to public corporations sector.

Coverage — private sector funds
The figures relate to self-administered pension 

funds of the private sector, including those of com
panies and non-profit-making bodies. Funds which 
operate wholly through insurance companies are not 
included. Respondents to the inquiry are asked to 
make returns covering financial assets of funds whose 
investment policy is managed from within the United 
Kingdom, including the funds of any subsidiary com
panies. Some undertakings operate two or more pen
sion funds; such undertakings have been treated as 
single funds in the statistics.

Valuation
The annual inquiries into holdings ask funds to re

port their assets and liabilities wherever possible at 
current market value and, failing that, at written down 
book value. Transactions in assets and liabilities are 
reported at cash values in the quarterly inquiries. The 
annual figures for total net assets for 1985 onwards 
are shown on an accruals basis.

Scope of headings
Short-term assets are those maturing within one year 

of originating date, including loans repayable at 
lenders’ option within one year of the date of issue, 
and money at call and short notice. They include 
cash in hand and deposits with the monetary sector, 
certificates of deposit issued by the monetary sector, 
UK Treasury bills, local authority bills and temporary 
money, short-term assets with OFIs, other short-term 
assets held in both the United Kingdom and overseas 
and balances due to or from stockbrokers. In table 
7.12 short-term assets are shown net of short-term 
borrowing.

The treatment of balances with stockbrokers in 
table 7.11 is as follows: as regards holdings, balances 
receivable from stockbrokers at the end of the year 
are included in other short-term assets and balances pay
able to stockbrokers are included in short-term liabilities. 
Transactions in amounts due to or from stockbrokers, 
however, are only collected net and so net acquisi
tions are shown under other short-term assets.
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Long-term borrowing: net acquisitions relate to gross 
borrowing less repayments in the quarter.

British government securities: index-linked were introduced 
in March 1981, but were sold only to pension funds 
and long-term funds of insurance companies prior to
1982.

UK local authority securities include loans by local au
thority pension funds to their parent authorities.

Other investments include items such as commodities, 
gold coins, works of art, insurance policies, unauthor
ised unit trusts, and investments in overseas property. 
From the first quarter of 1986 British government 
securities denominated in foreign currency are includ
ed.

Debtors net of creditors are included in the annual but 
not the quarterly figures. The series consists of in
come accrued on investments, amounts receivable 
from Inland Revenue, other debtors, pensions due but 
not paid and other creditors.

Timeliness
The quarterly figures in tables 7.11 and 7.12 are 

published in Financial Statistics about four months after 
the end-quarter to which they relate. The annual hold
ings figures are normally first published towards the 
end of the year following that to which they relate.

Further references
A more detailed breakdown of pension fund statis

tics appears in Business Monitor MQ5 — Insurance com
panies' and pension funds' investment, which is also pub
lished about four months after the end-quarter to 
which the statistics relate. A quarterly article describ
ing these statistics more fully appears in a Business Bul
letin, about three months after the relevant quarter. An 
article describing the annual holdings statistics has 
usually appeared in British business during November. 
The Annual Abstract of Statistics provides a long series of 
assets holdings statistics of both private and public 
sector pension funds (table 17.17, 1990). An article 
by P.J. Stibbard in the November 1979 issue of Statisti
cal News — 'Pension funds and national accounting’ — 
describes the treatment of pension funds in the nation
al accounts. Supplementary table S11 gives a break
down of the figures in table 7.12 by size of fund.

c;
d
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Section 8 
Companies

The company sector comprises privately controlled 
corporate enterprises organised for profit and resident 
in the United Kingdom. The term company is used for 
convenience rather than in a precise sense; the sector 
mainly comprises companies registered under the 
Companies Acts, but It includes other bodies with co*-- 
porate status, i.e. a legal personality distinct from the 
persons that own it.

Industrial and commercial (I and C) companies are 
distinguished from financial companies and institu
tions because their economic functions are quite dif
ferent. The income of financial companies and institu
tions is derived mainly from interest and dividends on, 
or transactions in, financial assets. The income of I 
and C companies is mainly derived from manufactur
ing and other trading activities in the United Kingdom, 
including the provision of non-financial services. 
Although the title given to this section is 'Companies' it 
mainly relates to industrial and commercial com
panies. However, table 8.5 relates to financial com
panies and institutions, while table 8.7 relates to secu
rities issued by all types of company, and table 8,9 
covers insolvencies for all companies and individuals. 
Financial transactions of financial companies and in
stitutions are dealt with in Sections 6 and 7.

Industrial and commercial companies
In the national accounts, the term 'companies' gen

erally means those bodies which have: (a) corporate 
status (b) private control and (c) a policy of making 
profits. The I and C companies sector broadly 
comprises all corporate bodies, including property 
companies, other than public corporations, banks and 
other financial institutions (see below). The sector in
cludes certain government-controlled companies and 
companies in which the National Enterprise Board has 
an interest, co-operative societies and private non
profit making bodies serving companies — whether or 
not they are incorporated - such as trade associations. 
The economic activities of the self-employed (unincor
porated businesses) are excluded and are classified 
to the personal sector. Also included in the financial 
accounts are some minor financial institutions which 
fall by default into the I and C company sector be
cause the necessary figures are not available to in
clude them with financial companies and institutions.

The coverage of the I and C company sector has 
changed substantially over time because of nationali
sation and privatisation, transfers of activities from the 
central government to private companies, liquidations, 
additions of newly-incorporated companies and ac
quisitions of unincorporated businesses.

Financial companies and Institutions
Financial companies and institutions are those 

companies and other corporate bodies which obtain 
and redistribute funds as their main activity. They are 
divided into:

(a) banks and building societies (see also Section
6)
(b) other financial institutions (see also 

Section 7)

In practice, the figures for other financial institutions 
relate to the main groups of financial institutions for 
which there is substantial direct statistical reporting, 
particularly of their financial transactions. The remain
ing, less important, financial institutions are at present 
included by default in the figures for I and C com
panies. The system of direct reporting is being extend
ed to them as resources permit so that they can even
tually be included in the correct sector.

In the financial accounts the financial transactions 
of life assurance companies and pension funds are In
cluded with those of financial institutions. However, 
the appropriation accounts of life assurance and pen
sion funds are included in the current account of the 
personal sector (see Section 9).

Layout
For the I and C companies sector, the appropriation 

account is shown in table 8.1, their sources and uses 
of capital funds are shown in table 8.2. An analysis of 
their net borrowing requirement is shown In table 8.3, 
and a selection of their holdings of liquid assets and li
abilities is shown in table 8.4. A further table, 8.6, 
shows estimated holdings of selected current assets 
and liabilities by large I and C companies. The ap
propriation account of the financial companies and in
stitutions sector is shown in table 8.5, with transac
tions In UK company securities given in table 8.7. Ac
quisitions and mergers of industrial and commercial 
companies within the United Kingdom are shown in 
table 8.8 and insolvencies in England and Wales are 
shown in table 8.9.

The tables are compiled by the Central Statistical 
Office. Tables 8.1 to 8.5 and 8.7 and are part of, or 
are derived from, the national and financial accounts 
and therefore relate in principle to all economic units 
classified to the relevant sectors. Table 8.6 covers 
large I and C companies ie those with capital em
ployed of more than £21.8 million at end 1982. Table 
8.8 covers all I and C companies. Table 8.9 covers 
only England and Wales.

Some national accounts concepts
There are a number of features of the accounts of 

the companies and financial institutions sector which 
need to be borne in mind:

1. Geographical coverage
The sector includes only units resident in the United 

Kingdom, so that it excludes the overseas branches 
and subsidiaries of UK companies but includes UK 
branches and subsidiaries of overseas companies. 
Under this definition, transactions between UK parent 
companies and their overseas branches and subsidi
aries are not netted out by consolidation, but are in
cluded as transactions with the overseas sector, as 
are transactions of UK branches and subsidiaries of 
overseas parent companies with those parents. This 
affects the content of all the accounts.

In the appropriation account gross tradmg profits 
therefore comprise the profits arising in the United 
Kingdom of UK companies and of UK branches and
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subsidiaries of overseas parent companies. The 
profits (remitted and unremitted) of the overseas 
branches and subsidiaries of UK parent companies, 
and earnings of other overseas affiliates, are 
classified as income from abroad. Profits of the UK 
branches and subsidiaries of overseas parent com
panies, and earnings of other UK affiliates, are includ
ed in profits due abroad. Both these items affect the finan
cial surplus or deficit, the balance on capital account 
(shown in table 1.2).

The capital account relates only to companies and 
branches resident in the UK and excludes capital ex
penditure by branches and subsidiaries overseas. 
The unremitted profits of those branches and subsidi
aries represent an increase in the parent company’s 
stake in them and are included in the financial ac
counts as part of direct and other investment abroad. 
Similarly, the unremitted profits of UK branches and 
subsidiaries of overseas parents are included in the 
financial accounts as part of overseas direct and other 
investment in the UK. This treatment is discussed in 
an article Fmancial balances of industrial and commercial com
panies, Economic Trends, December 1978.

2. Capital consumption
In the national accounts, consumption of fixed as

sets (depreciation) is measured as the current re
placement cost of the assets consumed. This means 
that the depreciation charges presently shown in indi
vidual company accounts are unsuitable for the na
tional accounts because they are based on the book 
value of assets and are usually measured at historic 
cost. In the national accounts gross trading profits of I 
and C companies are struck before providing for 
depreciation, but estimates of total income and saving
— after providing for depreciation at replacement cost
— are published annually in United Kingdom National Ac
counts. See also page 5.
3. Stock appreciation

That part of profits, measured on the historic cost 
convention, which is due to the effect of price changes 
between the dates of purchase and use of stocks i.e. 
stock appreciation, should, in principle, be excluded 
from gross trading profits. This adjustment is required 
because appreciation in the value of stocks held by a 
business is not regarded as the result of economic ac
tivity. Stock appreciation should be included on the ex
penditure side of the operating (or production) account 
as an addition to expenditure recorded at historic cost; 
so that profit is the balance between revenue and 
current costs, where current costs reflect historic costs 
plus stock appreciation.

In practice, the balance taken into the appropriation 
account is shown before deducting stock appreciation; 
but supplementary figures of gross trading profits after 
deducting stock appreciation are also published and 
stock appreciation is deducted as a separate item in 
the calculation of gross domestic product. The undis
tributed income (or saving) of companies and financial 
institutions is similarly shown in the appropriation ac
counts before providing for depreciation and stock ap
preciation. Estimates of saving net of stock apprecia
tion and net of both stock appreciation and capital 
consumption are published annually in United Kingdom 
National Accounts. The concepts of capital consumption 
and stock appreciation are discussed at greater length 
on page 5.

4. Gross trading profits of financial companies and in
stitutions

For financial companies and institutions, gross trad
ing profits as defined in the national accounts are 
negative. This is because gross trading profits are 
struck before taking into account receipts and pay
ments of interest (which are treated as transfer pay
ments in the national accounts). Gross trading profits 
therefore exclude the larger part of the revenue of 
financial companies and institutions, which is earned 
by lending money at a higher rate of interest than the 
rate at which they borrow it. They are defined as re
ceipts from sales less wages and salaries and pur
chases of goods and services from other enterprises. 
The only 'sales’ that banks make, for example, are 
their charges and commissions, which are small com
pared with their wages and other operating expenses. 
The gross trading profits of financial companies and 
institutions, in a national accounts sense, p/us their net 
interest receipts equals profits in the more ordinary 
sense of the term.

Tables 8.1 to 8.5
in these tables only transactions crossing sector 

boundaries are recorded. In tables 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 and 
8.5 transactions between companies or institutions 
within the sector are netted out and not included in the 
accounts, and table 8.4 relates only to claims on other 
sectors.

Timeliness
Most of the statistics for a particular quarter first ap- 

f>ear in the issue of Finand^ Statistics published four 
months after the end of that quarter, e.g. the data for 
the second calendar quarter appear in the October is
sue, published at the end of O^ober. Figures for some 
financial items in tables 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 appear a 
month earlier.

Data sources
Data sources for the current and capital accounts of 

I and C companies are broadly the same as those for 
the current and capital accounts of financial com
panies and institutions. For I and C companies, gross 
trading profits are estimated from Inland Revenue 
data: gross fixed capital formation and change in 
stocks are estimated by direct surveys. Tax payments 
are derived from Inland Revenue data, and interest 
flows are mainly estimated by applying average in
terest rates to levels of borrowing and lending period 
by period. The main difference in the equivalent data 
for financial companies and institutions is that their 
gross trading profits are estimated for each group of 
institutions separately from a variety of sources includ
ing, for example, published annual accounts, informa
tion provided by relevant trade associations or by 
direct surveys.

The sources for the financial account of I and C 
companies, on the other hand, are completely dif
ferent to those for the financial account of financial 
companies and institutions. The latter is compiled al
most entirely from direct returns provided by the com
panies and institutions. There are hardly any dire^ 
returns of this kind for I and C companies. Certain 
short-term items for them are obtained from a survey F
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of company liquidity addressed to large 
companies.There are also direct returns for instalment 
credit granted by retailers and for certain overseas 
transactions (mainly direct investment). The remain
ing data for the financial account of I and C com
panies are estimated by a variety of indirect methods, 
mainly using counterpart information.

Other publications
The seasonally adjusted quarterly appropriation, 

capital and financial accounts of I and C companies 
are published with commentary by press notice about 
three months after the end of the quarter.

Each issue of Economic Trends contains the season
ally adjusted appropriation, capital and, in summary 
form, financial accounts of I and C companies. The 
quarterly National accounts article in the January, April, 
July and October issues of Economic Trends contains the 
unadjusted and seasonally adjusted appropriation ac
counts for I and C companies, financial companies 
and institutions and the consolidated companies and 
financial institutions sector, with commentary.

Annual series of the appropriation, capital and 
financial accounts for each sector appear annually in 
United Kingdom National Accounts — the ’Blue Book.’

The Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin contains quarterly 
figures of financial transactions presented in a form 
which gives the total financing requirement and the 
ways in which it is met, e.g. from capital issues, bank 
borrowing and changes in liquid assets. The Bank’s 
accounts provide seasonally adjusted figures for I and 
C companies, for building societies, for banks and for 
other financial institutions, and there is an article on 
the annual figures in the February Bulletin.

Business Monitor MA3 contains an analysis by the 
Central Statistical Office of the published accounts of 
a sample of all I and C company groups and indepen
dent companies registered in Great Britain. This has a 
different coverage to the I and C company sector In 
the national accounts as the analysis is based on the 
published accounts of UK companies which include 
not only UK activity but also activity by these com
panies' overseas subsidiaries and branches. It is 
therefore not possible to provide a breakdown in this 
analysis between UK and overseas activities. The 
results published in MA3 are grossed-up to produce 
estimates for all I and C companies of their balance 
sheet, their income and appropriation accounts, their 
sources and uses of funds and main accounting ratios 
analysed by broad industry group for various types of 
company. This series started with estimates for 1977 
in the 12th issue of the MA3 and the latest monitor, the 
20th issue, published in 1989 covered 1986 and 1987 
with provisional estimates for 1988. Prior to the 12th 
issue, the figures published in the monitor covered 
only a panel of large companies.

An associated publication. Business Monitor M03 "Fi
nance of Top Companies",\s published twice yearly with 
up-to-date results for the largest companies in the 
sample. The latest (4th) issue of M03 appeared in De
cember 1989. again with results for 1986. 1987 and 
1988; a commentary was published in Business Bulletin 
9/89.

An outline of the information that is available from 
the MA3 analysis was given in an article, ’Company 
Finance: 1977-1982’, in British business, 3 August 1984.

Economic Trends for November 1974 contained an ar
ticle entitled ’Estimating companies’ rate of return on 
capital employed’, which described a number of dif
ferent measures of rates of return. The article included 
tables showing the rates of return derived from the na
tional accounts data and from published company ac
counts. The ’Rate of return’ article was updated annu
ally in British business; until September 1988. The latest 
estimates (for 1988) were published in Business Bulletin 
5/90. In recent years the article has covered national 
accounts data only. The most recent article appeared 
in January 1990. Rates of return derived from com
panies’ published accounts are published in Business 
Monitors MA3 and M03. The Bank of England publishes 
estimated rates of return for various broad industry 
groups, based on a proprietary analysis of companies’ 
accounts. The latest article in the annual series 'Fi
nance of large companies’ appeared in the Bankof Eng
land Quarterly Bulletin, November 1989. The differences 
between rates of return calculated from published ac
counts and from national accounts are discussed In 
an article in Economic Trends, August 1984.

Table 8.1
Appropriation account of industrial and com
mercial companies
Scope of headings and methodology

Gross trading profits relate to profits arising in the Unit
ed Kingdom before providing for depreciation and 
stock appreciation and before deduction of tax and In
terest payments. The estimates seek to measure the 
actual profits accrued during the period. Estimates are 
based upon tax data and, for the latest periods, quar
terly returns from a sample of companies.

Gross trading profits are the largest component and 
also one of the statistically weakest areas of the ac
count. especially for the most recent periods. The 
figures for non-North Sea I and C companies are 
based mainly on Inland Revenue statistics. The data 
are subject to revision for several years as preliminary 
assessments are replaced by final ones agreed with 
the taxpayer. The time-lags mean that the assess
ment base has to be projected forward two to four 
years by the use of quarterly data based on a sample 
of company groups. These quarterly data are also 
subject to deficiencies. Finally, adjustments are 
necessary to convert trading profits as defined for tax 
purposes to the national accounts definition, particu
larly as regards the treatment of short-term and bank 
interest.

Gross trading profits of the North Sea oil and gas 
sector are estimated by the Department of Energy on 
the basis of quarterly returns submitted by companies 
operating in the North Sea.

Stock appreciation is the part of the change in the 
value of stocks and work in progress which arises 
from increases in the prices at which stocks and work 
in progress are valued. A fuller explanation of these 
estimates, which are subject to a wide margin of error, 
is given on pages 5 and 77.

Rent and non-trading income refers solely to income 
arising in the United Kingdom. It consists mainly of in
terest received on bank deposits held by companies, 
and rent received by property companies from letting 
land and buildings. Income from investments in other 
industrial and commercial companies is excluded.

Non-trading income is estimated by a variety of
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methods. For example, the quarterly interest accruing 
to I and C companies on their deposits with banks is 
calculated by multiplying the average levels of their 
interest-bearing deposits (derived from figures sup
plied by banks on returns they make to the Bank of 
England) by appropriate bank deposit rates. Quarterly 
interest on tax instruments is estimated by multiplying 
I and C companies holdings of these instruments by 
the implied average interest rate paid on them. This 
implied average rate is calculated by dividing the total 
value of tax instruments in issue into the total interest 
payment made in the quarter.

Income from abroad is presented after deduction of 
depreciation and net of taxes paid abroad. I and C 
companies’ income from abroad consists of income 
on direct investment and on other investment includ
ing oil and export credit. Income on direct investment 
includes the earnings (whether remitted to the United 
Kingdom or not) of non-resident branches, the divi
dends and parent companies’ share of undistributed 
income of non-resident subsidiaries and associate 
companies, and interest on loans by UK parent com
panies to these non-resident affiliates.

Sample information on direct investment income is 
collected by the Central Statistical Office in the Over
seas Transactions inquiry. The estimates are derived 
after imputing figures for concerns not approached in 
the sample. When the inquiry became fully compulso
ry in 1987, new sampling procedures were adopted, 
including the use of part rotation.

Company sector portfolio income from abroad is 
derived from balance of payments information.

Income: unremitted profits consist of UK parent com
panies' share of the undistributed income of non
resident subsidiaries and associate companies includ
ed in income from abroad. The retained earnings of non
resident branches and, prior to 1984, of non-resident 
subsidiaries of UK oil companies are not included be
cause data are not available.

Dividends on ordinary and preference shares relate to divi
dends paid after deduction of advance corporation tax 
(ACT): payments of ACT are included in paymenfs of UK 
taxes on income. Payments of dividends to other I and C 
companies are excluded. Dividends paid by UK sub
sidiaries to their overseas parent companies are also 
excluded, since these are included in profits due 
abroad.

Inland Revenue provide figures of dividend pay
ments for I and C companies, net of inter-company 
payments, based on tax data. An amount is added for 
payments by I and C companies to financial com
panies and institutions.

Other interest and current transfer payments consist largely 
of interest payments on bank advances and deben
ture interest, including interest paid on import credit. 
Also included are royalties and licence fees paid by 
North Sea oil and gas companies which are treated as 
a form of property income paid by the oil companies to 
central government. Other items included are com
panies’ current transfers to charities and central 
goverment and co-operative society dividends and in
terest.

The Department of Energy provide figures for royal
ties and licence fees on oil and gas production. Many 
of the interest payments are obtained in the same way 
as interest receipts, that is, by applying appropriate in-
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terest rates to levels of liabilities.
Profits due abroad consist of direct investment income 

due abroad and oil income due abroad.
The estimates of direct investment income due 

abroad include the whole of the profits of UK 
branches, subsidiaries and associate companies, 
whether distributed or not, accruing to non-resident 
parent companies. Profits are net of depreciation and 
UK tax. The estimates are obtained in the same way 
as those for direct investment income from abroad.

The estimates of oil income due abroad are based 
on Information supplied by the oil industry to the Cen
tral Statistical Office and included in interest, profits and 
dividends debits in the balance of payments accounts.

Allocation of income: unremitted profits consist of non
resident parent companies’ share of the undistributed 
income of UK subsidiary and associate companies in
cluded in profits due abroad, Including an estimate of that 
part of the profits of UK subsidiaries of foreign oil com
panies which is included in profits due abroad. Undistri
buted earnings of UK branches of non-resident com
panies are not included because data are not avail
able.

Payments of UK taxes on income. These consist mainly 
of payments of corporation tax (including advance cor
poration tax) and, from the fourth quarter of 1978, of 
Petroleum Revenue Tax.

Inland Revenue provide quarterly data on taxes 
paid by all companies and institutions. The series for I 
and C company tax payments is the residual of all 
companies and institutions’ payments after deducting 
financial companies and institutions’ taxes on income.

Undistributed income is the difference between total 
appropriation account income and payments of divi
dends, interest and other current transfers, profits due 
abroad and UK taxes on income, and is also 
described as ’saving before providing for depreciation, 
stock appreciation, and additions to tax and dividend 
reserves’.

Undistributed income adjusted for unremitted profits ex
cludes profits retained abroad by overseas subsidi
aries and associates of UK companies and includes 
profits retained in the United Kingdom by UK subsidi
aries and associates of non-resident companies. This 
series reflects the cash flow to companies more close
ly than unadjusted undistributed income. Its introduc
tion was explained in the article 'Financial balances of 
industrial and commercial companies’ in Economic 
Trends, December 1978.

The estimates for undistributed income are subject 
to a wide margin of error.
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Table 8.2
Sources and uses of capital funds of indus
trial and commercial companies

This table shows an alternative presentation of the 
capital and financial accounts (i.e. tables 1.2 and 1.9 
respectively). H shows I and C companies’ sources of 
finance (such as undistributed income, bank borrow
ing and share issues) and how funds have been em
ployed in the purchase of fixed assets, stocks and 
financial assets. It highlights I and C companies’ 
methods of borrowing and the disposition of the mo
ney raised.

Sources of funds
Undistributed income is the balance carried forward 

from the appropriation account, measured before pro
viding for depreciation, stock appreciation, unremitted 
profits due from or to related concerns overseas, and 
additions to reserves (table 8.1). h is the same as sav
ings table 1.2.

Net unremitted profits comprises profits of UK subsidi
aries of overseas parent companies which are due 
overseas but are retained in the UK less profits of over
seas subsidiaries of UK parent companies which are 
due for payment in the UK but are retained overseas. 
More detailed definitions of these components are 
given in the notes to table 8.1.

Accruals adjustment comprises the increase in tax bal
ances (i.e. tax collected by companies and not yet 
paid to the collecting government departments, mainly 
income tax, value added tax, national insurance con
tributions and, until 1973, purchase tax and selective 
employment tax) plus the difference between accruals 
of local authority rates, North Sea oil royalties, central 
government expenditure on goods and services and 
interest on bank deposits and advances (the basis on 
which these Hems are entered in the national ac
counts) and the corresponding cash payments. See 
also notes on page 26.

Capital transfers (receipts) comprises investment 
grants, regional development grants and other capital 
transfer receipts. Figures are obtained mainly from 
government accounts.

Import and other credit received consists of domestic 
trade credH received from central government and 
public corporations, estimated from quarterly returns 
made by nationalised industries, and import credit (up 
to end-1982, when data collection ceased) and ad
vance payments on exports, derived from balance of 
payments information. Other trade credH received by I 
and C companies, e.g. from unincorporated 
businesses, is not recorded.

UK bank borrowing by I and C companies covers bor
rowing from banks by way of advances and loans 
(after addHion of 40% of the excess of debH over credH 
transit Hems — see notes on page 60). commercial 
bills and market loans (repayable at short notice). The 
estimates are derived from banking statistics (see 
Section 6).

Other loans and mortgages comprises Instalment credH 
received, loans from the public sector (including 
refinanced shipbuilding credHs), loans by financial in- 
stHutions (including loans by pension funds to their 
parent organisation), shares of retail co-operative so

cieties, sterling commercial paper liabilHies and cash 
expendHure by the central government on acquiring 
certain I and C companies.

The estimates of instalment credH debt are derived 
from returns made to the Business Statistics Office by 
retailers. The source of the public sector loans figures 
is the public sector accounts. Loans by financial insti
tutions are derived from returns made to the Bank of 
England and Central Statistical Office. The figures of 
cash expendHure by central government are obtained 
from government accounts.

UK capital issues comprises new money raised by is
sues for cash only of ordinary shares, preference 
shares and loan capital. The excludes transactions in
volving the exchange of company securHies because 
no cash expendHure is incurred, and therefore no tran
saction needs to be recorded in the financial ac
counts. The figures cover public issues, offers for 
sale, issues by tender, placings and issues to share
holders and employees less redemptions.

The figures comprise issues by listed public com
panies and estimates of unlisted issues compiled by 
the Bank of England (see notes to tables 12.1 and 
12.2). Issues to shareholders are included only if the 
sole or principal share register is maintained in the Un- 
Hed Kingdom.

The figures for loan capital and preference shares 
include issues by Rolls Royce and British Leyland 
since third quarter 1980, which were taken up by cen
tral government.

Capital issues overseas: foreign currency issues by UK 
companies. The information is obtained from institu
tional returns and balance of payments sources.

Overseas direct investment in securities covers net pur
chases of the share and loan capital of UK subsidi
aries and associates by overseas parent companies, 
as included in the balance of payments estimates 
under the heading overseas investment in UK private sector 
— direct investment. The source of the estimates is the 
Central Statistical Office’s direct investment inquiry.

Other overseas investment consists of that part of over
seas investment in UK private sector in the balance of 
payments accounts which relates to I and C com
panies. Included are changes in branch indebtedness 
to head office and in Inter-company accounts and bor
rowing abroad from banks etc.by UK companies. Ex
cluded are intra-company investment taking the form 
of acquisition of UK company securHies, which is 
shown as overseas direct investment in securities, and profits 
retained by UK subsidiaries and associates of foreign 
parent companies (included in net unremitted profits). 
The treatment of unremitted protHs differs from that 
used in table 1.9, where unremitted profits are includ
ed in overseas direct and other investment in UK.

The source of the estimates of direct investment is 
the direct investment inquiries by the Central Statisti
cal Office.

Uses of funds
Capital transfers (payments) comprises taxes on capital 

and capital transfers to public corporations.
Gross domestic fixed capital formation  ̂and increase in book 

value of stocks: \he quarterly sample inquiries conducted 
by the Business Statistics Office, and addressed to
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establishments in manufacturing industry and whole
sale and retail distribution, form the basis of the quar
terly estimates. The annual Census of Production pro
vides benchmark information for the manufacturing in
dustries (divisions 2 to 4 of the 1980 SIC), and there 
are supplementary annual inquiries to certain other in
dustries.

Separate figures for I and C companies are ob
tained by aggregating the relevant components within 
each industry. In some instances the industries are 
self-classifying; use is made of the occasional very 
detailed benchmark inquiries to apportion estimates 
for other industries by sector.

Investment in UK company securities consists of:
(i) cash expenditure on acquiring businesses as

going concerns in the United Kingdom. This 
series is based on reports of bids and deals 
published in the press and is derived from the 
Central Statistical Office’s series on acquisitions 
and mergers (see notes to table 8.8).

(ii) cash expenditure on trade investments in
the United Kingdom. The figures are estimates 
by the Bank of England and the Central Statisti
cal Office, based on figures from the Central 
Statistical Office’s analysis of company ac
counts, and are very uncertain. Figures for 1987 
onwards are based on the Central Statistical 
Office’s survey of company liquidity (see table 
8.6).

(lii) divestments of businesses as going concerns 
which take the form of management buy-outs. 
This series Is based on reports published in the 
press.

(iv) issues of new shares to employees. This
series is based on Inland Revenue information 
on the take-up under approved schemes.

Acquisitions financed by the issue of share and 
loan capital are excluded; these are not cash transac
tions and therefore do not feature in the financial ac
counts. Estimates of acquisitions financed in this way 
are included in table 8.8.

Direct investment in overseas securities consists of the ac
quisition by UK companies of share and loan capital in 
overseas subsidiaries and associates. The estimates 
are derived from the direct investment inquiry conduct
ed by the Central Statistical Office.

Other investment overseas consists of part of UK private 
investment overseas by I and C companies in the bal
ance of payments accounts. It includes changes in 
branch indebtedness to head office and in inter
company accounts, and miscellaneous investment 
overseas. However, investment taking the form of ac- 
quisKion of overseas company securities, which is 
shown as direct investment in overseas securities, and profits 
retained by overseas subsidiaries and associates of 
UK companies are excluded. These unremitted 
profits are included in undistributed income but are offset 
by being brought in again as a negative component in 
net unremitted profits. They are therefore counted neither 
as a source of funds nor as a use of funds; this treat
ment differs from that used in tables 1.2 and 1.9, 
where the retained profits are included as income 
(saving) of I and C companies and as direct and other in

vestment abroad. Thus the retained profits are recorded 
in those tables as if they had been remitted and re-lent 
to the subsidiary by the parent company, whereas in 
this table they are effectively ignored.

The source of the estimates for direct investment is 
the annual inquiry by the Central Statistical Office.

Export and other credit given comprises instalment credit 
extended by retailing companies, domestic trade 
credit extended to public corporations, export credit 
(up to end-1982, when data collection ceased) and 
advance payments on imports (lower coverage from 
end-1982).

Instalment credit extended by retailers is estimated 
from returns made by retailers to the Business Statis
tics Office. Credit extended to public corporations is 
estimated from returns made by nationalised indus
tries. Advance payments on imports are derived from 
balance of payments information as was export credit 
until data collection ceased at end-1982.

Bank deposits are gross deposits {less 60% of the ex
cess of debit over credit transit items - see notes on 
page 60). The estimates are obtained from banks’ 
sector statistics. A description of the estimates for 
holdings of notes and coin is given on pages 19 and 105.

British government securities: transactions in British 
government securities are derived from the holdings 
figures of large I and C companies. The source is the 
Central Statistical Office survey of company liquidity 
(see table 8.6).

Other liquid assets comprise Treasury bills, tax instru
ments, local authority temporary debt, deposits with 
building societies (including from second quarter 1983 
certificates of deposits and from fourth quarter 1983 
’wholesale’ time deposits) and (prior to 1982) deposits 
with other financial institutions.

I and C companies’ transactions in Treasury bills 
are obtained as differences between consecutive 
figures of end-period holdings which are estimated by 
residual; identified holdings by the banks, building so
ciety, overseas and other financial Institutions sectors 
are deducted from total market holdings, persons’ 
holdings being assumed to be negligible.

Transactions in local authority debt are taken from 
the local authorities’ analysis of their debt (see tables 
4.6 and 4.7). Changes in deposits with building so
cieties are obtained from the sector analysis by the 
societies of their deposits (see table 7.7).

Other finandai assets comprise.
(i) Other public sector: Northern Ireland central govern

ment debt (source: public sector accounts), 
repayment of loans by I and C companies to the 
British Steel Corporation (source: public cor
poration accounts), and other identified lending 
to the public sector.

(ii) Other UK domestic: other identified lending to finan
cial institutions.

(iii) Overseas: miscellaneous overseas instruments, 
namely other commercial short-term assets 
(net) from the balance of payments accounts, 
and the timing and coverage adjustments 
between the overseas sector figures in the 
financial accounts and the balance of payments 
accounts, other than those allocated to other 
sectors.
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Baiandng item is the balance on the accounts of the 1 
and C companies sector and reflects statistical errors 
and omissions in the identified items throughout the 
appropriation, capital and financial accounts.

Two items which are not recorded in the financial 
accounts are changes in trade credit extended by I 
and C companies to other domestic sectors and com
pany loans to the personal sector (e.g. loans to employees 
and unincorporated business), but possibly more im
portant is the mis-allocation between sectors of certain 
recorded items. For example, company sector tran
sactions in land and existing buildings are compiled 
from a range of industrial estimates, some are thought 
to be unreliably estimated. There is a general discus
sion on the sector balancing items on page 27.

Table 8.3
Net borrowing requirement of industrial and 
commercial companies

This table rearranges the sources and uses of capi
tal funds in table 8.2 to show the items leading to the 
net borrowing requirement and how it is financed. The 
net borrowing requirement measures I and C com
panies’ need for external finance, net of liquid and cer
tain other financial assets; it reflects the amount by 
which the companies’ expenditure on fixed assets, 
stocks, capital transfers (net), trade investments, ac
quisition of subsidiaries in the United Kingdom, invest
ment abroad and net trade credit exceeds the in
crease in their internal funds. The concepts underly
ing the net borrowing requirement are discussed in the ar
ticle Financial balances of industrial companies in Economic 
Trends, December 1978.

The seasonally adjusted series incorporate the 
seasonal factors, calculated by the Central Statistical 
Office, for the items from the appropriation and capital 
accounts and, for the financial transactions series, 
seasonal factors calculated by the Bank of England.

Most of the unadjusted series in this table are taken 
direct from table 8.2. The re-arrangements are de
tailed below.

Financial surplus or deficit comprises undistributed in
come plus capital transfers (receipts) less capital 
transfers (payments), gross domestic fixed capital for
mation and increase in book value of stocks, as also 
set out in the summary capital account leading to the 
financial surplus or deficit in table 1.2.

Accwals adjustment is shown split between increase in 
tax balances and other. The components of each are 
described in the notes on the accruals adjustment in 
table 8.2.

Investment abroad is the total of direct investment in over
seas securities and other investment overseas in table 8.2.

Other borrowing is the total of other loans and mort
gages. UK capital issues (ordinary shares and deben
tures and preference shares), capital issues overseas, 
overseas direct investment in securities and other 
overseas investment in table 8.2.

Financial assets: liquid comprises bank deposits, notes 
and coin, British government securities and other 
liquid assets from table 8.2.
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Financial assefs; other comprises other public sector 
financial assets, other UK domestic and overseas 
financial assets from table 8.2.

Net borrowing requirement is the total of all the borrow
ing and liquid asset items which finance it (columns 11 
to 14). Atternatively it is the total of all the items lead
ing to the requirement (columns 1 to 8) and the 
balancing item (column 9) with the opposite sign. Tak
ing all the accounts, current and capital (as summar
ised by the financial surplus or defidf) and financial (as 
summarised by the remaining items in the table), the 
total of all flows into and out of the sector Is zero.

Table 8.4
Selected liquid assets of Industrial and com
mercial companies

This table illustrates the relative importance of 
selected liquid assets of industrial and commercial 
companies, with bank advances shown for comparis
on. The categories broadly correspond with those 
used in the financial accounts and are compiled from 
the same sources.

Deposits with banks are consistent with the sector 
analysis of gross deposits shown in table 6.2. with the 
sterling and foreign currency deposits each split 
between certificates of deposit and other deposits. 
The notes in Section 6 give further information, in
cluding details of the changes In coverage.

Deposits with building societies are obtained from the 
sector analysis of shares and deposits in table 6.9. The 
break in series at second quarter 1978 reflects a more 
detailed sector analysis of deposits returned by the 
building societies which separately identified holdings 
by pension funds and overseas residents.

Deposits with other financial institutions comprises depo
sits with finance houses and certain miscellaneous 
financial institutions. The series was discontinued 
after fourth quarter 1981 when licensed deposit taking 
institutions became part of the banks’ sector.

Sterling Treasury bills are shown in table 3.7, analysed 
by sector. The figures for I and C companies are 
derived by residual and therefore include unidentified 
holdings by other sectors.

Tax instruments are obtained from table 3.11 and in
clude unidentified holdings by other sectors. The 
break at first quarter 1978 reflects identification of 
holdings by public corporations.

British government securities: holdings are derived from 
the Central Statistical Office survey of company 
liquidity: figures are grossed up approximately to cov
er the whole company sector.

Local authority temporary debt: is shown in table 4.6, 
analysed by holder. Local authority longer term debt 
covers non-marketable debt only, as shown in table 
4.7.

SanA advances comprises the bulk of lending to I and 
C companies shown in table 6.2 (sterling and foreign 
currency). The figures in table 6.2 also include lend
ing other than by advances e.g. by purchase of securi
ties.
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Table 8.5
Appropriation account of financial com
panies and Institutions
Scope of headings and methodology

Gross trading profits. These ’national accounts profits’ 
are calculated before providing for depreciation and 
stock appreciation, but the latter is estimated to be 
negligible. As stated in the introduction to Section 8, 
they are measured, in principle, by the difference 
between financial companies’ and institutions’ 
charges and commissions and their management ex
penses. Adding net interest received gives profits in 
the more ordinary sense.

In practice, a major difficulty is that there is no sin
gle source for estimating the gross trading profits of 
financial companies and institutions. The annual esti
mates are compiled from various sources using a 
number of different methods: for the banks’ sector, 
they are based on information collected by the Bank 
of England, whilst, for other financial companies and 
institutions, the figures are based on direct surveys, 
published annual accounts and information provided 
by relevant trade associations. In all cases, the Cen
tral Statistical Office makes a number of adjustments 
In order to bring the figures onto a national accounts 
basis. Quarterly estimates are largely obtained by in
terpolation and extrapolation from the annual figures. 
The resultant estimates are subject to a wide margin 
of error.

Rent and non-trading income. Interest receipts of the 
banks are composed mainly of interest on bank lend
ing which are imputed by applying appropriate interest 
rates to the sector analysis of bank advances provid
ed by the Bank of England.

Interest receipts of building societies are composed 
mainly of interest payments on mortgages for house 
purchase. The figures are supplied directly by the 
building societies.

interest receipts of other financial companies and 
institutions comprise mainly receipts of investment in
come and receipts by finance houses on their lending, 
calculated mainly by applying appropriate interest 
rates to advances or holdings.

Income from abroad comprises income from direct, 
portfolio and other investment abroad, including net 
earnings on dealings in euro-currency.

The source of the estimates of direct investment in
come is the inquiry by the Central Statistical Office; 
portfolio investment income is derived from balance of 
payments information. Estimates of other investment 
income are based mainly on returns to the Bank of 
England.

Dividends and interest payments. Dividend payments are 
derived from quarterly Information provided by the In
land Revenue. As with I and C companies, dividend 
payments are net of advance corporation tax, pay
ments of which are included In UK taxes on income. For
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debenture interest, the inland Revenue provide 
figures of payments by all companies: the proportion 
of these which relates to financial companies is es
timated by the Central Statistical Office.

Other interest payments by banks are payments on 
deposits. These are obtained by applying appropriate 
interest rates to the sector analysis of deposits sup
plied by the Bank of England.

The building societies supply quarterly data on in
terest paid out, but some further calculation is neces
sary. Total interest (net of tax) Is derived by adding in
terest paid out. interest accrued and credited to ac
counts. and other accrued interest not credited to ac
counts. Tax payments by the societies, calculated at 
the composite rate, are then added in to give total 
gross accrued interest.

As from November 1981 (see Section 6), interest 
payments by the remaining financial institutions have 
fallen to very small amounts. Prior to that, they includ
ed payments by finance houses and the Trustee sav
ings banks on deposits placed with them. Finance 
houses licensed to take deposits and Trustee savings 
banks are now part of the banks’ sector. Prior to Janu
ary 1981, they also included payments on deposits in 
the National Savings Bank investment account, which 
became part of central government at that date.

Profits due abroad net of UK tax is composed entirely of 
payments on direct investment; the source of the esti
mates is the inquiry by the Central Statistical Office.

UK taxes on income. The annual figures are provided 
by inland Revenue and consist of payments of cor
poration tax on taxable income, including advance 
corporation tax. For the quarterly figures, payments of 
corporation tax are assumed to be made in the first 
calendar quarter whilst ACT payments are assumed 
to be made when they are due and are calculated by 
applying the appropriate tax rate to the relevant divi
dend payments.

Undistributed income is the balancing item in the table, 
and is equivalent to saving before providing for depre
ciation, stock appreciation, unremitted profits due from 
or to related concerns overseas, and additions to 
reserves. This figure is subject to a wide margin of er
ror.

Table 8.6
Liquidity of large industrial and commercial 
companies

This table gives estimates of the holdings of current 
assets and liabilities by all large I and C companies. 
'Large’ companies are those which had capital em
ployed of more than about £22 million at the end of 
their 1982 accounting year, plus those former public 
corporations that had become part of the company 
sector by the end of 1984. This definition encom
passes about 700 of the largest I and C companies.
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Method of compilation
The estimates are derived from the results of the 

Central Statistical Offices’s quarterly survey of com
pany liquidity. This is a voluntary inquiry with a panel 
of about 320 large companies which is taken to be 
representative of large I and C companies as a whole. 
Respondents are asked to state the book value of 
their current assets and liabilities at the end of each 
quarter. Current assets are those that can be realised 
within twelve months and current liabilities are those 
that are due to be repaid within twelve months. Liquidi
ty ratios are defined as total current assets as a per
centage of total current liabilities. A question is also in
cluded on longer term borrowing from UK monetary 
sector institutions.

Until May 1985, results had been published in 
respect of the survey companies only. For total current 
assets, total current liabilities, net current assets and 
the liquidity ratio, series have been calculated, on the 
new basis, separately for manufacturing and non
manufacturing companies, going back to the fourth 
quarter of 1969, when the company liquidity survey 
was begun. However, estimates of all I and C com
panies' holdings of individual assets and liabilities 
shown in the second part of the table are only avail
able from the fourth quarter of 1982.

The survey panel is updated at the end of each 
year to bring in new recruits and exclude companies 
no tonger contributing. The two sets of results shown 
for individual assets and liabilities in the fourth quarter 
of each year represent the different 'baskets’ of assets 
and liabilities held by the outgoing and incoming sur
vey panels.

From the first quarter of 1987 the questions in the 
company liquidity survey form relating to individual as
sets and liabilities were revised to take account of re
cent developments in company finance, but the 
definitions of total current assets, total current liabili
ties, net current assets and the liquidity ratio remain 
the same.

Quality
Net current assets and liquidity ratios presented 

here indicate the financial position of large industrial 
and commercial companies only with regard to the 
specified current assets and liabilities covered by the 
survey: they do not summarise the whole financial po
sition of those companies. The importance of the as
sets and liabilities covered in the survey varies 
between companies, depending upon the relative im
portance of creditors, debtors and stock holdings, 
which are not included in the survey. Although the 
results include estimates for large industrial and com
mercial companies not contributing to the sun/ey the 
panel of contributors may not be representative of 
such companies, and even less so of all industrial and 
commercial companies.

Timeliness
The figures are first published in a Business Bulletin 

about nine weeks after the end of each quarter. They 
are then included in the next issue of Financial Statistics 
about twelve weeks from the quarter end, i.e. the 
figures for 30 June appear in Financial Statistics first in 
the September issue.

Use In financial accounts
Holdings of British government securities by large 1 

and C companies are used to provide estimates for 
the industrial and commercial company sector as a 
whole.

Other publications
An article describing the survey, and reviewing its 

results since its inception in 1970 until the middle of 
1974, was published in Economic Trends No.253, No
vember 1974. It included a comparison between the 
survey results and the equivalent statistics for all I and 
C companies from the financial accounts and shown 
in table 8.3. A further article in Economic Trends No.283, 
May 1977, updated the comparison to the end of 
1976.

The British business article of 31 May 1985, Company 
liquidity in the first quarter introduced the results estimated 
for all large I and C companies. A technical note at the 
end of this article gives a more detailed description of 
how the estimates are derived.

Table 8.7
Transactions In UK company securities

This table brings together quarterly estimates of 
transactions in UK company securities shown in the 
financial accounts so that the net transactions of each 
sector can be compared. It also shows how estimates 
of transactions by the personal sector, which is the 
residual item, are derived.

Cap/fa/issues include both United Kingdom and over
seas Issues. A detailed breakdown of other transac
tions by other financial institutions can be found in 
Section 7. A more detailed description of the make-up 
of this item is given in Section 1 on page 24.

Table 8.8
Acquisitions and mergers of Industrial and 
commercial companies within the United
Kingdom

The statistics of acquisitions and mergers of com
panies in this table are based on reports in the finan
cial press, supplemented by special inquiries to the 
companies to determine the timing, value and method 
of payment for particular transactions. In an acquisi
tion, one company gains control of another by acquir
ing more than fifty per cent of the voting shares; in a 
merger, two companies combine by the formation of a 
new company with ownership of more than fifty per 
cent of the voting shares in each of the two combining 
companies.

The table covers all acquisitions and mergers by 
United Kingdom industrial and commercial companies 
within the UK except acquisitions between subsidi
aries of the same company group, which are not in
cluded because they relate to internal re-organisation, 
not to change of ownership and industrial restructur
ing.

Figures of acquisitions by financial companies are 
not included as compilation of such figures ceased at 
the end of 1979.
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Method of compilation
As far as possible, the transactions are recorded for 

the date when they are finalised, e.g. when a bid is 
declared unconditional or a contract to purchase is 
signed. They are valued, in general. In terms of the 
expenditure at the time of the transaction but include 
any Investment during the last twelve months in the 
acquired company. Where possible, the values are 
market values. Where this is not possible (e.g. where 
the acquired company is unlisted) the transaction is, in 
general, valued at the net book value of the acquired 
company. Where payment is to be made over a 
pe ri^ , the value is recorded as though made in full at 
the time of the transaction.

A merger Is valued at the value of the smaller 
company’s share of the newly formed company.

Timeliness
The statistics for industrial and commercial com

panies are first published in a Business Bulletin about six 
weeks after the quarter end and are included in the 
next issue of Financial Statistics about eight weeks from 
the quarter end, i.e. the figures for the quarter ending 
31 March appear in Financial Statistics i \ T S \  in the May is
sue.

Scope of headings
Number of companies acquired includes mergers.

Use In financial accounts
The figures for expenditure in the form of cash, less 

that part used for the purchase of companies that are 
already subsidiaries (i.e. excluding cash payments by 
one I and C company to another) are used as an esti
mate of payments by Industrial and commercial com
panies to other sectors in the course of making ac
quisitions. The estimate is overstated to the extent 
that it includes some cash payments to other industrial 
and commercial companies holding shares in the ac
quired company. However, this is broadly offset by 
omission of cash payments to minority shareholders in 
other sectors in acquisitions of existing subsidiaries. 
The payments are assumed to be to the personal sec
tor.

Other publications
As well as publication in Business Bulletin, the statis

tics for industrial and commercial companies are pub
lished quarterly in Business Monitor MQ7, Acquisitbns and 
Mergers of Industrial and Commerdal Companies, which pro
vides more detailed information, including analyses by 
industry and by size of transaction and some figures 
of acquisitions by. and of. overseas companies.

The Annual Abstract of Statistics provides annual indus
trial analyses of expendKure and the number of com
panies acquired for the latest eight years, see table 
17.25 (1990).

Table 8.9
Insolvencies In England and Wales

The Insolvency Act 1985 received Royal Assent on 
30 October 1985. It was later consolidated with certain

insolvency provisions remaining in the Companies Act 
1985 as the Insolvency Act 1986 and the Company 
Directors Disqualification Act 1986. The Secretary of 
State for Trade and Industry appointed by Statutory In
strument 29 December 1986 as the date for the Insol
vency Act 1986 to come into force. The new legisla
tion totally replaced the Bankruptcy Acts 1914 and 
1926, and also replaced the insolvency provisions of 
the Companies Acts.

Insolvent individuals are dealt with under the Bank
ruptcy Act 1914, the Bankruptcy (Amendment) Act 
1926 and the Insolvency Act 1986, or, when they 
make arrangements with their creditors, under the 
Deeds of Arrangement Act 1914. Under the Bank
ruptcy Acts a receiving order is made by the court on 
the petition of a creditor if it is satisfied that the debtor 
has committed an act of bankruptcy, as listed in sec
tion 1 of the Bankruptcy Act 1914, or on the petition of 
the debtor himself. The receiving order makes the 
Official Receiver, who is an officer of the court, re
ceiver of the debtor’s estate and deprives the debtor 
of the right to deal with it. A bankruptcy order under the 
Insolvency Act 1986 is made by the court on the peti
tion of a creditor if it is satisfied that a debt of the deb
tor has not been paid or secured or there is no rea
sonable prospect of his paying it when it falls due, or 
on the petition of the debtor himself. Bankruptcy ord
ers are equivalent to receiving orders made under the 
repealed legislation but also adjudge the debtor ban
krupt whereas adjudication was a further separate 
order under the old legislation. The bankruptcy order 
makes the Official Receiver receiver and manager of 
the bankrupt’s estate pending the appointment of an 
insolvency practitioner as trustee or the Official Re
ceiver himself becoming trustee.

Administration orders, which are made under sec
tion 130 of the Bankruptcy Act 1914, relate to de
ceased insolvents: under section 421 of the Insolven
cy Act 1986 the Administration of Insolvent Estates of 
Deceased Persons 1986 replaced administration ord
ers with insolvency administration orders, which are 
included with bankmptcy orders.

Individual voluntary arrangements were introduced in the 
Insolvency Act 1986 to enable insolvent debtors to 
come to terms with their creditors with the minimum of 
formality and court involvement.lnitially the numbers of 
these were published only in British Business but they 
are likely to be included in table 8.9 during 1988.

Deeds of arrangement relate to arrangements between 
debtors and creditors that are reached without 
recourse to the courts under the Deeds of Arrange
ment Act 1914.

Insolvent companies are dealt with under the Com
panies Acts and the Insolvency Act 1986 and the 
figures for company liquidations refer to the two types 
of liquidation that involve insolvency. The figures for 
compulsory liquidations relate to winding-up orders made 
by the courts. The figures for creditors' voluntary liquida
tion, in which the company and its creditors come to 
terms without court proceedings, relate to notifications 
to the Registrar of Companies of resolutions to wind 
up under section 380 of the Companies Act 1985.
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There is a third type, members’ voluntary liquidations; 
these do not involve insolvency and they are not in
cluded in the figures.

The Insolvency Act 1986 also introduced adminis
tration orders for companies and company voluntary 
arrangements, but if the company involved is insolvent 
it will eventually be recorded as a compulsory or 
creditor’s voluntary liquidation so they are not shown 
in the table.

Insolvent partnerships dealt with under the bankruptcy 
acts are included in the figures for bankruptcy orders. 
A single receiving order may be made against a 
partnership or receiving orders may be made against 
partners individually. Under section 420 of the Insol
vency Act 1986 the Insolvent Partnership Order 1986 
introduced a change in the treatment of insolvent 
partnerships, so they may be wound up as if a com
pany. and proceedings against insolvent partnerships 
begun after 29 December 1986 therefore appear as 
company liquidations. Bankruptcy orders may be 
made against individual partners with or without a 
winding up order against the partnership.

The Insolvency Act 1976 changed some aspects of 
the law relating to both bankruptcy and company liqui
dations. Its provisions include an increase in the 
minimum debt to support a creditor’s petition for ban
kruptcy. At about the same time, an amendment to the 
Bankruptcy Rules 1952 increased the deposits re
quired on bankruptcy petitions. These changes have 
reduced the number of receiving orders from the be
ginning of 1977.

On 1 October 1984 the amounts of minimum debt 
(SI 1984 No. 1199) and deposits (SI 1984 No. 1371 
(L.14)) required were further increased. The increase 
in minimum debt was of the same order as that at the 
end of 1976 but the increase in deposits on petitions 
was considerably smaller (in percentage terms) than 
before.

The Insolvency Fees Order 1986 came into force 
on 29 December 1986 and set the amounts of the 
deposits required under the Insolvency Act 1986. For 
bankruptcy petitions the deposits are unchanged from 
those set on 1 October 1984 b jt  for the first time a 
deposit of £200 was imposed in respect of winding up 
petitions, and this contributed to the fall in compulsory 
liquidations during 1987.

Method of compilation
The figures for bankruptcies and compulsory 

winding-up orders are provided by the Insolvency Ser
vice of the Department of Trade and Industry, who col
lect the basic data from the official receivers for the 
various courts. The figures for creditors' voluntary 
liquidatbns are provided by the Registrar of Com
panies of the Department of Trade and Industry, and 
are based on the notifications that companies that go 
into this type of liquidation are obliged to make within 
14 days of the resolution to wind-up.

Timeliness
Quarterly figures are available from the Department 

of Trade and industry about three to four weeks after 
the quarter end and are included in the next issue of 
Financial Statistics about eight weeks from the quarter 
end, i.e. the figures for the quarter ending 31 March 
appear in Financial Statistics thsX in the May issue.

Other publications
An article describing the insolvency statistics and 

giving quarterly statistics from the beginning of 1960, 
with industrial analyses from the beginning of 1969, 
was published in Economic Trends No.257, March 1975.

Annual figures for company liquidations, including 
those in Scotland, are given in the Companies Report 
and for receiving orders in the Bankruptcy General Annual 
Report. The Companies Report provides annual totals for 
the latest few years, with industrial analyses for the la
test two years. The Bankruptcy General Annual Report pro
vides, for the latest year, an analysis of receiving ord
ers and receiving orders administered (i.e. those ord
ers remaining after consolidations and rescissions be
fore 31 December) by court, and for receiving orders 
administered and deeds of arrangement, an industrial 
analysis of both numbers of cases and the assets and 
liabilities involved.

An article In British business 24 April 1981 gives 
figures for Scotland and Northern Ireland as well as 
England and Wales for the last 11 years plus an in
dustrial analysis of company liquidations in Great Bri
tain for the last two years. An article in the 7 August 
1981 issue compares the number of company liquida
tions by industry in 1980 with the number of com
panies in operation.

The Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1990 (tables 17.27 to 
17.30) provides an 11 year run of annual totals for 
company liquidations of each type (including 
members’ voluntary liquidations), for receiving orders 
administered, and for deeds of arrangement. Annual 
totals of the assets and liabilities involved are given 
with the figures for receiving orders administered and 
deeds of arrangement. The Annual Abstract of Statistics 
also includes the equivalent figures for company liqui
dations in Scotland and Northern Ireland, for seques
trations (which relate, under Scottish law, to individual 
insolvents) in Scotland, and for bankruptcies and 
deeds of arrangement in Northern Ireland.

1. In the national account$, expendrture on assets is classified under 
gross domestic fixed capital formation (QOFCF) and according to the 
sector owning the asset. Expenditure by specialist finance teasir>g corrv 
panies (which are included in the fir>ancial companies and institutions 
sector) is recorded as financial companies' and institutions' GDFCF. 
Thus expenditure on assets acquired under finance lease arrangements 
and which are used (but not owned) by industrial and commercial conv 
panies. is not included in GDFCF in table 8.2.

Industrial and commercial companies sometimes act as leasing oorrh 
panies themselves. The capital expenditure on the leased assets con* 
cemed is. at least in principle, included in industrial and commercial 
companies' GDFCF in the table.

Annual estimates of investment by financial companies (including, 
for exarrple. banks as well as specialist financial leasing corrpanies) in 
assets for leasing, hiring and renting out are given in supplementary 
table 36.
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Section 9
Personal sector

The section on the personal sector is one of the 
shortest in Financial Statistics. This reflects the lack of 
direct statistical reporting by the sector rather than its 
importance in the financial system. In fact, personal 
saving Is one of the most important sources of new 
funds for the economy as a whole and the financial 
surplus or deficit of the personal sector is large in com
parison with other sectors.

The information used to construct accounts for the 
personal sector is collected mainly from the counter
part sector institutions concerned in the various tran
sactions (e.g. public sector and financial institutions). 
In most other cases, estimates of personal sector tran
sactions are obtained by residual from the estimated 
net transactions of all other sectors.

Definition of sector
The personal sector is made up mainly of individu

als resident in the United Kingdom; it also includes all 
unincorporated private businesses, sole traders and 
partnerships, non-profit-making bodies serving per
sons, and private trusts.

The first component covers individuals living in 
households and in institutions as well as members of 
the armed forces stationed abroad.

Unincorporated businesses do not have a separate 
legal existence and sometimes their activKies cannot 
be distinguished from the private activities of their 
proprietors. Thus they are part of the personal sector 
and cannot be completely separated from it. These 
businesses are largely engaged in distribution, the 
construction trades, agriculture or services (including 
the medical and legal professions).

Private non-profit-making bodies serving persons 
comprise universities and non-profit-making schools 
and colleges, churches, charities, clubs and societies, 
trade unions, and private housing associations. Some 
of these bodies are incorporated under the Com
panies Acts but they are included in the personal sec
tor if they are recognised as charitable for tax pur
poses and if their principal object is to provide ser
vices or benefits to individuals or other bodies in the 
personal sector.

Private trusts, other than for charitable purposes, 
are set up by individuals usually for named 
beneficiaries.

Long-term Insurance and pension funds
A peculiarity of the financial accounts is the sector 

treatment of long-term insurance and pension funds. 
These are treated as part of the personal sector in the 
current account, but as part of the OFI sector in the 
financial account. Amounts paid by employers into 
these funds as premiums and contributions and the 
rent, dividend and interest that the funds receive are 
included in personal income. Contributions and premi
ums paid by employees, policyholders etc.on their 
own behalf are transfers within the personal sector 
and are not included in the sector accounts. They 
may be regarded as components of saving through 
the funds. The cost of administering the funds are 
treated as consumers' expenditure. Transfers to the 
state pension scheme are included in National In
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surance, etc. contributions. Pensions and other 
benefits paid out are also transfers within the personal 
sector and not included in the sector account. They 
may, nevertheless, be used to finance consumption or 
saving other than through the funds. The balance of 
all these transactions represents the net amount 
saved through the funds and the net amount available 
for investment by the funds and is a major component 
of personal saving. H is treated as financial invest
ment by the personal sector in long-term insurance 
and pension funds in the OFI sector and is recorded in 
the personal sector financial account as an increase 
in persons’ claims on OFI’s and as a corresponding li
ability in the OFI sector account. The financial tran
sactions of the funds (I.e. their investment of this mo
ney in securities, etc.), are recorded in the financial 
accounts of the financial institutions sector. The funds 
remain the property of persons in the form of a finan
cial claim by the personal sector on them, but the as
sets held by the funds to match this liability to persons 
are assets of the financial institutions sector (and tran
sactions in these assets are transactions by financial 
institutions). Friendly societies are, in principle, treat
ed in the same way as long-term insurance funds 
though data are in fact included only for the collecting 
friendly societies. Further discussion of the treatment 
is included in an article in the November 1979 issue of 
Statistical News — ‘Pension funds and the national ac
counts’.

Nature of the estimates
Because there is no direct statistical reporting of 

financial transactions by the personal sector certain 
transactions cannot be recorded in the accounts, and 
others may be unreliable. The problem is most acute 
for transactions between the personal sector and 
companies (direct reporting by companies covers only 
a few items in the accounts) and for those items 
where the balance of transactions, after taking ac
count of the public, monetary, other financial institu
tions and overseas sectors, has to be allocated 
between the personal sector and industrial and com
mercial companies sector. Errors and omissions In the 
identified Items of a sector’s accounts are reflected in 
the balances of the various accounts (e.g. saving, finan
cial surplus or defidfi and particularly in the balancing item 
between all the accounts. The nature of the 
unidentified transactions generally is explained in 
Section 1. For the personal sector this residual can 
be very large. To some extent, it is offset by the balanc
ing item in the company sector account which suggests 
that the cause may be unrecorded current, capital or 
financial transactions between these two sectors or a 
misallocation between them of recorded transactions.

One item that is not recorded is trade credit (unpaid 
bills of households and unincorporated businesses) 
but this is not thought to be a major explanation for the 
balancing item. Another largely unrecorded item is com
pany loans to the personal sector (e.g. bans to em
ployees and to unincorporated businesses). But prob
ably more important is the misallocation between sec
tors of certain recorded Items.

2
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Personal sector

Figures for personal sector transactions in land and 
existing buildings and in gilt-edged and company 
securities are all obtained as residuals, some com
ponents in the calculation of which (e.g. net purchases 
by companies) are thought to be unreliable. Also, esti
mates of persons' net receipts of dividends and debt 
interest will reflect any inaccuracies in identifying pay
ments between companies. All such errors and omis
sions find their way into the balancing hems because of 
the accounting framework used.

The tables
The tables in this section comprise an income and 

expenditure account, table 9.1; a sources and uses of 
funds presentation of capital and financial transac
tions. table 9.2; a derived table highlighting consumer 
credit, table 9.3. Loans for house purchase are given 
in table 9.4 and, finally, amounts of certain selected 
liquid assets and liabilities held by persons, are given 
in table 9.5. Quarterly income and expenditure ac
counts are published as part of a press notice on per
sonal income, expenditure and saving about fourteen 
weeks from the end of quarters, and are repeated 
about three weeks later in Financial Statistics. Some oth
er information relating to the personal sector is pub
lished periodically as supplementary tables. These in
clude details of SAVE schemes (table S21 — pub
lished four times per year). Unhed Kingdom National Ac
counts, 1989 Edition, table 4.9, shows an income and 
expenditure account which separates, as far as possi
ble, those transactions which directly affect house
holds (including their transactions with the rest of the 
personal sector) from those of the rest of the personal 
sector. An article in the September 1981 issue of 
Economic Trends — 'The household sector’ — explains 
how these series have been derived from those for 
the personal sector as a whole and describes some of 
the main trends in the series. Experimental capital 
and financial accounts for the household sector are 
also presented.

Another article, ’Committed and discretionary sav
ing’, in the November 1981 issue of Economic Trends in
troduced a new presentation of personal saving split
ting it as far as possible into its committed and discre
tionary elements. This analysis is shown annually in 
supplementary table SI 4 in Financial Statistics.

Table 9.1
Personal Income, expenditure and saving

This table shows how an important source of funds, 
personal sector saving, is generated. The columns 
show the various forms of Income accruing to the per
sonal sector, and the taxes and national insurance 
contributions that are paid out of that income. Income 
after tax, national insurance contributions and other 
current transfers is called personal disposable income, and 
what remains after subtracting consumers’ expendi
ture is defined as personal saving. Saving expressed as 
a percentage of total personal disposable income, the 
saving ratio, is also shown. A brief description of the 
items in this table is given below. For fuller details see 
Unhed Kingdom National Accounts: Sources and

Methods, Chapter 6A and the Notes and Definitions in 
Unhed Kingdom National Accounts.

Wages, salaries, and forces' pay. Wages and salaries, 
which are by far the most important source of personal 
income, are estimated annually from an analysis of 
the PAYE tax deduction cards sent by employers to 
local tax offices after each financial year. Adjustments 
have to be made for earned income below the PAYE 
limit, for certain pension payments included in the 
PAYE returns, and to convert the information from a 
financial year to a calendar year basis. Quarterly 
figures are estimated by interpolation and extrapola
tion by reference to the Department of Employment’s 
index of average earnings for the whole economy al
lied with employment data. The figures for wages and 
salaries include estimates of income in kind and ex
clude expenses of employment. Forces’ pay consists 
of pay and allowances in cash and kind of members of 
the armed forces and auxiliary services.

Employers’ contributions include those made to the na
tional insurance scheme, to the national heaKh service 
and to the redundancy fund, as well as contributions 
to private pension schemes. The national insurance 
surcharge is not treated as an addition to personal in
come since it is not related to the provision of any 
benefits. In the national accounts the surcharge is 
treated as a tax on expenditure.

Current grants from general government cover all transfer 
payments by general government to the personal sec
tor. The bulk of this item represents social security 
benefits to individuals such as national insurance 
benefits, supplementary benefits and child benefit. But 
the item also includes grants to other parts of the per
sonal sector such as grants to universities.

Other personal income includes income from self- 
employment (before providing for depreciation and 
stock appreciation), rent, dividends and interest re
ceipts net of payments of interest, transfers to chari
ties by companies and financial institutions, transfers 
from overseas and an imputed charge for capital con
sumption of private non-profit-making bodies. These 
items are combined because the quarterly information 
available is not good enough for satisfactory separate 
estimates to be made. Income from self-employment 
— which is the distributed and undistributed income of 
proprietors of unincorporated businesses (farmers, 
certain professions, and other sole traders and 
partnerships) and represents income before providing 
for depreciation and stock appreciation — is mainly 
estimated from details of income assessed for tax 
under Schedule D. An exception is income of farmers 
which is estimated from a production account of the 
agricultural industry as a whole, the ’national farm’. A 
rough deduction has been made for income accruing 
to agricultural businesses that are incorporated (i.e. 
companies); previously these had been assumed to 
represent only a small part of total income from agri
culture. Dividend and interest income of persons is 
calculated by residual — payments by all sectors less 
receipts by all sectors other than the personal sector. 
The interest component therefore represents net re
ceipts after deducting payments by persons (e.g. bank 
and mortgage interest payments).
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UK taxes on incxjme represents amounts of tax actually 
paid by the personal sector, rather than the amounts 
received by Inland Revenue. Thus for tax assessed 
under Schedule E. and deducted through PAYE, 
amounts deducted by employers are included in the 
quarterly and annual figures rather than amounts 
handed over to Inland Revenue: there is usually a few 
weeks delay between deduction and payment to In
land Revenue. Tax liability which has accrued on in
come received (mainly Income assessed under 
Schedule D) but which has not yet resulted in tax pay
ments will therefore fall into the figures of personal 
saving that balance the account.

Social security contributions mostly comprises em
ployers’ (included as a component of personal in
come) and employees’ contributions. The contribu
tions covered are those in respect of national in
surance, the national health service, the redundancy 
fund and the maternity pay fund. The national in
surance surcharge is not included. See the notes to 
table 3.1 for more details.

Other current deductions include transfers abroad and 
miscellaneous current transfers. The latter covers cer
tain compulsory fees and fines paid by the personal 
sector to central government, for example, fees for 
passports and driving licences. It also covers the 
community charge from April 1989 in Scotland and 
from April 1990 in England and Wales.

Total personal disposable income is defined as the sum 
of personal incomes before providing for depreciation, 
stock appreciation and additions to tax reserves less 
other current transfers, UK taxes on income and na
tional insurance etc. contributions.

Consumers’ expenditure covers all personal expendi
ture on goods (durable and non-durable) and ser
vices. including the value of income in kind, Imputed 
rents for owner-occupied dwellings and the purchase 
of second-hand goods less the proceeds of sales of 
used goods. It also includes final expenditure on 
goods and services for current use by private non- 
profit-making bodies serving persons. The following 
are not included: all business expenditure and ex
penses, interest and other transfer payments, im
provements to dwellings, and the purchase of land 
and dwellings (and associated costs). These last two 
items are treated as capital expenditure.

Estimates of consumers’ expenditure are built up 
commodity by commodity from a heterogeneous col
lection of sources. There are three broad types: statis
tics of supplies from manufacturers etc. which are 
used mainly to estimate expenditure on alcoholic drink 
and tobacco; sample surveys such as the National 
Food Survey, the Family Expenditure Survey and the 
International Passenger Survey which provide direct 
information on persons’ behaviour as consumers; and 
statistics of sales by retail shops and other outlets 
which often provide more reliable information on larger 
and less frequently purchased hems, and are useful in 
making quarterly estimates.

Durable goods, shown separately because their pur
chase is often financed by the various forms of bor
rowing shown in table 9.2, consist of:

(i) cars, motor cycles and other vehicles
(ii) furnhure and floor coverings
(iii) other durable goods.
The latter category comprises radio and television 

sets, audio and video equipment, musical instruments,

photographic and optical equipment, household appli
ances such as heating and domestic appliances, sew
ing machines and lawnmowers.

Personal saving is what remains of total personal 
disposable income after deducting consumers’ expen- 
dhure. Because personal saving is calculated as the 
difference between two large aggregates, the figure 
includes the net effect of estimation errors and omis
sions in their components and is therefore less reliable 
than others in the table.

Saving ratio is calculated by dividing personal saving 
by total personal disposable income.

Table 9.2
Sources and uses of funds

This table brings together series from the capital 
and financial accounts of the personal sector (i.e. 
tables 1.2 and 1.12 respectively) to show how funds 
are raised and how they are used to purchase tangi
ble and financial assets.

Identified sources of funds
Saving is the balancing item transferred from table

9.1. It is the difference between total personal dispos
able income and consumers’ expenditure, before pro
viding for depreciation, stock appreciation and addi
tions to tax reserves.

Capital transfers cover such items as grants received 
by universities and other private non-profit-making bo
dies, grants to farmers, mainly for farm improvements 
and field drainage, and local authority grants for the 
conversion and improvement of housing. From 1967 it 
includes a small amount of investment grants in 
respect of capital expenditure after 17 January 1966.

Total borrowing is the sum of bank borrowing, credit 
extended by retailers, loans for house purchase and 
other loans and mortgages.

Bank borrowing, which includes bank advances, and 
commercial bills and market loans from third quarter 
1975, is derived from banks' sector statistics. K ex
cludes loans for house purchase. Figures include 
both sterling and foreign currency items.

Credit extended by retailers relates to the debt of indivi
dual consumers and unincorporated businesses. See 
notes to table 7.5.

Loans for house purchase from local authorities are 
loans made for small dwellings acquisitbns. Other 
public sector loans are those made by central govern
ment under various Housing Acts to private housing 
associations, and loans made by the Housing Cor
poration to housing societies. Loans from banks are 
compiled by the Bank of England from banking statis
tics. For a description of mortgage advances by build
ing societies see notes to tables 6.8 to 6.9. These ad
vances are all attributed to the personal sector apart 
from a small amount identified as lending to industrial 
and commercial companies. Other loans for house 
purchase comprise loans from insurance companies 
(derived from figures shown in table 7.10), from pen
sion funds, from Trustee savings banks (prior to their 
inclusion in the banks’ sector) and miscellaneous 
financial institutions. Figures are for net advances of 
principal. For further details see notes to table 9.4 
below.

Other loans and mortgages comprise identified trade 
credit given by public corporations, loans from other

t
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&s. financial institutions and the public sector, and other 
identified liabilities.

Accruals adjustment Is the difference between accruals 
of local authority rates, subsidies, interest flows and 
value added tax (the basis on which these items are 
entered in the national income accounts) and the 
corresponding cash payments.

Balancing item (unidentified transactions) is the differ
ence between total identified sources and total 
identified uses of funds, h is explained under Nature 
of the estimates above.

Identified uses of funds
Capital transfers includes death duties, taxes on capi

tal transfers, tax payments on short-term capital gains, 
payments of capital gains tax and a small amount of 
capital transfers to public corporations.

Investment in fixed assets and stocks covers mainly in
vestment in dwellings and other new buildings and 
works, but also investment in vehicles, ships and air
craft, plant and machinery by unincorporated 
businesses and non-profit-making bodies, and stocks 
held by unincorporated businesses.

Notes and coin are estimated from the total change in 
the amount of notes and coin in circulation less the 
amount attributable to the banks’ sector and the over
seas sector; the remainder is divided, in the ratio 5:1, 
between the personal and industrial and commercial 
company sectors (with a special adjustment to allow 
for day-of-the-week effects) according to estimates of 
holdings.

National savings include deposits with the National 
Savings Banks’s ordinary account and, from 1 Janu
ary 1981, the investment account (NSBIA); Trustee 
savings bank’s ordinary departments up to third quar
ter 1979; national savings certificates (including 
index-linked issues); income bonds; deposit bonds; 
premium savings bonds; SAVE; yearly plan and gift 
tokens. Prior to 1900, the figures also include British 
savings bonds, defence bonds, national development 
bonds and savings stamps; these products are no 
longer on sale. Estimates of holdings by other sectors 
of income bonds and deposit balances in the NSBIA 
are provided by the Department for National Savings, 
the balance of transactions in these instruments and 
all transactions in other instruments are attributed to 
the personal sector, see tables 3.9 and 3.10.

Tax instruments are unincorporated businesses’ tax 
reserve certificates and certificates of tax deposit; the 
former have now been run off. Figures are obtained 
from government accounts, see table 3.11.

Local authority temporary debt is derived from local au
thority borrowing information, (see the notes on this 
item, line 19.4, in the matrix).

Deposits with banks are obtained from banking statis
tics.

Deposits with building societies come from statistics ob
tained from building societies. Up to third quarter 
1978, apart from a small amount attributed to industri
al and commercial companies and insurance com
panies. the net increases in shares and deposits are 
assumed to be held by persons. From the third quar
ter 1978, a fuller sector analysis was made by building 
societies. See table 6.9 for details.

British government securities. Figures for personal sec
tor transactions In British government securities are the 
residual Item as shown in table 3.5, and therefore in
cludes errors and omissions in the estimates of tran
sactions of other sectors.

Other public sector debt. The local authority component 
is derived from total borrowing by local authorities. 
Personal sector borrowing is taken as residual after 
borrowing by other sectors has been identified. North
ern Ireland central government debt is also included.

Company securities also includes unit trust units and 
other identified assets. Transactions in company secu
rities by persons is the residual item after identified 
transactions by other sectors have been taken into ac
count.

Life assurance and pension funds. The relationship of 
these funds to the personal sector is explained in the 
introduction to this section. In the financial accounts 
the figure that is shown is the balance of the funds’ 
revenue account, i.e. the net amount available for in
vestment by the funds.

Table 9.3
Consumer credit and other personal sector 
borrowing

This table is a disaggregation and re-arrangement 
of the nine headings described as borrowing in table
9.2. h was described in detail in an article in the Sep
tember 1979 issue of Economic Trends. The purpose of 
the table is to extract from those figures a measure of 
consumer credit, defined in principle as borrowing by 
consumers (i.e. the personal sector excluding unin
corporated businesses and non-profit-making bodies 
serving persons) to finance current expenditure on 
goods and services (I.e. consumers' expenditure in 
table 9.1) but excluding very short-term borrowing akin 
to trade credit. As is explained in the article, it is not 
possible to meet this definition precisely in practice; 
nevertheless the measure distinguished is thought to 
be a reasonably good overall indicator of consumer 
credit.

Borrowing by means of bank credit cards is includ
ed in banks' sector consumer credit. Borrowing by 
means of Trustcard is included in Trustee savings 
banks consumer credit to end-1981. From then. 
Trustee savings banks became part of the banks’ sec
tor and trustcard borrowing is included in banks con
sumer credit.

The table shows borrowing through bank credit 
cards as a separate memorandum item. These figures 
relate to borrowing through Access and Visa (except 
that borrowing through Trustcard, part of Visa, is in
cluded only from end-1981) and also other bank credit 
cards.

Some credit cards are issued by or on behalf of re
tailers. Borrowing through these cards is included in 
the table according to the type of institution financing 
the scheme. Some are banks, some are non-bank 
consumer credit companies, and in a few cases re
tailers finance their own schemes.

The table excludes borrowing through charge 
cards, i.e. through ’travel and entertainment’ cards 
such as Diners Club and American Express and 
through charge cards issued by retailers.
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Repayment of borrowing through charge cards is nor
mally made in full at the end of the month. This form of 
borrowing Is akin to trade credit rather than consumer 
credit as defined here, h should be included in other 
borrowing on the right-hand side of the table, but data 
for it are not at present available.

The consumer credit series has not been compiled 
for periods earlier than 1976 because the crucial 
separation of bank lending to the personal sector 
between that to households and individuals and that 
to the remainder of the sector (mainly unincorporated 
businesses) was not made before then.

Total consumer credit is also shown seasonally ad
justed. This is done by seasonally adjusting total con
sumer credit rather than by adjusting the individual 
series and aggregating the resuKs.

Scope of headings
Consumer credit comprises:
(a) banks: total. This series comprises sterling 

lending to persons, households and individual 
trusts, derived from table 6.2, but excluding 
loans for house purchase which are shown 
separately in table 9.4.

(b) banks: credit card lending.
The figures comprise borrowing through Access 
and Visa cards, (excluding Trustcard before 
end-1981) and also other bank credit cards.

(c) Tnjstee savings banks: derived from statistics 
recorded separately prior to their inclusion in the 
banks sector.

(d) non-bank consumer credit companies.
This series is, since the rebasing of data on the 
results of a 'benchmark' enquiry in 1976 to all 
consumer credit grantors, equal to the series 
loans and advances to persons in table 7.4.

(e) insurance companies: derived from information 
used to compile table 7.10 and shown in more 
detail in Business Monitor MQ5. Figures are for net 
advances of principal.

(f) retailers. This is the change in amounts
outstanding of debt to retailers in table 7.5.

Other borrowing comprises;
(a) loans for house purchase have the same coverage 

as in table 9.2, where the detail is shown.
(b) faante; lending by banks to the remainder

of the personal sector Is also derived from table 
6.2; the assumption Is made that no loans for 
house purchase are made to this part of the 
personal sector.

(c) other. This includes identified trade credit given 
by public corporations, other loans from other 
financial institutions and the public sector, and 
other identified domestic liabilities (see page 
26).

Total borrowing is the sum of consumer credit and the 
remainder of bank borrowing of the personal sector 
and other borrowing. It corresponds to the same ag
gregate shown in table 9.2.

Timeliness
Information on consumer credit from the banks other 

bank borrowing, borrowing from non-bank consumer 
credit companies and retailers is generally available 
three months after the end of the quarter to which it re
lates. Complete detail is available four months after 
the end of the quarter to which it relates.

Table 9.4
Loans for house purchase

This table brings together the quarterly figures for 
loans for house purchase shown in the sector ac
counts. It also includes the small amount identified (re
ferred to on page 92) as lending by building societies 
to industrial and commercial companies. Net ad
vances by building societies, central government, lo
cal authorities, insurance companies and pension 
funds, the banks’ sector, Trustee savings banl« (up to 
end-1981) when they became part of the UK bank 
sector), miscellaneous financial institutions and public 
corporations are shown separately. Gross advances 
and repayments are shown for building societies, cen
tral government, local authorities and insurance com
panies and pension funds. This information is not 
available for other lenders. The amounts of outstand
ing debt are also given for the end of the year. A more 
detailed description of the series is given on page 24.

The figures for repayments to building societies are 
split between regular repayments, repayments on 
redemption and other lump sum repayments. Building 
society transactions from January 1987 are derived 
from figures prepared by the Building Societies Com
mission on the basis of returns made to it by individual 
societies. The monthly figures from 1978 to January 
1987 are derived from different returns made to the 
Building Societies Association, these were based on a 
sample representing over 95% of total assets of all so
cieties. Although the coverage and definitions of these 
two sources should be broadly the same, there may 
be some break in series at end-December 1986; thus 
any effect of the change of source is incorporated in 
the January 1987 flows. In July 1989 Abbey National 
Building Society converted to a public limited com
pany. From that date, its lending is classified as that of 
a bank whereas prior to that date it is classified as that 
of a building society. Before 1978 the estimates were 
made from samples which varied between about 50% 
and 80% of total assets. Annual figures from 1956 to 
1962 are published in A compendium of BuSding Society 
Statistics, 2nd Edition by the Building Societies Associ
ation.
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Scope of headings
As from end-December 1986 (amounts outstand

ing) and the first quarter of 1987 (net advances) the 
series Miscellaneous finanda} institutions is split, giving 
separate figures for Bank subsidiaries and Other lenders 
within the category.

Bank subsidiaries comprises specialised mortgage 
finance companies in the UK. not consolidated with 
their parent banks but which act as departments of 
their parents (and are in general largely funded by 
them): together with non-bank sector banking institu
tions in the Channel Islands and Isle of Man which are 
members of UK-based banking groups.

Other comprises UK mortgage finance companies 
which are not subsidiaries of bank sector institutions, 
albeit they may borrow from the banks; together with 
Channel Islands and Isle of Man banking institutions 
outside the banks sector which are not connected with 
UK-based banking groups.

Table 9.5
Selected liquid assets

This table illustrates the relative importance of 
selected personal sector liquid assets, with bank bor
rowing shown for comparison. The categories broadly 
correspond with those used in the financial transac
tions accounts and are compiled from the same 
sources. Details of holdings of all assets and liabilities 
at 31 December each year are given in supplementary 
table S2 — Balance sheets of the personal sector.

National savings comprises personal sector national 
savings contributing to the public sector borrowing re
quirement. Fuller details of amounts outstanding for 
each instrument are given in table 3.9 and these are 
described in the notes to that table. From fourth quar
ter 1979 Trustee savings banks ordinary department 
deposits are excluded, while, from first quarter 1981, 
National Savings Bank investment account deposits 
are included.

Tax instruments covers net issues of certificates of 
tax deposit (to the personal sector) and tax reserve 
certificates in the years prior to 1979; see table 3.11.

Local authority temporary debt is obtained from the sec
tor analysis given in table 4.6.

Deposits with banks are consistent with the sector 
analysis of gross deposits shown in table 6.2. Sterling 
deposits are split between sight and time. Table 6.2 
also gives deposits by individuals, households and in
dividual trusts as a group. The notes to table 6.2 
should be consulted for further information, including 
details of various changes in the coverage of the 
series.

Building societies consists of the item shares and deposits 
in table 6.9, excluding amounts deposited by industrial 
and commercial companies (shown in table 8.4), in
surance companies, pension funds, the public sector 
and overseas residents.

Other relates to deposits with other deposit taking 
institutions. The series was discontinued after fourth 
quarter 1981 when licensed deposit taking institutions 
became part of the banks sector.

Bank tx)rrowing includes loans for house purchase. 
As with bank deposits, further detail is shown in table 
6.2.
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Section 10
Overseas sector

The balance of payments accounts are concerned 
with the economic transactions between the United 
Kingdom and the rest of the world.They record tran
sactions between UK residents and overseas 
residents under functional headings indicating the na
ture or purpose of the transactions, which may involve 
a flow of real resources, i.e. goods or services, or of 
income; changes in foreign assets or liabilities; or 
transfer payments such as grants or gifts.

The United Kingdom is defined as including the Isle 
of Man, the Channel Islands and that part of the Con
tinental Shelf deemed by international convention to 
belong to the United Kingdom. UK residents, in bal
ance of payments terms, are defined as private per
sons living in the United Kingdom, the UK govern
ment, local authorities, all commercial enterprises si
tuated in the United Kingdom which includes overseas 
companies’ branches and subsidiaries located in the 
United Kingdom, and all UK government officials and 
forces stationed abroad. More detailed descriptions of 
the criteria adopted for defining residence are given in 
the latest edition of United Kingdom Balance of Payments — 
the CSO 'Pink Book’ and in paragraphs 15.115 - 
15.123 of United Kingdom National Accounts: Sources and 
Methods (HMSO 1985). In principle, transactions are 
recorded when the ownership of goods or assets 
changes and when services are rendered.

Under the conventions of the balance of payments 
accounts, credit (or positive) entries are recorded for 
exports of real resources (goods supplied and ser
vices rendered etc. to overseas residents) and for in
come due to UK residents which is generated abroad; 
debit (or negative) entries are recorded for imports of 
goods and services and income due from the United 
Kingdom to overseas residents. For consistency, posi
tive entries are also required for the flows which 
reduce foreign assets held by the United Kingdom or 
increase the United Kingdom’s liabilities to non
residents. Conversely the flows which increase the 
United Kingdom’s foreign assets or decrease its liabili
ties to non-residents are recorded as debit entries.

Because a flow in one direction (e.g. an export of 
goods) must be offset by another (e.g. an inflow of 
foreign currency), with the conventional use of plus 
and minus signs, in principle, all entries should sum to 
zero. In practice, however, a balancing item Is included 
to offset the sum of errors and omissions.

The transactions in the UK balance of payments 
accounts are classified into two main groups. For a 
fuller description of these groups and their component 
parts see notes in the United Kingdom Balance of Payments.

1. Current account
This includes visbie trade, i.e. exports and imports of 

goods; and also invisibles, namely services, interest, 
profits and dividends (also described in the national 
accounts as net property income from abroad), and 
most transfer payments (goods, services or financial 
items that are rendered without a reciprocal flow).
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2. Transactions In UK external assets 
and liabilities

This covers direct and portfolio investment transac
tions and borrowing and lending overseas, including 
transactions in the official reserves. It should be noted 
that investment, in this context, refers not only to tran
sactions in physical capital but also to transactions in 
certain financial assets, e.g. company securities, and 
all financial flows between companies in the United 
Kingdom and their affiliates overseas.

Treatment of the balance of payments In the 
financial accounts

The current balance is described as net investment 
abroad in the national accounts and. with the opposite 
sign, as the financial surplus or deficit of the overseas sector in 
the financial accounts. The capital transactions in the 
balance of payments, i.e. transactions in external as
sets and liabilities and allocation of Special Drawing 
Rights (see notes to table 10.7), correspond to the 
financial transactions of the overseas sector in the 
financial accounts tables where the analysis is broadly 
in terms of financial instruments.

An account of the treatment of the balance of pay
ments in the national and financial accounts is given 
in Chapter 15 of United Kingdom National Accounts: Sources 
and Methods (HMSO 1985). A reconciliation between 
the capita! transactions in the balance of payments 
accounts and the financial transactions of the over
seas sector as shown in the financial accounts is pub
lished annually in Financial Statistics (see supplementary 
table S9 in the September 1989 issue). The two sets 
of accounts analyse transactions under different head
ings or, in some instances (e.g. banking transactions) 
with a slightly different coverage of institutions in cer
tain periods.

Quality of data
The balance of payments estimates are compiled 

from a large number of different sources and the de
gree of accuracy varies considerably between items. 
All the invisible balances shown in table 10,1 contain 
some component series where a substantial amount 
of estimation is involved. Where a balance is drawn 
between two aggregates and the balance is small in 
relation to the aggregates, such as the current bal
ance, the proportionate error attached to the balance 
is also liable to be very substantial.

In table 10.2 direct and portfolio investment tran
sactions are based on various inquiries and are 
thought to be adequately measured. Transactions by 
UK banks are taken from returns made to the Bank of 
England although errors may arise through failure to 
recognise non-resident status and in estimating tran
sactions in sterling from assets and liabilities denom
inated in foreign currencies. Borrowing and lending 
transactions overseas, other than by banks and gen
eral government, contain significant omissions and
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coverage problems. Transactions of general govern
ment are based mainly on departmental accounts.

The series in tables 10.3,10.6 and 10.7 are derived 
from official records. The levels in tables 10.4 and 
10.5 are taken from returns to the Bank of England 
and like transactions, may contain errors through 
failure to recognise non-resident status. The reliability 
of series in table 10.8 is assessed in the table on page 
18.

Table 10.1
Summary balance of payments

This summary shows the two main groups of tran
sactions mentioned above (current account and tran
sactions in external assets and liabilities) together with 
allocations of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs), and the 
balancing item.

Allocation of Special Drawing Rights is the UK share of 
the allocation by the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) of the reserve asset, SDRs, which first came 
into use on 1 January 1970. UK holdings of SDRs are 
included in the official reserves (see also notes to 
table 10.7).

Balancing item is included to bring the sum of all the 
balance of payments entries to zero and represents 
the net total of errors and omissions in other items.

Table 10.2
Transactions In UK external assets and liabil
ities

The table provides further analyses of series HEPZ 
and HEQW in table 10.1. The types of transactions 
shown in table 10.2 are not necessarily independent 
of one another. For example, overseas direct investment in 
the UK may be financed by lending by a UK bank to the 
overseas resident making the investment. There 
would thus be a positive entry under HHBU offset by a 
negative entry in HEYN.

Changes in the sterling value of assets denominat
ed in other currencies resulting purely from exchange 
rate movements are not recorded in the balance of 
payments accounts. The accounts record transactions 
valued at the time they took place.

A detailed reconciliation between the items 
described below, as shown in the balance of pay
ments accounts, and the items In the financial ac
counts of the overseas sector is given in supplemen
tary table S9.

Transactions in assets
UK direct investment overseas comprises mainly net in

vestment by UK companies in their overseas 
branches, subsidiaries and associates, including the 
re-investment of retained profits. Transactions of a 
number of public corporations are included but those 
of government departments are excluded. The figures 
also include real estate transactions by non-bank 
financial institutions and loans and mortgages to over
seas residents by non-bank financial institutions.

UK portfolio investment overseas covers net purchases 
and sales of overseas government, municipal and 
company securities. It includes investment by UK 
banks in floating rate notes and bonds.

Lending etc to overseas residents by UK banks covers 
external lending in foreign currencies and sterling, in
cluding that related to export credit. Prior to 1979 the 
figures only cover lending In sterling and certain long 
term export credit extended in foreign currencies; oth
er foreign currency transactions being recorded on a 
net basis under liabilities.

Deposits and lending overseas by UK residents other than 
banks and general government includes deposits with 
banks covered by International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
cross-border banking statistics; plus extended cover
age of US banks’ branches in Panama and the fiduci
ary accounts of Swiss banks. Also included are tran
sactions of the Commonwealth Development Corpora
tion, advance and progress payments on imports and 
other overseas lending and short term assets. Until 
end-1982, when the information ceased to be avail
able, net export credit extended to overseas firms by 
unrelated UK firms is also included.

Official reserves consists of the sterling equivalent of 
the changes in the gold and convertible currencies 
and Special Drawing Rights held in the Exchange 
Equalisation Account, together with changes in the UK 
reserve position in the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) (see also notes to table 10.3).

Other external assets of central government comprises 
mainly inter-government loans made by the UK, sub
scriptions to international lending bodies and export 
credit taken over by the Export Credits Guarantee 
Department (ECGD) from UK banks and suppliers fol
lowing the settlement of insurance claims together 
with such credit acquired by the ECGD from UK banks 
under refinancing arrangements.

Transactions in liabilities
Overseas direct investment in the UK comprise mainly net 

investment by overseas companies in their branches, 
subsidiaries or associated companies in the United 
Kingdom including the re-investment of retained 
profits. Also covered are miscellaneous property in
vestments in the United Kingdom by overseas 
residents.

Overseas portfolio investment in the UK represents 
changes in the holdings by overseas residents of UK 
company securities, British government stocks and 
foreign currency notes and bonds, local authorities’ 
securities and public corporations foreign currency is
sues. UK company securities include securities issued 
abroad although international issues by oil companies 
were included under direct investment prior to 1980.

Borrowing etc from overseas residents by UK banks covers 
foreign currency and sterling borrowing and deposits 
liabilities abroad. Prior to 1979, however, foreign 
currency borrowing is recorded net of foreign currency 
lending abroad; subsequently this lending is recorded 
under transactions in assets.

Borrowing from overseas by UK residents other than banks 
and general government covers transactions with banks 
abroad, covering predominantly borrowing from com
mercial banks in the reporting area covered by the 
IMF and borrowing from the European Investment 
Bank and the United States of America’s Export- 
Import bank. Also included are identified trade credit 
between unrelated companies (advance and progress 
payments on exports and import credit) and other lia
bilities including short-term transactions of investment
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and unit trusts and. from the beginning of 1982, mis
cellaneous financial institutions’ transactions with 
non-banks abroad.

Other external liabilities of general government covers tran
sactions with the International Monetary Fund, borrow
ing from other monetary authorities, inter-government 
loans to the UK and foreign currency borrowing from 
banks overseas. Also included are sterling borrowing 
from and deposit liabilities to banks etc overseas by 
local authorities, overseas holdings of Treasury bills 
and non-interest bearing notes issued by HM Govern
ment together with official short-term transactions.

Table 10.3
Official reserves

The official reserves comprise gold, convertible 
currencies and SDRs held in the Exchange Equalisa
tion Account, together with the United Kingdom 
reserve position in the IMF. Convertible currencies 
may be held in the form of financial instruments; secu
rities are valued at historic cost but translated into US 
dollars as set out below. Transactions, drawings on or 
additions to the reserves, are translated into sterling at 
current market rates. There is thus a valuation differ
ence between these transactions and the changes in 
the equivalent levels which are expressed in US dol
lars on the basis described below and then translated 
into sterling at end-period dollar/sterling middle-market 
closing rates.

In calculating the levels, non-dollar components are 
translated to dollars as follows.

Gold is valued at $42.2222 per fine ounce up 
to end-March 1979; thereafter at 75% of the 
average of the London fixing prices for the three 
months up to end-March, with the alternative 
from end-March 1980 of at 75% of the final fixing 
price on the last working day in March, whichev
er is the lower.

Special Drawing Rights are valued at 
1SDR*=$1.20635 up to end-March 1979;
thereafter at the average of the exchange rates 
in the three months to end-March, with the alter
native from end-March 1980 of at their actual 
dollar values on the last working day in March, 
whichever is the lower. (For further details of 
SDRs see notes to table 10.7.)

Non-dollar convertible currencies are translat
ed to dollars at middle or central rates until end- 
March 1979, thereafter at the average of the ex
change rates in the three months to end-March, 
with the alternative from end-March 1980 of at 
the rate on the last working day in March, which
ever is the lower. (These translation practices 
are not the same as those used in the United King
dom Balance of Payments Pink Book, where gold is 
valued at end-year market rates from end-1978 
and SDRs and convertible currencies are valued 
at closing middle market exchange rates.)

The effects of these annual revaluations have been 
(increase in assets - /decrease + ):

$ million

1979

Total
official

reserves Gold 
■4,493 -3.116

SDRs
-63

Convertible
currencies

-1,314
I960 -3.089 -3,628 +50 +489
1981 +257 -272 +54 +475
1982 +4.218 +2,754 +245 +1,219
1983 -1,046 -1,351 +93 +212
1984 +979 +443 +79 +457
1985 +2111 +1166 +202 +743
1986 -2505 •592 -442 -1471
1987 •2890 •895 -376 -1619
1988 -2879 -676 -239 •1964
1989 +3525 +1003 +153 +2369

From July 1979 the official reserves include Euro
pean Currency Units (ECUs) acquired when 20% of 
the gold and 20% of the dollar holdings in the official 
reserves were deposited on a swap basis with the Eu
ropean Monetary Co-operation Fund, the swap ar
rangement being renewed quarterly. As non-dollar 
convertible currencies these are valued as indicated 
above.

Table 10.4
External liabilities and claims In sterling

This table, which is based on returns by the mone
tary sector and other financial institutions in the United 
Kingdom, brings together those figures which bear on 
the reserve role of sterling (i.e. other countries’ and 
international organisations’ holdings of sterling within 
their official reserves): figures of cash or similarly 
liquid funds held in the United Kingdom by other over
seas holders, mainly commercial banks, companies 
and individuals: and the claims of the UK monetary 
sector and certain other institutions on overseas 
residents. The levels of liabilities and assets shown 
here correspond to transactions included in table 10.2. 
The breaks in the series are explained in the descrip
tion of table 10-5 betow.

Exdiange reserves in sterling are defined as funds held 
by central monetary institutions and international or
ganisations other than the IMF. The funds comprise 
banking and money market instruments, i.e. deposits 
with the UK monetary sector and certain other institu
tions; holdings of sterling certificates of deposit; local 
authority short-term debt; British government stocks 
and non-interest bearing notes issued by HM Govern
ment.

Other holdings of sterling which countries may re
gard as part of their reserves are excluded. For e x ^ -  
ple, some ear-marked funds, and holdings by official 
bodies not classified as central monetary institutions, 
are included in banking and money market liabilities to 
other holders; and holdings of other types of asset (for 
example equities) which are not covered by this table.

The holdings of British government stocks shown in 
table 10.4 are revalued at current market prices annu
ally. Up to 1984 the revaluation took place in mid- 
November. From 1985, it occurs at end December. 
The effect of the revaluation, which is not Included in
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the transactions figures in table 10.2, is to add the fol
lowing amounts to the levels from the fourth quarter of
each year:

Year £ million
1975 483
1976 -54
1977 +215
1978 -106
1979 •69
I960 +122
1961 -61
1982 +420
1983 -20
1984 +29
1985 -33
1986 +195
1987 -170
1988 -345
1989 -473

Banking and money market liabifities to other overseas hold
ers, like those held as part of exchange reserves, are 
the most liquid and normally the most variable of all 
the various types of sterling Investments. They include 
the balances held by overseas banks and commercial 
concerns and those balances held by overseas 
governments where these are not classified as ex
change reserves.

Banking and money market liabilities comprise:
(a) deposits with the UK banks and with certain 

other institutions, including, before 1980, the 
Crown Agents for Overseas Governments and 
Administrations

(b) holdings of local authority revenue bills and 
other temporary bans to local authorities with 
an original maturity of less than one year

(c) holdings of certificates of deposit denominated 
in sterling issued by UK banks and lodged with 
UK banks

(d) Treasury bills lodged with UK banks
External claims in sterling (i.e. assets) reported by the 

banks and certain other institutions in the United King
dom cover:

(a) reporting institutions' loans and advances to 
overseas residents together with balances held 
by them with overseas residents (e.g. deposits 
with banks overseas)

(b) commercial bills, promissory notes and other 
negotiable paper owned by the reporting institu
tions and drawn on overseas residents, togeth
er with outstanding acceptances given by the 
reporting institutions on behalf of overseas 
residents.

f-oans, advances and balances include acceptances 
given by reporting institutions which they themselves 
have subsequently discounted.

Bills and acceptances include all sterling lending under 
ECGD special schemes for exports, including 
amounts refinanced by the government, Trustee sav
ings banks and the Co-operative bank.

Timeliness
Data are published approximately one quarter in 

arrears.

Table 10.5
External liabilities and claims of United King
dom In foreign currencies

The figures show gross liabilities to, and claims on, 
overseas banks and other overseas customers as re
ported by the monetary sector and certain other insti
tutions and recorded in the books at the close of busi
ness on the last working day of calendar quarters. 
Amounts in foreign currency have been translated into 
sterling at the middle closing exchange rate on that 
day; the figures need to be interpreted with care, 
therefore, because fluctuations in exchange rates 
between reporting dates will affect the sterling valua
tion. The corresponding estimates of transactions 
between reporting dates are included in table 10.2. 
Forward commitments and unsettled spot deals are 
not included in the series.

Liabilities comprise deposits and advances received 
from overseas residents and negotiable dollar 
certificates of deposit issued in London.

Official liabilities in foreign currencies arising from 
short-term loans to the UK government and drawings 
on borrowing facilities made available to the UK 
government by overseas central banks are not includ
ed; however, overseas liabilities incurred by UK banks 
to finance on-lending to HM Government under two 
euro-dollar facilities of $2,500 million and $1,500 mil
lion and to public bodies under the exchange cover 
scheme are included.

Claims (i.e. assets) comprise deposits with, and ad
vances to, overseas residents; commercial bills and 
other negotiable paper drawn on overseas residents; 
ECGD special scheme lending for exports, foreign 
currency notes and gold bullion. Claims on overseas 
customers arising from acceptances were included 
until the end of 1974; thereafter they are excluded.

Figures shown under o//ier banks include items which 
cannot be allocated; under liabilities these include 
unallocated certificates of deposit, even though these 
may be held by banks on behalf of their non-bank cus
tomers.

The following breaks in series have occurred.

From end-1977 onwards includes improved cov
erage of UK financial institutions reporting hold
ings of US dollar certificates of deposit. The 
resulting reduction in UK external liabilities at 
end-1977 was about £50 million.

From end-QI 1979 onwards incorporates other 
coverage changes. A comparable^'figure for total 
net liabilities at end-1978 would be about £300 
million more than that shown.

From end-1981 onwards the reporting population 
is larger than before mainly resulting from the 
re-definition of the banking sector (see Section 
6). (Also, the number of other financial institu
tions that report was increased at that date.) 
Data on both old and new bases are shown at 
this date. One of the effects of the change has 
been to increase the items unallocated by type 
of customer (shown under other banks).
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At end-Q1 1983, a significant number of banks 
contributed to the quarleriy banking statistics for 
the first time.

Timeliness
Data are published approximately one quarter in 

arrears.

Further references
A more detaiied analysis of the most recent figures 

appears In the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin.

Table 10.6
Outstanding government and other foreign 
currency borrowing

This table shows figures for the amount of public 
sector foreign currency borrowing and leasing out
standing at end-quarters; non-US dollar denominated 
debt has been translated to US dollars at the appropri
ate end-period middle market closing rates of ex
change.

HMG short and medium-term borrowing covers the items 
previously included in HMG short and medium-term borrow
ing and HMG other foreign currency bonds. These 
categories have been brought together under the one 
heading (previously the former only was part of a 
sub-total offidal financing liabilities) and the data re
grouped under the column heading securities (notes, 
bonds and bills) and other.

Securities (notes, bonds and bills) comprises bonds 
denominated in US dollars, deutschemarks, Swiss 
francs and yen, and sold to overseas official holders 
of sterling in April 1977; an issue in New York in April 
1978 of $350 million of HM Government 7 and 15 
year bonds; the proportion of other public sector debt 
assigned to HMG which was in the form of securities 
(these assignments involve equal and offsetting 
reductions in other public sector borrowing under the 
exchange cover scheme); and issues of $2,500 mil
lion and $4,000 million floating rate notes in 1985 and 
1986 respectively: and from October 1988, ECU 
treasury bills, the bills being short-term instruments 
with a life to date, of between one and six months.

Other comprises net drawings from UK banks and 
banks overseas on two eurodollar facilities of $2,500 
million and $1,500 million; and the proportion of other 
public sector debt assigned to HMG which had been 
drawn from UK banks and overseas lenders (these 
assignments involve equal and offsetting reductions in 
other public sector borrowing under the exchange 
cover scheme).

IMF, consists of net drawings from the IMF, less oth
er countries’ net purchases of sterling, but excluding 
transactions which affect the UK resen/e position in 
the IMF.

HMG long term borrowing consists of long-term govern
ment debt dating from the 1940’s, mainly taken from 
North America and including the wartime lend-lease 
arrangements.

Other public sector borrowing under the exchange cover 
scheme consists of net borrowing, primarily by UK pub
lic corporations and local authorities, under the 1969 
and subsequent exchange cover schemes (ECS), h

includes any debt still owed under the scheme by 
privatised public corporations at the date of privatisa
tion, together with certain debts incurred under the 
scheme by British Nuclear Fuels pic and the Northern 
Ireland central government. Foreign currency bor
rowed through UK banks and from abroad, and the is
sue of foreign currency securities are also included.

Other public sector uncovered borrowing comprises 
foreign currency borrowing by local authorities and 
public corporations outside the ECS and drawn down 
before end-March 1981. External sterling borrowing is 
included until 1979, when exchange controls were re
moved. Any debt still owed by a public corporation at 
the time of privatisation ceases to be a public liability 
at that point; thus a change in level does not reflect 
transactions only.

Other public sector debt comprises the debt which was 
drawn outside the exchange cover scheme after 
March 1981. Borrowing of this type was permitted only 
for the purpose of meeting specific commercial needs 
for foreign currency; it thus fell outside the definition of 
official debt. In addition, the column also includes 
financial leasing and transactions with overseas ex
port credit agencies. The reduction in the level of bor
rowing at the end of the first quarter of 1987 reflects 
not only transactions but also the privatisation on 6 
February 1987 of British Airways, whose debt then 
ceased to be a public liability. Up to the January 1988 
issue. Financial Statistics shows a full breakdown of the 
debt covered under this heading; the 1987 FinandaJ 
Statistics Explanatory Handbook provides more detailed 
notes.

Definitionally similar end-monthly levels of the 
whole spectrum of debt covered in this table can be 
found in table 17.2 of the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin.

Table 10.7
International Monetary Fund
The operations of the IMF

The IMF was set up in 1944 and commenced 
operations in 1947 with the aim of promoting interna
tional monetary co-operation and to that end seeking 
to maintain orderly exchange arrangements and to 
provide for financial assistance to countries with bal
ance of payments difficulties. Its financial resources 
are subscribed by members according to agreed quo
tas. Subscriptions are mainly in members’ own 
currencies but are normally partly in reserve assets 
(formerly gold but now normally SDRs). The IMPs 
holding of a particular country’s currency is also affect
ed by various types of drawings and repayments, in
cluding those made by other countries. Since May 
1981 the reserve tranche position has been defined as 
the amount by which a country’s quota exceeds the 
IMF’s holding of Its currency net of balances acquired 
as a result of purchases from the IMF other than the 
reserve tranche itself. A country's reserve tranche is re
garded as part of Its official reserves.

When a country has a balance of payments need it 
can draw foreign currency or SDRs from the IMF, pur
chasing them with an equivalent amount of its own 
currency. Drawings may be from the reserve tranche 
(taking the IMF’s holdings of the country’s currency up
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(1

to rts quota); or from four credit trariches each equivalent 
to 25% of quota (these drawings must be repaid and 
are subject to increasingly stringent conditions with re
gard to economic policy and performance); or from 
other facilities under which countries may be allowed 
to purchase from the IMF for certain purposes in addi
tion to the reserve and credit tranches. These facilities in
clude the compensatory financing facility, the buffer 
stock financing facility, the enlarged access policy, the 
extended fund facility and formerly the oil facility and 
the supplementary financing facility. They are dis
cussed in more detail in the Ouarteriy Bulletin article cit
ed below.

A purchase of another member’s currency will by 
reducing the IMF holdings of that currency either 
reduce that member’s obligation to repurchase its 
currency or increase its reserve tranche position.

Transactions affecting IMF holdings of ster
ling

The transactions affecting IMF holdings of sterling 
are categorised as follows;

(a) reserve tranche; UK net drawings (AIVA)
(b) reserve tranche: net drawings by other 

countries (AIVB). From the February 1986 is
sue this series is designated reserve tranche: other 
net drawings and interest payments of sterling

(c) credit tranche: UK net drawings (AIVC)
(d) credit tranche: net drawings by other 

countries (AIVD)
(e) special oil facility; UK net drawings (AiVE)
(f) maintenance of value payments (AIVF)
(g) UK subscriptions In sterling (AIVG)
(h) other IMF sterling transactions (AIVH)
(i) total change in IMF holdings (AIVI = sum

of items (a) to (h)
Alt these series are maintained on the CSO Data

bank. but since no transactions have taken place 
since 1980 in series AIVA, AIVC, AIVD and AIVH they 
are now omitted from Financial Statistics.

The sign convention follows that used in the bal
ance of payments accounts; increase in IMF holdings 
of sterling i.e. increase in United Kingdom liabilities +, 
decrease in IMF holdings of sterling From 1972 
transactions are recorded at the rates of exchange at 
which the IMF accounted for its holdings at the time of 
the transaction (not necessarily the prevailing market 
rate).

Reserve tranche and credit tranches. Net drawings and 
interest payments of sterling.

Maintenance of value payments: the IMF maintains its 
accounts in SDRs. This unit of account is defined by 
the average of the exchange rates of a ’basket' of five 
major currencies broadly weighted according to their 
relative importance in world trade and finance. As the 
value of sterling falls, so more sterling has to be paid 
periodically to the IMF to maintain IMF holdings of 
sterling constant in SDR terms. Correspondingly ster
ling is received back when the sterling exchange rate 
rises relative to the SDR.

UK subscriptions in sterling: subscription to the IMF +. 
Payments of increases in quotas under successive 
general reviews.

Other IMF sterling transactions include; in 1972, the 
repurchase of £83 million of charges first paid in ster
ling, and in 1978 and 1980 payments to the IMF in the 
third and fourth IMF gold restitutions to members. The 
1978 payment was repurchased in 1979; the 1980 
payment fell into the resen/e tranche and so was not sub
ject to repurchase.

Further references
Table 10.1 includes figures representing the alloca

tion of SDRs to the United Kingdom. SDRs are 
reserve assets created and distributed by decision of 
the members of the IMF. They first came into use in 
1970 and are created upon being altocated by the IMF 
to a member country and increase the size of that 
member’s official reserves. SDRs are only used direct
ly for settlements between official holders such as 
central banks. However, participant members coun
tries also accept an obligation to provide convertible 
currency, when designated by the IMF to do so, to oth
er participants in balance of payments need in ex
change for SDRs up to a maximum which would take 
their SDR holdings to three times their own allocation.

A more detailed description of IMF operations and 
transactions with the United Kingdom is published in 
the December 1983 issue of the Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin and more general descriptions of the opera
tions of the IMF are to be found in a variety of IMF 
publications.

Table 10.8
Transactions In overseas securities

This table brings together the quarterly estimates of 
transactions in overseas securities in a similar manner 
to the table on UK company securities (8.7).
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Section 11
Money stock

Monetary aggregates assumed a much greater im
portance in macro-economic policy in the late 1970s 
and throughout the 1980s. A similar trend occurred in 
many countries culminating in several, including the 
United Kingdom, in publicly declared targets for mone
tary growth. The instruments through which monetary 
policy is pursued, such as interest rates, intervention 
in financial markets and controls on the financial sys
tem, can have widespread repercussions on the flow 
of funds throughout the economy.

There has been much argument amongst econom
ists on why money matters (or indeed whether it does) 
and this debate has a bearing on how money should 
be defined and measured.

The quantity theory of money has a long history, h 
is embodied in the equation MV = PT, the two sides of 
which are different expressions of the same concept. 
The monetary value of transactions in the economy 
can be expressed either as the stock of money avail
able (M) multiplied by the average number of times 
each unit is used (the velocity of circulation V), or as 
the volume of transactions (T) multiplied by the aver
age price level (P). The monetarist school of econom
ists would argue that the velocity of circulation has a 
natural level which is constant or changes only slowly; 
further the volume of transactions is determined by the 
supply of goods to the economy, which is exogenous, 
so that changes in the money supply are causally 
linked with a change in the price level, i.e. the rate of 
inflation. There may be a period during which the 
velocity of circulation temporarily accommodates a 
change in the money supply, but after some time lag it 
will return to its natural level as prices adjust to the 
change in the money supply.

Economists following what might conveniently be 
termed a Keynesian philosophy, whilst agreeing that a 
change in the supply of money will tend to change its 
price relative to alternative assets, would differ from 
the monetarists on what constitute the alternatives to 
holding money. Whereas monetarists would include 
real assets in the alternatives. Keynesians would res
trict these to other financial assets; they would argue 
that interest rate changes would bring about adjust
ments in liquidity preference and the portfolio of finan
cial claims held. There might be indirect effects on the 
real economy but these would result from the effect of 
changes In interest rates on, for example, the demand 
for investment goods. Such economists would argue 
that the money supply, of itself, has little direct impact 
on the real economy and should be allowed to accom
modate the level of demand that interest rates and the 
level of economic activity require.

This is an oversimplified summary largely ignoring, 
for example, the question of whether actual or pros
pective changes in the money supply affect expecta
tions and many economists would take a qualified or 
intermediate px>sition.

Definitions of Money
There is no single correct definition of money and 

there are many liquid assets which are not included in
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any of the UK monetary aggregates but which 
nevertheless need to be taken into account on occa
sions when interpreting monetary conditions. An arti
cle in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin of December 
1982 discussed various liquid assets: those which are 
included in the aggregates and some which are not. 
An article in the Quarterly Bulletin of December 1983 dis
cussed further some alternative definitions of 'broad 
money’.

Definitions of some of the aggregates were revised 
with the Chanceltor’s budget of 13 March 1984. De
tails were given in an article in the Bank of England Quar
terly Bulletin, March 1984.

A new presentation of the measures of broad mo
ney was introduced in May 1987. M4, was introduced 
to cover the sterling deposit liabilities of banks and 
building societies to the rest of the private sector, and 
holdings by the latter of notes and coin. M3 was 
renamed M3C and sterling M3 vras renamed M3. be
came MS. An article In the Quarterly Bulletin of May 1987 
introduced the new presentation in detail. M3 and M3c 
(which comprised notes and coins in circulation with 
the public, together with all sterling and foreign curren
cy deposits (including certificates of dep>osit) held with 
UK banks by the non-bank private sector) ceased to 
be published from July 1989 (along with Ml) as a 
consequence of the breaks in series that were caused 
by Abbey National Building Society’s conversion to a 
public limited company (see Bank of England Quarterly Bul
letin. August 1989.)

Six definitions of the money stock are set-out in this 
section.

MO, the narrowest measure, consists of notes and 
coin in circulation outside the Bank of England and 
bankers' operational deposits at the Bank.

Non-interest bearing M1 consists of notes and coin in 
circulation with the public plus sterling non-interest 
bearing sight deposits held with UK banks by the UK 
non-bank private sector.

M2 was introduced in the summer of 1982, and 
comprises notes and coin in circulation with the public 
plus sterling retail deposits with banks, building so
cieties and the National Savings Bank ordinary ac
count by the private sector other than banks and 
building societies (M4 private sector). Bank "retail" 
deposits comprise all non-interest bearing deposits 
plus "chequable" sight or time deposits regardless of 
maturity (ie any accounts on which cheques may be 
drawn or from which immediate payment may be 
made) plus other deposits (excluding certificates of 
deposit) of less than £100,000 and with less than one 
month to maturity (or requiring less than one month’s 
notice of withdrawal or withdrawable in this time 
without significant penalty). Building society "retail" 
deposits within M2 incorporate all M4 private sector 
deposits of less than £100,000 and up to one month 
to maturity. An article giving more details of the con
struction of M2 was in the Bank of England Quarterly Bul
letin, June 1982, and a note about changes in the cov
erage of M2 was in the Quarterly Bulletin of March 1983.

M4 comprises notes and coin in circulation with the 
public, together with all sterling deposits (including

to
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certificates of deposit) held with UK banks and building 
societies by the M4 private sector. M5 is equal to M4 
plus private sector holdings of certain money-market 
instruments. CTDs, and some national savings instru
ments.

M4c, which is similar in composition to M4 except 
that it also includes private sector foreign currency 
deposits with banks and building societies.

A diagram showing the relationships among the 
monetary aggregates and their components is given 
on page 106. A diagram showing the relationships 
among the counterparts is given on page 109.

Counterparts to money stock changes
Monetary aggregates are defined, in the main, as 

selections of the assets held by the UK private sector 
which are the liabilities of certain financial institutions. 
The total liabilities of these institutions are equal to the 
total of the claims they hold on the opposite side of 
their balance sheets. Therefore, where the aggregate 
comprises a significant proportion of the liabilities of 
the institutions in question, as in the case of M4 and 
M5, it may also be analysed in terms of the assets held 
by the institutions. Sometimes this can be a more 
helpful way of examining the relation of the 
aggregate’s behaviour to other aspects of the econo
my, particularly if the institutions manage their liabili
ties to accommodate changes in their assets, rather 
than the other way round. Thus the main counterpart 
to a change in M4 is bank and building society lending 
in sterling to the private and public sectors. However, 
banks and building societies form the residual source 
of lending to the public sector, so it is usually more 
helpful to consider bank and building society lending 
to the public sector in terms of the total borrowing re
quirement (the PSBR — see also Section 2) less that 
part financed from non-bank non building-society 
sources. Therefore the main counterparts to changes 
in M4 become the PSBR, public sector debt sales to 
the private sector (and external and foreign currency 
finance of the public sector), and M4 lending to the 
private sector.

Changes in money stock — M4. are presented in table 
11.6 as an analysis of changes in domestic counter
parts and in external and foreign currency counter
parts. It is helpful to explain the construction of this 
table and to demonstrate these links by starting with 
the consolidated balance sheet of the banks and 
building societies. Simplifying slightly we have:

Banks and building societies

UabSies
Sterling deposits:

UK public sector 
UK private sector 
Overseas residents' deposits 

Foreign currency deposits 
Non-deposit sterling and 
foreign currer>cy liabilities (net)

Assets
Sterling ler>ding to:

UK public sector 
UK private sector 
Overseas sector 

Foreign currency assets

UK private sector sterling deposits comprise the 
largest element of M4 (which also includes notes and 
coin in circulation with the public). Therefore, by rearranging 
the other items in the above balance sheet, and intro
ducing notes and coin in circulation with the public 
(that is, issues of notes and coin net of changes in UK 
holdings by banks and building societies, which are 
part of lending to the public sector), we have:

Change in M4
e change in:

Notes and coin in circulation with the public 
UK private sector sterling deposits 

a change in:
Notes and coin in circulation with the public 
Sterling lending to:

UK public sector 
UK private sector 
Overseas sector 

isss changes in:
Public sector sterling deposits 
Overseas sector sterling deposits 
Foreign currency deposits net of foreign 

currency assets
Non-deposit foreign currency liabilities (net) 
Non-deposit sterling liabilities (net)

M4 lending in sterling to the UK public sector is 
equal to the PSBR less M4 lending to the public sector 
(mainly in the form of increased holdings of notes and 
coin, girt-edged stocks, Treasury bills, local authority 
debt, national savings and certificates of tax deposit) 
less external and foreign currency finance of the public 
sector plus changes in public sector sterling deposits. 
With some further rearrangement of overseas sterling 
transactions, we can derive:

Change in 
M4

plus
changes in

=a. PSBR (surplus-)

b. net purchases of public sector debt by 
the M4 private sector

c. external finance of the public sector 
(increase-)

d. sterling lending to the M4 private 
sector

e. sterling deposits from banks ar>d building 
societies ai)road net
of market loans to such banks and
building societies
(increase-)

f. other overseas sterling deposits 
(increase-)

g. other sterling lending to overseas 
sector

h. banks’ sector foreign currency 
deposit liabilities net of foreign 
currency assets (increase-)

i. banks' sector net foreign currency 
non-deposit liabilities (increase-)

j. banks' sector net sterling 
non-deposit liabilities (increase-)

Domestic counterparts comprise items a, b and d; Items 
c and e to i constitute external and foreign currency counter
parts, which among other things will reflect the balance 
of payments of the private sector on current and capi
tal account. Non-deposit sterling liabilities are the ster
ling component of capital and internal funds and 
reserves less non-financial assets (see notes to tables 
6.1 and 6.2).

MS counterparts are the same as for M4 except that 
the lending counterpart includes purchases of bank bills 
by the UK private sector and purchases of public sector 
debt by the UK private sector excludes those instruments 
which are included in M5 itself.

Calendar month statistics
A major change to the presentation of banking and 

monetary statistics took place in October 1986 with 
the move of the reporting date from mid-month to end 
month. The change and its implication for the figures 
were described in detail in a note (Banking and monetary 
statistics: a change in reporting dates) published in the Bank 
of England Quarterly Bulletin of December 1986. The note 
also referred to the availability of back data. The main 
aspects of the change as they affect Financiai Statistics 
are described below.
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Hitherto, information on the new calendar month 
basis was available only from the 90 or so largest 
banks and only from mid 1982. These banks account 
for some 90 per cent of the banks' contribution to M3. 
Two consequences flow from the comparatively short 
run of data on the new basis and their limited cover
age. First, some of the detailed series cannot reliably 
be estimated separately for the months before Oc
tober 1986. More importantly, with the exception of 
MO, the seasonal adjustment applied to calendar 
month data will be less reliable than those for banking 
months were, until long runs of data have accumulat
ed. They will be subject to greater revision as more in
formation becomes available, and should be used with 
caution. For MO, where the series is derived from 
weekly information, a long run of data is available and 
the quality of the seasonally adjusted series is unaf
fected.

In December 1986, a small group chaired by the 
head of the Government Statistical Service was set up 
to review the seasonality and method of seasonal ad
justment of the monthly aggregates. The main conclu
sion from the group’s report was that the broader 
monetary aggregates were subject to seasonal 
influences and recommended that the Bank of Eng
land should continue to publish seasonally adjusted 
monetary aggregates in the framework of a balanced 
flow of funds matrix. For a fuller description of the 
Committee’s conclusions and recommendations see 
pp88-90 of the February 1989 Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin.

The notes in this handbook will tend to focus on the 
calendar month series. Information about the banking 
month data can be found in earlier handbooks.

Seasonal adjustment
Seasonally adjusted estimates of quarterly changes 

in the money stock are derived from a process of ad
justment of the financial accounts matrix and therefore 
take account of the additional constraints imposed by 
the process. In particular:

(a) in any quarter, the sum of the adjustments
of all sectors for a particular asset or liability is 
zero; 

and
(b) in any quarter, the sum of the adjustments

for the identified assets and liabilities of a partic
ular sector is related, where possible, to the ad
justment for the net acquisition of financial as
sets for that sector.

For the purpose of Section 11, the adjustments cal
culated at this stage are constrained to sum to zero 
over the financial year. In addition, and in accordance 
with the Hibbert Committee recommendations, the 
only deterministic adjustments will be in respect of 
Petroleum Revenue Tax (see the June 1981 and June 
1983 editions of the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin) and 
also in respect of a change in 1986/87 in the timing of 
payments of Composite Rate Tax by building so
cieties.

Seasonal adjustments to the components of the 
money stock (level) are calculated by summing the 
adjustments calculated for the changes and subtract
ing a moving average of the cumulated seasonals.

This keeps the average level of the sea >nally adjust
ed and unadjusted series closely in i le but does 
mean that changes in seasonally adjust :>d levels are 
not equal to adjusted changes. For furth* r information 
on seasonal adjustments, see page 30 of United King
dom Flow of Funds Accounts : 1963-1976 published by the 
Bank of England in May 1978, the Bank of England Quar
terly Bulletin June 1983, December 1986 and February 
1989 and also the background note published with the 
October 1989 monetary statistics. In calculating annu
al percentage grovrth rates, the non-seasonally adjust
ed monthly flows are summed over the appropriate 
period and expressed as a percentage of the non- 
seasonally adjusted level at the start of the period.

Statistical sources
Several sources are drawn upon to produce the 

various monetary aggregates.The main ones include 
the monthly and quarterly returns submitted by UK 
banks and building societies (see Section 6), similar 
returns from some other financial institutions (see 
Section 7), statistics of public sector finance (see 
Sections 2 to 5), and for the external accounts (see 
SectlonslO and 11).

Quality
The quality of quarterly and, from October 1986, of 

monthly data appearing within the section is generally 
high. Most of the information relates to UK banks 
where statistical coverage is near complete and the 
system of reporting is well integrated. The section on 
calendar month statistics, above, describes the quality 
of the monthly data before October 1986. The infor
mation relating to building societies is based on a 
comprehensive monthly return and a quarterly form 
which has less coverage than that of the banks, 
although the quality is good.

Timeliness
A provisional indication of the percentage change 

in money aggregates is issued by the Bank of Eng
land in a press release, normally published around the 
19th of the following month.

Full monthly figures are first issued to the public in 
a Bank of England press release. Monetary Statistics, 
usually around the end of the following month. They 
later appear in Finandal Statistics and in the Bank of Eng
land Quarterly Bulletin.

Availability
Calendar quarter figures for M4 and MS are avail

able from the first quarter of 1963, non-interest bear
ing Ml is available from the second quarter of 1975, M2 
from the second quarter of 1982, and for the counter
parts of M4 as given in table 11.6 from the second 
quarter of 1963. Calendar quarter figures for Ml, M3 
and M3c are also available from the first quarter of 
1963, but ceased to be published for the periods after 
the second quarter of 1989. M3 counterparts are avail
able between the same dates.

Consistent calendar month series are available, 
generally, only from October 1986. However, some 
series have been constructed back to mid-1982 (see 
section on calendar month statistics). MO, which is a 
monthly average series, is available from June 1969.

1
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Further references
N.B. Figures published prior to March 1984 use the 
old definitions.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract. Number 1 (1970) 
and Number 2 (1975) give longer runs of some figures 
quarterly from 1963 and banking monthly from 1971. 
The figures shown are Ml, M3C (and their components) 
and the relationship between M3C and the public sector 
borrowing requirement. The Long Runs of Monetary Data 
booklet, contains the main quarterly series from the 
first quarter of 1963, calendar month series from mid- 
1982 and MO from 1969. The Economic Trends Annual 
Supplement also includes long runs, on a quarterly 
basis, MO (back to the third quarter of 1969), M4 and MS 
(back to the third quarter of 1963) showing seasonally 
adjusted levels and both unadjusted and seasonally 
adjusted changes, where available. The counterparts 
to M4 are shown quarterly, starting at various periods 
from the first quarter of 1963, and calendar monthly, 
starting at various periods from July 1982. The 
monthly publications Economic Trends and Monthly Digest 
of Statistics also give the main aggregates, together with 
charts in the former.

Several articles have been published in the Bank of 
England Quarterly Bulletin describing aspects of the mone
tary aggregates. Amongst the more recent are: 'DCE 
and the money supply — a statistical note’, March 
1977; ’A transactions demand for money’, March 
1978; 'Seasonal adjustment of the monthly money 
statistics’, June 1978 (see also June 1981 and June 
1983): 'External and foreign currency flows and the 
money supply’, December 1978; 'Components of 
private sector liquidity’, September 1979 (see also 
March 1983); 'The monetary base — a statistical 
note’, March 1981; 'Transactions balances — a new 
monetary aggregate’, June 1982 (see also March 
1983); ’Composition of monetary and liquidity aggre
gates and associated statistics’, December 1982; 'Set
ting monetary objectives’, June 1983; ’External flows 
and broad money', December 1983; 'Changes to 
monetary aggregates and the analysis of bank lend
ing’, March 1984; 'The statistical treatment of banks’ 
foreign currency capital’, J ups 1985; 'Financial 
change and broad money’, December 1986; and 
'Measures of broad money’. May 1987; and ’Statistical 
consequences of the conversion of the Abbey Nation
al Building Society to a public limited company’. Au
gust 1989. There is also a discussion of monetary 
statistics in the report of the Stat/sO'cs Users Conference on 
Financial Statistics held in November 1985. A report of 
the proceedings of this conference was given in the 
February 1986 issue of Statistical News. A further note in 
the November 1986 issue summarises how the Cen
tral Statistical Office, other government departments 
and the Bank of England are responding to the 
suggestions made at the conference for improve
ments to financial statistics.

A Memorandum on UK Monetary Statistics by the Bank of 
England was submitted to the House of Commons 
Treasury and Civil Service Committee and has been 
published by HMSO, as part of the minutes of evi
dence taken from the Bank on 3 November 1980. This 
memorandum is in two parts. The first discusses vari
ous aspects of the quality of monetary statistics in the

UK and the second compares and contrasts the ap
proaches of the United Kingdom and the United 
States of America to collecting monetary statistics.

Table 11,1
Summary of monetary aggregates

The composition of, and the relationship between, 
these aggregates is shown in the table on page 106, 
adapted from the May 1987 Bank of England Quarterly Bul
letin article referred to above.

Table 11.2
Money stock

This table shows the amounts outstanding at the 
end of quarters and months of the components of 
Non-interest bearing Ml, M2, M4, M4c and MS.

Estimates of overseas residents’ holdings of notes 
and coin are available for calendar quarters only and 
these are excluded from the quarterly series for notes 
and coin in circulation with the public, with interpolated esti
mates being excluded from the monthly series.

The definition of bank deposits used is the same as 
that in the banking sector tables of Section 6. Thus 
sixty per cent of net debit transit items is deducted 
from UK private sector sterling sight deposits. (See 
notes to tables 6.1 and 6.2).

The series for bank bills is estimated from total ac
ceptances of bills by banks (see table 6.4) less bank 
bills held within the banks’ sector and by the issue 
Department of the Bank of England and identified 
holdings of the public and overseas sectors. The 
calendar quarterly series of bank bills prior to June 
1975 comprises very tentative estimates derived from 
the total of bank acceptances outstanding and later in
formation indicating the proportion likely to be held by 
the private sector; consequently they should be re
garded as only very broad indications of magnitude. 
Treasury bills are also estimated by residual after 
deducting identified UK bank, building society, public 
sector and overseas holdings from total issues. Fi
nance house data up to 18 November 1981 were ob
tained from returns by those houses subject to credit 
control. Holdings of local authority temporary debt are 
estimated from calendar month and quarterly returns 
collected by the Department of the Environment. The 
monthly figures are unpublished, but the quarterly 
figures are shown in table 4.6.

National savings deposits and securities include deposits 
with the National Savings Bank and premium savings 
bonds, British savings bonds, national savings stamps 
and gift tokens.

Certificates of tax deposit. Quarterly transactions are 
shown in table 3.11 and holdings by building societies 
in table 6.9.

Other sterling shares and deposits. See section on 
breaks in series.

Breaks in the series
Breaks occurred in the money stock series and 

their components at end-March 1972 and 1973 be
cause new contributors were included in the banking 
statistics. Similarly, at end-December 1975 one contri
butor was excluded from the banking statistics (see
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Relationships among the monetary aggregates and their components

Notes and coins in 
irculation with the public

+ Private sector non-interest-bearing 
iterling sight bank deposits

» Non-interest Bearing M1

+ Private sector interest bearing 
iteriing sight bank deposits

+ Private sector sterling time 
lank deposits

+ Private sector holdings of 
iterling certificates of deposit

+ Private sector holdings of 
building society shares and 
deposits and sterling certificates 
of deposit

M4

+ Holdings by the private sector 
of money market instruments (bank bills, 
Treasury bills, local authoruty 
deposits) certificates of tax deposit 
and national savings instruments 
(excluding certificates, SAVE and other 
long term deposits)

Notes and coins in circulation
utside the Bank of England

+ Bankers' balances with the
England

= M0*

+ Private sector interest-
f

bearing retail sterling 
deposits with banks and 
building societies, and 
national savings bank 

rdinary accounts

= M2

+ Private sector foreign 
currency bank and 
building society deposits

= M4c

MO is calculated on a weekly averaged basis. All other aggregates are observations at end months.
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notes to table 6.3), but the effect on the figures is very 
small. Dollar certificates of deposit held by UK 
residents (other than banks and building societies), so 
far as they can be identified, are included from end- 
March 1973; the coverage of these holdings was 
somewhat expanded from end-December 1977.

The introduction of new statistical returns in mid- 
May 1975 also led to a slight break in the series for Ml 
and M3 (see the June 1975 Bank of England Quarterly Bul
letin page 162). The estimation previously needed to 
calculate Ml and M3 was reduced, and slight changes 
in the definitions of some items reported by the banks 
caused some inconsistencies with earlier figures. In 
particular, the definition of Ml was clarified by the re
placement of ’current accounts’ (a term which had dif
ferent meanings for different banks) by ’sight depo
sits’, which Is more precisely defined as funds avail
able on demand, including money at call and money 
placed overnight. Also, private sector deposits with the 
discount market, which had previously all been includ
ed in M3 and M3C but not in Ml, were included in Ml if 
falling within the definition of sight deposits (about 
£100 million of such deposits were outstanding in 
mid-May 1975).

In the fourth quarter of 1981 the break caused by 
the switch between the old banking sector and the 
new banks’ sector was reflected in levels series but 
excluded from the changes series. The calendar 
month data, unlike the previous banking month infor
mation, includes data from those banks who report on 
a quarterly basis.

Abbey National Building Society’s conversion to a 
public limited company in July 1989 caused a minor 
break to the MO series and major breaks to Ml, M3 and 
M3c (see August 1989 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin for 
further details. Further information on breaks in gen
eral can be found in Technical Series paper No. 23 
subtitled 'Breaks in Monetary Series' published by the Bank 
of England in February 1989.

The current M2, which is defined on page 102, was 
introduced in an article in the Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin of June 1982, page 224; as explained there, it 
differs from the old M2 series which was dropped in 
1971. The coverage of M2 was subsequently extend
ed (see Quarterly Bulletin ot March 1983, page 78).

From the second calendar quarter 1975, ail figures 
which include foreign currency items, apart from the 
change in M3C, have been adjusted to exclude the ef
fect of movements in exchange rates.

See also notes to table 11.2 for details of breaks in 
series and other differences from tables in Section 6.

Table 11.3
Changes In money stock

In table 11.3 the changes in the money stock may 
not equal the differences between the amounts out
standing. This is because changes in bank and build
ing society liabilities arising directly from alterations in 
the composition of the reporting population, or from 
the use of new sources of information (as in the fourth 
quarter of 1977 - see also notes to table 11.2), are 
reflected only in the levels and not in the changes. 
Small discrepancies in the quarterly figures also arise 
because the changes in notes and coin in circulation with 
the public do not allow for wastage and hoarding of 
coin; the amounts outstanding do allow for this. See 
also second paragraph of notes to Table 11.2. Finally 
the seasonally adjusted changes may not be the 
same as the differences between seasonally adjusted 
amounts outstanding, because of slight technical 
differences in the approach used to adjust the series 
(see Seasonal adjustment, above).

Table 11.4
MO, the wide monetary base

MO comprises notes and coin in circulation outside 
the Bank of England plus bankers’ operational deposits 
with the Bank. The levels are calculated weekly, on 
Wednesdays. The level of targeted MO is calculated as 
the average of the levels on Wednesdays during each 
calendar month: the change equals the difference 
between the average levels.

Notes and coin in circulation outside the Bank of England 
comprise: (i) Bank of England notes in circulation, ex
cluding holdings by the Bank of England Banking 
Department (ii) Royal Mint coin outstanding, less Bank 
of England holdings; and (iii) the fiduciary issues of 
the Scottish and Northern Irish banks. (To include their 
gross note issues would involve double counting, 
since Bank of England notes in circulation include 
those used as backing for issues by these banks in 
excess of their fiduciary issues).

Bankers’ deposits with the Banking Department. Up to 19 
August 1981, bankers’ deposits were held predom
inantly by the clearing banks, which used them to set
tle net claims between themselves and as a means of 
paying for their requirements of Bank of England 
notes. Other banks generally used their accounts with 
the clearing banks to fulfil these two functions and 
many of them did not hold deposits with the Bank of 
England.The level of bankers’ deposits was also 
influenced by monetary control requirements (e.g. the 
London clearing banks’ agreement to hold an average 
of 1.5% of their eligible liabilities in the form of non- 
interest-bearing balances with the Bank, when Com
petition and Credit Control was introduced in 1971). 
From 20 August 1981, the new arrangements for 
monetary control took effect (for details, see the paper 
Monetary control-provisions, reprinted in the Bank of England 
Quarterly Bulletin, September 1981, pages 347 to 349). 
As part of these arrangements, bankers’ deposits 
were divided into two components: operational deposits 
retained voluntarily at the Bank for clearing and other 
purposes mentioned above, and non-operational cash 
ratio deposits. Operational deposits are still held 
predominantly by the clearing banks, but all banks’ 
sector institutions with average eligible liabilities of £10 
million or more are liable for cash ratio deposits. Cash 
ratio deposits, being fixed for six-month periods, can
not be withdrawn and have been excluded from the 
wide definition of the monetary base (MO).

Seasonal adjustment
The series notes and coin in circulation outside the Bank of 

England is seasonally adjusted. Bankers’ operational 
deposits are not seasonally adjusted.
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Sources
Figures for Bar^k of England liabilities are obtained 

from the Bank Return, which is published each 
Wednesday. Bankers’ deposits have been taken 
directly from this source, as have the figures for Bank 
of England notes in circulation, which are the largest 
component of the first two columns in the table. 
Monthly estimates and from October 1986 weekly esti
mates of coin outstanding, net of an allowance for 
wastage, are obtained from the Royal Mint. Further 
details are given in the following articles in the Bank of 
England Quarterly Bulletin, The monetary base - a statisti
cal note’ (March 1981), 'Changes to monetary aggre
gates’ (March 1984) and ’Banking and monetary 
statistics: a change in reporting dates’ (December 
1986).

Table 11.5
Money stock and velocity of circulation

The velocity of circulation for a quarter, as pub
lished in this table, is derived as the ratio of gross 
domestic product at current market price, expressed 
at an annual rate, to the monthly average for the quar
ter of money stock. Data are seasonally adjusted.

To give a numerical example, the sources and 
methods used to arrive at the M4 velocity of circulation 
figure for first quarter 1989 are as follows:

Data (£ millions)
GDP at maiket prices 

1969 01 -  123.953
Source: Ecanamic Trends (April 1990 — page 6 — 

CAOB

M4 level (end-month);
1988 December
1989 January 

February 
March

-357.220
-  359.394 
-362.328
-  372.266

Source: FrnaruVStaIrstfestable 11.2 (April 1990)

Calculation
GDP annualised: 123.953 1  4 -  495.812 
M4 centred:

(357,220 4- 2x(359.394 *  362.328) *  372.266)^6 
Velocity of circulation (M4): 495,812/362.158 -  1.37

362,158

The velocity of circulation figures published in Finan
cial Statistics to March 1981 were calculated by using 
end-quarter data; from the April 1981 issue the calcu
lation was revised and monthly money supply data 
were used.

The use of GDP (Gross domestic product) — or any oth
er national income or expenditure aggregate e.g. total 
domestic expenditure or total final expenditure — in this cal
culation must be regarded as a crude approximation 
of what is ideally wanted — namely the total value of 
transactions In the economy Involving money. These 
aggregates are strictly unsuitable because they ex
clude transfers between sectors and transactions 
within sectors (of which transactions in primary and in
termediate output within the industrial and commercial 
sector are very important) and they include non-cash 
items such as imputed income and income in kind. 
Use of GDP assumes a stable relationship over time 
between GDP and total transactions.
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Table 11.6
Counterparts to changes In M4 and MS

This table (see also introductory notes) sets out the 
accounting identities between:

(a) domestic counterparts — comprising the
public sector borrowing requirement, purchases of pub
lic sector debt by the UK private sector (other than 
banks and building societies, and excluding 
changes in its holdings of notes and coin) and 
sterling lending to the UK private sector;

(b) external and foreign currency counterparts
— comprising net sterling deposits from banks 
abroad, other overseas sterling deposits, ster
ling lending to overseas non-banks, external 
finance of the public sector, and banks’ and 
building societies' net foreign currency liabilities. 
From June 1975 this last item includes changes 
in the foreign currency component of capital, 
internal funds and reserves of all UK banks, less 
their foreign currency investments in UK banks 
and building societies and other non-financial 
assets in currencies other than sterling. Before 
June 1975, net non-deposit liabilities in foreign 
currency are presented in aggregate with net 
non-deposit sterling liabilities. Changes in items 
denominated in foreign currency are calculated 
in transaction terms, ie after an adjustment has 
been made for the estimated effect of changes 
in the sterling value of foreign currencies

(c) changes in net non-deposit sterling liabilities
— comprising the sterling component of capital 
and internal funds and reserves of all banks' 
sector institutions, less their sterling invest
ments in UK banks and building societies and 
other non-financial sterling assets, together with 
residual errors arising from the exclusion of 
sterling transactions between institutions within 
the sector.

(d) changes in M4.

The public sector borrowing requirement is described in 
the notes to table 2.5. The net acquisition of central 
government debt by the M4 private sector (column 5 of 
the unadjusted table) is shown in greater detail by in
strument in table 3.4.

Issue department purchases of commercial bills. The issue 
department of the Bank of England acquires commer
cial bills in the course of its market operations. 
Although the issue department’s claim is on the banks 
which accepted the bills, in such circumstances it is, in 
effect, temporarily taking over some lending to the UK 
private sector which would otherwise be provided by 
the banking system. The underlying trends behind 
lending and the growth in the money supply are there
fore best shown by including such purchases with 
bank and building society lending to the rest of the 
private sector. This treatment is followed in table 11.6 
and differs from that in some other tables of Financial 
Statistics, e.g. table 3.4, where a pure sector approach 
is followed and issue department’s purchases of com
mercial bills are netted off from the private sector’s
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PSBR

less

Debt sales to M4 
private sector

less

External finance of 
the public sector

= Public sector 
contribution

plus

Bank and building 
society lending in 
sterling to the M4 
private sector

less

External transactions 
of banks and building 
societies

less M4 private sector
holdings of Treasury 
bills, local authority 
deposits, CTDs, and 
national savings 
instruments (excluding 
certificates, SAVE, 
and other long-term 
deposits)

plus M4 private sector 
holdings of bank bills

less

Net non-deposit 
sterling liabilities 
of banks and
bu Iding societies

s Change in M4

PSBR

less

Debt sales to M4 private 
sector excluding those 
instruments included 
in M5

less

External finance of 
the public sector

*  Public sector 
contribution

Sterling borrowing by 
the M4 private sector 
from banks, building 
societies plus M4 
private sector holdings 
of bank bills

less

External transactions 
of banks and building 
societies

less

Net non-deposit 
sterling liabilities 
of banks and
bu'Iding societies

s Change in M5



Money stock

purchases of central government debt. A similar treat
ment is made of issue department’s transactions in 
promissory notes relating to shipbuilding paper 
guaranteed by the Department of Trade and Industry.

From the end of the first quarter of 1976 to the end 
of the first quarter of 1978 (and from mid-May 1976 to 
mid-April 1978 in the monthly series) certain public 
sector funds placed temporarily with banking institu
tions through the inter-bank money market, which 
have been included in table 6.1 within public corpora
tions’ deposits, have been treated as internal to the 
banks' sector and included in non-deposit sterling lia
bilities (net) in the money stock tables. This has given 
rise to differences between the banks' sector tables 
and the money stock tables. The differences between 
tables 6.2, 11.3 and 11.6, which show changes, will 
therefore extend to the second quarter of 1978 and to 
mid-May 1978 in the monthly series.

The seasonally adjusted series do not always add 
up to the calendar year total which is the sum of the 
unadjusted quarterly figures (see Seasonal adjust* 
ment above).

Timeliness and availability
The summary figures are published for the latest 

month with the Bank of England press release on 
monetary statistics usually around the end of the fol
lowing month. They next appear, in more detail, in
Fmandal Statistics and in the Bank of England Quarterly Bui' 
letin.

Figures for calendar year quarters are not shown in 
the press release.

Calendar quarter figures have been compiled from 
first quarter of 1963. Calendar month estimates have 
been made back to mid-1982 (see section on calen
dar month statistics on page 103).
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Tables 11.7 and 11,8
Sectoral analysis of M4 and It's sterling lend
ing counterpart

These tables provide the sectoral analyses which 
are often useful in interpreting the changes in M4 and 
its sterling lending counterpart (see, for example, 
"Financial change and broad money” in the Bank of 
England Quarterly Bulletin, December 1986 : the dis
cussion there was mainly in terms of the now- 
discontinued aggregate, but applies mutatis mu
tandis to M4).

The figures relate to the financial accounts matrix 
(Table 1.1) as follows. The change in each sector’s 
holding of M4 is the sum of the changes in its holdings 
of notes and coin (line 6 in the matrix), sterling depo
sits with banks (lines 21.1 and 21.2) and deposits with 
building societies (line 22); this relationship is shown 
diagrammatically within Table A of the National Ac
counts Blue Book. Sterling lending to each sector is 
the sum of Issue Department transactions in bills etc 
(line 15), bank lending in sterling (line 24.2), sterling 
loans for house purchase by building societies (line 
27.1) and banks (part of line 27.2), any sterling lend
ing by building societies Identified as being other than 
for house purchase (part of line 29), and bank and 
building society holdings of UK company securities 
denominated in sterling (part of line 31) and of sterling 
commercial paper (part of line 34). The seasonally ad
justed series are financial-year constrained, as 
throughout section 11.
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Section 12
Capital issues and Stock Exchange 
transactions

The main purpose of the Stock Exchange is to pro
vide an efficient market for the issue and trading of 
British government, other UK (and Irish) public sector 
and company securities, ft provides a mechanism for 
the raising of funds, in various forms and for varying 
periods, by many types of domestic borrowers, includ
ing the UK government and other bodies in the public 
and private sectors of the economy, notably the large 
number of limited liability companies whose shares 
and bond issues are listed on the Stock Exchange. It 
also provides a market for securities of overseas pub
lic authorities and institutions and of overseas re
gistered companies.

Share and loan capital
A company’s capital structure can be divided into 

three classes: loan capital, preference capital and 
equity capital. Loan capital (or bonds) includes deben
tures and unsecured loan stock. Interest is payable on 
bonds regardless of whether the company makes a 
profit. Some loan stocks are irredeemable — i.e. they 
will never have to be repaid (unless the company is 
wound up) — but most are redeemable. A debenture is 
a document which evidences the fact that the owner 
has lent money to a business for a specified period 
usually at a fixed rate of interest. Debentures are nor
mally secured on the assets of the business; should 
the interest or capital appear to be in jeopardy, certain 
assets of the company can be sold to repay the de
benture holders. The description unsecured debenture is 
unusual, unsecured/oan stock being preferred in practice. 
Bond holders sometimes have the right to convert 
their holdings into ordinary shares after a certain time 
(convertible debentures or ban stocks}.

Shareholders differ from bond holders in that they 
are members (owners) of the company, not lenders. 
There are two main types of share — preference shares 
and ordinary shares

Preference shares usually entitle the shareholder to a 
fixed annual dividend out of post-tax profits payable in 
priority to the ordinary dividend. Dividends on prefer
ence shares are only payable if the company has ade
quate distributable profits. Most preference shares are 
’cumulative’ — the liability for unpaid dividends must 
be carried forward to the next year; the ordinary share
holders cannot receive any dividend payment until the 
past and present preference dividend entitlement is 
fully met. Most preference shares are also given priori
ty of repayment of capital on liquidation. A few prefer
ence shares are ’participating’ — entitled to an addi
tional dividend in certain circumstances. Some prefer
ence shares are convertible into ordinary shares; 
there are also ’redeemable’ preference shares. Most 
preference shares, of all varieties, carry no votes at 
general meetings except in relation to varying their 
rights. Two or more classes of preference share (first, 
second etc.) may be issued, ranking in order of divi
dend and capital repayment.

Ordinary shares constitute the majority of a normal 
company’s share capital — often the whole of it. They 
have no right to a fixed dividend, the size of the divi
dend varying according to the profits made by the

business. Ordinary shares thus form the ’risk capital' 
of the firm, and the holders are its proprietors in the full 
sense. They usually have voting rights — some com
panies have non-voting ordinary shares as well as 
voting ones. Occasionally the ordinary shares are di
vided into a ’preferred’ and a ’deferred’ class, the first 
being entitled to a certain minimum dividend, then the 
second similarly, then both to the same excess over 
the minimum, if profits permit. Some companies issue 
B shares which entitle holders to fully paid shares in 
lieu of dividend.

Public and private companies
There are almost a million companies registered in 

Britain, of which around one per cent are public limited 
companies and the remainder are private companies. 
The distinction between public and private companies 
Is based on three criteria:

(a) the right to transfer the shares of the company;
(b) the number of shareholders of the company; 

and
(c) the right to make a public issue of shares and 

debentures.
A private company may not issue shares or bonds to 

the public at large.
A public limited company does not have to make a pub

lic issue of shares or debentures; it simply has the 
right to do so if it wishes. Thus not all public com
panies’ shares are listed on the Stock Exchange and 
the division between private and public companies is 
not the same as that between companies with listed 
shares and those with unlisted shares. There are 
some 2,500 UK and about 600 overseas registered 
public companies in the markets of the International 
Stock Exchange.

The Stock Exchange imposes certain requirements 
on any company seeking a listing for its securities, 
and in doing so has a strong influence on the forms 
and procedures of the new issue market. The main 
concerns of the secondary market authorities are that 
there should be a wide market in any securities listed 
on the exchange and that shareholders should have 
as much relevant information about the issuing body 
as is reasonable. Their regulations therefore affect 
the primary market in a number of ways, including the 
following.

(a) The Exchange will not normally consider any 
application for a listing unless the expected (ini
tial) market value of the company securities is at 
least £700,000.

(b) At least 25% of the company's issued shares 
should be in the hands of the public and the 
company has to show a trading record for five 
years.

(c) The Exchange has very rigorous standards for 
the amount of information to be given in the 
prospectus whenever securities are to be of
fered to the public by ’public’ issue, ’offer for 
sale’ or by ’tender’.
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The new Issue market
Longer-term loan and equity finance Is provided 
chiefly through the new issue market, the main 
sponsors being specialised issuing houses and 
stockbrokers acting as issuing houses. There are a 
number of ways in which new securities can be is
sued on behalf of a company, public authority or 
government.

A 'public Issue’ constitutes an offer of securt- 
ies to the general public at a stated price. 
The advertisement for the issue consists of a 
detailed prospectus, usually shown in a 
newspaper.

(b) In an ‘offer for sale’, the public is again 
invited to apply for shares on the basis of a 
prospectus, but in this case it is an issuing 
house or stockbroker who. having purchased 
the entire issue, is making the offer and not 
the company raising the new money.

(c) The main feature of an ‘issue by tender’ is 
that the public is invited to state the price 
(above a certain minimum) and the amount 
for which it is tendering. The total issue is al
located at the highest price which will clear 
the issue.

(d) With ‘placings’, the securities of a company 
are acquired by the issuing houses and are 
placed with their own clients; they are usually 
financial institutions such as investment trust 
companies, insurance companies and pen
sion funds. Placings are subject to 
prescribed conditions and limits in money 
value and are permitted only where demand 
is likely to be insignificant or the issuing com
pany is small.

(e) With 'rights issues’ shareholders are invited 
to subscribe for further shares in proportion 
to their existing holdings, generally at a 
discount to the market price.

(f) An 'introduction’ does not raise new money; 
the primary object being to create a market in 
the shares in the company by obtaining a 
Stock Exchange listing.

(g) ‘Bonus issues’ are also known as ’capital
isation issues' or ’scrip issues’. This type of 
issue does not result in the acquisition of any 
new funds for the business and merely 
represents the conversion of accumulated 
reserves into shares.

(h) 'Vendor consideration issues’ arise when 
other companies are acquired, not for cash, 
but by the issue of stocks or shares in the ac
quiring company.

(i) A 'Vendor placing’ occurs when stocks or
shares issued by the purchasing company to 
a vendor are placed by the vendor In order to 
obtain liquid capital, as an alternative to the 
purchaser paying cash direct.
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Table 12.1
Capital Issues and redemptions In the Unit
ed Kingdom
The estimates relate to new money raised, in ster
ling. on the main United Kingdom stock market, by 
issues of ordinary, preference and loan capital (public is
sues. offers for sale, issues by tender, placings and 
rights issues by UK listed public companies, local 
authorities, public corporations (except domestic is
sues guaranteed by the government) and overseas 
companies and public authorities (including local 
authorities and international organisations). Issues 
of British government and government-guaranteed 
marketable securities are shown in Section 3. Is
sues on the unlisted securities market are shown in 
table 12.2. The estimates include UK local authority 
negotiable bonds (of not less than one year) issued 
to, or through the agency of banks, discount 
houses, issuing houses or brokers. Mortgages, 
bank advances and any other loans redeemable in 
less than twelve months are excluded, as also are 
loans from UK government funds — but not govern
ment subscriptions to company issues made 'pari 
passu' with the market. Issues to shareholders are 
included only if the sole or principal share register Is 
maintained in the United Kingdom.
As the series relate only to new money raised, they 
exclude issues in which the cash raised accrues 
not to the borrowing company but to its existing 
shareholders (i.e. they exclude the value of existing 
securities which have been marketed through the 
new issue machinery but add nothing to the 
resources of the companies involved). They also 
exclude bonus issues, exchanges of one type of 
security for another and issues for other forms of 
consideration.
Estimates of the amounts raised are based on the 
prices at which securities are offered to the market. 
Subscriptions are recorded under the periods in 
which they are due to be paid. Redemptions in
cluding the buy-back and cancellation of ordinary 
shares are Included but not the cancellation of 
shares in company liquidations. Conversion issues 
in lieu of cash repayment are included in the gross 
figures of both issues and redemptions.
The figures given under rights issues consist of gross 
rights issues by UK listed public companies. Issues 
less redemptions by overseas borrowers: companies in
cludes public corporations.
Convertble debentures relates to debentures and loan 
stock carrying the right of conversion into, or sub
scription to, equity capital. Issues of shares on 
conversion of such debentures are not included, 
nor are the conversion of the debentures.
The division between United Kingdom and over
seas company borrowers is determined by the lo
cation of the registered office. Monetary sector insti
tutions are as defined in Section 6 of this hand
book. Other financial institutions are defined as in 
UK financial accounts, see Section 7. The industri
al analysis in the third part of the table is according 
to the primary occupation of the borrowing com
pany or group and is based on the Standard Indus
trial Classification; for issues from January 1983 the 
analysis is based on the 1980 revision of the Stan
dard Industrial Classification.
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Capital Issues and Stock Exchange transactions

>cal

Timeliness
The latest month’s figures are first issued by Bank 
of England press release on the second working 
day of the following month and published in Finandal 
Statistics about the end of that month.

Method of compilation
The figures are compiled mainly from information 
published in the press or appearing in official Stock 
Exchange publications.

Further references
Annual figures are given in the Annual Abstract of 
Statistics, table 17.12. Figures for varying series from 
1945 to 1974 are available in the Bank of England Sta
tistical Abstract, Numbers 1 and 2.

Table 12,2
Capital issues and redemptions on the un
listed securities market
The unlisted securities market was launched by the 
Stock Exchange under rule 163 of its regulations in 
November 1980.
The main difference in the Stock Exchange require
ments for this market compared with full listing are:

(a) member companies need offer only 10% of 
their equity to the general public, compared 
with at least 25% for full listing;

(b) companies have to provide considerable 
financial detail, but only for the last 3 years, 
compared with 5 years for full listing;

(c) shareholders must be informed of any 
acquisitions or disposals involving 15% or 
more of either total asset or earnings, com
pared with 25% or more for full listing.

The series shown in this table relate only to new 
money raised and exclude any proceeds which add 
nothing to the resources of the companies involved.

Tables 12.3 and 12.4
Stock Exchange transactions
In both tables, transactions are recorded at dealing 
(contract) dates rather than settlement dates. For 
periods up to September 1986, figures shown in 
table 12.3 represent the sum of transactions 
between market members and non-members car
ried out through the medium of brokers. As from 27 
October 1986 member firms became able to trade 
in dual capacity, ie dealing as principals as well as 
acting as brokers on behalf of customers. The 
measurement of Stock Exchange trade under the 
new rules was progressively refined until, from July 
1987, a full split between intra-market and customer 
business is shown. For the interim period intra-market 
data covers only trade in gilt-edged securities car
ried out through inter-dealer brokers. No estimate of

customer business in this period is shown; the resi
dual between intra-market and total transactions in
cludes an element of trade directly between market 
firms dealing as principals, as well as all customer 
business.
The content of the columns covering fixed interest 
securities has changed from time to time. For 
periods from July 1987:-
Other fixed interest: UK covers UK local authority and 
UK company debenture and loan stocks, converti
bles and preferentials.
Other fixed interest: overseas covers sterling issues by 
overseas borrowers, bulldogs and all other fixed in
terest Instruments traded.
There are certain transactions, mainly cash sub
scriptions to new issues and redemption payments 
on maturing stocks, which do not pass through 
stockbrokers and are not therefore included in 
stock exchange transactions measures. These 
have been eliminated as far as possible from the 
figures in table 12.4. In this table offida! holders in
cludes the issue and banking departments of the 
Bank of England, the National Debt Commission
ers, (excluding the National Savings Bank Invest
ment Fund before 1981), government departments, 
and the Northern Ireland government.
The column Savings banks' investment accounts no 
longer appears in this table. The data for the series 
in this column; AJCI, AJDI, AJCV and AJDV are ob
tainable from the Databank. Figures for financial in
stitutions other than those listed are included within 
other holders (residual).
The banks ceased to provide information on tran
sactions in British government stock after the bank
ing sector was enlarged and redefined in No
vember 1981.
Holdings of British government stocks at end-March
are mostly at market values, as in the annual article 
on the distribution of the national debt in the No
vember issues (December issues prior to 1987) of 
the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin.

Timeliness
The latest month’s figures for stock exchange tran
sactions are published by the Stock Exchange dur
ing the following month; they appear in the subse
quent issue of Finandal Statistics.
Figures for transactions in British government 
stocks are published approximately six months 
after the end of the quarter to which they relate.

Further references
The figures for stock exchange transactions are 
also published in The International Stock Exchange Fact 
Sheet (monthly) and a slightly different analysis in 
Quality of Markets Quarterly (formerly The Stock Exchange 
Quarterly. Long runs of figures for both series (from 
September 1964 for stock exchange transactions 
and from June 1966 for British government stocks) 
to December 1974 are available in the Bank of Eng
land Statistical Abstract.
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Section 13
Foreign exchange rates interest rates 
and security prices

This section provides monthly information on the 
main exchange rates, interest rates and security 
prices. The figures mostly relate to points in time or 
daily averages, but for some series (e.g. in tables 
13.1, 13.3 and 13.5) averages for longer periods are 
provided.

Tables 13.1 and 13.2
Exchange rates against sterling

Table 13.1 shows the steriing exchange rate index (ERl) 
against a basket of sixteen currencies (see below), 
and the averages of the mid-points between the spot 
buying and selling rates as recorded by the Bank of 
England at 4pm each day. for thirteen major curren
cies and the ECU.

Table 13.2 shows the mid-point between the spot 
buying and selling rates recorded by the Bank of Eng
land on the last working day of each month for the ma
jor currencies listed in table 13.1, plus the Austrian 
schilling and Nonwegian krone. Also shown is the 
three-month fonvard margin for each currency against 
sterling, expressed both in terms of foreign currency 
and as a percentage per annum.

Spot and forward rates
Foreign exchange deals may be executed for set

tlement no more than two working days later, in which 
case they are generally termed spot deals, or for set
tlement at some future date, in which case they are 
termed forward deals. The rate for a forward deal is 
generally expressed by showing the amount by which 
the forward rate diverges from the spot rate, either in 
units of the appropriate foreign currency, or as a per
centage per annum.

tf the forward margin is negative the foreign curren
cy Is at a forward premium to sterling (i.e. it is more ex
pensive) and sterling is at a forward discount to the 
particular foreign currency (i.e. it is cheaper)

Conversely, if the forward margin is positive the 
foreign currency is at a discount to sterling and ster
ling is at a premium to the currency.

For example, at end-December 1989, the spot US 
dollar/sterling rate was 1.6125, i.e. £1 would buy 
1.6125 US dollars for delivery within 2 days, and the 
3-month forward margin was -2.54 cents, i.e. £1 would 
buy

1.6125 - 0.0254 = 1.5871 US dollars 
for delivery in 3 months time. Thus, the end-March 
1990 US dollar was more expensive than at end- 
December, i.e. it stood at a forward premium to ster
ling.

Sterling exchange rate Index (ERl)
Between the Bretton Woods Agreement in 1944 

and the currency realignment of the Smithsonian 
Agreement in 1971, the US dollar provided a reason
ably satisfactory benchmark against which changes in 
the value of other currencies could be measured. 
Since the early 1970s, however, there have been 
much larger movements in exchange rates and it has

ceased to be the case that dollar rates accurately indi
cate the overall changes in the exchange rate for a 
currency.

In order to assess this overall change, a weighted 
average of movements in cross-exchange rates 
against a basket of other currencies is required, with 
the weights reflecting some assessment of the relative 
importance of the other currencies.

There are a number of ways of constructing a suit
able matrix of weights. Most exchange rate indices 
use some form of trade weighting, often of a rather 
simple kind. The present ERl uses weights derived 
from disaggregated trade flows in manufactured 
goods in 1980. The weights are designed to measure 
the impact of real exchange rate charges on the UK’s 
real manufacturing balance; they represent the rela
tive importance of each of the other countries as com
petitors to the manufacturing sector of the UK.

The ERl
The present ERl, was introduced with effect from 

Monday 3 January 1989 and the old index with 1975 
as the base year was discontinued from that date. The 
base year for the new index is 1985, and it is calculat
ed by geometrically weighting together bilateral ex
change rates against sterling for all the currencies in
cluded in the previous index with the exception of 
Australia which has been dropped from the calcula
tion. The Effl published here consists of monthly aver
ages of the value of the ERl as calculated by the Bank 
of England at 4pm each day.

The weighting together of exchange rates can be ex
pressed algebraically as

£,=n«);'
1=1

where Rit= the price of one pound steriing in terms of 
currency / at time t, and Wj is the weight of currency i in 
the sterling ERi (In practice, calculations use ex
change rates vis-a-vis the US dollar, Ri$ , relying on

RiS
the relationship R ,~ -rr  )•

E, is the weighted basket of currencies, which is 
then converted into an index with the property that the 
average of the index taken over all working days in 
1985 (calculated using London cbsing rates) is 100. 
Thus the ERl at any time / is given by

/
ERI,= 100

\

where is the arithmetic average of E, calculated 
using London closing rates for each working day in
1985.
(In this calculation, £85=11.349 expressed to 3 de
cimal places)
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Timeliness
Rates are published in Financial Statistics one month 

in arrears.

I*

Further references
The calculation of the ERI is described in the No

vember 1988 issue of the Bank of England Quarterly Bul
letin.

Middle market closing spot rates against sterling at 
end-month intervals for the US dollar, deutschemark, 
Japanese yen, Swiss franc and the ECU, and 
corresponding rates for these currencies plus the Bel
gian franc, French franc, Italian lire and Netherlands 
guilder, against the US dollar are published in the Bank 
of England Quarterly Bulletin. End-month data for 1970-74 
are published in the Bank of England Statistical Abstract, 
Number 2. The middle market closing spot and three- 
months forward sterling/US dollar rates are shown as 
at end-months for 1945-69 in the Bank of England Statisti
cal Abstract, Number 1.

The three-months forward rate against sterling for 
the US dollar and the deutschemark expressed in 
cents and pfennigs and as a percentage per annum at 
end-month intervals is published in the Bank of England 
Quarterly Bulletin.

Table 13.3
Interest rate differentials and foreign ex
change rates

This shows the interest rates on US Treasury bills 
and euro-dollar deposits in London; the interest rate 
differentials of bcal authority temporary loans and 
inter-bank sterling deposits on euro-dollar deposits in 
London; the price of gold at the 3pm fixing in London; 
the exchange rate against Special Drawing Rights 
(SDRs) and the European Currency Unit (ECU) of 
sterling and the US dollar.

Interest on US Treasury bills shows the market selling 
rate in New York for three-monthly US Treasury bills, 
expressed as a yield (percent per annum of 365 
days).

Interest on US dollar deposits in London (3 months) shows 
middle market closing rates.

Interest rate differentials. These two columns provide a 
broad comparison between the returns on the different 
types of investment instruments, taking into considera
tion the cost of the accompanying foreign exchange 
transactions. All the calculations are based on three- 
month rates.

The comparisons are obtained by adding a forward 
premium (percent per annum) for sterling to, or sub
tracting a forward discount for sterling from, the in
terest rate for a particular sterling instrument (e.g. 
inter-bank deposits) and calculating the difference 
between the resultant figure and a comparable foreign 
currency instrument (e.g. euro-dollar deposits in Lon
don). Forward rates expressed in percent per annum 
terms are shown in table 13.2.

For example, at end-December 1989 interest on 3- 
month euro-dollar deposits in London was 8.31% pa 
and interest on 3-month inter-bank sterling deposits 
was 15.06% pa. Sterling was at a forward discount of 
6.30% pa against the US dollar. Thus the interest rate 
differential was:

15.06 - 6.30 - 8.31 » 0.45% pa.

Conversely, at end-September 1984 interest on 3- 
month euro-dollar deposits in London was 11.44% pa 
and interest on 3-month inter-bank sterling deposits 
was 12.10% pa. Sterling was at a forward premium of 
0.74% pa against the US dollar. Thus, the interest 
rate differential was:

11.44 + 0.74 - 12.10 = 0.08% pa.
SDRs are valued in terms of a ’basket’ of currencies. 

Since 1 January 1981, the basket has consisted of the 
currencies of five countries — USA, UK, France, Ger
many and Japan — weighted largely with regard to 
their relative importance in world trade and official 
reserves. Prior to that date a sixteen-currency basket 
was used.

The exchange rates for the SDR against all curren
cies fluctuate from day to day in response to ex
change market movements. Once each business day, 
the IMF values the currency components of the basket 
at their market exchange rates for the US dollar at 
noon in London as reported by the Bank of England, 
and the sum of the dollar equivalents yields the rate of 
the SDR in terms of the US dollar. The SDR rate of 
any other currency can be arrived at by taking its 
official ’representative' exchange rate against the dol
lar and calculating it against the dollar/SDR rate.

European Currency Unit (ECU) is also valued in terms of 
a basket of currencies. This basket consists of the 
currencies of those nine countries (UK, France, West 
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Ireland, Belgium, Den
mark and Luxembourg) which were members of the 
EC in March 1979 when the European Monetary Sys
tem (EMS) came into effect. Since 17 September 
1984, the Greek drachma has also been included in 
the basket., and from 21 September 1989, the Por
tugese escudo and the Spanish peseta have also 
been included.

Timeliness
Data are published in Financial Statistics one month in 

arrears.

Further references
Data are published at end-year and end-month in

tervals in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin. The Bank of 
England Statistical Abstract, Number 2 gives end-month in
formation from 1970-74. The Bank of England Statistical 
Abstract, Number 1 gives broadly similar data from 
1945-69.

An article describing the foreign exchange market 
in London was published in the Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin in December 1980 and the results of surveys of 
turnover in the market were published in the Sep
tember 1986 and November 1989 issues.

Table 13.4
British government securities: prices and 
yields

Financial Times — Actuaries securities price In
dices

The data are for the last Fridays of the months and 
are taken from daily series which appear in the Finarh 
dal Times. The fixed interest indices are based on De
cember 1975=100 and the series started in January
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1976. The index-linked index is based on April 1982=100 
and the series starts in May 1981. Further details of 
the indices and their computation are given in A Guide 
to Financial Times Statistics published by Financial Times 
Business Information Ltd.

Selected individual stocks
The series relate to stocks selected to represent a 

cross-section of the market and show figures for the 
last Friday in the month. Prices and yields are based 
on middle market prices at the close of official busi
ness.

The gross fiat yield or\ a security is the annual amount 
receivable in interest expressed as a percentage of 
the net price (i.e. the price excluding gross accrued in
terest). The net flat yield is the gross fiat yield less income 
tax at the standard rate. These yields are used mainly 
for irredeemable or undated stocks, where the ab
sence of a fixed redemption date does not permit the 
calculation of any certain capital gain or loss; and they 
are comparable with rates of interest obtainable on 
deposits, mortgages and other investments that offer 
no capital gain or loss. For investors whose only con
cern is annual receivable income (e.g. life interests) 
these yields are a measure of their return on dated 
securities also; but most investors in these stocks will 
be concerned, in addition to the annual income, with 
the capital gain or loss arising from the difference 
between the price at which they were purchased and 
the price at which they will be redeemed at a known 
date (or range of dates).

The gross redemption yield comprises the gross flat yield 
together with an apportionment of the calculated capi
tal gain or loss on dated securities held to redemption; 
more precisely, it is the rate of interest which, if used 
to discount future dividends and the sum due at 
redemption, will make their present value equal to the 
present price of the stock. It is an appropriate meas
ure of the gross annual return on these securities, if 
held to maturity, for investors who pay no tax (e.g. 
pension funds) or pay tax on income and capital 
profits at the same rate (e.g. security dealers). It pro
vides a convenient means of comparing the annual re
turn on dated securities with different nominal rates of 
interest.

The net redemption yield is similar to the gross redemp
tion yield except that income tax at the standard rate is 
deducted from dividends. From April 1965 to March 
1969 the net redemption yield allowed also for tax on 
capital gains to redemption. From May 1965 to March 
1969 capital gains between the lowest price at which 
stock was Issued and the redemption price were ex
empt tax. Since March 1969 the calculation omitted 
capital gains tax because the tax was only levied on a 
minority of holdings of government stocks. From 
March 1969 to April 1971 the charge to capital gains 
tax (currently at 30% for persons) was made only on 
stocks with less than one year to redemption and 
since then it has been made only on stocks disposed 
of within one year of acquisition.

The net redemption yield grossed up at the standard rate 
of income tax is not an actual return to any class of 
holder. It provides, for those who pay tax only on in
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come, a notional gross return on dated securities 
which can be compared with other gross returns con
taining no tax-free or low-taxed element, such as in
come (before tax) on investments which offer no capi
tal gain or loss, for example deposits, or on which the 
capital gain or loss cannot be calculated in advance, 
for example equities.

In calculating the yield on stocks with alternative 
redemption dates, redemption is assumed at the later 
date when the price (excluding gross accrued interest) 
is below par, that is when the flat yield is above the 
nominal rate, and at the earlier date when the price is 
above par.

The real gross redemption yields on index-linked British 
government securities are calculated by the method 
adopted by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (see 
Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, December 1983, page 
484). The yields shown assume a constant annual 
rate of inflation from the date of the last published RPI 
of 5%.

The nominal amount outstanding at end of year for each 
selected security is also shown. Details of issues at 
cash values and redemptions are shown in table 3.6.

Timeliness
Figures for the last Friday of the latest month are 

published in Financial Statistics about the end of the fol
lowing month.

Table 13.5
British government securities

The table shows gross redemption yields for five-, 
ten- and twenty-year maturities derived from a
mathematical model, and also the net price and gross 
flat yield tor 2.5% Consols.

Method of calculation
The calculation of gross redemption yields was 

described in an article in the Bank of England Quarterly Bul
letin, December 1972. Modifications to the model 
which were described in Bulletin articles in September 
1973, June 1976 and June 1982 weu introduced with 
effect from January 1973, September 1976 and July 
1982 respectively. All dated stocks which are not 
index-linked are used in the calculation, except those:

(a) where the total market holdings are less 
than £250 million;

(b) which are convertible;
(c) which mature in less than one year.

Details of a proposed new method of calculation 
were given In the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, Febru
ary 1990.

Timeliness
Figures for the latest month appear in Financial Statis

tics about the end of the following month.

Further references
Monday yields from two to twenty-five years maturi

ty are made available to the stock market by the Bank 
of England on Tuesdays.
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The Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin shows the calcu
lated gross redemption yields for Mondays and for the 
last working day of the month (and also the flat yield 
on 3.5% War Loan). An eleven-year run of figures is 
given in the Annual Abstract of Statistics, table 17.10 and 
end-month yield figures are available (with some 
breaks in series) back to January 1945 in the Bank of 
England Statistical Abstract, See also table 13.15for quar
terly averages of yields on twenty-year long dated Brit
ish government securities and 3.5% War Loan.

Table 13.6
Certificates of tax deposit

For details of certificates of tax deposit see notes to 
table 3.11.

Table 13.7
Company security prices and yieids

Financial Times — Actuaries share Indices
The figures are taken from the Financial Times — 

Actuaries share indices which have been published 
daily in the Financial Times since 26 November 1962. 
Details of the constituents are available from the 
Financial Times, Number One Southwark Bridge, Lon
don SE1 9HL and some notes on the computation of 
the indices are given in the booklet Guide to Financial 
Times Statistics published by Financial Times Business 
Information Ltd. The prices taken are middle market 
prices at close of business. The base date for each 
constituent sub-sector is given in the Financial Times 
every Saturday. Monthly and annual figures are arith
metic averages of those for working days.

Ordinary shares JhQse indices are weighted arithmetic 
averages of the percentage price changes of the con
stituent shares since the base date; weights for each 
consituent are the total market values of the shares is
sued at the base date modified to maintain continuity 
when capital changes occur, for example through 
rights Issues, or when constituents change, for exam
ple when companies disappear owing to takeovers or 
new companies become large enough to qualify for 
the indices.

The industrial share index of 500 shares comprises 
three main sections — capital goods, a consumer 
group, another group (made up of chemicals, office 
equipment, shipping and transport, telephone net
works and miscellaneous) and oils. To form the all
share index an index of ordinary shares of financial 
and property companies is combined with an index of 
investment trust company shares, mining finance 
houses, overseas trading companies and the industri
al (500) share index.

The table now incorporates a series for the FT-SE 
100 share index which is based on the 100 largest UK 
registered companies. The aim of the FT-SE 100 in
dex is to have sufficient coverage of the market to fol
low closely the FT-Actuaries All-share index, yet be 
small enough to calculate in real time throughout the 
Stock Exchange day. It is used in support of futures 
contracts based on the UK equity market. K’s method 
of calculation is similar to that of the All-share index.

The composition of the industrial, all-share and FT- 
SE 100 indices varies from time to time.

Dividend yields are the totals of the last year’s divi
dends, up to the most recently declared, payable on 
the capital of constituents expressed as percentages 
of total market valuation.

Earnings yields.EaTr\\r\gs, as calculated from the latest 
available reports and accounts and interim statements 
are expressed as percentages of total market valua
tion. From August 1965 earnings are taken as gross 
profit less corporation tax and other charges and gross 
preference dividends; the yields given relate to earn
ings with corporation tax at 40% up to 5 December 
1967, at 42.5% up to 7 May 1969, at 45% up to 29 
November 1970, at 42.5% up to 30 March 1971 and 
then at 40%. Previously, earnings were taken as net 
profit (gross profit less income tax, profits tax and other 
charges and net preference dividends) grossed up for 
income tax. The average of yields in the first week of 
August 1965, on the old basis was 10.83% compared 
with 8.43% on the new.

In anticipation of the new imputation system of cor
poration tax (effective on 6 April 1973), from February 
1973 until April 1974, the earnings yield was calculat
ed on the assumption of corporation tax at 50% and 
full distribution of earnings. From April 1974 corpora
tion tax increased to 52% and from April 1985 it de
creased to 40% on which the calculation has since 
been based.

Preference stocks. The prices used are middle market 
prices at close of business adjusted for accrued in
terest less income tax at the standard rate. There are 
20 component stocks and the price index is l/20th of 
the sum of the percentage changes in prices of these 
stocks. Yields are the arithmetic averages of those 
calculated on each stock.

Debenture and loan stocks. Up to 16 March 1981 the in
dex and yield for debenture and loan stocks wore cal
culated from the price changes of fifteen stocks with 
an average term to maturity of about twenty years. 
The stocks were divided into three groups according 
to redemption date and the price factors and yields for 
the three groups were combined in a weighted aver
age to provide a price index and gross redemption yield ap
propriate to a stock of exactly twenty years duration. 
From 17 March 1981 a rebased series has been pub
lished. Three separate redemption yields are now 
available for five, fifteen and twenty-five years. The 
series shown in this table is the redemption yield on 
twenty-five year stocks.

Financial Times Industrial ordinary 
(30 share) index

The index is geometric in construction. It is calculat
ed and published by the Financial Times at hourly inter
vals from 10am to 3pm with a closing index produced 
shortly after 5pm based on prices collected after the 
end of normal trading. Figures in the table are closing 
figures. The base date is 1 July 1935, which equals 
100. Constituents of the index are thirty market 
leaders, representing a cross-section of British indus
try. Dividend and earnings yield calculations are also 
geometric. (See also notes above.)

Timeliness
Figures for the latest month appear in Finandal Statis

tics about the end of the following month.
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Further references
As mentioned above, FT-Actuaries share indices 

are published daily in the Financial Times. The Bank of 
England Ouarlerly Bulletin carries a small range of FT- 
Actuaries share prices indices and yields for last work
ing days of the month and Mondays of each week, 
rather than averages. Longer runs of figures appear 
in the Annual Abstract of Statistics, table 17.10, 1990 edi
tion.

Table 13.8
Short-term money rates

Commercial bills: discount market buying rates — prime bank 
bills (3 months): with effect from August 1981, the figures 
shown are those applicable to bank bills eligible for 
discount at the Bank of England.

Commercial bills: discount market buying rates — trade bills 
(3 months): the rate at which trade bills are discounted 
depends on their quality. The figures shown are 
market rates for bills of good average quality. Some 
trade bills are discounted at lower rates.

Selected retail banks: the data are rates set by Bar
clays Bank, Lloyds Bank, Midland Bank and National 
Westminster Bank. The deposit account rates are 
averages paid by the banks grossed up at the current 
rate of composite rate tax.

Timeliness
Short-term money rates are widely published in the 

daily press. The figures for the last Friday in the latest 
month appear in Financial Statistics about the end of the 
following month.

A minimum lending rate of 12% was announced on 
Monday 14 January 1985; however, it lapsed at close 
of business the same day. Since 20 August 1981 MLR 
has not been published continuously.

Further references
Similar weekly series are published in the Bank of 

England Quarterly Bulletin and monthly figures of selected 
short-term money rates back to January 1945 are 
available in the Bank of England Statistical Abstracts. 
Monthly average figures of selected money and bill 
rates for the latest eleven years appear in the Annual 
Abstract of Statî ics table 17.9 (1987). See also table 
13.15 for average quarterly figures for selected retail 
banks base rate and deposit account (7 days notice) 
rate and the three-months Inter-bank rate.

Table 13.9
National Savings Bank: rate of interest on In
vestment account

The investment account was introduced on 20 
June 1966. The minimum deposit was raised to £5 on 
1 April 1985. The maximum permitted holding has 
varied from time to time as follows:

Period Maximum

20 June 1966-30 July 1969 
1 July 1969-5 June 1974 
6 June 1974-25 July 1977 
26 July 1977 - 29 January 1981 
30 January 1981 -3  May 1984 
5May 1984-15 July 1986 
16 July 1986 - 31 December 1989 
1 January 1990 to date

£5,000
£ 10,000
Unlimited
£50,000
£200,000
£50,000
£ 100,000
£25,000

Interest is credited to accounts once a year on 31 
December. Prior to 1 January 1984 interest was 
credited on balances held for a complete calendar 
month. From 1 January 1984 interest is payable on a 
daily basis. From 1 January 1990 new holdings were 
restricted to personal savers and trustees for individu
als.

Table 13.10
Selected retail banks: base rates

The base rates of Barclays Bank, Lloyds Bank. 
Midland Bank and National Westminster Bank only 
are used to compile this table. Each of these has a 
single base rate, which may sometimes differ from 
those of the other banks. The rates of interest charged 
by the banks on much of their lending to customers 
are set at margins over their own base rates: the size 
of the margin depends on the nature and status of the 
customer. A change in base rate normally signifies a 
marked change in the level of short-term market rates; 
hence base rate is widely used as an indicator of the 
broad level of interest rates. However, some bank 
lending is at rates more closely related to money 
market rates which vary daily and some, for example 
to persons for house purchase, is at rates which vary 
less frequently than base rate.The only loans for 
which the banks charge uniform rates are those for 
ECGD-guaranteed exports and for domestic shipbuild
ing.

Timeliness
Changes in their base rates are announced indivi

dually by the banks and published in the financial 
press. Changes up to the beginning of the latest 
month are published in Financial Statistics about the end 
of the month.

Further references
Base rates at dates of change are also given in the 

Annual Abstract of Statistics. The table of UK short-term 
money rates in the Bank of England Quarterly BuSetin in
cludes figures for base rate as on Fridays in recent 
months. Base rates for the last Fridays of months ap
pear in the Bank of England Statistical Abstract No.2. Quar
terly average rates are shown in table 13.15.

Table 13.11
Finance house base rate

Instalment credit finance houses specialise in the 
provision of hire-purchase and other instalment credit 
for the purchase of consumer durables and in the 
finance of industrial equipment.

The base rate was first published by the Finance 
Houses Association on 1 September 1970 and is cal
culated monthly. The rate is calculated by averaging 
the weekly averages of the three-month inter-bank 
rate in the preceding eight weeks, and rounding to the 
nearest one half per cent above.

Timeliness
Changes in the base rate are announced by the Fi

nance Houses Association and published in the press. 
The change takes effect on the first of the month and 
the new rate is normally published in Financial Statistics 
about the end of the month.

fc
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Table 13.12
Building societies: rates of Interest

In November 1984 The Building Societies Associa
tion ceased to advise rates of interest on shares and 
mortgages- The BSA rates were last published in the 
December 1985 issue. In subsequent issues average 
rates calculated by the Building Societies Commis
sion.

In general each building society has a range of 
share and mortgage accounts. As regards shares 
there is a basic or ordinary share account together 
with a number of other share accounts some of whose 
rates may be linked to the society’s basic share rate 
by a stated differential. Similarly for mortgages there 
may be in addition to a basic mortgage rate other 
mortgage rates depending on the size of the advance, 
the nature or age of the property and the type of mort
gage (eg repayment, endowment, etc) and which are 
usually linked to the basic rate by a stated differential.

For both share and mortgage accounts therefore 
two rates are shown in table 13.12 : a basic rate and an 
average rate. Rates shown are derived from monthly re
turns to the Registry of Friendly Societies by calculat
ing for each rate a weighted average of the individual 
rates (using month-end share/mortgage balances) of 
those societies which comprised the 20 largest at the 
beginning of the year. At the beginning of 1984 those 
20 societies accounted for some 87 percent of the to
tal assets of all societies.

Rates shown reflect the position at the end of each 
month and being based on actual rates in force also 
reflect any timing differences that may exist between 
societies in their general implementations of new 
rates. When interest rates are changing it should be 
noted that for an individual society those for mort
gages come into effect at varying dates, usually im
mediately for new accounts and at various dates after
wards for existing accounts depending on the terms of 
the mortgage and also on whether there is any inten
tional delay in implementation. Because of this the 

mortgage rate is taken as that applying to the 
majority of accounts within a society rather than that 
simply affecting new accounts, while actual rates in 
force are reflected in the average rate.

The rates have been calculated from January 1984. 
No earlier data are available in these series.

Table 13.13
Public Works Loan Board: local authority In
terest rates

This table shows rates for loans to local authorities 
from the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB). They are 
for fixed rate loans within the annual quota of loans 
available to local authorities from the PWLB.
Rates are shown, for the operative date, for three 
types of loan:

(i) loans repayable by half-yearly equal instalments 
of principal with interest paid on the decreasing 
balance of the principal;

(ii) repayable by equal half-yearly instalments 
of principal and interest combined;

(iii) repayable at maturity; interest paid half-yearly.

Rates are determined by the Treasury and changes 
are also published in the London and Edinburgh 
Gazettes.

Table 13.14
other local authorities Interest rates

The table shows rates for the four main types of b- 
cal authority borrowing instruments.

Deposits with local authorities range mainly from two 
days to twelve months with a variety of optbn clauses. 
The series show the ranges over the day until May 
1982 and mid-morning rates thereafter.

Negotiable bonds have maturities at issue ranging 
from one year up to five years, the great majority be
ing for just over one year. They are listed on the Stock 
Exchange.

Stock issues by local authorities are made on their 
behalf by brokers and issuing houses generally 
through public offers. The stocks are listed in the gilt- 
edged section of the Stock Exchange and are 
transferable free of stamp duty. Provided they were 
acquired after 13 March 1984, local authority stocks 
are also exempt from capital gains tax when held for 
more than one year. The rate shown is an average of 
gross redemption yields on selected stocks.

Mortgages are unquoted borrowing instruments. The 
rates given are those for the beginning of the week fol
lowing the last Friday in each period and are for mort
gage business, generally in large amounts, transacted 
in London. Local authorities also issue unquoted 
bonds on similiar terms.

Timeliness
Figures for the end of the last month are published 

in Financial Statistics about the end of the following 
month.

Further references
The Bank of England Statistical Abstract, Numbers 1 and 2 

contain a run of monthly figures for three-month depo
sits between 1956 and 1974.

Table 13.15 
Average money rates

The table shows average quarterly figures for cer
tain money market rates and government stock yields.

Selected retail banks' base rate is the average over 
working days. The data are rates for the four banks 
listed in the notes to table 13.10. Details of dates of 
changes are given in table 13.10.

Selected retail banks' 7 day deposit rate is an average 
over working days grossed up at the current rate of 
composite rate tax.

Inter-bank rate (3 months) is the average of working 
days.

British government securities 20-year calculated gross 
redemption yield is calculated from the Bank of England 
model (see notes to table 13.5) and since the begin
ning of 1976 the figures are the average of all cabula- 
tions made (every working day since January 1982).

3.5% War Loan flat yield, is cabulated from cbsing 
prices (mean bid and offer prices) and is the average 
of working days.

Monthly figures appear in table 13.8 (Selected retail 
banks 7-day deposit rates and inter-bank rates), table 
13.5 (calculated gross redemption yields) and table 
13.4 (3.5% War Loan flat yield).
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Section 14
Balance sheets

National and sector balance sheets, integrated with 
flows data, may be regarded as the final link in the 
chain of national income and expenditure accounts. 
Official work on producing a consistent set of balance 
sheets for all sectors of the economy started in 1975. 
The first results (balance sheets for the years 1966 to 
1975) were published in an article ’National and sector 
balance sheets for the United Kingdom’ in Economic 
Trends, November 1980.

Annual data
Financial balance sheets for all sectors are now up

dated annually and published in supplementary tables 
S5, S6 and S7 in the June issue of Financial Statistics. 
The balance sheet of the personal sector, in more de
tail and including estimates of tangible assets (includ
ing consumer durables), are published in table S2 of 
the February issue. Balance sheets including tangible 
assets for all sectors for the last eleven years are 
given in Section 12 of United Kingdom National Accounts, 
(the Blue Book).

Quarterly data 
Tables 14.1 to 14.5
Financial assets and liabilities of the non
bank private sector

These tables cover building societies, other non
bank financial institutions, industrial and commercial 
companies, and the personal sectors, and the assets 
and liabilities of these four sectors as a whole i.e. the 
non-bank private sector (consolidated). These are the 
only sectors for which comprehensive quarterly finan
cial balance sheets are at present published. These 
data were introduced in a supplementary table in 
Financial Statistics August 1981 which gave quarterly 
data from end-1966 to end-1980. Annual figures had 
been published in an article entitled ’Financial wealth 
of the non-bank private sector’ in Economic Trends, July 
1981. Changes have since been made to some of the 
asset and liability groups shown in the tables. Quarter
ly data from end-1975 are available on the CSO data
bank.

Consolidation
Table 14.1 shows the financial assets and liabilities 

of the non-bank private sector on a consolidated 
basis. In other words, the table only covers claims 
between members of the non-bank private sector and 
other sectors, i.e. public sector, banks or overseas. A 
description of consolidation is given in appendix 2 of 
the article in Economic Trends, July 1981.

Other data for financial assets and liabilities
Some statistics of financial assets and liabilities 

along with transactions data are published monthly in 
Financial Statistics. These series, with their frequency 
and form of analysis, are as follows.

Section 3 - Central government.
Treasury bills and tax instruments: quarterly levels 
and flows by holding sector. National savings; 
quarterly levels and flows by type of instrument.
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Section 4 - Local authorities.
Total borrowing and longer-term debt; annual lev
els and quarterly flows by type of debt and. for 
non-marketable debt, by holding sector. Tem
porary debt and investments: quarterly levels and 
flows by type of debt and sector.

Section 6 - Banks and building societies
Liabilities and assets of the whole sector; quarterly 
levels and flows with deposits and loans outstand
ing analysed by sector and between amounts in 
sterling and in other currencies. Loans, advances 
and acceptances to UK residents: quarterly levels 
and flows by industrial classification.

Section 7 - Other financial institutions.
Annual levels and quarterly flows for the assets 
and liabilities of the following institutional groups; 
credit companies (excluding banks and building 
societies), property unit trusts, unit trusts, invest
ment trusts, insurance companies and pension 
funds.

Section 9 - Personal sector.
Consumer credit, loans for house purchase and 
borrowing from the banks' sector; annual levels 
and quarterly flows; consumer credit and loans for 
house purchase analysed by type of lending insti
tution.

Section 10 - Overseas sector.
Official resen/es; quarterly levels and flows, (the 
levels being analysed by type of asset). UK posi
tion with IMF: monthly levels and flows, flows 
analysed by type of transaction.

Section 11 - Money stock.
Calendar quarter and monthly levels and flows for 
the various monetary aggregates. Detailed tables 
show analyses of the main aggregates by type of 
instrument.

Other tables in Finandal Statistics show only assets 
and liabilities. Table 8.6 is based on the quarterly sur
vey of the liquidity of large industrial and commercial 
companies and analyses of their current assets and li
abilities. Quarterly data for selected liquid assets of all 
industrial and commercial companies and for the per
sonal sector are given in tables 8.4 and 9.5 respec
tively. Quarterly data for external liabilities and claims
are given in tables 10.4 and 10.5.

The statistics of assets and liabilities referred to 
here are not ail consistent with the definitions used in 
the sector balance sheets. For example, some of the 
above series are at book value rather than at market 
prices. Data collected from both the asset-holding 
and liability-holding institutions may differ (e.g. pen
sion funds’ holdings of unit trust unrts); in the sector 
balance sheets, these differences are eliminated. The 
coverage of the series are not always the same as 
that of similar items in the balance sheet statistics. For 
example, in table 6.1, bank lending includes invest
ments in government stock and company securities 
which are shown separately in the sector balance
sheets.
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Balance sheets

Centra)
govern

ment

Local Public 
authorities corpor

ations

Banks Other
financial

insti
tutions

Industrial
and

commer
cial

companies

Personal Overseas Total 
sector

e

s

r

Financi^ assets

Monetary gold, convertible currencies.
SDRs and net position in IMF............................

Notes and coin .........................................................
Deposits with UK banks:

sterling...................................................................
foreign currencies................................................

National savings deposits and investments.......
Building society shares and deposits..................
Building socie^ wholesale instruments..............
Deposits with other financial institutions.............
Local authority temporary d eb t.............................
Tax instruments.......................................................
Government liablity to trustee

savings banks.....................................................
British Gas Corporation deposits

with the Governm ent...........................................
Other central government non-markelable debt
Funds lodged in courts...........................................
Treasury b ills............................................................
Other bills and short-term instruments...............
British government and

government-guaranteed securities..................
Local authority listed securities

ar>d negotiable bonds.........................................
Public dividend capital............................................
Other public corporation securities......................
UK debenture and loan stock...............................
UK ordinary and preferertce shares ...................
Unit trust and property unit trust unite................
Retail co-operative societies: members' funds .. 
Overseas government and company securities
British government foreign currency bonds...... .
Overseas direct investment (including

loans to subsidiaries)...........................................
Transnational property holdings...........................
UK bank lending:

sterling..................................................................
foreign currendes ..............................................

Loans and advances by credit companies
and retailers.........................................................

Government net indebtedness to banking
Departrr>ent..........................................................

Government lending to public corporations......
Lor>g-term loans to k x ^  authorities....................
R efin arx^  shipbuilding credit ............................
Loans for fK>use purchase ...................................
Other public sector loans to private sector.......
Public sector transferred d eb t............................. .
Overseas loans to and from public sector .......
Refinanced export credit.......................................
Other loans..............................................................
Trade credit, advances etc....................................
Equity in insurance and pension funds..............
Accrued taxes, interest etc...................................

o 0 0
o o • • 0

0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0
o 0 o 0 0 o o o 0

0 0 o o 0
0 0 o 0 0

0 o 0 « o 0 0
0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0
0 0 • o 0 ♦ * 0 0

0 0 o o 0 0

0 0 0

o 0
0 0 0

0 0
0 0 o 0 0 0

0 o o 0 0

0 0 0 0 • « 0 0

o 0 o 0 0 * • 0 0
0 0
0 o o • o 0
0 0 0 0 0 ♦ # • •

0 0 0 0 0 • • • •

0 0 0
0 0

0 0 0 • • *

o 0 o 0

0 0 0 o o 0
0 o * • •

o 0
0 0

o 0 o 0

o 0
0 0
o o o 0 0 « ♦ 0
0 0
0 0 0 o 0 o
0 0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0

* • • • • • *

0 • • • •

0 0
* • « • • • * •

* indicates data of poor quality 
O indicates data of superior quality

Quality of data: all sectors
As with transactions figures (see page 18), the qual

ity of the balance sheet data varies between one in
strument and another and, for particular instruments, 
between the various sectors issuing or holding the in
strument. Data for sectors covered by regular returns 
of levels and/or flows Is generally more reliable than 
that for other sectors, such as industrial and commer
cial companies and the personal sectors. Where a 
non-marketable instrument is held predominantly by a 
single sector, such as personal holdings of national

savings, a reliable figure for the holding sector can 
usually be obtained from the records of the issuing 
sector. Issuing sectors can also often provide fairly re
liable sectoral analyses of outstanding loans, but they 
cannot supply regular information on sectoral holdings 
of marketable instruments.

Of the sectors covered by quarterly returns, only 
banks supply complete quarterly balance sheet Infor
mation. The quarterly returns from public corpora
tions, local authorities, building societies and other 
financial institutions only collect levels information for 
short-term instruments (i.e those with less than one
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Balance sheets

year from issue to maturity). For long-term instru
ments, the only quarterly figures are for transactions, 
but figures for end year levels of assets and liabilities 
are collected for the financial institutions. The quality 
of the figures for the intervening quarters have to be 
estimated by interpolation and tends to be poorer. 
This is especially so for marketable instruments where 
price changes as well as flows have to be taken into 
account in estimating end-quarter levels. The tables 
in this section show where quality is poor (equivalent 
to a 'O' grading for transactions in the table on page 
18).

Changes In sector coverage
From 1 January 1981, the National Savings Bank 

investment account was reclassified from the other 
financial institutions (OFl) sector to the central govern
ment sector. Up to that date the deposits (£1,871 mil
lion at end-1980) were included under savings bank 
deposits, as personal sector assets and OFl sector lia
bilities. Thereafter, they are included under the nation
al savings.

At the beginning of 1982, Trustee savings banks 
and some other deposit-taking institutions were 
transferred from the OFl sector to the monetary sector. 
From the end of the first quarter of 1982, their assets 
and liabilities are excluded from the OFl table. The ef
fect of this is that these institutions' claims on and lia
bilities to bodies outside the NBPS are now excluded 
from the consolidated NBPS figures whereas their 
claims on and liabilities to NBPS bodies are now in
cluded in the consolidated NBPS figures. Thus the 
series TSB balances with the National Debt Office is discon
tinued, and bank lending and bank loans for house purchase 
now include TSB loans.

Overseas assets and liabilities (NBPS and industrial and 
commercial companies sector): from the beginning of 
1983, estimates are no longer available for certain 
pre-payments and credit on both imports an exports 
and, after that date, the values of these components 
are included indistinguishably In domestic trade and 
other credit. The end-1982 values of these com
ponents were: overseas assets £4,742 million; over
seas liabilities £4,340 million.
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Balance sheets

Central
govern

ment

Local
authorities

Public
corpor
ations

Banks Other
financial

insti
tutions

Industrial
and

commer
cial

companies

Personal
sector

Overseas

Financial liabilities

Monetary gold, convertible currencies,
SDRs and net position in IM F............................

Notes and coin .........................................................
Deposits with UK banks:

sterling...................................................................
foreign currencies............................................... .

National savings deposits and investments.......
Building society shares and deposits..................
Building society wholesale instruments..............
Deposits with other financial institutions.............
Loc^ authority temporary d eb t.............................
Tax insfi^ments.......................................................
Government liablity to trustee

savings banks.....................................................
British Gas Corporation deposits

with the Government...........................................
Other centra) government non-marketable debt
Funds lodged in courts...........................................
Treasury b ills............................................................
Other bills and short-term instruments...............
British government ar>d

government-guaranteed securities.................
Local authority listed securities

ar>d negoti^>le bonds.........................................
Public dividend capital............................................
Other public corporation securities......................
UK debenture and loan stock...............................
UK ordinary and preference sh^es ...................
Unit trust and property unit trust units................
Retail co-operative societies: members' funds .. 
Overseas government ar>d company securities
British government foreign currency bonds......
Overseas direct investment (including

loans fo subsidiaries)..........................................
Transnational property holdings...........................
UK bank lending;

sterling...................................................................
foreign currer^cies ..............................................

Loans and advar>ces by credit companies
aryj retailers........................................................ .

Government net indebtedness to banking
Department.........................................................

Government lendir>g to public corporations......
Lor>g-term loans to kx:al authorities....................
Refinanced shipbuilding credit ...........................
Loans for house purchase ..................................
Other public sector loans fo private sector.......
Public sector transferred d eb t.............................
Overseas loarts to and from public sector .......
Refinanced export credit.......................................
Other loans.............................................................
Trade credit, advar>ces etc...................................
Equity in insurance and pension funds.............
Accrued taxes, interest etc..................................

O
O

o

o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o

0 0 0

o

0
o

0

o 0 0
0 0 0

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

•

0 0 0
e e

0 0 0 0
0 o 0 o

o 0 o o

o
0 0

0 • •

o 0
0

• • • e

e e • •

0
* e e

* indicates data of poor quality 
O indicates data of superior quality
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Annex 1

.1

Supplementary tables
A list of supplementary tables and expected publi

cation dates for the forthcoming year is to be found on 
the inside of the back cover of Financial Statistics. It may 
not always be possible to achieve the expected publi
cation date.

To distinguish them from the regular monthly tables, 
supplementary tables have the prefix S.

S1 Debt of the public sector: nominal amount 
outstanding
Annually: February

An article describing these statistics was published 
in Economic Trends, May 1977.

National debt comprises the total liabilities of the Na
tional Loans Fund, full details of which are given each 
year in Consolidated Fund and National Loans Fund Accounts: 
Supplementary Statements. An annual article, analysing 
the national debt by instrument and holder, appears in 
the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin. The November 1989 
issue article gave details of the distribution of national 
debt up to end-March 1989.

Foreign currency debt for each sub-sector Is valued at 
middle closing spot exchange rates on the last work
ing day of March of each year. Much of the foreign 
currency debt of local authorities and public corpora
tions has been contracted through the exchange cov
er scheme under which the Treasury guarantees the 
debt against depreciation of sterling vis-a-vis the 
currency in which the debt is denominated. Thus the 
market exchange rate valuation used will overstate 
the liability of these authorities when sterling depreci
ates. but not the liability of the public sector as a 
whole.

Official holdings include marketable securities, 
Treasury bills, ways and means advances, terminable 
annuities (until 1979). other debt to the Bank of Eng
land, and from 1982, non-marketable stocks issued to 
the National Debt Commissioners.

Tnjstee savings banks: ordinary departments include 
current accounts (as part of national savings) until 20 
November 1976 and savings accounts until 20 No
vember 1979. Thereafter the government's outstand
ing liabilities in respect of these deposits are shown in 
the table as inability to Trustee savings banks.

Accrued interest, etc. on national savings includes ac
crued interest, index-linking and bonus as applicable 
for national savings certificates and SAVE contracts 
and, from 1981, National Savings Bank investment 
accounts.

Notes and coin in circulation exclude holdings by the 
Bank of England, which are included in net indebt^ness 
of the central government to the Bank of England banking depart
ment.

Government-guaranteed stocks of nationalised industries. 
Although these stocks are liabilities of public corpora
tions they cannot be distinguished from British govern
ment securities in the sector analysis of holdings.

Domestic private sector holdings are obtained by resi
dual and contain some unidentified holdings by public 
sector bodies.
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Contingent liabilities of central government are shown only 
where data are readily available and exclude guaran
tees of loans to the public sector. Further details are 
given in section 4 of Supplementary Statements for each 
year.

The components of this table are of reliable quality.
Figures are also now published for the net debt of 

the public sector, ie the gross debt less public sector 
liquid assets. The series was introduced in the March 
1986 issue of the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin; annual 
data from end-March 1980 to 1989 was given in the 
November 1989 issue.

S2 Balance sheets of the personal sector
Annually: February

This table updates, with some changes in detail, 
the corresponding table published in ’Personal sector 
balance sheets and current developments in Inland 
Revenue estimates of personal wealth’, Studies in Official 
Statistics, No. 35 (HMSO). The estimates are prepared 
with considerable help from the Bank of England and 
other departments, which is gratefully acknowledged.

Balance sheets for all sectors from 1957 to 1978 
were published in Economic Trends in the November 
1980 issue; 1975 was used as a detailed benchmark 
for all sectors. Summary balance sheets for end- 
years 1977 to 1988 were published in United Kingdom 
National Accounts, 1989 edition. Updated financial bal
ance sheets covering the whole economy now appear 
annually as supplementary tables S5 to S7 in the 
June issue of Financial Statistics. Quarterly estimates of 
personal sector financial assets and liabilities, for 
broad groups, are published in table 14.5.

Total consumer credit is not separately dis
tinguished in this table but the amount of credit out
standing at the end of recent years is shown in table 
9.3.

At end-1975, Trustee savings bank deposits in ordi
nary departments were included In, and deposits in 
special investment departments were excluded from, 
national savings. From November 1976, current ac
counts were excluded from national savings, and in 
November 1979 savings accounts were excluded.

National Savings Bank investment accounts are included in 
national savings from January 1981.

Bank loans and advances excludes loans for house pur
chase, which are shown separately.

Several series, as indicated on the table, are affect
ed by the transfer of Trustee savings banks and other 
deposit-taking institutions from the other financial insti
tutions sector to the new monetary sector (now UK 
banks) at the beginning at 1982.

In accordance with international recommendations, 
personal sector holdings of consumer durables have 
now been excluded from the wealth of the sector but 
are shown as a memorandum item at the bottom of 
the table.

For notes on the quality of the financial assets and 
liabilities data, see the notes on quality in Section 14.
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S3 Annual financial accounts matrix
Annually: July

The table shows an analysis by sector and by type 
of asset of the latest year’s financial transactions in 
the same format as in table 1.1. For description of 
categories etc., see notes commencing on page 14 of 
Section 1.

S4 National debt: nominal amount outstand
ing
Annually: June

The figures included here represent the total nomi
nal liabilities of the National Loans Fund calculated as 
outstanding at 31 March each year, analysed by in
strument and maturity. The table shows details for the 
most recently completed financial year, where the 
figures are provisional, and for the three previous 
financial years. Fuller details are given in Consolidated 
Fund and National Loans Fund Accounts: Supplementary State
ments (normally published annually in December). 
These figures are included in supplementary table SI 
and the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin for December 
also contains an article on the distribution of the na
tional debt.

The sterling valuation of debt payable in external 
currencies has been made at the following rates:

1985
1986
1987 
1968 
1989

u s $ Can S
1.2300 1.6347
1.4780 2.0648
1.6042 2.0988
1.8845 2.3243
1.6855 2.0118

ECU

1.5365

S5 to S7 Sectoral distribution of financial as
sets and liabilities
Annually: June (September in 1989)

These tables update the information on the finan
cial assets and liabilities of each sector of the econo
my which was published in an article on national and 
sector balance sheets for the United Kingdom in the 
November 1980 issue of Economic Trends.

Definitions and methodology are given in Annex 2 
of the above article; further information on sources 
and methods can be obtained from the article Financial 
wealth of the non-bank private sector in the July 1981 issue 
of Economic Trends.

In accordance with international recommendations 
tor sector balance sheets, the data are, as far as pos
sible, at market values. The figures of public sector lia
bilities are therefore not directly comparable with those 
of public sector debt in supplementary table S1. which 
are at nominal values.

The quality of the latest years' data for certain as
sets and liabilities is inferior to that of earlier years. For 
general notes on the quairty of the data, see the notes 
on quality in Section 14. Efforts are being made to im
prove some of the series as resources permit.

The figures for UK company securities take into ac
count the Stock Exchange’s survey of share owner
ship at the end of 1981. For the industrial and com
mercial companies sector, results of the Department

of Trade and Industry’s annual analysis of company 
accounts, published in Sus/ness Monitor MA3, have been 
taken into account for items such as trade credit.

It should be borne in mind, when comparing the 
levels for a sector at the end of one year and the next, 
that the change in value is due to net transactions by 
the sector, price changes where applicable, any 
reclassifications of bodies between one sector and 
another, e.g. on nationalisation or privatisation, and 
any redefinition of the sector boundary in the year. 
The general methods and problems of reconciling 
changes in levels with flows data are discussed in an 
article The reconciliation of personal sector transactions and 
wealth in the June 1983 issue of Economic Trends.

Summary natronal and sector balance sheets for 
end years 1975 to 1986 were published in United King
dom National Accounts 1987 Edition. These included esti
mates of physical assets held by each sector and the 
nation as a whole. A description of the balance sheets 
to 1985 is given in the May 1987 issue of Economic 
Trends; in particular, a detailed description of the 
sources and methods used to compile the estimates 
of physical assets is given in the article.

This table shows the aggregates of financial assets 
and liabilities held by each sector and the resulting net 
financial worth of the sectors. As holdings of financial 
assets and liabilities are valued on the same basis, 
the sum of all sectors’ assets equals the sum of all 
sectors’ liabilities and the net financial worth of all sec
tors (including net external holdings) adds to zero.

This table shows, in matrix form, the sectoral distri
bution of the various categories of financial assets at 
the end of a recent calendar year.

S7 A to K
These tables show, for each sector, the levels of 

financial assets and liabilities held at end-year over a 
maximum period of eight years.

The non-bank private sector (comprising other 
financial institutions, industrial and commercial com
panies and the personal sector) is also shown as a 
whole, the data being presented in two forms. Firstly, 
figures are given of the sums of the values of the three 
component sectors i.e. on an un-consolidated basis. 
Secondly, the figures are given with claims between 
asset holders and liability holders within the non-bank 
private sector excluded, i.e. on a consolidated basis. 
The latter basis is also used in the quarterly table 
14.1, though the asset groups differ in content.

The tables for the three public sectors (central 
government, local authorities and public corporations) 
are followed by a table for the public sector as a 
whole, also on a consolidated basis. Public sector out
standing assets and liabilities can thus be compared 
with transactions data given in tables 1.6,2.5 and 2.6,
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Supplementary tables

which are also consolidated.
Estimates for end years 1977 to 1988 have been 

published in Section 12 of the Unitod Kingdom National Ac
counts, 1989 Edition (1he Blue Book'). It should be noted 
that data for the overseas sector corresponding to 
Table S7K is presented in Table 11.1 of the Blue Book in 
a different form, thus the financial assets of the over
seas sector appear as external liabilities of the United 
Kingdom.

Future plans
Publication of a full description of sources and 

methods used in balance sheet work is intended. Oth
er projects include further work on reconciling flows 
and levels and production of quarterly figures for other 
sectors in addition to the existing series for the non
bank private sector.

S8 Finance lessors’ capital 
expenditure on assets for leasing out
Annually: September (November in 1989)

This table shows the results of a survey described 
in a series of articles published in November issues of 
the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin.

The statistics measure capital expenditure on assets 
purchased for leasing out by banks, by non-bank 
finance houses and by specialist finance leasing sub
sidiaries (or associates) of these institutions and of 
other companies. The figures exclude expenditure by 
companies primarily engaged in operating leasing, as 
well as TV rental and the leasing of building acquisi
tions by property companies (classified to business 
services, etc.), and hiring of contractor’s plant and 
scaffolding (construction).

Unidentified includes mainly finance leasing for which 
information about lessees has not been reported, es
timated expenditure by non-reporting lessors, and a 
small amount of other forms of leasing carried out by 
the reporting institutions. Until the end of 1982 it also 
included all leasing expenditure reported by banks; 
with effect from the start of 1983, such expenditure 
has been analysed by lessee and is included in the 
appropriate columns.

Other industries includes leasing of ships and aircraft 
to overseas residents.

The series in this table are, generally, of reliable 
quality.

S9 Reconciliation of the financial 
accounts and the balance of 
payments accounts
Annually: September

The table, which is shown in a matrix-style presen
tation, shows for the latest year how the figures in the 
financial accounts relate to those in the balance of 
payments accounts. The financial accounts, as 
shown in table 1.13, analyse financial transactions 
with the overseas sector by category of instrument. A 
different classification is adopted for the balance of 
payments acounts which are required to identify and 
record transactions between residents of the United 
Kingdom and overseas residents in a way which is

suitable for analysing the economic relationship 
between the UK economy and the rest of the world. 
Some of the data for the financial accounts are not ob
tained directly from the balance of payments accounts 
but are derived from government accounts and finan
cial institutions.

The columns in this reconciliation are based on the 
headings shown in table 1.13 of Financial Statistics or 
table 11.15 of United Kingdom National Accounts: rows are 
based on tables 10.1, and 10.2 of Financial Statistics or 
tables 1.1 and 8.1 of United Kingdom Balance of Payments. 
The numbering of the columns follows that of the 
financial accounts, l.e. line numbers in table 1.1. The 
entries in the first row of the matrix are the sum of the 
relevant column items and those in the first column 
are the sum of the relevant line items. FinanctaJ surplus or 
deficit equals, apart from the change in sign, the 
current balance in the balance of payments accounts 
plus (in earlier years) capital transfers.

S10 Local authority loan debt: 
residual maturity analysis
Annually: March/April (July in 1989)

The figures shown in these tables are based mainly 
on returns of outstanding debt made by local authori
ties to the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and 
Accountancy (CIPFA).

Local authorities are asked to provide a maturity 
analysis only of their market borrowing. The Public 
Works Loan Board provide an analysis of their loans 
outstanding with local authorities and the results from 
the two sources are combined to provide an analysis 
of total local authority loan debt. All instalment debt, 
(including annuity loans) is classified by repayment 
dates instead of final instalment dates. The table 
shows a four year time series summary at national 
and UK level.

S11 Pension funds: analysis of 
assets and liabilities by size of 
fund
Annually: November/December (February in 1989)

This table shows an analysis of the assets and lia
bilities of pension funds according to their size. The 
figures are a further breakdown of the holdings figures 
in table 7.12 and the notes to that table give details of 
coverage and methods of compilation.

The size bands given in the table are for total finan
cial assets less liabilities (at market values). The 
bands relate to the sizes of funds which pertained at 
31 March 1979 for local authority funds, and at 31 De
cember 1978 for other public sector and for private 
sector funds. The number of funds in each size band 
is the number of companies etc. identified as having 
funds, although many have more than one. For 
private sector funds the number in the smallest size 
band is an estimate. Funds where the parent com
pany has been privatised are included in the private 
sector from the year in which privatisation took place, 
if that occured by the end of September, or from the 
following year if privatisation was in October or later. 
The number of funds are changed accordingly.

\
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Short-term assets (net) includes both long-term borrow
ing and short-term borrowing as negative items.

UK company securities Includes units of authorised
unit trusts.

Other investments includes loans and mortgages.
The second part of the table shows the number of 

funds within each size band for each of the latest six 
years. In this part the size is shown at 31 March of 
each year for local authority funds or 31 December of 
each year for other public sector funds. For private 
sector funds the analysis is only available for 31 De
cember 1978.

SI 2 Treasury analysis of public 
expenditure
Annually: November

The table covers the past five years using the 
definitions and classifications of the latest public ex
penditure White Paper {The Government's Ej^nditure 
Plans). The Treasury figures for all years are in effect 
estimates of what expenditure would have been if 
definitions and classificatbns, including the allocation 
of functions to spending authorities, had been the
same as in the current year.

The Chancellor’s Autumn Statement, 19S9 (Cm 879) in
troduced a new planning total for public expenditur. Up 
to November 1989, S I 2 relates to the old definition, 
which comprised the expenditure of central govern
ment and local authorities (excluding transfers 
between them), together with the net market and over
seas borrowing by nationalised industries and most 
other public corporations. For certain public corpora
tions the planning total includes their capital expendi
ture but excludes government grants and lending to 
them. In the new planning total, local authority expen
diture is replaced by transfers from and credit appro
vals issued by central government (see notes to table 
2.4 for further details). Central government and local 
authority finance to nationalised industries and other 
public corporations, together with their market and 
overseas borrowing is included in public corporations. 
Privatisation proceeds count as negative expenditure in 
the planning total. Differences in the coverage of the 
planning total and general government expenditure 
are detailed in the notes to table 2.4 and in Appendix 
C to Chapter 21 of the 1990 White Paper (Cm 1021). 
The final line of table S12 gives the estimate of the 
planning total based on national account figures and 
is derived using the adjustments in table 2.4. The ’Ad
justment’ line of table SI 2 shows the residual differ
ence between the public expenditure planning total as 
measured by national accounts and Treasury sources.

S13 Public sector accounts by 
subsector
Twice yearly: June and November

This table is primarily intended to show the outturn 
figure corresponding to the estimated outturn in table 
6.7 of the Financial Statement and Budget Report (FSBR). ft 
is normally intended to be published twice yearly, first 
in June with the first estimates of outturn for the finan
cial year and second in November to take on revisions

arising in the UK National Accounts • ‘Blue Book'. Time 
series relating to figures in the final (public sector) 
column appear monthly in table 2.7. The layout of 
both tables will change with changes to the FSBR 
table.

The sign convention for these tables has been 
changed in line with table 6.7 of the Financial Statement 
and Budget Report 1988-89 (HC 361). The signs of the 
series on the CSO Databank are unaffected. The con
vention for these tables is now as follows:

Financial deficit and net borrowing, positive; finan
cial surplus and net debt repayment, negative.

Other financial transactions: net acquisition of 
financial assets and reduction in liabilities, positive; 
net disposal of assets and increase in liabilities, nega
tive; ie the financial accounts convention.

On this basis the Public sector borrowing requirement 
equals the financial deficit plus financial transactions (net). 
Sector receipts and sector payments are shown posi
tive. Following from this most of the components of 
the first four columns can be seen in the first three 
tables of Sections 3, 4 and 5, and tables 2.1, 2.2 and 
2.5. The exceptions are as follows.

Interest and dividends within the public sector are separat
ed from other interest flows and are shown net on the 
receipts side of the account. Payments by public cor
porations to general government are shown separate
ly in table 5.1, but others are not identified.

Current and capital grants and net lending within the the public 
sector are also separated out, and shown as net flows.

Capital grants within the public sector includes transfers 
from public corporations shown as miscellaneous capital 
receipts (ADCB) in table 4.2, and included in capital 
transfers to other sectors (ADSG) in table 5.2.

Lending within the public sector includes PDC advances 
by central government to public corporations.

Miscellaneous financial transactions comprises the 
balancing items less ACJS (table 3.3) less ADGK (table 
4.3) plus ADEE (table 4.3) plus ADTC plus ADTK plus 
ADTL (all from table 5.3).

Contributions to public sector borrowing requirement are ex
plained in more detail in the footnotes to table 2.5.

S14 Personal sector: committed 
and discretionary saving
Annually: In abeyance; last published October 1988

These tables update the figures given in the article 
on Committed and discretionary saving in Economic Trends, 
November 1981, with information consistent with the 
latest edition of United Kingdom National Accounts.

Saving is defined in the national accounts as the 
balance of current Income and expenditure. The 
analysis shows how the saving balance is accounted 
for by transactions on capital and financial accounts 
and how the latter may be divided into committed and 
discretionary transactions.

The analysis aims to define committed transactions 
as those which are regular and which result from an 
initial decision. Regular savings schemes tend to be of 
this kind, as do regular repayments of borrowing. The 
analysis aims to define discretionary transactions as 
those which do not involve a commitment to follow an
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initial decision with further instalments. New borrow
ing, for example, is discretionary as is depositing in 
bank current accounts. The exact line between com
mitted and discretionary transactions is somewhat ar
bitrary and the picture is further complicated because 
It is not always possible, with the available data, to 
make the division according to the preferred 
definitions.

Committed Items
Net saving through life asssurancs and superannuation 

schemes excludes single premiums for individual life 
policies and associated administrative costs.

Repayments of borrowing for house purchase comprises 
regular payments of building society loans and all 
repayments of local authority loans and insurance 
company loans.

Discretionary Items
Single premiums for individual life policies is net of associ

ated administrative costs.
Securities comprises overseas and company securi

ties, British government securities, unit trust units, lo
cal authority longer-term debt, other public sector debt 
and other identified assets.

Liquid assets comprises notes and coin, bank depo
sits. national savings and deposits with building so
cieties excluding those defined as committed saving.

Borrowing for house purchase comprises gross borrow
ing from building societies, insurance companies and 
local authorities, redemptions and other lump sum 
payments to building societies and net borrowing from 
other institutions.

Other borrowing comprises gross borrowing from re
tailers and finance houses, net borrowing from banks 
and other institutions, and other liabilities.

S21 Save as you earn
Quarterly : January, April, July, November

This table brings together the quarterly statistics for 
the save-as-you-earn (SAYE) schemes operated by 
the building societies, the Department for National 
Savings and Trustee savings banks. Details are given 
of numbers of accounts opened and closed and the 
numbers outstanding and the value of contributions, 
withdrawals and the balance outstanding.

S23 Public expenditure, revenue 
and borrowing
Annually: November

This is a summary table showing public expendi
ture, revenue and borrowing consistent with the data 
included in Sections 2 to 5. The presentation of this 
table follows that shown in tables 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 of 
chapter 2 of the Financial Statement and Budget Report 
1988-1969. This table enables the forecast for the 
financial year to be compared with the outturns. Debt 
repayment is shown elsewhere as sectoral borrowing 
requirement with sign reversed.
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S24 Finances of the public sector
Annually: November

The presentation of this table follows that shown in 
table 1.2 of chapter 1 of the Financial Statement and Budg
et Report (FSBR) 1986-89. It summarises the receipts and 
expenditure of the public sector and enables the fore
cast for the financial year to be comapred with the out
turns.

Some of the receipts shown are cash receipts by 
the government and are not on a national accounts or 
accrued basis. In order to articulate with the national 
accounts the accruals adjustments are included as 
detailed below.

Income taxes comprise payments of taxes on income 
by the personal sector less tax credits and taxes on 
income paid by companies. These are shown on an 
accrued basis.

Ckjrporation tax excluding North Sea equals net receipts 
of corporation tax by the Inland Revenue (Table 3.13) 
less North Sea corporation tax shown below but be
fore excluding corporation tax on capital gains.

Capital taxes are capital gains tax including corpora
tion tax on short term capital gains, development land 
tax estate duty, capital transfer tax, inheritance tax 
and special tax on tax deposits (Table 3.13).

Value added tax net cash receipts by Customs and 
Excise (Table 3.14).

Local authority rates Accrued rates as shown in the lo
cal authority accounts (Table 4.1).

Petrol, derv, etc duties Net receipts by Customs and 
Excise for hydrocarbon oils (Table 3.14). The adjust
ment for shipbuilders’ relief, bus fuel rebates and ac
cruals adjustments are included in other expenditure 
taxes.

Spirits, beer, wine etc comprises net receipts by Cus
toms and Excise for spirits, beer, wine and made- 
wine, cider and perry (Table 3.14). Accruals adjust
ments are included in other expenditure taxes.

Cigarettes and other tobacco duties equals net receipts 
by Customs and Excise for tobacco.

Other expenditure taxes comprise agricultural levies, 
betting and gaming duties and other Customs duties 
(Table 3.14); Motor vehicle duties net of export relief 
and driving licences; accrued Northern Ireland rates; 
gas levy; sugar levy; ECSC production levy, LRT levy; 
stamp duties; fines and penalties by Customs and Ex
cise and fees under the Consumer Credit Act. The ad
justments for shipbuilders’ relief, bus fuel rebates and 
accruals adjustments and central and local govern
ment refunds of VAT are also included.

Total expenditure taxes is the total defined in the na
tional accounts (Table 2.1) and is on an accrued 
basis.

North Sea Corporation tax is included before advance 
corporation tax set off. The latter is included in other 
taxes and royalties. See table 1.3 of Inland Revenue 
Statistics 1986.

Petroleum revenue tax includes supplementary petrole
um tax as well as net advance petroleum tax (Table
3.13).

a i royalties are cash receipts by Department of Ener
gy (Table 3.15) (excluding licence fees). The accruals 
adjustment is included in other taxes and royalties.
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Other taxes and royalties includes the adjustment for 
advance corporation tax set off against North Sea cor
poration tcix, accrual adjustment on royalties and IBA
levy.

Total taxes and royalties comprise all the above items 
and is on a national accounts or accrued basis.

Social Security contrhution are accrued national in
surance, health, redundancy and maternity funds con
tributions (Table 2.1).

Interest and dividends are receipts by central and local 
government excluding intra sector transactions.

Gross trading surplus and rent comprise both central and 
tocal government trading surpluses or deficits and rent 
income, including oil licence fees.

Other receipts include miscellaneous current 
transfers, other capital receipts, imputed charge for 
consumption of non-trading capital and all the (net) 
accruals adjustments necessary to put this account 
back to a cash receipts basis.

Expenditure is shown starting from the public ex
penditure planning total plus general government 
gross debt interest and public corporations market 
and overseas borrowing. Other national accounts ad
justments include list III public corporations capital ex
penditure along with the other adjustments detailed in 
Table 2.4. The companion Table S12 which shows the 
Treasury analysis of public expenditure gives further details 
of departmental expenditure and shows the outturns 
included in the FSBR.
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Annex 2

Financial accounts codes

Public sector
Finandal companies 

and institutions

Central Local Public 
Line govern- author- corpor- 

number ment ities ations
Building 

Banks societies

Other
financial

insti
tutions

Industrial
and

commercial
companies Persons Overseas

CAPITAL ACCOUNT
Saving
Capital transfers (net receipts)
Gross domestic fixed c a p i^  formation 
Increase in value of stocks and work in progress

Financial surplus or deficit 
FINANCIAL ACCOUNT 

Notes and coin 
Sterling Treasury bills 
British government securities 
National savings 
Tax instruments
Net government indebtedness to Banking Department 
Northern Ireland central government debt 
Government liabilities under exchange cover scheme 
Other public sector financing:

Non-marketable debt 
Short-term assets

Issue Department transactions in bills, etc 
Government foreign currency debt 
Other government overseas financing 
Official resenres

Local authority debt;
Temporary 
Foreign currency 
Sterling securities

Other sterling debt

Public corporations debt:
Foreign currency 
Sterling

Deposits with banks:
Sterling sight 
Sterling time 
Foreign currency

Deposits with building societies 
Deposits with other financial institutions

Bank lending (excluding public sector);
Foreign currency 
Sterling

Credit extended by retailers 
Identified trade c r^ ii:

Domestic 
Import and export 

Loans for house purchase;
Building societies 
Other

Other public sector lending 
Other lending by financial institutions

Unit trust units 
UK company securities 
Overseas securities

Life assurance artd pension funds 
Miscellaneous domestic instruments

D'rect and other investment abroad 
Overseas direct and other investment in UK 
Miscellaneous overseas instruments

Accruals adjustment

Total financial transactions 
BALANCING ITEM

1 AAAA AAAE AAAI AAAM AAAQ AAAU
2 AAAB AAAF AAAJ AAAN AAAR AAAV
3 AAAC AAAG AAAK AAAO AAAS AAAW
4 AAAD AAAL AAAP AAAT AAAX

•AIMG
-AAAZ

AABA AABB AABD AABF AABG AABH AABI

AACB AAIA AAJB AHJM AQTH AANB AAPB AASD
AACC AAEB AAFB AAJC AHJQ ACTS AANC AARB
AACD AAEC AAFC AAJD AHJT AQTT AAOC AAPC AARC
AACE AAED AAGB CJHE CJGF AAOD AAPD
AACF AAFD AAJE AHJX AQTI AANE AAPE
AACG -AACG
AACH AAKI -DXKC AQTJ AAOE AAPF
AACI AAEE AAFE ABHK

AADP AAFF AAKJ AAME AAOV
AAEY AAIP AQSB AQTK AAOQ AAQK •AASH

AACK -AAKO -AAMZ AANF AASK
AACL AAJH ACMM AARO

AACM -AACM
•AlPA AlPA

AADC AAEF AAFG AAJI AHJR AQTU AAOF AAQC AARG
AAEG AAJJ AAMF AARH

AAOD AAEH AAFH AAJK AHJH AQTV
ADKX AAQD AARI

ABEC AAEI ADKU AAJL AHJI AQTW

AAFJ AAJM AABK AARJ
AACP AAEJ AAFK AAJN AAMI AAOH AAPH AARK

AADG AAEK AAFL AAJO AQTX AANI AAPI AARL
AADH AAEL AAFM AAJP AQUL AQTY AANJ AAPJ AARM
AACR AAEM AAFN AAJQ AQTZ AANK AAPK AONU

AAKK AQXP AhiJY AANL AAPL AARO
AACS RFAN AQUB AANM AAPM AARP

AAJR AQUC AANN AAPN AARO
AAJS -AHKQ AOUD AANO AAPO AARR

AAFO AANP -AAPP

AACA AAFP AAML AAOl AAPQ
AACT AAFQ AAMM AAOJ AA5B

AAMN AAOL -AAQG
AADK AAEO AAFR AAJT AAMO AAQH

AARTAADL AAEP AAFS AAKD -CUBR AQPF AANR AAPS
AAHX AQUF AAOK AAPT

AALS -AALS
AADI AONR AAFT AAJU AQSD AOUG AANT AAPV AARU

AADJ AAJV AHJJ AQUH AANU AAPW AARV

AACW -AALV AAPX
AASCAACX AAEO AAHY AAKE AQSE AQUI AANV AAPY

AAJX AQUJ AANW -AAQN AARW
AAJY AALY AANX AAOL AARX

AACY AAFV AAKF AALZ AANY AARY

AACZ AAER AAFW AAJZ AQSG AOTR AANZ AAPZ

AADA AAES AAFX AAKA 
AADB AAET AAFY

AQSH AOUK 
AATA

AAOA
AA06

AAQA
AAQB

AAR2
AASA

Relationship between lines: 1+2-3-4<rS; 6 to 38»39; 39-«-40s5.
Acquisition of assets or reduction in liabilities is shown positive; sale of as
sets or increase in liabilities negative.
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Acceptances 65. 99 
Accruals adjustments: 

financial accounts 13. 26 
central government 38. 39, 40 
companies 83.85 
local authorities 52 
other financial institutions 70
persons 93 
public corporations 57 

Acquisitions and mergers of companies 87 
Advance corporation tax (ACT) 48. 82. 86 
Advances (by banks) 23. 63, 64, 65 
Agents’ balances (insurance companies) 76 
Agricultural levies 50 
Alcoholic drinks duty 50 
Antiques and works of art 71 
Appropriation accounts; 6 

financial companies and institutions 86 
industrial and commercial companies 79. 81 
public corporations 56 

Assets leased 65

Balance of payments 96, 97.126 
financing diagram 35 

Balance sheets 8. 120,124,125 
Balancing item 8.14. 26. 27. 52, 85,93, 97 
Bankers’ deposits with Bank of England 63.107 
Banks sector:

advances and loans by 23, 53. 65, 67. 83, 85, 92,94. 98 
breaks in series 60 
definition 59
deposits with 22, 63, 67,84, 85. 95 
lending 23 
liabilities 61
liabilities and claims (overseas) 99 
statistical sources 16, 59 
transit items 60 

Bank of England;
Banking Department 19, 20, 22, 41,56,62, 64 
Issue Department 19, 20, 34. 42, 47. 56. 62. 108 
minimum lending rate 118 
net government indebtedness to 

Banking Department 19, 20, 41 
Banknjptcies, England and Wales 88,89 
Base rates 118,119 
Betting and gaming duties 50 
Bills:

Issue Department transactions 20,42, 108 
see also Commercial bills. Treasury bills 

Block discounts 72 
Bon’owing requirement: 

central government 41,47 
companies 85 
local authorities 53 
public corporations 57 
public sector 11. 32. 34, 35,36,108 

British government securities 19. 41,43. 62,67. 64, 70, 76, 
84.85. 93, 97 
prices and yields 115,116

Building societies 22. 24. 53. 59, 66-68, 85. 93. 94.95 
interest rates 119

Capital account 7.8,13 
Capital consumption 5,33. 80 
Capital funds (banks) 64 
Capital gains 13 
Capital gains tax 48

Capital issues:
United Kingdom 24. 72. 83.111,112 
overseas 25, 83

Capital transfers 40, 56, 83, 92, 93 
Capital transfer tax 48 
Car tax 47, 49 
Cash ratio deposits 64 
Central government: 38 

borrowing requirement 41,47 
capital account 40 
current account 39 
financial account 40 
funds and accounts 38, 47 
statistical sources 15 

Certificates of deposit 64, 67, 72
Certificates of tax deposit 41,46, 117 

Channel Islands banking institutions 69 
Charities 90 
Classifications 12 
Codes:

financial accounts matrix 130 
Collections 65 
Commercial assets 67,68 
Commercial bills: 72, 99. 108 

discounting rates 118 
Committed saving 127 
Community charge 52 
Companies 79 

acquisitions and mergers 87 
Company securities 24. 41,57, 70, 72, 76, 93, 96 

new issue market 112 
prices and yields 117 
transactions by sector 87 

Consolidated fund 38,47 
Consolidation of government accounts 32 
Constant prices 6 
Consumer credit 93 
Consumer credit grantors 72 
Consumers’ expenditure 7, 92,93 
Consumption 4
Consumption of non-trading capital: 33 

by central government 40 
by local authorities 52 

Corporation tax 48. 56, 82. 86 
Credit cards 23, 69,93, 94 
Credit extended by retailers 23,92 
Credit tranche on IMF 101 
Credit unions 69 
Crown Agents 23, 57. 70. 99 
Currency:

velocity of circulation 108 
Current prices 6
Customs and Excise duties 47, 49, 50

Debentures 111, 112, 113, 117
Debt interest paid by central government 40, 47
Deeds of arrangement, England and Wales 88
Departmental balances 48
Deposit liabilities (banks) 63
Deposits with;

banks 22.67. 42,85.93,95 
building societies 22, 85. 93. 95 

rates 119
finance houses 23, 85 
other financial institutions 23. 85 
savings banks 19. 23. 93. 95 

rates 46
Development land tax 48
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Direct borrowing from abroad; 
central government 42 
local authorities 54 

Discount market 65 
Discretionary saving 127 
Dividends and Interest payments 82, 06 
Dividend yield 117 
Domestic counterparts 108 
Domestic expenditure 4 
Domestic product 4 
Durable goods 92

Earnings yield 117 
Employers contributions:

to National Insurance and pension funds 90,91 
Eurobonds 67
European currency units (ECU) 98, 115 
Exchange cover scheme 20, 42, 58, 100 
Exchange reserves in sterling 98 
Excise duties 50 
Export credit 23.83, 97 
External liabilities and claims 98, 99

Factor cost 6 
Factoring companies 69 
Final consumption: 

by centi'al government 40 
by local authorities 52 

Final expenditure 4 
Finance houses 69, 72 

base rate 118 
deposits with 23 

Finance leasing companies 69 
Financial accounts; 6,11,17 

asset categories (diagram) 30 
balance of payments reconciliation 126 
main flows (diagram) 29 
net presentation 12 
reliability grading 18 
sector matrix 19,125 
sign convention 13 
sources and methods 14 
timing of transactions 13 

Financial assets 120, 125 
Financial holding companies 69 
Financial institutions other than banks 69. 79 

see also Banks, Building societies and Other 
financial institutions 

Financial leasing 126 
Financial liabilities 120, 125
Financial Statement and Budget Report 32, 34, 36,127,128 
Financial surplus or deficit 8,13. 28. 32. 57, 85 

analysis by sector 17
Financial Times Actuaries share indices 117 
Financial trusts 69 
Fixed assets; 

held abroad 8 
investments by persons 93 

Flow of funds: see Financial accounts 
Forecasting 11 
Foreign currency borrowing; 

by banks 61,97 
by public corporations 58,100 
by public sector 100 

Foreign currency debt 124 
Foreign currency deposits 61 
Foreign exchange rates 114 

related items 114 
Friendly societies 69, 90

Gas levy 50 
General government 32 
Gold dealers 69 
Gold valuation 98 
Government debt: 

foreign currency 21 
other non-marketable 20 

Government expenditure 33 
Government-guaranteed stock 43,124 
Government indebtedness to Bank of England 19, 20.41 
Government liabilities under ECS 20 
Government securities: holdings by Bank of England 62 
Grants:

central government to persons 40 
general government to persons 91 
local authorities to persons 52 

Gross domestic fixed capital formation (GDFCF); 
central government 40 
companies 83 
local authorities 52 
public corporations 56 

Gross flat yield 116 
Gross redemption yield 116 
Gross trading profits; 

companies 80.86
financial companies and institutions 80 
North Sea oil 81 

Gross trading surplus; 
central government 39 
local authorities 52 
public corporations 56

Hire purchase and other credit business 73 
House purchase, loans for 24, 70.92,94 
Household sector 90 
Hydrocarbon oils duty 50

Import credit received 23,83, 97 
Income and expenditure account 6 
Income from abroad 82, 86 
Income tax 48 
Index-linked gilts 40, 76 
Index-linked national savings 45 
Industrial and commercial companies 79 

borrowing requirement 85 
statistical sources 16 

Inland Revenue duties 48,49 
Institutional investment 71 
Insurance companies 69, 75,94 
Insolvencies 88 
Inter-bank rate 119 
Interest and dividends: 

central government 38.39,45. 47 
corporate sector 7 
local authorities 39, 52 
public corporations 40, 56 
revenue of consolidated fund 38 

Interest rates 114,115,118,119 
International Monetary Fund 42, 98, 100, 101 
Investment abroad 26, 80, 83, 97 
Investment income due abroad 82 
Investment trusts 69. 75 
Invisible trade 96
Isle of Man banking institutions 69 
Items in suspense 64

Leased assets 65, 88,126 
Lending: see sector references 
Lending by central government 41
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Life assurance and pension funds 25. 40. 69. 77. 78, 90, 93
Liquidations. England and Wales 88
Liquid assets: 12 

companies 84
other financial institutions 70 
personal sector 95

Liquidity of large industrial and commercial companies 85
Liquidity ratio: 

building societies 67
Loans for house purchase: see House purchase
Local authorities: 52 

borrowing 21,53, 54. 85, 94 
borrowing requirement 53 
capital, current and financial accounts 52 
interest rates 119 
investments 55 
maturity analysis 126 
outstanding debt 54 
pension funds 77 
statistical sources 16

Market loans 64 
Market prices 6
Market Treasury bills: see Treasury bills 
Matrix of sector accounts: 19, 125 
Minimum lending rate 118 
Miscellaneous domestic instruments 25 
Miscellaneous overseas instruments 26 
Money market: 

liabilities overseas 99 
Money stock: 102,105,107, 108 

breaks in series 105 
counterparts 102,108 
definitions 102 
statistical sources 104 

Motor vehicle licence duties 50

National accounts 3, 79 
National Girobank 56. 59 
National debt 32. 38.124,125 
National expenditure 4 
National income 3 
National Insurance Fund 38. 47 

benefits 40
contributions 38, 39, 92 
surcharge 39, 50 

National Loans Fund 38. 47. 51 
National product 4 

gross and net 5
National savings 19. 41.43. 93.95 

terms, annex 45
National Savings Bank investment account 38, 44, 46, 66, 118, 124
Net acquisition of financial assets 8
New issue market: definitions 112
Non-bank private sector 121
Northern Ireland central government debt 20, 42, 70
Notes and coin 19. 41.93.107, 124

Official financing; see Overseas official financing 
Official holdings of public sector debt 124 
Official bans to building societies 70 
Official reserves 21,42, 97,98 
Oil income due abroad 82 
Oil royalties 39, 50. 56. 82 
Ordinary shares: 

definition 111 
dividends 82

dividend yield 117 
earning yield 117 
price indices 117 

Other financial institutions 69 
definition and asset holdings 69 
deposits with 23, 70, 95 
securities turnover 71 
statistical sources 16

Overseas governments: borrowing by central government 42 
Overseas investment 26 
Overseas official financing 36, 54.
Overseas sector; 

definition 96
deposits (banks sector) 61 
statistical sources 17 

Overseas securities 25, 101

Pension funds 25. 69. 70. 77. 90, 93. 126 
Personal saving 92 
Personal sector 90 

balance sheets 95, 124 
committed and discretionary saving 127 
definition 90
disposable income 91,92 
lending to local authorities 54 
liquid assets 95 
saving 91,92 
statistical sources 16 
transactions with banks sector 61 

Petroleum revenue tax 49, 56. 82 
Preference shares 112 
Preference stocks 117 
Premium bonds 44, 45 
Private sector wealth 123 
Production account: definition 6 
Profits due abroad 82, 86 
Property unit trusts 67, 69, 73 
Public and private companies: definition 111 
Public corporations 56 

appropriation account 56 
borrowing 22. 50. 57 
borrowing requirement by sector 57 
capital and financial accounts 56, 57 
lending 57
pension funds 57, 58 
statistical sources 16 

Public deposits (with Bank of England) 62 
Public dividend capital 41.57 
Public expenditure planning total 33. 127 
Public sector: 32 

accounts by subsector 127 
borrowing requirement 11,32, 34. 35,108 
external finance 35, 36 
funds with banks sector 61 
lending 24
main financial flows, diagram 29 
outstanding debt 32,124 
pension funds 77 
pension scheme transactions 40 

Public Works Loan Board 52. 54 
loans rates 119

Rates, local authority 52 
Redemption yields 116
Reliability gradings of financial accounts data; chart 18 
Reliability gradings of balance sheet data; charts 121, 123 
Rent and non-trading income: 

companies 81,86
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public corporations 56 
Rent, local authorities 52 
Reserve tranche on IMF 101 
Residual error in sector accounts 8, 26 
Retailers’ credit 23. 73,92, 94

Save As You Earn 44, 45, 66,128 
terms 46

Savings banks: 38, 41,43,113 
deposits with 23, 93, 95 
terms 46

Seasonal adjustment 10, 28, 33,104,107 
Sector financial accounts 6,17 

asset categories, diagram 30 
balance sheets 8 
tables 7 

Securities 100 
Selected retail banks: 

base rates 118,119 
Share and loan capital 112 
Share prices and yields 117 
Shipbuilders' relief 50 
Short-term assets: 

investment trusts 75 
Short-term money rates 118 
Sight deposits (banks) 63 
Sign convention 13 
Social security benefits 40 
Sources and methods (financial accounts) 14, 15 
Sources and uses of funds 13, 70, 83,91 
Special deposits (banks) 62 
Special drawing rights (SDRs) 97. 101,115 

valuation 98,116 
Special finance agencies 69 
Spot foreign exchange rates 114 
Stamp duties 48 
Standing services 47 
Sterling exchange rate index (ERI) 114 
Sterling Treasury bills 19. 41,43, 70, 85 

tender 43
Stock appreciation 5, 80, 81 
Stockbrokers 89 
Stockbuilding 4 
Stock Exchange: 

function 111 
transactions 113 

Subsidies 40. 52.56
Superannuation funds: see Pension funds 
Supplementary special deposits (banks) 62 
Supply services 38. 50
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Tax deposit accounts 47 
Taxes:

on capital 40, 56,93 
on expenditure 39 
on income 39

by companies 62, 86 
by persons 92

Tax instruments 20,41,46. 85.93.95 
Tax reserve certificates: see Tax instruments 
Time deposits 63, 71,74 
Timing of transactions 13 
Tobacco products duty 50 
Trade credit 23.90.92 
Transactions in financial assets 17 
Transfers abroad by persons 92 
Transit items 64,67
Treasury analysis of public expenditure 34,127 
Trustee savings banks 23,38, 59,69, 70,92, 94,95 

see also Savings banks

Undistributed income (companies) 82,86 
UK residents 79, 98 
Unincorporated businesses 90 
Unit trusts 24,69, 70. 74 
Universities 90,92 
Unremitted profits (companies) 82 
Unlisted securities market 113 
US Treasury bills 115

Valuation: 
principle 13 
banks sector 61 
official reserves 98 

Value added tax 39, 49 
Velocity of circulation 108 
Venture and development capital companies 69 
Visible trade 96

Wages, salaries and forces' pay 91 
V^r loans flat yield 119 
Ways and means advances 42 
Wite-off of public corporations' debt 57 
Wealth 7.122

Yields:
British government securities 115 
company securities 117
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Financial Statistics Explanatory handbook has notes and definitions which 
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